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Abstract
This study carries out archaeological research around the representation of the Latina/o
soldier in American war-minded cinema. The theoretical orientation is comprised of a
synthesis of sociological, New Historical, and genre-studies frameworks. I start from the
assumption that images of Latinas/os in war-minded cinema—whether “negative” or
“positive,” marginal or center-stage—come to propose, and in most cases reinforce, modes of
“being” in the nation. Whether in the form of a colourful tokenism, vile-stereotypes, or
suspect models of identity, these representations are hardwired to prescribe specific valances,
to heed or to follow, of patriotism, sacrifice and positionality vis-á-vis the (white) heroes and
all Others. It is by way of these prescriptions, I propose, that the filmic bodies of Latinas/os
are effectively mobilized through the spaces opened up by war: those spaces typically
imagined as being part of the homefront/warfront, as well as those less obvious sites forming
around the imaginaries of the past, present and future, class, gender, language and
citizenship. In sum, the tales of mobility we will encounter are ultimately also narratives of
assimilation whereby the Latina/o is finally “accepted” into the fold of the nation. Of course,
there are certainly films where the Latina/o is represented in more ambiguous terms. Hence,
the Latina/o may be altogether absent from the narrative, for instance, or present in such a
way that the predominant mobilization of his/her currency is challenged. It is here, I argue,
where the Latina/o may transcend the tyranny of the “negative/positive,” in order to find a
more richly represented existence.
There are a small number of articles which have tangentially touched on the representation of
a few Latino-soldier characters and a few others focusing specifically on the emergence of
the warring Latina. As there is no current work holistically tackling the representation of the
Latina/o soldier in war films, this dissertation aims to be the first comprehensive approach.

Keywords
Motion pictures, United States, Hispanic Americans, Latina/o studies, war film, ethnic
representation, Second World War, Vietnam War, Korean War, Cold War, Gulf War, War on
terror, homefront, warfront, imagined nation, stereotypes, models of identity, film stars,
Mexican-American history, Mexican American culture, Hollywood, Hollywood history
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Preface
Having completed high school education in Canada, I decided to return to Mexico. Once
there, however, the return to my patria was revealed to be a spiritual impossibility. I soon
became embroiled in an arduous process of re-adaptation to a society and culture that
suddenly became strange to my childhood memories. It was during this period of time that,
among the books in my grandfather's library, I came across Octavio Paz's El laberinto de la
soledad (1950). It was a book whose first chapter fit most perfectly my mind's state of being
at the moment. Paz would commence his great theoretical exposé of Mexican identity
precisely by describing the youth at the periphery of the Mexican nation i.e., the US raised
Pachuco. The seed for what eventually became this investigation, it could be said, was
planted precisely in that moment amidst the dusty books, in that wondrous second of
introspection in San Mateo Tlaltenango. But it could also be said that my dealings/
1

identification with the Pachuco, and with his descendant the vato loco , dated much further
back: in fact to my adolescence at the peripheries of Toronto, when having arrived to Canada
at the age of ten, my “accent” was pointed out as the main factor accentuating my essential
difference in relation to the “Canadian kids.” All the immigrant kids and I would be sent
away for two hours a day to the E.S.L. classroom where Mrs. García would impart the
knowledge which would one day make us equals. Mrs. García also took the liberty of
promptly changing my name to “Phillip” given that, as she put it, “You are Canadian now!”
And so a “Phillip” I was for the next two years, that is until the day a Salvadoran kid named
Matías showed up to school one day so as to convinced me thereafter that no, in fact, I was a
“Latino,” and therefore a “Felipe.”
From then on, I, along with Matías and my fellow government-housing friends (of Latino,
Caribbean and South Asian descent), would begin to perform a particular brand of masculine
identity: that of the Chicano, the vato loco. To craft our personas we would take notes from

1

The vato loco (crazy dude) in this sense can be understood as a post-Pachuco subject.

ix

2

the performed demeanor of older vatos like Matias’ older brother , but more specifically
from a particular Hollywood film entitled Blood in Blood Out (1993). Gathered in Giovanni’s
basement we would all watch again and again that first hour of Taylor Hackford's film. It was
then that the film’s three vatos locos (three cousins coming of age in 1970s East Los
Angeles) would reveal to us the particular models of identity we would adopt. In particular,
we all wanted to be (like) Paco: the most handsome, “bad-ass” vato loco, the brown-skinned
boxer, the defiant and proud Chicano sporting most perfectly the blue bandana on his
forehead.
We would take action to be sure; our motley crew would go out in full vato loco dress to the
3

mall, or to the public ice-rink, in search of the “East Los ” drama and adventure as depicted
in the Disney produced film. And upon my return home, I, for one, would take off the striped
flannel shirt, the bandana, lift the pants up above the hips, and enter the house as the
evangelical young man that my parents expected for dinner.
To this day Blood has remained a cult-film for ever newer generations of viewers. It has
provided a coming of age experience for urban youth at the peripheries of the developed
world: be it in Central Canada, certainly in Sweden (Lalander 142), and perhaps even in
Latin America. Yet upon re-viewing the full three-hour film in my late twenties, I suddenly
encountered the dark underbelly of the narrative: the virulent racism, sexism, and
homophobia. I am confronted with ridiculous character arcs which spell out clear cautionary
tales for the Chicano/Latino male. Doomed to a life of junkiehood or criminality, the
Chicano/Latino can never truly leave the hellish barrio, and the only path to redemption is
through incorporation into the State's disciplinary apparatus: by going to jail, or by joining
the police force that prowls the barrio, though this last option may only be available if one
passes through the moral/physical testing-ground that is the Armed Forces. This is precisely
the path as reflected in Paco’s character, who as Teresa Jillson and José Barrera have pointed
out, “transforms himself into a real man, not the hopeless gang-banger of the early scenes, by
taking the path that American males must walk if they wish to assume full citizenship in

2

Shove, Matías’ older brother, had arrived via Los Angeles, and was allegedly a member of the Toronto chapter
of the “Latin Lords.”
3
East Los Angeles, California.

x

America—the military tour of duty . . . com[ing] home to the barrio as a type of saviour . . .
policeman” (200). Now while Jillson and Barrera are right to point out Paco's radical
transformation, I do believe that there is ample room for a more subtle analysis. For the time
4

being, we may point out, for example, that it is not the case that all types of American males
must carry out a tour of duty in order to prove their belonging to the nation; for this seems to
be a drive most closely associated with the racialized groups of the nation i.e., those which
are typically categorized as “other” during peacetime. Predominantly in film, if an AngloSaxon boy opts out of the fight it is because he is a peace-loving hippie (but still
“American”), is righteously standing up for his beliefs, or solely attending to more important
5

matters (like going to medical school ) i.e., not because he is the quintessential “unAmerican” leech of the US nation.
The recounting of my personal experience and of the distinct readings of a key film in this
study is meant to illustrate the specific position that informs my theoretical considerations
and approaches to the corpus. I am an outsider: a Mexican/Salvadoran/Canadian academic
who studies the representation of Latinos and Latinas in American war cinema. Yet perhaps I
also embody an odd in-betweenness in that I have lived a sort of Chicano/Latino experience
in a Canadian context (a Chicanadian experience?). This is an experience informed as much
by the social-cultural challenges of adapting to a new nation and a new language, as by the
6

incorporation and performance of the various circulating models of identity (Hollywoodproduced or otherwise).
Thus far I have come to perform different roles in my life: that of the evangelical boy, the
E.S.L. kid, the vato loco, the Latin lover, the older brother, the Canadian soldier, the
academic, the young father. These performative phases/faces certainly come to frame not

4

Though I am unconfortable with the term “America” as commonly employed in war film criticism to
reference the US nation and/or its citizens, and though I would much rather employ “USAmerica” and
“USAmerican,” I do feel obliged, for ease of reading, to retain the erroneous usage throughout this
investigation.
5

George Stevens’ Giant (1960), for instance, lets the (white) Jordan Benedict III (Dennis Hopper) off the hook,
so to speak, precisely in this manner.
6

Incidentally, I write of performance precisely in the vein of Judith Butler’s theorizations on the nature of
identity and in line with other critics’ employment of the term as not only relating to gender, but also race/ethnic
performativity (Salih 65).

xi

only my positioning as a viewing-subject/academic, but also the fundamental assumption in
my work: that films may shape the way we imagine ourselves, our allegiances to a particular
group or nation, or our perception of other ethnic groups.
Do particular film experiences account for the Latinas/os who have eagerly joined the war
efforts in US history? Did Blood motivate me to eventually join the Canadian Armed Forces?
The answers are not as straightforward as we would want it to be. It would be too easy to
espouse an idea of cinema as a tool of indoctrination employed by the State upon its subjects.
My argument and basic assumption is simply that identification and cultural negotiations do
occur in and around filmic representation through contradictory and ambiguous processes
that are subtle as much as they are multivalent. Aside from the vision ingrained in my mind,
of Benjamin Bratt in his Marine dress uniform, perhaps I became a soldier, partly, due to an
earlier vision: a poster of a smiling Sikh Mountie officer welcoming me to Canada. I
remember that I identified with this fellow brown-identified subject who was simultaneously
able to signify a Canadian essence. And then again, perhaps I joined the service out of spite
against that one Anglo kid who in high school laughed in my face at the revelation of my
desire to become a Mountie. In any case, and in keeping with the idea of performativity and
disclosure of my positionality, I must admit I have not been much of a soldier either:
certainly not as brave as some of my dear friends whose bodies and minds have served in
Afghanistan, those dear friends with memories tattooed onto their eyes. In comparison, I
have been but a yellow bastard (General Patton might intone), forever holding back from
asking how it really was, a voyeur—a spy?—playing the role of the “weekend warrior,” at
the homefront, during summer-time when school is out and cash is needed to get me through
till September.

xii
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

This text aims to be a theoretical defence of the soldier as much as it aims to be an attack
on his/her very position. It is all too easy to dismiss the soldier as a one dimensional
murderous drone unleashed upon the world by a neo-imperial leading-echelon in cahoots
with a military-industrial complex. If the soldier is to blame for moral blunders
committed in foreign fields, however, this judgment must always be checked with the
acknowledgement that the blame is also visited upon us as civilians. It is, after all, our tax
money and tacit political approval—our participation/subsistence in this North American
corporate economy—pulling those triggers and pins overseas.
While few of us may ever experience the thrill of the battlefield, most of us have
nonetheless grown up to love the very idea of it. If war movies are a tremendous pleasure
to watch, and I would venture that they are, what does this say about our desire to see
ever new wars in "real life" which could then be brought to the silver screen? I find
myself invoking General S. Patton (once more), or rather remembering George C. Scott’s
haunting embodiment of the General from 1970: “Men, all this stuff you've heard about
America not wanting to fight, wanting to stay out of the war, is a lot of horse dung.
Americans traditionally love to fight. All real Americans love the sting of battle.”
The many representations of Latina/o soldiers that I will be discussing in this study may
be viewed, as other critics have imagined Blood in Blood out’s Paco, as nothing but “coopted, interpelled, that is, conditioned to think in ideological terms imposed by a superior
power . . .” (Jillson and Barrera 200). However, I see an inherent ambiguity in one of the
ways in which we may read this and other Latino/soldiers: as more than the sum of their
stints in the service and the force. My point is that we cannot flat out dismiss Paco as
nothing but a sell-out cop now blinded to the realities of the barrio, or to “the arcane rules
of logic that rule the brotherhood of the gangs . . .” (Jillson and Barrera 200). Do gangs
not also replicate the patriarchy and consumerist/corporate pitfalls of dominant society?

2
Let us remember, furthermore, that Paco did not willy-nilly volunteer to join the army,
but was rather forced to make a decision between jail and the service:
- Chale ese [damn dude], a fucking Marine?
- Yeah it was either this or jail, right? But after boot camp not sure if it was a
good deal. . . .
Had he volunteered, however, as no doubt many Latinas/os have done so in “real life,”
the “volunteering” would still reflect a contradictory and ambiguous subject-positioning:
one informed as much as by an interpellation of the state, as by the multivalent
community-circulated beliefs about masculinity, success, patriotism, citizenship and
belonging. The film could only hint at this ambiguity. We may never know of Paco’s
experience beyond the barrio, in the service. The narrative has simply preferred to show
7

us the story of the half-breed cousin who goes to jail, and in the few granted glimpses
we do get of Paco, we may only infer a tension in his demeanor: a tension perhaps
betraying his positioning as that of someone stuck between performing the Chicano and
performing the soldier/cop.
In any case, a few glimpses is usually all it takes for Latina/o soldiers like Paco to
demonstrate an important lesson which we as viewers might have taken to heart; if the
Latina/o is often at odds when attempting to find a place of his or her own in mainstream
society, war presents an opportunity for the Latina/o to potentially gain inclusion into the
national project. However, under what terms the Latina/o is included in this national
project, is mandated by a limited amount of stereotypical possibilities as embodied by
what I would call the Latina/o martial affect; whereby the Latina/o soldier is
predominantly imagined as male, as either the lazy, inefficient, blowhard soldier,
alternatively as a “good” but quiet medal-winning Latino, or in some instances, as the
brave and heroic boxer-type. The Latina, for her part, while not usually subjected to the
first two possibilities of representation, is for her part coded as a brave and smart macha.

7

Miklo’s father is an Anglo businessman and his mother is a Mexican American woman who is subtly
revealed as a sex-worker.

3
Some critics may point out that war-minded cinema is often already rife with stereotyped
characters. In the case of the Latina/o, however, this tendency towards stereotyped
characterization—whether of the “negative” or “positive” persuasion—is compounded
with the fact that seldom is a complex characterization granted to these reel Latinas/os.
More importantly, these images quite clearly mobilize Latina/o bodies on the screen
across the spaces opened by war, and ultimately appeal to us as viewers by providing
models (or prescriptions) for “being” in the nation.
Hence the possibility of representation for the Latina/o soldier may best be
conceptualized, I propose, through the image of the pendulum. It is a pendulum that
oscillates between the representations of the soldier as vile stereotype to that of the
Latina/o soldier who poses positive, albeit suspect, models of identity (or “positive”
stereotypes) for the Latina/o-identifying spectator. Midway through the pendulum’s
travel, we have a more ambiguous type of representation that goes beyond the usual onedimensional characterization. It is the site where the Latina/o ceases to be the token
representative of his/her people in order to play for us a more nuanced subjectivity. And
then again, the center can also be the site where the Latina/o may cease to exist all
together i.e., in a narrative marked by absence and/or erasure.
The fluidity of movement—the lingering at the extremes of the pendulum—means that
the image of the Latina/o soldier is never stable. It is ever-changing though not in terms
of a progressive type of evolution towards an elusive fair (fair to what?) representation,
but rather in terms of a constant oscillation, tick… tick, left to right, and back again.
Certainly with the passing of time there are certainly bound to emerge new variations of
Latina/o representation. There might arise different ways in which these images are read
depending on the changing audience that interprets. My argument is simply that the
original significations are always nonetheless active in mainstream media, or
alternatively, always patiently waiting for their next deployment, or certainly always at
play within the newer renditions that are brought before us.
In keeping with this theorization, I have shied away from a conflict or genre-based
division of chapters and instead have tailored the structure of this work based on the

4
fluidity of the pendulum. In keeping with our archaeological intentions, furthermore, the
analysis in each chapter will be structured by following a consideration of the various
spaces (or themes) that open up for/by the Latina/o in narratives about war.
Specifically speaking, the following two chapters will cover the theoretical underpinnings
of this work so as to answer some of the relevant questions to consider pertaining to the
8

structures of experience which frame the Latina/o in war-minded narratives . Hence,
while chapter two dives right into (and justifies) the ways in which this study plans to
analyze and take on the extensive corpus—that is, the analysis of American war-minded
cinema through the prism of archaeology—chapter three, in turn, sets out to define the
different terms around our principle object of study: the Latina/o in filmic representation.
Chapter four begins the discussion of the corpus by focusing on the elusive center of the
pendulum; it considers the implications of Latina/o absence and of the more concrete
phenomena of Latina/o erasure in American war cinema. Chapter five then focuses on the
9

heavy-handed images to be found on both opposite ends of the pendulum and within the
“normative spaces” of war cinema, while chapter six and seven, finally, begin to discuss
the presence of the Latina/o in more specifically charted grounds/focus of study. Hence,
while chapter six takes a look the figure of the Latina/o veterano, chapter seven is
focused on the juncture between the Latina/o, death, killing and the attainment of medals.
Undoubtedly in the last two chapters we will be analyzing characters plucked out of
documentaries and from low budget independent cinema. However, that these types of
films will always provide the most enriched portrayals of Latina/o characters is an
assumption that this study actively contests. Again this is why I have favoured a praxis
based on the assumption that the representations of conflicts in US history are essentially
variations of the same theme, that is, the imagined story of the nation at war, regardless

8

For instance: how has the Latina/o soldier's presence been performed in filmic history and in relation to
the nation’s own history? How is he/she present among peers of the greater US-nation? What is asked of
him or her in exchange for inclusion? How can we read Latinidad on the screen? How are stereotypes or
models of identity constructed?
9
The representations of the Latina/o soldier as the vile stereotype on the one hand, and, on the other, as the
“positive” model of identity.

5
of the conflict depicted (Second World War, Vietnam, Gulf wars, Iraq, other and
beyond), of film type (fiction or documentary), production-value (Hollywood, made for
TV, experimental, low budget, minority film-making, foreign film), and of genre
(melodrama, comedy, action-adventure, horror, film noir, science fiction). It is
undeniable that these elements of filmmaking—and more importantly genre—will have
effects in the way the Latina/o soldier will be portrayed. However, if we are to value the
very object of our study, I would argue that an analysis of these elements must always be
made subservient to the careful consideration of the manifest representation framing the
Latina/o. This is the plotting, after all, which will enable the effective zeroing-in of the
Latino's grid.

6

Chapter 2

2

Hi/story, War Film and Archaeology

2.1 A Hi/story of Representation
It is no secret that flesh and bones Latinas/os have had a long record of participation in
the US Armed Forces, and yet the filmic record has registered them as secondary
characters or worse yet, bystanders, nonexistent. Of late Hollywood and minority
filmmaking have given rise to more exciting and sometimes critical portrayals of the
African-American soldier, but again the Latina/o soldier has not received such attention,
even in the work of Latina/o filmmakers themselves. In this sense it is hardly surprising
that focused academic discussion of the Latina/o soldier on film would be close to nonexistent. There have been invaluable sociological studies and oral histories projects that
have focused on the lived experiences of Latina/o veterans of the Second World War and
later conflicts. There are also important studies on the Latina/o soldiers to be found in
literature. Yet very few words have been dedicated to the specific case of the Latina/o
soldier on film. Here lies the relevance of this work: not only in the active re-reading of
the Latina/o soldier's roles on film, but also on the interplay whereby their stories
become, perhaps unwittingly, our histories as well, our models to heed or despise. It is
hoped that the reader will find contemporary resonances in his/her present, as we indeed
find them in the post-9/11 terrorist-insurgency world that we inhabit; for today, as back in
1943, Latinas/os have been simultaneously denigrated, praised and ignored on films bent
on portraying the killing and dying for one’s flag and country.
Called to fulfill a typecast and seldom more, the Latina/o on film all too often bears the
burden of representing a “Latino essence.” In films where the viewer is made to
“witness” events past, the Latino and the Latina also carry with them the burden
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of

signifying “a people” in the context of the enveloping and developing imagined
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I take the lead of Mary C. Beltrán, in appropriating for the Latina/o the concept of the “burden of
representation,” as discussed elsewhere by writers such as James Baldwin in the context of African
American representation (7).
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community of the US nation. The representation of Latina/o soldiers in American warminded films is particularly illustrative in understanding this burdensome representation
precisely because of the persistence of the various discourses of “the nation” in these
works. By “war-minded cinema,” incidentally, we mean to speak of not only the films
that take place explicitly in the battlefield, but also those films that in some way or
another have wars or soldiers as principal elements of the narrative (Doherty 115).
If “real” war conflicts can be conceptualized as sets of events which are believed to have
happened in the past, film can be seen as giving life to those past events by attempting to
“show,” to the readers of the ever present, whatever happened back then. In this manner,
we may be tempted to propose that each set of films which grapple with the various
international conflicts in US history, collectively come to construct and modify the
collective memories for each of those conflicts. As already alluded, however, it would be
a mistake to think of these filmic sets as mutually exclusive as a correlation of their
distinct temporal settings. More appropriately speaking, regardless of conflict, geography
or enemy, all of these stories are existentially linked to each other by the nature of the
collective project i.e., the construction of that intertextual artifact which can be described
as the history of US nation at war. This ur-story is a sum of narratives that is fluid,
contradictory and multi-layered; and thus it may never be grasped in its entirety. My
intent is simply to dialogue with the constellation of narratives surrounding the Latina/o
soldier, and to conceptualize this constellation as part of a growing palimpsest of images
of the US nation at war.
This dissertation has endeavored to pour over a great number of films which have
envisioned, in some way or another, the Latina/o soldier. The Latina soldier has been
predominantly, though not completely, absent from the filmic record. Most recent and
surprising appearances can be found on films which have cast Michelle Rodriguez as the
no-nonsense smart Latina soldier, for example, as is the case in Jonathan Liebesman’s
most recent Battle LA (2011). In any case, seeing how the corpus itself is androcentric,
there is a tendency of referring to the quintessential Latina/o soldier in solely the
“masculine” form. Indeed, the “ideal” martial subject in general has always been
imagined as necessarily a male figure. White female soldiers have always been an
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integral part of mainstream war representation but usually in the form of feminine-coded
nurse-officers. And in films that focus on the homefront, the white soldier’s wife is often
represented as taking an active and leading role in the war effort. But this is not at all the
way Latinas are traditionally represented. In fact, solely based on the Latina’s history of
representation, we might be led to believe that the Latina simply was not there at war, or
even actively participating in the war-efforts in any way, shape or form. Numerous oral
histories, however, will reveal this presumption to be a great injustice to the great
numbers of Latina soldiers and active homefront Latina workers who have been there in
reality. The phenomenon of the Latina’s inexistence and/or otherwise sporadic presence
would merit a dedicated and extended study in itself, and in this work we dedicate some
effort to this merit. Hence, elsewhere in this comprehensive sketch of the Latina/o soldier
on film, my usage of the term “Latino”—as supposed to the more inclusive “Latina/o”—
is always tied to an acknowledgement of the filmic neglect of the Latina’s war hi/stories
over and above those of her male counterpart.
In broad terms, it could be said that Latino soldiers were at first a staple of the 1940s
Second World War film, when the cycle of Good Neighbor films and the very genre itself
called for dramatis personae made up of the various representatives of the imaged
American melting-pot. The Latino would play the excitable and passionate minor
character, the film's narrative being led by the inspiring (white) hero. We can also
likewise say that later on in the 1950s, the Latino, as the token minority member in the
squad, could be easily substituted by the Italian-American, or the Polish American, while
in the 1960s we see a number of films which seem to make an effort to actively denigrate
the Latino, when present, by casting him as the deviant, cheater, and/or coward of the
group. The 1970s and 1980s, we may observe, saw the rise of fantasies of a revisionist
return to Vietnam, and are for the most part, lost decades for the representation of the
Latino soldier. Conversely, we could suggest that the Latino soldier returns in the 1970s
with the advent of minority filmmaking, and shortly thereafter with the rise of the
blockbuster, though here again as the bit character i.e., as the token minority
representative. It is also shortly after this that we begin to see the emergence of the Latina
macha-soldier; as in the character of Private Vasquez in James Cameron’s Aliens (1986)
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or Michelle Rodriguez’s Intel Sergeant Elena Santos from Jonathan Liebesman’s Battle
Los Angeles (2011).
And yet a history of representation for the Latina/o soldier could not be as neat as this;
for as far as it can be considered “History,” we may say that this history of representation
amounts to a mass of contradictory narratives, anachronisms, exceptions to the rules, and
richness of ambiguity which overflow from attempted historical compartmentalization.
This history of representation is itself part and parcel of the experiential history of
Latina/o subjects. In other words, the representation of Latina/o soldiers on film cannot
but be intertwined with the historical plight for recognition. But what, after all, do we
mean by historical plight? Or what in the first place do we mean by “history”?
We may observe that the lessons of post-structuralism and of the New Historicism have
left us with a particular understanding of the historical text and of historical realities. As
Hanna Arendt observes, there seems to be a consensus among historians of today –even
among the most conservative of them—that it is the nature of historical discourse to
“deploy . . . a system of language that is a part of the reality being described” (17). The
New Historiography then, asks of us to consider “where one stands” as a variable
effecting the configuration of historical meanings (Arendt 26). “Meaning” in this way
becomes ever fluid and unstable and dependent on the perspective that is exercised. The
real historical past is no longer out there to be recovered by the historian in the manner
of a “treasure trove hauled from the sea . . .” (Arendt 30). From this perspective, when
historians make appeals to an objective historical past, they are in fact only referencing a
ratified cluster of “time and place specific” texts which co-exist “intertextually within the
broader social and political structures of any epoch” (Arendt 31). In this way, Arendt
explains via Hayden White, the traditional historiographer functions as an imposer of
“meaning through the organization of the data as narrative,” rather than as a rescuer of
historical truths (33).
Now there are redeeming traits in this breakdown of traditional historiography; if
historiography can no longer claim to “mirror” a past that is out there to be found (White
1195), it may on the other hand express the coming to grips with functional narratives
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about past events. It is in this vein that Hayden White emphasizes the need to study “how
and to what purpose historians transform information about [historical] events into the
facts that serve as the subject matter of their arguments” (1196). Evidently then, the New
Historicism does not give up the quest for historical knowledge, but rather continues in
this endeavor with an added cautiousness and open-mindedness for historical
contradictions. The past is non-recoverable, the historical text is ambiguous and nontransparent, and so this new focus on the craft of the historian itself, leads to a privileging
of the study of “the conflicts, hesitations, ambiguities . . . of the historical text, in which
the non-transparency of the text reveals itself” (Ankersmit 128-129). Taking these points
into consideration then, we may begin to understand the New Historiography as one that
compels its proponents to self-consciously
search the archive for eccentric anecdotes and enigmatic fragments in order to
construct counter histories that interrupt the homogenizing force of grand
narratives, by grounding themselves in the contingent and “the real,” all the while
acknowledging that the real is never accessible as such. (Baron 15)
As Frank Ankersmit explains, reality in this respect becomes a key concept for the New
Historiographer, who for his/her part, sees the reality of the past as a constructed effect of
the historical text arising in turn from “a tension in and between [other] historical texts”
(140). No historical text lies outside of this phenomena: for even the most radical
historical text will be anchored in the textual field that surrounds it. It is, after all, with
this keen understanding of the workings of the reality effect in historical representation,
that we come to understand that “rules and codes . . . unconsciously and unintentionally
construct the historical object and the reality of the past . . . [and that these rules and
codes] . . . do not analyze a previously given historical reality, but define it first”
(Ankersmit 145).
This is not to say in the postmodern mode, that the historical past is not “real,” or that it is
but a simulacrum. Indeed, as George Mariscal has most poignantly pointed out, it would
be preposterous to maintain this posture in the face of the incontestable Latina/o flesh and
blood left on the battlefield. And who would contest the very real finality of death as
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succinctly alluded-to in Mariscal’s powerful statement that “[t]wo of the surnames that
appear most often on the wall of the Viet Nam Memorial in Washington, D.C., are
Johnson and Rodriguez” (3). Along the same lines, Raul Morin saw it fit to reproduce
verbatim, in his historiography of valour, a fragment from payroll documentation as proof
that Latinos were actually there in proportionally large numbers at the fall of Bataan. And
here again nobody in their right mind would question the visceral reality that these
Hispanic names and service-numbers stand for:
First Sergeant Armijo, Manuel A., 20843120 . . . Sergeant García, Cruz,
20843139 . . . Sergeant Sánchez, Pete, 20843176 . . . Corporal Apodaca, Ramón,
20843123 . . . Corporal Gonzalez, Rubel, 20843180 . . . Corporal Lopez, Genaro
B., 20843145 . . . Corporal Rivera, Gavino, 20843156 . . . Private First Class
Gutierrez, Jesus B. 20842477 . . . Private First Class Gutierrez, John F., 20843125
. . . [and the list goes on]. (Morin 35)
Rather, what is contested in this study is the practice of “History” (with a capital H) in
terms of its privileging of the notion of “a reality.” If History is but one agreed-upon
story of the past, then everything else that lies outside of historically allowable works
(i.e., poetry, novels, memoirs, oral histories, music, film etc.,) could never gain access to
the historical pie. And even if these are allowed to enter within the confines of History, it
is only as marginal texts—always to be taken with a grain of salt—as subjective and nonessential tangents of the real and verifiable History of the nation. Mariscal’s theoretical
framework, which would seem to privilege the concept of “a reality,” is actually at odds
with the sheer multivocal ambiguity of the texts he himself presents as editor in Aztlan
and Viet Nam: Chicano and Chicana Experiences of the War (1999). My intuition is that
thinking about the Vietnam conflict, for example, as “a reality” of the past only serves to
disconnect us from those who were there. The stories of their flesh and bones are
disconnected from the “present-reality” simply because the old-school veteranos and
their stories are “of the past.” In this sense, then, these are also existentially disconnected
from the stories of their fathers and mothers in the Second World War, and from the
stories of present day sons and daughters stationed in Iraq or Afghanistan. Marginalized
stories are hence doubly marginalized or ghettoized to the labels of specific-war
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experiences, when we should, I suggest, consider the existential links between them as
the starting point when thinking of the Latina/o experience at war as a constellation of
linked stories. Certainly, every conflict does present specific “structures of experience” to
the flesh and bone soldiers who were there on the ground; and this study is not about to
embark on a contestation of those unique experiences. This study simply aims at
highlighting the commonalities amidst the “structures of experience” which have been
communicated and reactivated on film across the last seven decades regardless of the
specific conflict at hand.
Mariscal himself unwittingly argues for my case when in a poetic flourish he states on
behalf of all Mexican American servicemen and servicewomen that “[d]espite the
passage of time, both the living and the dead continue to insist: aquí estamos y no nos
vamos” (Mariscal 12). The “here we are” is one which effectively unites soldiers of the
past with soldiers of the present in one temporal sphere; it is a performative utterance
through which the reality of the past merges with the reality of the present, signaling in a
way the meaninglessness of time-specificity in the face of multi-generational guilt, pride,
struggle, sacrifice and pain. If to spouse an idea of “a reality” is to invest in the idea of “a
History,” in Mariscal’s poetic unruliness bubbles up an alternative mode of
conceptualization. The “here we are” reflects a multigenerational grouping, that under the
mantra “we’re not leaving,” has developed alternative modes of remembering, “of
staying”: not through the favouring of “a History” or “a reality,” but through the
privileging of histories, realities, and stories which act against the grain of the dominant
construct of the nation’s “History.” Hence if we are to consider “History” at all –that is,
as the certified “official” record of the past—we must do so as solely marginal footnoting
to the realities of the Latinas/os touched by war. To privilege histories, realities, and
stories does not at all mean we must jettison our investment in the “real,” but rather it is
to say that the true “real” is multivalent, contradictory and complex. Unlike “History,”
the real is not a text to be agreed upon by the nation’s certified historians. This is why
“History” can never in good faith read what it otherwise would consider marginal
Latina/o stories; and this is because for traditional practitioners of “History,” stories are
but one drop away from the literary, and as such, they can only serve as part of “the raw
material of historical praxis” (Mariscal 25). Whereas my point is that we must privilege
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precisely this raw material over and above historical praxis. In the face of systemic
erasure and belittling of the Latina/o soldier's stories as just stories, we should look at
literature –and for the purposes of this study, film— as potentially alternative modes of
representation to those which may be offered up by “History.”
Certainly, even the most liberal historiographers have revealed their apprehension when
attempting to deal with the filmic historiographical text; and this is because the film
medium presents the historiographer with a challenging, if not outright discouraging task.
The audio-visual dimension poses a problem for a field of study that has always
privileged the printed word over the visual and the aural. The imperative, therefore, is to
understand the medium on its own complex terms. Filmic-texts, in the broadest sense,
vary greatly not only in form and content, but also in the extent of their investment in the
possibility of teasing out “the truth” of events past. While traditional historiographers
may grant film a few illustrative “virtues . . . [i.e., the] evocations of the past through
powerful images, colorful characters, and moving words,” the filmic text still remains for
them unable to meet “the basic demands for truth and verifiability used by all historians”
(Rosenstone 1174). From this point of view then, the pitfalls of film are that it is fatally
“short on traditional data . . . [that it] play[s] . . . down the analytical . . . and alter[s] . . .
our very sense of the past” (Rosenstone 1179). The sense is that film, for these
historiographers, is still relegated to the realm of illustration at the margins of “true”
historical discourse; it is solely there to convey “the look and feel” of history by sticking
to “another kind of data” that is non-analytical, and therefore unverifiable (and untrue?),
but that nonetheless “lets us see landscapes, hear sounds, witness strong emotions as they
are expressed with body and face, or view physical [blood and guts] conflict between
individuals and groups” (Rosenstone 1179).
Now, while traditional historiographers still put the printed historical text on a pedestal in
relation to its filmic brethren, New Historiographers, such as White, are otherwise ready
to give equal historiographical value to both of these cultural artifacts. This is not to say
that NH theorists do not allow for essential differences in the way that the various
mediums express their discourses. What is impressed is that rather than functioning as
illustrative footnoting to the printed historical text, film represents in its own right, a
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wholly functional mode of constructed historiographical signification (White 1194).
White, in this sense, reminds us “the historical monograph is no less shaped or
constructed than the historical film or historical novel . . .” (1195). The overly defensive
posture of traditional historiographers then, only makes painfully obvious that film has
come to “raise the spectre of the fictionality of [their] own discourse, whether cast in the
form of a narrative account or in a more analytical, non-narrative mode” (White 1195).
Certainly, at this point we must tone down our optimism with the acknowledgement that
film has also predominantly belittled the Latina/o soldier’s hi/stories; and so we must also
stand in a critical posture against the historical praxis of this medium: that is, against that
dominant metanarrative of American war-minded cinema, where the central nerve, as
verified through repetition, is but the coming-of-age story whereby the All American
(white) boy becomes the All American (white) man while attempting to bring democracy
and salvation to the world in spite of a deviant and racialized enemy. The accusation
more properly speaking is this: that surely this metanarrative is only one of the possible
statements that could be made about the nation, but one nonetheless backed-up and in
cahoots with the official “historical record.” And if this is so, is it any wonder that in this
Hi/story on film, Latina/o soldiers, and all those who could never stand in as “All
American,” may solely serve as the marginal footnotes to the greater story of the US
nation?
George Mariscal has warned that “Oliver Stone, Sylvester Stallone, and their brethren are
rewriting the history of the Viet Nam period . . .” (301); and this, no doubt, is an
accusation which can be lobbied at all filmmakers involved in the wholesale
marginalization of Native Americans, Latinas/os, African-American and AsianAmericans in war-minded cinema. Perhaps, however, solely voicing these accusations is
what has precisely prevented us from actually taking a good look at the Latina/o (or
“Latina/o”) character who is there to speak to us, that is in spite of the film's attempts to
place him/her as nothing more than a footnote among the other troops “of colour.” In a
New Historical plight of its own then, this study aspires precisely to a type of analysis of
the footnotes to be found in the filmic record: the mission being, to reconsider the
Latina/o characters that have slipped-by unnoticed.
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Now if the Latina/o character, as the avatar of the “real” veterana/o, is to be found there
as the footnote—that is, as part of the buried stratum of mainstream representation—
instead of considering our labor as historiographical, perhaps we can think, following
Michel Foucault, of this work as an archeological practice; for, whereas history
privileges the notion of attaining the truth of the past, archeology deals with decaying
artifacts as proxies to knowledge of the past; archeology evokes the act of surveying,
digging and finding the remains of material culture where they lay. This element of
certain uncertainty fits quite well with our work here; for we should never be under the
illusion that we are to find, even in the documentary-form, the “real” Latina/o soldier:
perhaps, yes, only his/her bones—the remains left behind to mock us, and warn us that
their flesh and souls we may never uncover for these are always already inaccessible.

2.2 Genre, Temporality and Archaeology
2.2.1

Genre

Responding to the difficulty, or unruliness, in the classification of American war film
genre/s, critics have sought to corral-off bite size bodies of films by assigning each of
these a finite number of characteristics. The consensus for inclusion/exclusion is thus
constructed to different degrees of abstraction and specificity. For Stephen Neale, “the
category war film . . . includes [only?] films set in the First World War, the Second
World War, Korea and Vietnam. And it excludes homefront dramas and comedies and
other films lacking scenes of military combat” (23). This conceptualization of war film,
as solely those films focusing on combat, is echoed by Jeanine Basinger, but more
restrictively, this critic appeals for a precise dissection of “combat-film” genres based on
the actual historical conflict that is depicted as well as other con/textual considerations:
“Different wars inspire different genres. . . .” (qtd in Neale 24). Thus, it follows; there are
groupings of films belonging to the Second World War Pacific combat genre, as opposed
to, for instance, the Second World War Pacific submarine search-and-destroy genre. By
the same token, there are film genres classified as being “antiwar,” or conversely,
“propaganda” (Neale 25). There are war film genres specifically dealing with “war
preparedness,” “heroic aviation” or “dirty group[s]” (Neale 26). And then there are
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genres which construct their narratives as “epic reconstructions” and/or as revisionist
“rehabilitation[s]” (Neale 25-28).
Of course, troubling this attempt at a compartmentalized classification of war cinema is
the fact that these putative genres (or sub-genres) are often composed, or at least
informed by, “elements more typically associated with other genres, including epic,
historical, Western, espionage, foreign correspondent, genocide, and even comedy films .
. .” (Slocum 2). There is, in other words, a tendency towards a synthetic form of
filmmaking, or “overlap” (Neale 24), when it comes to war-film narratives; indeed, to
this list of confluences we could add-in other genres or styles of filmmaking which at one
point or another can also be said to inform war cinema at both the syntactic and semantic
11

registers : melodrama, romance, tragedy, action-adventure, documentary, social
problem, film noir.
My own estimation is that the employment of various (and elsewhere contradictory)
generic elements within the diegesis of a film is itself an attribute of war film cinema and
can be understood in the sense that it is precisely through generic multiplicity that the
ambiguously rich (uncanny?) experiences of war can be expressed. In other words, a
particular war film can be about combat as much as it also can be about the other
experiences, the comedy or romance, for instance, to be had on and around the journey to
hell and back. For instance, a film such as Nunnally Johnson’s The Man in the Grey
Flannel Suit (1956), which only marginally focuses on combat, is as much a war-film, I
would posit, then a film such as Tay Garnett’s Bataan (1943); where the latter’s emphasis
lies on the “last-stance” combat as experienced and effected by a small but
“representative” group of American soldiers, the latter considers combat as one of the
various constitutive elements in the construction of the “war story” of the white
middleclass couple—along with, for example, the moments of respite in Rome, the
soldier’s journey back home and the arduous adaptation to civilian/domestic life. In this
sense, perhaps we can say that the The Man is closer to a more “complete” kind of war
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The semantic register, according to Rick Altman, refers a “genre’s building blocks” (the look and feel of
a genre), while the syntactic register refers to the actual narrative structure of a genre (556).
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story precisely in that it is able to show us more of the imagined experience of the prototypical couple, albeit a white Anlgo Saxon one. In the end, yes, the impetus in many a
war film may be supplied by the knowledge and resolution of impending combat; this
combat, however, need not always necessarily materialize on the screen. Indeed, films
focusing on the experiences of veterans, of their family members and/or of other citizens
affected in any significant way by (the) war, are, in my account, still “war films” at the
end of the day.
I certainly do not mean to disqualify the value to be derived from analyzing the internal
rules operating in discrete bodies of war films. This is a line of study which indeed allows
us to propose that particular types of war film are hardwired to produce particular
“statements” about war (or about a war). In the combat film, for instance, the privileging
of the sensorial experience of combat is a statement in and of itself, as is, in the
homefront drama, the privileging of the domestic space. Likewise, the melodramatic visá-vis the parodic treatments of combat are bound to produce, each in their own right,
distinct types of statements about what, in the end, “war” means.
My aim in this study, however, is not to analyze the hardwired meanings of war on film
in respect to discreet genres. Indeed, I take Robin Wood’s criticism to heart when he
writes that “[o]ne of the greatest obstacles to any fruitful theory of genre has been the
tendency to treat the genres as discrete” (Wood 595). My aim, more appropriately
speaking then, is to look at the way in which the Latina/o soldier has been presented on
film despite the statements about war that any particular genre, or genre film, may be
hardwired to produce.
Conversely, however, we may say that there is one genre—the war epic—with which this
study endeavors to engage with. By “war epic,” however, I mean to reference not a
particular sub-type of war film—as represented, for example, by the star-studded and
lavishly produced The Longest Day (1956). I mean to speak, rather, of the war film epic
as that totality of film narratives which have, in one way or another, imagined the nation
at war. To speak of war films, I propose, even when solely intending to speak for a
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particular sub-genre (such as the combat film or the wartime musical), is to necessarily
speak of the greater imagined-epic of the warring nation.
The justification for utilizing such a broad synthetic definition of genre can be found in
the work of Thomas Schatz. Schatz argues that what actually defines a genre is “less a
space” than a distinctive “community of interrelated character types whose attitudes,
values, and actions flesh out dramatic conflicts inherent within the community” (568). A
genre’s community then—understood as a “network of characters, actions, values, and
attitudes”—is not one necessarily tied to specific spatiotemporal coordinates (Schatz
568). The recognition of a genre, Schatz continues, depends less on a particular setting
than on the audience’s “familiarity with . . . certain dramatic conflicts that we associate
with specific patters of action and character relationships” (568, my emphasis). Now if
particular genre films project onto the screen “familiar characters [facing familiar
conflicts, and] performing familiar actions which celebrate familiar values” (Schatz 568),
the imagined war epic can certainly be understood in this manner: in terms of the
“inherent dramatic conflicts” facing the community (Schatz 573), as that cluster of films
“registering” or imagining the experiences (actions, values, and attitudes) of the
community of the nation at war.
This implies a sizeable cluster of films; to demarcate the limits, it is imperative to look
past the spatiotemporal setting at hand (whether at the homefront, France, Vietnam, or a
galaxy far, far away), so as to focus on the community and the iterant conflict/s that the
genre is bound to put into play. A first approach might hence lead us to compare the war
epic’s community-conflict configuration with those created in nearby genres: namely
those genres dealing with the Indian-American wars and/or with the American Civil
12

War . The distinctiveness to be drawn here is that while the war epic deals with the
nation’s outings, the aforementioned genres focus, rather, on the bellicose action which
occurs not only within the bounds of the nation, but also against non-foreign forces. Quite
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film was [actually] first used in the industry’s relay to describe films set in the Civil War or in the Indian
Wars of the nineteenth century” (23).
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often these neighboring genres enact the (white) nation’s internal conflicts with,
respectively, the land’s first peoples and with itself. The imagined war epic certainly also
does portray the internal fissures of the nation, but this is a nation, nonetheless, that is
still imagined as actively pursuing action in foreign lands.
As a second approach, we may try to define the war epic in positive terms, as a type of
(1) gendered (2) romance-laden body genre of (3) mobility across both (4) determinate
and indeterminate space, (5) both devaluing and exalting individualistic and community
ideals. This nutshell definition will deserve some unpacking and so towards this goal I
will proceed in the following five sub-sections.

2.2.1.1

Gender and the Imagined War Epic

In the imagined war epic, masculinity is not only optimal, but essential to the nation's
operations in theater. Of course, the type of masculinity that is required in the service is
of a different, perhaps more exalted, quality than one might expect to encounter in
representations of civilian every-day life. Then again a martial type of masculinity is
bound to ring quite familiar a concept for those of us socialized in institutions—filmic,
educational or familial—where male-oriented athletics are valued over and above all
other endeavors. The parallels are numerous; both competitive sports and war, Ralph
Donald and Karen MacDonald have written, figure as elite “gendering” (3) spaces
providing not only “the opportunity for selfless team effort, the thrill of conquest, and the
chance for glory as well as physical injury,” but also, and most importantly, the proper
avenue to ultimately “prove [one's] . . . readiness for manhood” (15-16). And if one can
define the military as a “bastion . . . of hypermasculinity . . . [subscribing, naturally, to a]
masculinist self definition” (Kumar 298), all-boys athletics most evidently fit the same
bill.
This dominant construct of masculinity is bound to be consistent with the manner in
which boys are taught to perform “maleness” early on in life via “negative
reinforcement” i.e., through “negative comparisons” with the “female or [the]
homosexual male . . .” (Donald and MacDonald 2-12). And indeed, Deepa Kumar
understands martial-manhood in Hegelian terms: as predicated upon “a negation of
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femininity,” whereby the female is coded “as passive, [and] away from the battlefront,”
and the male is in turn associated with action, “violence and combat” in the battlefield
(Kumar 298). In contrast to the highly-emotional and weak female or the sissy male, both
of whom would cower or flee at the moment of truth, “the male American warrior . . .
[must be] a man of few words but mighty deeds, capable of stoically enduring privations
and pain and able to pass the constant stress test that war imposes on them” (Donald and
MacDonald 8-9).
This understanding of the construction of martial-masculinity does not quite capture the
whole picture, however. If martial-masculinity is to be defined by that which it is not, it
does nonetheless seem to abide by a certain playbook. Hence, war as a gendering space
then does not at all mean that feminine females, or unmanly men, are altogether absent
13

from war-narratives , but rather that there is an ideal masculine code-of-conduct to
aspire to. Inviting us to consider gender as a kind of “corporeal style,” Judith Butler helps
us understand this prescription of ideal masculinity in war-film narratives as a kind of
directive to perform a manly soldierly style. In this sense, male socialization through
athletics, Donald and MacDonald propose, may give us an indication as to the rules of the
game, the corporeal style required to succeed at war:
1. Call the play right.
2. Come in for the big win: Take your turn at bat.
3. Do a good job of work.
4. Appreciate your interference, don’t hog all the glory, and sacrifice for the team.
5. Americans love a winner and will not tolerate a loser.
6. Be bold, never too cautious.
7. To win, don’t always face the enemy head-on: Be both strong and clever.
8. Females are losers.
9. Know the score.
10. The enemy team is inferior, so learn how to exploit their weaknesses.

13

Indeed as we have seen, these sorts of subjects are a requisite for the very delineation of the boundaries of
ideal masculinity in times of war.
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11. Don’t give up: Fight on to victory.
12. You gotta play hurt. (17)
Not everyone can aspire to fully embody this corporeal style, but just as in sports, all
boys nonetheless will strive to do so. “Gendering” then motions towards a process of
steep hierarchization of the possible modes of martial-masculine performance. At the top
we typically have the (male) hero and his (male) best friend, or alternatively, a cluster of
exceptional leading men, who clearly are able to perform the ideal corporeal style to
perfection. Underneath them we have the nation's other men who lack, in some way,
shape or form, the quality of masculinity required to ascend in status. Donald and
MacDonald have given an extensive account of the men to be found at this level: “the
mama's boy . . . the wolf . . . the father figure . . . the rebellious son . . . the mate . . . the
battling brothers . . . the rapist . . . the FNG [fucking-new-guy] . . . the courageous boy . .
. the REMF [rear-echelon-mother-fucker]” (42-102). To this list I would add ethnic
males, masculine-coded females, and enemy males. Particularly from “the rapist” and
onwards on this list, the group is united, I would suggest, by the sense that their
masculinity is one marked as being pathological, incomplete or incipient. And as already
suggested, feminine-coded females, cowards and sissies are forcibly placed outside of
this protruding hierarchal structure (a phallus?) so as to stand there in awe, as foils and/or
in-service to the masculine domain.
Certainly this structure I have laid out is somewhat flexible particularly at the lower
rungs. The ranking of the fellas in the bottom rung varies depending on the narrative
needs of the film. Hence, for instance, the rapist might perform a pathological
masculinity vis-á-vis a righteous racialized male, or conversely, the racialized male
might be presented as simply following the rapist’s lead. The enemy's masculinity, to
give another example, while often framed in pathological terms, may also be coded as
one befitting a formidable opponent, even if this enemy is still marked as categorically
Other. Similarly, the difference between cowardice and heroism is sometimes represented
as “hing[ing] on circumstance” so as to make moot the difference between a coward and
a hero (Donald and MacDonald 103).
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Figure 1: The Phallus Structure of Martial Masculinity

2.2.1.2

Romance and the Body in the Imagined War Epic

A predominant focus in the war epic is certainly the romantic entanglements occurring
between those individuals that are mobilized by the nation at war (Slocum 9). The
romance in question occurs, hence, not only between the (temporarily separated)
heterosexual couple of the warring nation—between the All American boy who goes off
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to war and the girl he leaves behind—but also between the troops themselves: for
instance, through “the bonding that occurs between male soldiers through their training
and… [through their] shared experience of combat…” and, in some cases, through their
shared “irrational attachment to what has been called the ‘destructive sublime’ [i.e.,] …
the intense and even perverse fascination with sensation and death… .” (Slocum 9).
The romance of/at war, furthermore, is experienced by the parties involved at a visceral
register. In this vein, by describing the war epic as a “body genre,” I mean to place it in
relation to those genres that Linda Williams has framed in this respect: namely,
pornography, the horror film, and the “female weepie” melodrama. The imagined war
epic shares with these genres, the fact that it is also a form that displays “the spectacle of
a body caught in the grip of intense sensation… emotion… [and] sensation of
overwhelming pathos” (Williams 604). In these genres, Williams argues, the feelingbody on screen causes the viewers to give into an “over-involvement in sensation and
emotion [whereby the] …viewers feel too directly, [and] too viscerally manipulated by
the text in specifically gendered ways” (606). However, while the signifying body, the
locus of “pleasure, fear, and pain,” might be “traditionally female” elsewhere (Williams
605), in the war epic, I propose, both female and male bodies are subjected to these
emotions and sensations, albeit under distinct hierarchal allowances. If, as Williams
argues, “[t]he body spectacle is featured more sensationally in pornography’s portrayal of
orgasm, in horror’s portrayal of violence and terror, and in melodrama’s portrayal of
weeping” (604), the war epic most definitely displays all of these tendencies in its
portrayal of the warring body. In this sense, perhaps we can conceive of the war epic as a
14

type of “male weepie ” with tinges of the pornographic and the horrific.
Pleasure/pain might be experienced at the homefront, but it is the mobile soldier who is
bound to experience these feelings and sensations most vividly: while on leave or on
R&R (rest and relaxation) with companions of the opposite sex. Pleasure/pain, however,
may also be found in combat, when killing and dying; these are, after all, the orgiastic
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Williams defines the “male weepie” as a genre which “engage[s] …in the activation of the previously
repressed emotions of men and in breaking the taboos against male-to-male hugs and embraces” (611).
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rites of passage akin to the orgasm in pornography. On the other hand, the war film’s
exhibition of violence and terror (as visited upon the body), though perhaps more
pronounced in the horror genre, is very much a visceral experience that the audience is
bound to engage with as well. Finally, as an expression of “overwhelming sadness” that
is inherent to the “female weepie” melodrama (Williams 605), the portrayal of weeping
in the war epic can be observed, as one would expect, in the domestic spaces of the
homefront, but also in the masculine-coded frontlines, as embodied most consistently by
the sobbing soldier tenderly embracing a dying comrade.

2.2.1.3

Mobility

It is precisely these feeling-bodies then, which compose the community of the nation in
movement. And movement, or the romantic conflicts around mobility, is precisely what
cuts across the massive body of films of the imagined war epic, I suggest, more so than
the singular experience of combat. And it is not only the soldier who is mobilized, but
also his/her family and the other citizens of the nation, even if only within the bounds of
the nation. One can imagine the experience of the American soldier as a trajectory that, if
unimpeded by death and/or other circumstances, takes him/her from the civilian spaces of
the homefront, past the training areas of the nation, through the battle spaces of the
warfront, and then back again to the spaces of civilian life. The soldier’s story, the totality
of statements that can be told about his/her experience and about those left behind, is
what, in sum, composes the imagined epic of the nation at war. If particular subgroupings of war films—from homefront melodramas to fly-boy action adventures—
focus on specific arcs of war experience with distinct configurations of generic emphases
along this continuum, in the end, the story to be told is always nonetheless the journey of
the nation in and around wartime. This journey is bound to enact a set of distinctive
coordinates. It is imagined, for instance, as a tale of corporeal mobility across space and
time. It is the pilot, sailor and grunt, in this sense, who achieve the most mobility, while
the other citizens of the nation are mobilized in perhaps less perceptible ways: by letterwriting, involvement in the war-effort, and by actual relocations (forced or otherwise).
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2.2.1.4

Determinate /Undeterminate Spaces

As suggested, the spaces that are navigated by the bodies of the nation are of two
variants: determinate and indeterminate. Indeed, Thomas Schatz has made a point to
differentiate genres by deciding whether they operate on determinate or indeterminate
spaces. He posits the Western film genre as predicated on determinate space, for instance,
and the social melodrama, to give another example, as a genre of indeterminate space.
Again, in the war epic this “either/or” determination is an impossibility: for here both
kinds of spaces operate in harmony. This genre actives determinate space in the sense
that the action often occurs in an “iconographic arena . . . in which fundamental values
are in a state of sustained conflict…” and where the “individual or collective hero”
operates under an “entrance-exit motif” upon an uncivilized domain (Schatz 571).
Conversely, it can be argued, the conflicts to be faced in the war epic are not only limited
to the mastering of the uncivilized battlefield i.e., the war’s iconographic arena. The
conflicts at the homefront, for instance, occur in civilization-proper, while the group of
soldiers at the warfront most often represents, by the same token, a microcosm of this
same civilization. It is in this sense that the war epic can be said to also focus, perhaps
more prominently, on conflicts indigenous to indeterminate space: that is, on “the
struggle of the principal characters to bring their own views in line either with one
another’s or, more often, in line with that of the larger community [of the nation] . . .”
(Schatz 571).
The determinate and indeterminate spaces that are navigated by the bodies of the nation
pose, each in their own turn, “ritual functions” which come to complement each other in
the war epic. Speaking about these “ritual functions,” Schatz has argued that determinate
space “uphold[s] the values of social order” through the casting of the “violent,
attitudinally static male” or collective hero, who effects change upon a “predetermined
[uncivilized] milieu” (571), while conversely, indeterminate space “tend[s] to celebrate
the values of social integration . . . [by casting] an attitudinally unstable couple or family
unit into some representative microcosm of American society, so that their emotional
and/or romantic coupling reflects their integration . . .” (Schatz 571). In the war epic, the
drives to achieve both social order and social integration would seem to work in tandem
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as precisely the constitutive elements of the war-narrative equation. It is the balanced
execution of this equation which will usually result in narratives subscribing to the
essential myth of the warring US nation: that “as a free and democratic society, [it] has a
unique mission in the world and in history to advance progress and the promise of
spiritual salvation” (Slocum 10).
In order to fulfill this myth, the nation must first overcome its internal differences. The
individuals must come to construct a “cohesive [integrated] unit who, by seeking to fight
against unforgiving odds in a savage land, fulfill the nation’s founding mission of
bringing civilization [order] to a wilderness” (Slocum 10). While some films will place
more emphasis on the achievement of integration—as, for example, where ample time is
dedicated to the training or family tensions back at the homefront—other films will
decide to commence their narratives in medias res of the combat mission and in this way
assume that the group has already achieved integration. The emphasis in this latter type
of film lies on the achievement of order in an uncivilized domain. In any case,
“[w]hatever their diverse motivations,” Slocum argues, members of the nation “in war
cinema [must] confront objectives greater than their own and either reject them or, more
conventionally, adopt them…” (8-9). Families must come to terms with separation;
recruits must shape up and learn to look upon others as brothers; fears, moral dilemmas
and ideological barriers must be negotiated in the group setting. And after all this is said
and done, it is the newly found cohesiveness which empowers the nation to effectively
install order (i.e. eliminate the enemy) in the uncivilized battlefield.

2.2.1.5

Community and Individualistic Values

Social dispersion and social disorder, in this sense, are the very conflicts which propel the
bodies forward in search for effective, though perhaps only temporary, resolutions in the
war epic. In order to tackle the social disorder, as we have suggested, the nation must
initially overcome its internal dispersion and thus achieve integration as best as possible,
that is, if it is going to enjoy any measure of success. From homefront to battlefield then,
the need to integrate to the values of the community—over and above the values of the
individual—is emphasized over and over again in war film narratives. Paradoxically, the
nation is always already imagined as a group of freedom-loving individuals who have
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only momentarily given up, sometimes unwittingly, their time and energies for the cause.
The training camp’s imperative (to break you down to build you back up) is precisely
made out to create a sense of consensus and cohesion amid this free-minded cross-section
of America. Always running counter to the rallying effort, therefore, is the persistent
15

emphasis on the individual , or as Slocum following Robert Ray illustrates, on the
“exceptional ‘great man’… or the initially reluctant ‘everyman’” (9) and/or on the other
distinctive character-types representing the regions, colours and classes of the nation at
war.
At best then, the war epic can be characterized as only “striking a balance” by compelling
a unit of individualities to work together despite the distinct personal reasons they may
have for joining the fight: reasons such as the “pursuit of excitement or heroism, duty,
faith… revenge… love, friendship, camaraderie… belonging,” (Slocum 8-9) the hunger
for professional or economic advancement, conscription, evasion of prison-time and the
achievement legal or moral membership in the nation. Even if temporarily so then, the
filmic set of individuals collectively enact the “the melting pot platoon,” the mean lean
fighting machine of the nation, and thus, in the process, also “represent the [collective]
values and stake of American society . . .” (Slocum 9).
This machine—as a community which must of necessity allow for the release of
individualistic impulses—establishes the rules by which this release must occur. The
“war hero,” for instance, embodies individualistic action at its most noble. The individual
heroic action he/she has taken is one which emphasizes the sacrificing of oneself. If they
are to be glorified, in other words, instinctive individual actions must not stem from any
form of self-interest; for these actions are bound to be a detriment to the community.
Hence, taking up the mantle of the war hero is represented as noble, so far, that is, as the
merits outweigh the risks to the greater community. Similarly, officers and senior/junior
NCOs (non-commissioned officers) who bear the burden of command are also
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This concern with the individual, J. David Slocum argues, stems precisely from Hollywood cinema’s
reliance on the star system (as an imagined cluster of real individuals) and its gravitation towards stories
about the individual (8).
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represented as mediating between their own individual impulses, or initiative, and the
communitarian values imposed upon on them from their own immediate higher chain of
command. In any case, even while they may be called to carry out individual actions and
decisions, these are always framed, nonetheless, as crucial to the effective functioning of
the community. The leader is, in this sense, bound to follow the rules of the community
even while acting out on individual impulses or gut feelings. As a counterpoint to
heroism, finally, cowardice also does require an individualistic drive; though this is a
“flawed” type of individualistic impulse, which the lean mean fighting machine will not
predominantly condone. Indeed, in many war film narratives the individualistic impulse
to abandon the fight, and by extension to abandon fellow brothers in arms, is present as a
conflict to be resolved in some way or another: usually by punishment or redemption of
the cowardly act/impulse.
That the romantic conflicts between distinct types of individualized characters are indeed
prevalent in the war epic, points to the way in which individual agency, in the face of
collective challenges and actions, remains an important focus. In the end, as Slocum
explains (taking cue from Robert Ray), whether individuals are portrayed as “heroic and
noble or flawed and ineffective,” they nonetheless, come to present examples of wartime
individual agency to heed or to follow (9). The effect of this operation is the privileging
of the conflicts between individuals over and above “the ideological or structural aspects
of the war [this individuals are] …fighting” (Slocum 9). Most renderings of the war epic,
in this sense, prefer to re/enact the romantic entanglements of the nation, rather than
focus on the historical specificity of the past historical conflicts they may wish to
reference. As suggested earlier, the main task at hand is precisely the achievement of
(romantic) integration and, consequently, the (violent) neutralization of the uncivilized
domain. This task is mapped onto the structuring concept of mobility; mobility, that is,
across the spatiotemporal spaces as opened up by war. But temporal mobility does not
necessarily mean a careful consideration of historical specificity. Rather, as we will see,
what comes across in the war epic is a sense of temporal overlap.
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2.2.2

Temporality

The history of the nation at war might be imagined elsewhere as a series of cut and dry
beginnings and endings, but it actually translates onto film as a type of viscous
intertextual field. The past, present and future in war-minded films are mediated by the
diegetic time-frame as much as by the actual time of production, and to some extent, by
the time-stamp of the particular screening. For instance, a 1951-produced film about the
American Civil War is bound to be informed by the imaginary of that specific past
conflict as much as by its contemporary sensibilities and notions about war and war-film
narratives. John Huston’s The Red Badge of Courage, in this sense, is not only a film
about the American Civil War. Though it does not appropriately belong to the war epic
genre (as defined above), it is indirectly a film about American-waged war in general,
and more concretely, about the most recent (Second World War) as well as current wars
(with Korea) at the time of the film’s release. It is not only that particular themes or
structuring conflicts cut across the imaginaries of these historical campaigns; in Huston’s
film, the link between past and present is made the more explicit with the casting choice
of “real-life” Second World War hero Audie Murphy in the title role. Other films do not
go to this extent of explicitly linking narratives of past wars with current or recent
conflicts, or vice versa, but this is, I content, a subtext that is nonetheless always present
in war film narratives.
Temporality in war-minded narratives, in this sense, does not seem to follow precise
time-lines. It would seem to operate, rather, in terms of diagetic and inter-diagetic notions
of past, present and future historical conflicts which by nature bleed into each other. The
notion of historical conflicts bleeding into each other is embodied most perfectly in the
war epic by the sense of generational co-influence and generational tide. Speaking on the
former, Slocum argues, for instance, that “one can track a generational process of literary
and cinematic influence across the major conflicts engaged in by the United States” (14).
However, generational influence, as we will see, is not a straight forward progressive
process following the steady flow of history; it is more a generational phenomenon of coinfluences, surges and resurgences. The viscous sense of generational movement is
established precisely in this manner; while surges point to the bubbling up of emerging
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paradigms for war storytelling, co-influences and resurgences stress that despite the
generational change, the nation remains essentially more of the same. The concept of
generational tide, in this sense, captures most revealingly the ebb and flow aspect of the
nation’s war experience on film.
Most concretely, the motif of the generational experience of conflict is reflected not only
by those characters who speak of past family members having served in previous wars16,
but also most subtlety, by the visually apparent spread of age among the troops. Certainly
at its most obvious, this generational motif is embodied by the old timer characters who,
having served in previous historical conflicts, find themselves serving yet again, though
perhaps now as leaders or paternal wise-men, in the narrative’s war of the day.
At the extra-diegetic level, particular stars-cum-directors embody this figure of the old
timer as well: as for example, John Wayne’s directing and starring on his own Vietnam
War film after having established a legacy of performance in Second War World films17.
Similarly, on occasion the generational motif also literally expresses itself in intertextual
terms. As Slocum may help us formulate, particular films are bound to document the
“cumulative impact” of war films on the war epic itself, as occurs for instance, in the
“much-discussed scene in Sam Mendes’s Jarhead (2005) [which] shows Marine recruits
preparing for battle by watching Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now” (14-15).
A less obvious, but perhaps more powerful, form of generational motif is constructed by
the persistent re-staging, or re-casting, of past conflicts by ever newer generations of stars
taking on the mantle of the eternal great man/everyman. Second World War cinema
shows this pattern most consistently. Indeed, from John Wayne to Lee Marvin to Clint
Eastwood to Tom Hanks and on and on, one can trace a rough line of Second World War
re-castings mapped over the imaginary of a generational tide of Hollywood stars.
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As Slocum illustrates, these aging family member may themselves be present in the narrative as
motivating agents who, now sitting by the fire place, speak to the newer generations of young men/woman
of the warring nation (14).
17
Clint Eastwood’s Flags of our Fathers (2006) and Mel Gibson’s We Were Soldiers (2002), to a lesser
extent, are other examples of this type of phenomena whereby stars who have enjoyed a particular status in
their youth, are consequently imagined in their autumn years as actively shaping the re-telling of war
narratives of past or present conflicts.
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Similarly, Vietnam War cinema, although linked to a relatively closer context, exhibits
this tendency as well. Critics have pointed out that the Vietnam War remained for the
most part unrepresented in feature film during the course of the conflict and that shortly
thereafter there was only a limited Vietnam War film cycle with Go Tell the Spartans
(1978), The Deer Hunter (1978) and Apocalypse Now (1979). Hence, it is the next cycle
of Vietnam War cinema, commencing ten years after the end of the war, that begins to
exhibit performers more clearly re-enacting the imagined actions of a generation before
them. This is the case, to give a few examples, in Platoon (1986), Full Metal Jacket
(1987), Hamburger Hill (1987), Casualties of War (1989). Among these films, certainly
the most literal form of generational re-enactment occurs in Oliver Stone’s Platoon
(1986) by nature of the casting of Charlie Sheen as the protagonist: in view, that is, of the
previous appearance of this actor’s father (Martin Sheen) in Francis Ford Coppola’s
iconic Apocalypse Now (1979). Tellingly, Stone, a “real-life” veteran of the war, casted
Charlie Sheen as a younger version of himself i.e., at the age at which the director had
himself served in Vietnam.
A more recent example of this manifest generational tide motif occurs in Mel Gibson’s
We Were Soldiers (2002); for the film does stage yet another re-casting with a newer
generation of talent: mainly, Chris Klein (born 1979), Keri Russell (born 1976), and
Barry Pepper (born 1970). Of course, it is not only the Second World War and the
Vietnam War which undergo this type of phenomena. Though underrepresented, the
conflicts in the Middle East and even the so-called forgotten First World War and the
Korean War have enjoyed, and are bound to continue to enjoy, sporadic generational
renewals from time to time.
If, as Schatz observes, genre films establish a sense of continuity “between our cultural
past and present… or between present and future… [while they] also attempt to eliminate
the distinctions between…” these temporalities (573), what the previous reflections on
the war epic genre reveal is not only a sense of continuity but also of overlap in the
generational passing of the torch. The war epic stresses, in this way, its own imagined
institutional legacy; the vital lessons to be learnt, applied and refined; the sense of
generational momentum and communion between those who fought, fight and will fight
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on behalf of the nation from the halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli and beyond.
In this sense, the war epic also transposes the imagined institutional legacy of the present
onto the realm of the future; the future nation is thus imagined as handed down to the
citizens of the future by the soldier-citizens of today. This evidently implies a
generational type of solidarity: a call to re/take ownership (at least) in representation of
the imagined wars of the past and the future, and by extension, of the present. To take
ownership of the nation’s war legacy means accepting the terms by which this legacy has
been enacted: the terms insisting that, after all, the nation’s war story is one necessarily
about our boys leaving the civilized homefront so as to achieve, or try to achieve,
integration and order in the foreign uncivilized domain of war.
These terms might be said to involve a persistent re-enactment of an original war film
narrative. Slocum has argued, for instance, that despite the distinct enemy forces and
types of wars to be encountered, despite the paradigmatic changes in the way
“militarization and national security” have been understood, it is still nonetheless the
Second World War’s cinematic legacy which continues to inform film treatments of the
nation’s conflicts (2). Similarly, Neale argues that though this last statement is accurate, it
is also the case that Second World War film narratives have themselves been informed by
those basic generic formulas established by the early cinema of the First World War (25).
In my view, the linking of particular historical conflicts to the inception of war film
narrative is not at all a straightforward operation. Surely “Hollywood’s military urnarrative” (Schatz qtd. in Slocum 2) was developed during the course of the First and
Second World Wars, but this does not mean that the narratives focusing on these early
conflicts are somehow more “original” than narratives focusing on subsequent historical
conflicts. Indeed, I would argue that the persistent re-casting and re-enactment of the
various wars in the nation’s history has had the effect of effacing the originality of the
initial renderings. Historical conflicts, in this sense, come to lose their historical
grounding; First and Second World War narratives continue to inform, as much as they
themselves have been informed by, the narratives of ever newer historical conflicts.
Indeed, the sense of thematic and structural overlap is insurmountable to the point of
making moot a generic distinction based on the specificity of a particular historical
conflict. In other words, one may speak of Second World cinema, for instance, as a
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grouping of films espousing a particular setting-enemy configuration, with a particular
look and feel perhaps, but not as a genre with a singular structural or thematic unity.
This discussion brings us right back to a consideration of the structuring conflicts of the
war epic genre; for it is only in the greater narrative of the US nation at war that thematic
and structural unity may actually be found. As supposed to historical-conflict based
cinema, the greater war epic clearly exhibits a consistency of narrative: one preoccupied
with the romantic conflicts around integration, order and mobility in the spatiotemporal
dimensions. This model of the war epic, as I propose it, might be seen as rigidly
collapsing all war film narratives into one singular type of story. But by establishing a
generic link between the various narratives of the warring nation, however, I do not mean
to deny, by any means, the occurrence of change, or rather flexibility, within the war epic
as genre. Certainly, genres do incur changes from time to time. The continuing success of
a genre is itself dependent, Schatz argues, on the “flexibility in adjusting to the
audience’s and filmmakers’ changing attitudes towards . . . [narrative] conflicts” (573).
Hence, newer historical conflicts are certainly bound to bring about changes in the war
epic genre in the sense that particular historical conflicts may said to bring about
paradigmatic changes in the way society imagines the nation at war. My argument is that
these changes do not stay localized to the representations of the historical conflict at
hand; they retroactively inform the narratives of past historical conflicts as well as the
imaginings of future wars. Furthermore, these changes are not, justifiably speaking,
“changes” at all in the progressive sense of the word. They do not comprise, in other
words, an evolution or progression towards a newer type of narrative which, in effect,
effaces or replaces the previous forms. Newer variations of war-narratives co-exist, and
in fact, enter into an intertextual relationship with “older” renderings. While older types
of war narratives are periodically re-casted and activated towards the enactment of ever
newer historical conflicts, older historical conflicts are, conversely, re-enacted in function
of newer forms of narratives arising from current or recent historical conflicts. Again, the
sense of overlap motivates this study’s preoccupation with the bubbling flexibilities in the
war epic genre, as supposed to a preoccupation with the cut-and-dry changes in this
genre’s history.
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The look-and-feel of particular historical conflicts is the most obvious, and yet perhaps
the most unimportant, form of flexibility one may perceive. Second World War Europe is
bound to look and feel in a distinctly different manner than, say, Korea or Vietnam:
different weapons and technologies may be in evidence; slightly different enemies may
be casted and/or terminologies may shift. Evidently, the tasks at hand is to elucidate up to
what point these semantic elements compose nothing more than a superficial register of
signification, of superficial flexibilities, and conversely, to understand when it is that
these semantic elements actually come to bear on the syntactic structure of the narrative.
It is thus a matter of distinguishing the truly meaningful bubbling up of syntactic
flexibilities from the meaningless décor of specific war cinemas. For instance, it should
matter little to us that, though exhibiting many striking similarities to Second World War
narratives, “[i]n the Korean films, iconography is adjusted to accommodate Korean
terrain and the use of new weapons like jet planes…” (Neale 27). Or, to give a more
obvious example, it should not matter that the Star Wars film saga imagines a cosmology
of heroes, enemies, settings, technologies and terminologies not yet materialized in our
present civilization. The casting of heroes, after all, remains structurally mandated by the
need to employ (white) hetereosexual males in this position. The casting of enemies of
distinct ethnic or life-form specificity does not necessarily translate into a change in the
way in which the enemy is structurally imagined in the war epic: as racialized and
flawed. The appearance of newer settings does not by itself signal a syntactic flexibility
in the traditional understanding of the war setting as categorically “uncivilized” in
comparison to the homefront or the platoon settings. The usage of new weapons and
technologies does not likewise signal a flexibility in the framing of these as tools
effectively employed as extensions of the soldier’s body. And finally, the emergence of
newer terminologies/vocabularies does not necessarily entail an effect in the way in
which the war epic is structurally spoken. Conversely, these observations point to
potential sites where syntactic flexibities may, after all, be found: in narratives, for
instance, which do not require a male heterosexual male leading the way, or which
dispense with the requirement of heroes altogether; in narratives that do not cast their
enemies as contrastingly racialized and flawed; where the uncivilized war setting is not
diametrically opposed to the homefront or to the civilized cohesion of the platoon; where
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weapons and technologies are not, somehow, extensions of the human body; and where
the terminologies/vocabularies activate the questioning of the war story itself.
Again, in designating these flexibilities as “syntactic,” I mean to point to the ways in
which these narrative elements come to bear on the syntax of the imagined war epic; a
syntax, as we have suggested, preoccupied with the spatiotemporal mobility of the
warring nation and the mediation of dispersion/integration, order/disorder. It follows
then, that to test apparent flexibilities, one may pose a number of questions in order to
weigh the potential for syntactic impact. It could be asked, for instance, what rules, rights
and freedoms allow or prohibit the mobility of the various imagined citizens of the
nation? Under what terms is the integration/dispersion of the group represented? Under
what conditions is the exercising of individual action permitted? How are determinate
and indeterminate spaces navigated and their iterant conflicts resolved? Is order achieved
even if momentarily so? What is the ethical nature of the methods employed to achieve
order? Does the objective of installing civilization, or democracy, justify the means
whereby the tenets of “civilization” are themselves forsaken? Or are the means justifiably
policed throughout the campaign, thus allowing the nation to accomplish its task
unblemished?
Stephen Neale provides review of war cinema based in turn on previous work by
Isenberg, Basinger, Jones, Shain, DeBauche and Adair. In the same vein, Slocum
employs the work of Neale, Schatz, Devine, Carrathers, Ray, Eberwein, Debona and
Donald in order to chart the “shift over time in… [h]ow individuals [on screen] behave,
how they interact in groups from the squad to the nation, and what values or beliefs they
stand for in the midst of extreme situations…” (8). Both critics, in this sense, hint at a
number of significant syntactic flexibilities in the history of the war epic, as they also
reveal the insistent interplay, or overlap, operating throughout the various war film cycles
of the war epic
Neale explains, for instance, that while in the mid-1910s there were a number of “pacifist
antiwar” films produced in response to the war overseas, in the late 1910s, and coinciding
with the US entry into the First World War, there was a surge in “bellicose anti-German
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propaganda” works, alongside that is, a number of “martial adventure and war
preparedness” films (25). The aforementioned war film cycles were of course bound by
“Victorian codes of gentility, manifest in the general avoidance of bloodshed and
carnage, [and] in the emphasis on honour, duty and valour . . .” (Neale 25).
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, there are a number of “revisionist” war films where the
“Victorian codes [of the previous narratives] were challenged or broken down… [though]
by no means totally rejected” (Neale 25). Hence, alongside the upkeep of a Victorian
“code of valor, [and] honour,” the revisionism in question involves a new type of
“verisimilitude in the treatment of battle scenes and in the use of hardboiled language”
(Neale 25) and a sense of “disenchantment with war’s horrors” (Slocum 5). In any case,
the “new” verisimilitude of the 1920s still privileges the soldier’s perspective while
simultaneously devaluing the roles of women as active agents in wartime (Neale 26).
Complicating the neat progression thus reviewed, however, in tandem with the revisionist
narratives of the 1930s there is also, to consider, a “cycle of heroic aviation film”
inevitably recasting the established “tradition of war as adventure” and, by the closing of
the decade, “a [new] series of preparedness films for a new war” (Neale 26).
Consequently, during the course of the Second World War, only a small fraction—25 to
30 out of 1400—of the feature films produced, Slocum tells us, actually featured combatcentered narratives while a much greater number opted instead to “foreground . . .
conventional Hollywood fare—light romances, comedies, musicals—with war in the
background (Schatz 1997) . . .” (5). Following Basinger, Neale would indeed argue that it
is not until 1943 that the mature war film genre, as they understand it—that is, as a
narrative structure based on the melting-pot platoon’s experience of combat—is finally
crystallized into two template-setting war films: “Air Force (1943) and Bataan (1943),
the former serving as the template for films marked by journeying, movement and
victory, the latter for those marked by stasis, last stands and defeat” (Neale 27).
Incidentally, both these template-setting films presented the melting plot platoon, and an
all American (white) leadership, pitted against a racialized enemy (Slocum 5).
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Though in a period following the war until 1949, many war films concentrated their
narratives on the plight of the returning veteran rather than in combat (Slocum 5), it has
been argued that between 1943 and 1959, there was a true intensification and
consequently solidification of a so-called combat film genre increasingly “marked by the
purity of its conventions and by various forms of generic awareness” (Neale 27).
Coinciding with the onset of the Cold War and the Korean War, the 1950s would
certainly have its distinct set of flexibilities. Towards the beginning of the decade, for
instance, a cycle of celebratory “films about the homefront and training” can be observed
(Slocum 6). Casting became more flexible in order to include “a wider variety of
minorities” on the screen; and by the same token, the typically vilified enemy—the
Japanese and the Germans—also enjoyed somewhat favorable revisionist treatments in
this period (Neale 28). However, the wider and more favorable set of minority
allowances did not quite equate with a type of minority protagonism, but rather, with an
“inclusive” kind of tokenism. On the other hand, protagonism (or leadership) itself did
evidently endure a type of flexibility in the 1950s; the narrative focus shifted, or
expanded, rather, from the (white) “socially responsible citizen” of the 1940s, to the
(white) leading “professional warrior” type of the new decade (Neale 28). The new
emphasis in heroes in positions of leadership is certainly in line with the period’s new
“sympathetic . . . focus . . . on the stresses, strains and values of command” (Neale 28).
Indeed, a number of war films in this period begin to dwell not only on the burden of
command but also on the collective experiences of “stalemate or retreat . . . uncertainty
and the necessity of leaving” and on the expression of a “new cynicism towards the war”
(Basinger qtd. in Neale 28). These films of the 1950s thus begin to offer a more
introspective kind of storytelling that is more interested in the “psychological dramas” of
the nation at war (Slocum 5). These films, in other words, more clearly dwell on the
dispersion of the community i.e., “on the conflicted relationships between U.S. troops
that symbolized wider American struggles over race, between liberals and conservatives,
and between military lifers and those serving temporarily” (Slocum 6). Hence, by the
mid-1950s to early 1960s, this dispersion gives way, in brainwashed-POW films, to the
expression of distrust (or paranoia) in the captured/rescued soldier himself (Slocum 6).
Indeed, in the decades to follow, the emphasis on stalemate, retreat and cynicism, would
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come to effect the very nature of the war epic hero; for he/she is perhaps no longer
represented as the responsible citizen or the professional leader, but rather as a hero (or
anti-hero?) who, as Shain points out, now rejects the “long range political and military
goals in favour of immediate personal considerations…” (qtd. in Neale 28)18.
Consequently, from 1960 to 1975, a timeframe coinciding in turn with the intensification
and “resolution” of the Vietnam conflict, war films certainly give way to “an augmented
cynicism, [now] evident as satirical comedy and generic deconstruction… in the stress on
the waste [of American life?] . . . and in the undermining of conventionally selfless
motives . . .” (Neale 28). Not many war films from this period explicit represent the
Vietnam War, however. From 1967 to 1969, in fact, the only combat film enacting the
contemporary conflict would seem to be John Wayne’s The Green Berets (1968); and yet,
conversely, many films from this period can be said to (at least) implicitly pay attention
to the conflict regardless of their presumptive settings, plots and genres (Slocum 7).
Now further complicating this neat picture once again, it can be argued that despite the
impending-doom effect of the Vietnam campaign, the 1960s and early 1970s also brought
to fruition a number of celebratory re-enactments and recastings of past conflicts in the
form of “epic reconstructions [alongside] . . . large-scale war-as-adventure films” (Neale
28). It should be noted that, though escaping the cynicism of the period and avoiding the
Vietnam setting altogether, these films are arguably still marked by a reactionary
awareness of the contemporary challenge facing the US nation.
In any case, from 1975 to 1978, the period following the utter defeat in Vietnam, the
production of war films greatly decreased in part due to the near total destabilization of
“the tenets of America’s victory culture19… associated [in turn] with the Second World
War combat film . . .” (Neale 28). It could be argued, however, that in this same period
other non-combat war films and/or “neighbouring genres like the western” did manage to
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This “critical turn” has incidentally been linked to the “emergence of [a] New Hollywood” which no
longer “positioned itself as a social institution with an important and patriotic dual role, both providing
entertainment to distract civilians and soldiers from the grave realities of conflict and disseminating
information about how and why the war was being fought” (Slocum 12-15).
19
Neale attributes this term to Engelhardt.
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represent the war or its aftermath precisely through the figure of “the maladjusted
veteran,” and that indeed this is a figure which continues to inform war films into the
next decade (Neale 28-29).
Incidentally, 1978 marks the return of combat to center-stage in films such as Apocalypse
Now, Go Tell the Spartans, and The Boys in Company C. Tellingly, while some of these
films evoke the “more cynical combat films of the 1950s and 1960s,” others reveal an
affinity with the revisionist films produced in the 1920s and 1930s, while others still,
experiment with newer types of narrative constructions (Neale 29). However, what all
these films have in common, and Neale references the critical consensus on this point, is
that they all have “tended to stress loss and impairment – the loss or impairment of
American moral, political and military superiority as well as of the lives, bodies,
innocence or sanity of its troops – as fundamental hallmarks of the war and its aftermath .
. .” (Neale 29).
Contradicting this spirit of the 1970s, the 1980s saw the active rehabilitation of “the
American military, the Vietnam war, victory culture and the Vietnam veteran . . . in an
array of cycles which included sci-fi action-adventure . . . films about the training and
ethos of military officers . . . [and] films about rescue by Vietnam veterans . . .” (Neale
29). And yet by the late 1980s, we see another cycle of Vietnam War films focusing on
“the experience of training and battle” and, in effect, “question[ing] both political and
military decisions and previous cultural standards for heroism in and filmic storytelling
about combat . . .” (Slocum 7). While in previous narratives it was always the racialized
others who committed the atrocities at war—a narrative ploy employed to “justify
American retaliation”—in these latter films there is a general “suspension of morality for
Americans as well: as in the kidnap, rape, and killing of the Vietnamese girl in Casualties
of War” (Slocum 12).
Consequently, in the 1990s we saw a proliferation of commemorative Second World War
re-enactments which, it has been argued, achieved new heights of verisimilitude, in the
representation of battle and in the rapprochement towards previously marginalized
narratives (Slocum 5). While the Vietnam War would have to wait until 2002 for its own
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celebratory re-enactment in the form of Mel Gibson’s We Were Soldiers, the 1990s did
see the re-enactments of ever newer conflicts (Gulf War and Somalia) which similarly
gave increasing attention to previously marginalized, though not completely
unrepresented, groups such as “women in the military” and civilian non-combatants
(Slocum 7).
In the first decade of this century, despite continuing to represent “the futility for
individual soldiers of basic training and deployment,” a number of war films focus on the
“re-enactment of a single mission gone wrong” while also forgoing any attempt to
establish the moral or political motivations for fighting (Slocum 7). The War on Terror
films have certainly enacted this futility of deployment, as they have also pointed to the
stress on soldiers of “stop-loss” policies obliging them to serve back to-back combat
tours. Likewise, the romantic entanglements of the squad are still privileged over and
above any overt moral and political subtleties and/or “culturally or historically-specific”
reasons for fighting or for abstaining to fight (Slocum 16).
Finally, perhaps we can speculate about two recent media and technology-related
flexibilities. The first one involves the “field” use of compact recording devices such as
camcorders and cell phones whereby the soldier is able to take home personal POV (point
of view) footage ranging from the mundane—such as troops sitting around the resting
areas—to the adrenaline rush of meeting enemy contact. Coupled with the explosion of
social media, this footage is bound to find its way onto the internet; and indeed this is
what occurs in a number of recent films and most memorably in Brian de Palma’s
Redacted (2010). The second flexibility to speak of is the framing of bellicose technology
as no longer a proximal extension of the human body. Recent narratives in this vein have
focused on the futility of warring soldiers, their training and deployment, in the face of
ever more effective vehicles and weapons controlled from afar in non-descript rooms of
the homefront. Sam Mendes’ Jarhead (2005) hinted somewhat at this surging flexibility
when portraying the frustration of deployed Marines reduced to solely standby while the
impersonalized Air Force jets decimate the “enemy” which these troops, as boots on the
ground, had been trained to engage. Of course, the war epic still predominantly casts
soldiers as risking their own lives in hostile foreign lands. To date only a few films have
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explored the use of drone technology in the War on Terror; only a few documentary
films have focused on the new breed of soldier, or technician, who pursues a craft more
akin to the video game, where the “game over” on screen does not equate with a risk to
his/her own life or limb.
What this tour of the war epic reveals, I argue, is that while there are constant new
developments in the form of flexibilities, there are, by the same token, constants which
remain or are only momentarily absent. Complicating this “flexibility-constant” dialectic,
furthermore, is the fact that the films of the imagined war epic would seem to engage
each other intertextually as evidenced by the persistent overlap between the
representations of the past, present and “the future.” Slocum argues that recent war films
have in effect emerged as “self-referential, [and] concerned not just with a nostalgia for,
or appropriation of, previous combat films but [also with] a consistent set of values and
behaviors transposable to any number of visually distinct but otherwise historically
undifferentiated conflicts” (16). I would argue that this is as true about recent films as
much as it is about the Second World War films from the early 1940s which, as
Castonguay tells us, were themselves interested in the appropriation of previous
reenactments and archive footage from the Spanish American War and the First World
War (105).
With respect to the Latina/o soldier, I am interested in the ways in which his/her
representation has endured throughout the various film cycles and film types here
discussed, as well as the ways in which the Latina/o soldier can be said to have
“developed” since the first verified appearance in Bataan (1943). I would argue that
though the Latina/o soldier has enjoyed a considerable number of flexibilities in respect
to the permissibility of the character type he/she may perform (pilot, sniper, interpreter,
Special Ops, Intelligence, medic, officer etc.), the dominant structure of the imagined war
epic still does place him/her in a certain “position” and with a particular affect in relation
to the other fighting men of the nation. He/she is “held back,” in other words, by the
persistent “inequity,” as Slocum has argued via Eberwein, whereby even if “[r]acial,
gender, class and other forms of social difference [are] . . . foregrounded and even
critiqued . . . traditional assumptions about difference [still] tend to remain powerful
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background standards for narrative filmmaking” (11). This is, after all, part of the greater
imperative in mainstream representation: that is, to maintain at all costs, as Slocum
argues in keeping with Koppes, the “inequitable power relations and boundaries of
difference” (11). If these “boundaries of difference” which also delineate the optimal
chain of command, are, on the one hand, predicated upon “on the extreme
dehumanization of the external enemy” and, on the other, upon the “toleration of internal
racial and ethnic differences,” the Latina/o soldier, along with the other racialized troops
of the nation, are bound to be placed there in that buffer zone where one is always at least
potentially “suspect” (Slotkin 483-494). He/she must therefore constantly bear that
burden of proving oneself as worthy of the warring nation. This a burden that is further
compounded by the fact that so little time is actually allocated to the racialized troops for
them to make their case; and indeed, in the paltry time that these soldiers are actually
afforded, they are often sabotaged by over the top stereotypical representation.

2.2.3

Archaeology

Faced with a number of factors that I have so far discussed in this section—such as
generic slippage, temporal overlap as well as the burden of time-limitation that is
imposed on the racialized troops of the nation—I have come to conceptualize a
theoretical approach which aims to counter-balance the iniquity inherent to the
representation of the Latina/o soldier. If, as Michel Foucault tells us, archaeology is “a
discipline devoted to silent documents, inert traces, objects without context, and things
left by the past” (10), it would seem that this discipline is precisely the best equipped for
the job of analyzing that which is left of the Latina/o soldier in representation; the silent
looks, the inert traces, the colourful subjects placed on the screen without context and left
there to be forgotten. The suggested theoretical approach, therefore, involves an
archaeological practice where the brief glimpses of this character-type are privileged over
and above the material that is there to be seen at the foreground. As an archaeological
practice, this involves specifying a cultural object of interest (the Latina/o soldier),
plotting out particular areas of study, and thereafter carefully going back to the filmic
record in order to find those relevant, though fragmented, images among the debris.
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The plotting of areas of study may have followed a prescriptive imperative to divide the
work into analyses of the Latina/o soldier in function of the distinct war film “genres”
where he/she might appear; or in function of manageable time-periods (such as decades)
or, better still; in function of the distinct historical conflicts in which the US nation has
participated. All of these models (as explored in our previous discussion of genre and
temporality), however, would be seem to be lacking in their ability to engage the Latina/o
soldier as imagined in the greater war epic of the US nation. These models, furthermore,
would not be in tune with the proposed practice of filmic archaeology where
we must [always] question those ready-made syntheses, those groupings that we
normally accept before examination . . . [in order] to see whether they can be
legitimately reformed; or whether other groupings should be made to replace
them in a more general space which, while dissipating their apparent familiarity,
make it possible to construct a theory of them. (Foucault 24-29)
If, as Foucault proposes, archaeology is “nothing more than a rewriting (156) … [that]
takes as its model neither a purely logical schema of simultaneities; nor a linear
succession of events” (186), this study suddenly finds the freedom to propose a grouping
of statements organized so as to create an effect of estrangement in the structuring orders
of succession (generic, decennial, conflict-specific) that are typically relied upon in
analyses of war cinema. What I propose in terms of an archaeological practice, therefore,
is along the lines of a “general history [that] …seeks to discover that whole domain of
institutions, economic processes, and social relations on which a discursive formation can
be articulated” (Foucault 182). For the purposes of this study, in other words, the aim is
to approach a general history of the reel Latina/o soldier, of “the [reel] domain of
institutions, economic processes, and social relations” framing his/her representation
(Foucault 182). By calling this archaeological practice a general history, I should note, I
do not mean to identify it as a description of an evolution of the Latina/o soldier in war
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cinema, but rather, as a comprehensive look at the various ways in which this
performing-subject has been called to serve the filmic nation20.
The danger with this type of practice, the reader might fear, is the potential loss of
temporal coordinates and, in the process, the crafting of nothing but a “motionless figure”
(Foucault 186). For Foucault, however, the archaeological practice does not in principle
set out to “freeze time” but rather to solely contest the “theme that succession is an
absolute . . .” (186). This thoughtfulness of the archaeological practice is certainly in line
with our discussion so far about temporality; for while I have conceded the emergence of
flexibilities, I have also emphasized the temporal, structural and thematic overlap that is
there to be seen across the imagined war epic of nation. As a rough guideline then, this
text sets down “two pinpoints . . . to fix this crude calendar” (Foucault 184) between that
first certified celluloid appearance of the Latina/o soldier in 1943 and 2011, in films
depicting the nation’s imagined wars of the past, the present and the future. My intent,
however, is not to read films in terms of their contexts of productions and/or initial
models of distribution, unless these have played a role in the ways in which we would
read these films today. Again, this is an imperative of archaeology as Foucault sees it, to
refer discourse not “to the distant presence of the origin, but [to] treat [it] . . . as and when
it occurs” (28). Evidently, the aim is to understand discourse as activated around the
figure of the Latina/o soldier as a set of “practices obeying certain rules . . .” there to be
observed as if congealed in the form of filmic “monument” (Foucault 155).
What the archaeological practice amounts to, in this sense, is “a regulated transformation
of what has already been written [or filmed, into the] systematic description of a
discourse-object” (156). In the context of this study, this description takes as its
organizing principle the grouping of film statements characterized by “certain form[s] of
regularity” whereby it is neither “necessary [n]or possible to distinguish between what is
new and what is not” (Foucault 162). This mechanism of grouping film-statements, based
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As a product of the Renaissance, the general history aimed to collect a series of descriptions on disperse
topics (languages, customs, arts, geography and fauna etc.,) pertaining to one area of interest; as for
example, the “Indies” in Fernández de Oviedo’s Historia general de las Indias.
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on our own “rules of formation,” certainly does not preclude, as one would expect, the
possibility of speaking about temporal peculiarities such a “continuity, return, and
repetition . . .” (191). But what this mechanism actually allows for is the formation of
groupings where this type of phenomena (continuity, return, and repetition) can be
understood as having distinct “principle[s] of . . . multiplicity and dispersion (191) . . .
[and] particular ind[ices] of temporal ‘viscosity’” (Foucault 193).
The groupings I propose are therefore structured by the consideration of the general
spaces of the imagined war epic: that is, the spaces through which the subjects of the
nation are mobilized in times of war. I am, in other words, not as interested in a
consideration of genres, war film cycles, or even specific war-minded films, but rather on
those film fragments which activate the space, or border between spaces, that I wish to
explore at a particular moment. The archaeological practice, as proposed by Foucault,
allows for this type of selective analysis for it considers the “frontiers of a book [or a film
as] . . . never clear-cut . . . [as] caught up in a system of references to other . . . texts,
other sentences . . .” (25). Certainly, there are sub-genres, film cycles and films that are
hardwired to focus on a particular configuration of space/s of the warring nation. In this
sense, this investigation will inevitably focus on these forms but never at the expense of
particular film sequences where the Latina/o soldier might be said to appear and perform.
Hence, a film might place emphasis on the mainstream-version of the homefront, for
example, with no time afforded for the representation of the Latina/o soldier at this
location, and yet the same film, at another moment, might actually give this troop a
measure of breathing room at a specific site of the warfront. For the purposes of our
archaeological practice, in such a case, I would be more interested in the latter segment of
the film than in the former21. Indeed, I would utilize this segment in a wider discussion on
the ways in which the Latina/o soldier has been constructed in the particular space or
borderline in question.
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Though, it should be noted, absence is itself a phenomenon that I will examine more closely in chapter
five.
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2.2.3.1

Nation/s, Lines and Spaces

To speak of the imagined community of the US nation is to speak of an entity that is by
nature fragmented into sub-nations which co-exist within its borders. Traditionally,
however, war-minded films mobilize an imaginary clearly divided into two spaces:
homefront and warfront. While the homefront can be further broken down into hometown
and training-area, the warfront can be also broken down into the rear and the frontlines.
In times of war, these four spaces are imagined as constantly active arenas. It is in this
sense, a shared conviction of constant simultaneity—that fellow citizens of the nation are
also doing their part in the war effort—which allows for the “imagining of a nation
working together for a single goal” (Burgoyne 42). Hence though necessarily fragmented
in spatial and temporal terms, the nation is imagined as a wholesome unit
(home/warfront) fighting in common cause against the enemy in turn.
There are within this scheme, to be sure, other spaces and borders to consider. There are
spaces-for (and lines-dividing) civilians and soldiers, women and men, officers and noncommissioned members, enemies and allies. There are nebulous spaces such as the past
and the future, no-man's-land, and behind-enemy-lines, and then also spaces coded with
the specter of pleasure as when the soldier is on-leave (states-side) or on R&R (abroad).
These are then the spaces typically imagined in mainstream war-minded cinema. The
soldiers of the nation will cycle through a combination of these spaces according to their
assigned roles within the narrative i.e., their cinematic “fates”. War-minded films present,
in this manner, stories precisely about the mobility (or lack thereof) of young men
through these opening spaces. Obviously moving-through with the greatest of ease, the
(white/male) hero is naturally predisposed to survive the ordeal. The other members of
the squad are of a more expendable breed but do still nonetheless possess the ability to
navigate, until death or injury, across the aforementioned spaces.
The issue with the Latino, however, is that he is often imagined in mainstream
representation as part of a sub-national grouping at war (or at odds) with the greater
nation. Let us consider after all, cinematic spaces such as the ghettos and barrios from
Los Angeles, San Francisco, or New York, which have been portrayed as sites where a
distinct type of homefront and warfront are negotiated. Often in these films, the brown-
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coded Latino male in various disguises will play the part of the US nation's Other, if not,
outright, of the enemy within. For her part, the brown-Latina in this national imagery is
either absent or represented, as many critics have pointed out, through the dichotomy of
the harlot/virgin. The Latina and the Latino are in this manner put in their place;
relegated to spaces within the nation demarked for their subsistence. Conversely, the
(white) protagonist will cross over into these Latino domains unimpeded; for in the end,
the law-of-land also does fall within his jurisdiction. Needless to say, the opposite is
seldom the case; if the Latina/o leaves his/her domain, it is not to contest the dominance
of the establishment powers that have haunted his/her community, but rather in search of
“success in upwardly mobile, professional, and socioeconomic terms” (Ramírez-Berg,
Bordertown 32).
In the particular case of the Chicano social-problem film, this “quest for success” or
“assimilation,” as Charles Ramírez-Berg has elucidated, is necessarily thwarted by a
narrative need to penalize the uppity Latina/o and thus send him/her a message; “[t]he
best course of action is . . . to go home to the . . . old ethnic neighborhood . . . [and]
remain content in the knowledge that [he has] . . . gained morality, a prize far greater than
fame or fortune” (Bordertown 32). However, not all “assimilation narrative” films will
act to quarantine off the Latina/o to this extent. As William A. Nericcio reveals,
Latinas/os are indeed ubiquitous in mainstream cinema as perma-smiling members of the
service industry (34). In this sense, we can see how mainstream representation works to
have it both ways through its depiction of Latina/o gardeners, maids, or janitors: for while
these characters may get to work in the city-proper, they must, at the end of the day,
come back to their familias in the barrios or the ghettos.
The problem with these oft-rehashed images is not that they are somehow false to the
daily experiences of a large portion of the Latino population. The problem with these
representations, rather, is that they ably disseminate the idea that while “success” may
hardly be found within barrio or the ghetto, there is likewise only limited “success” to be
found on the outside (Ramírez-Berg, Bordertown 32). This neither means that we should
content ourselves with the rare depictions of Latina/o brain surgeons or Supreme Court
judges. Though these avatars should be appraised, we should, conversely, question the
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lack of representation of normal everyday roles within and outside the barrio: as students,
activists, computer programmers, dentists, accountants, wedding singers, teachers,
writers, bus drivers, doctors, nurses, paramedics, lawyers, etc.
Latina/o soldiers play out a familiar type of assimilation narrative. While they may leave
the barrio or the ghetto to fight for the nation overseas, they too in the end, presumably,
come back to where they belong. The Latina/o soldier is certainly somewhat different
than the perma-smiling waiter, gardener or maid; he/she is after all a representative of the
greater nation in the global stage. Returning to our discussion of mobility through spaces
of the national imaginary then, it would seem that the Latina/o soldier's trajectory has
him, from the outset, transcend an internal homefront/warfront. He/she must first leave
his community—one traditionally imagined as at odds with the state—in order to join the
project of the greater nation.
In exchange for his duty, and if he makes it back in one piece, the (male) Latino is
usually seen as benefitting from the experience. Indeed in mainstream representation as
well as in other modes of filmmaking, the Latino veteran is predominately a figure who
embodies patriotism, moral courage, “success” through work ethic, and sacrifice.
Furthermore, his participation is often associated with the “molding [of] a sense of ethnic
and national community” back home (Burgoyne 7). Alternatively, the Latino veteran may
sometimes come back with tremendous physical or psychological scars, missing limbs, or
in a coffin. And he may thus experience great difficulty in adjusting back to civilian life.
It should be noted, however, that while the image of the Latino soldier in a coffin is
somewhat ubiquitous on film—as an emblem of the ultimate sacrifice—the Latinos with
missing limbs or with physical/psychological scars are harder to find.
In any case, by joining the armed forces, the Latina/o eventually becomes part and parcel
of that “mystic nationhood that is revealed only on the battlefield” (Burgoyne 7). This is a
type of social identity that is constructed “neither from above, in alignment with the
nation-state, nor from below, with ethnicity or race, but rather from across, through
horizontal relations whose antagonistic and transitive character is best represented in
terms of inside and outside” (3). The proposition is this: by joining the armed forces—
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regardless of race, ethnicity or gender—one need only prove one’s mettle in order to be
accepted as part of the “new members of the warrior class” (Donald and MacDonald 5).
Perhaps it is Gunnery Sergeant Hartman from Staney Kubric's Full Metal Jacket (1987)
who has with a touch of irony made this very point:
If you ladies leave my island, if you survive recruit training, you will be a
weapon. You will be a minister of death praying for war . . . You will not like me.
But the more you hate me, the more you will learn. I am hard but I am fair. There
is no racial bigotry here. I do not look down on niggers, kikes, wops or greasers.
Here you are all equally worthless. And my orders are to weed out all non-hackers
who do not pack the gear to serve in my beloved Corps. Do you maggots
understand that?
The brotherhood of the armed forces is in this scheme seen as a space not plagued by the
evils of common society (classism, sexism, racism). What really occurs in dominant warminded narrative, however, is a flattening of all experiences down to a shared common
denominator—the experience of the heterosexual middle class white male; and, as far as
the All American boy is concerned, the only problem facing America is the enemy.
Certainly not all films will subscribe to this delin(e)ation. Full Metal, for instance, is one
of those films which, Burgoyne would agree, somewhat contests the idea of a harmonious
“identity from across” by exposing “the actuality of racial hierarchy and oppression” and
thereby deflating “the idea that [militant] nationalism can be reconceived and
reconfigured to express new forms of social coherence” (2-3).
Alas, the extent to which Latina/o characters have had a role in this active contestation is
somewhat limited. There are nonetheless a number of films where the Latina/o soldier
stands in defiance against the terms of his/her “inclusion” within the mystic nationhood.
The possibility of this rare kind of resistance, I believe, involves an articulation of the
spaces and borders which the Latina/o must negotiate over and above those facing the All
American (white) boy; gender (in the case of the Latina), race-ethnicity, class, language,
and citizenship. As it often happens though, defiant images of this variety are
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predominantly elided in favour of the images that prove to be more palatable i.e., the
stereotypes we are accustomed to see.
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Chapter 3

3

Latina/o representation

3.1 Between Stereotypes and Models of Identity
Invoking Walter Lippmann, Ramírez-Berg has suggested we consider the stereotype on
film as a type of in-group knowledge about an out-group, coded in a shorthand
“cinematic register,” so as to align-with and reinforce previously held beliefs (Latino
Images 15). In this sense, the uncritical viewing of a stereotype becomes but an act of
cultural confirmation. To laugh is to be in on an inside-joke

22

whereby learnt convictions

(or “knowledge”) about the Other (or the Self) become ever so ingrained. That a
considerable amount of knowledge is packed into a stereotype is undeniable. Again via
Ramírez-Berg we may say that a stereotype communicates knowledge not only about a
character's “racial” inclinations, and/or about other behavioral, psychological, moral and
ideological tendencies; perhaps more importantly, the stereotype also endeavors to
specify the rightful place within the nation that the Other should occupy (Latino Images
141).
As a detour of sorts, the genealogy of the Latina/o as outgroup-stereotype is worth
remembering at this point. The first Latina/o stereotypes on film, critics agree, date back
to the burgeoning of the American motion picture industry at the beginning of the 20th
century. But those first silent Westerns, such as W.D. Griffith’s The Greaser's Gauntlet
(1908), are themselves derivative of “turn-of-the-century adventure stories,” arisen from
an Anglo experience of illegal westward expansion into Mexican territory (Alonzo 24).
Certainly, the popularized memory of the Battle of the Alamo (1836), the First American
War of Intervention (1846-1848), and the Spanish-American War (1898), must have had
a part in irrigating the seed of the Mexican/Hispanic in the then incipient national
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I make this observation based on Nericcio’s reflections on the insidious humour inherent to the
stereotype of the “Mexican” (133) and on the origins of Speedy Gonzalez’s name in a “dirty inside joke”
making the rounds throughout the Hollywood lots of the time; “Speedy” references the punchline whereby
a “Mexican” subject is revealed to be either a “premature ejaculator” (139), or a “homoerotically penetrated
agent of a menage a trois miscegenation-phobia scenario” (141).
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narrative. After all this last conflict coincides, James Castonguay tells us, with “the wake
of cinema’s putative novelty year” (98) and already one could perceive racist undertones
in the popular reenactment films about the war; whereby Cubans were infantilized (100)
and Spanish subjects portrayed as embodiments of brutality (106).
Be that as it may be, the specific commodification of the “Mexican” as film-image in its
most virulent (viral) form would seem to have come about as a result of a number of
important factors creating the perfect storm between 1910 and 1920. Latina/o stereotypes
on film then, as Nericcio has pointed out, are on the one hand a product of the fledging
motion-picture industry's desire to satisfy “an ever growing, novelty-seeking American
consumerate,” and on the other, of the industry's willingness to make a profitable
spectacle out of the nearby Mexican Revolution (28). Indeed, with the second official
American foray into Mexico—A.KA. General Pershing's Pancho Villa Expedition (19161917)—the denigration of “Mexican” characters would have been infused with an
insufferable nationalist fervour as can be attested by the way in which “odd and
inerasable hallucinations of violent, revolutionary, savage “Mexican” subjectivities
become de rigueur . . .” around this time-period (Nericcio 28).
This filmic lineage of the Latina/o stereotype, traced back to points of violent contact
between Anglo and Spanish/Mexican cultures, supports Ramírez-Berg's view that
stereotypes are “part of a social conversation that reveals the mainstream's attitudes about
Others . . .” (Latino Images 4). In the Latina/o's case during the early twentieth century,
this conversation would seem to have made itself complicit with the state's propaganda
machine against a perceived external enemy. For if stereotypes “flatten, homogenize, and
generalize individuals within a group . . . ” (Ramírez-Berg, Latino Images 16), wartime
propaganda would have the same goals as its driving force. This genealogy of Latina/o
stereotyping, hence, tells us that its the root lies the nation-state's need for a coherent
narrative (propaganda) so as to hide the barbarity of past and present violent
interventions, and similarly, to also continue the wholesale disenfranchisement of
Latina/o subjects within the nation. Incidentally, this approximation of the processes of
mass-media stereotyping to a state's ideological functions would seem to be in agreement
with Ramírez-Berg's (Edward Said laced) argument that Latina/o stereotypes are part of a
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“discursive system that might be called Latinism . . . [i.e.,] the construction of Latin
America and its inhabitants and of Latinos in this country to justify the United States'
imperialistic goals” (Latino Images 4).
Latinas/os (or Hispanics), however, have always joined-in on the fun of the nation's goals
just as well. And in this sense, that the genealogy of the Latina/o stereotype on film leads
us directly to armed-conflicts, as well as to their concomitant processes of war-effort
propaganda, is an intriguing revelation, specially again, considering how the bodies (the
blood and guts) of “real-life” Latinas/os or Hispanics have always been called upon,
utilized and disposed-of, on all sides of the aforementioned conflicts and beyond.
Having now conjured the blood and guts of Latinas/os into our equation, it would seem
quite fitting to consider Nericcio's conceptualization of stereotypes, as he sees them as
precisely “the bloodstains of cultural conflict . . . from some sort of violence, some form
of fracture, some type of antagonism . . . (143) often born[e] in combat . . .” (150). Again,
Nericcio's guided tour of the Oxford English Dictionary entry for “stereotype” proves to
be quite instructive; we come to realize that while “stereo-,” a close cousin to our English
verb “to stare,” originates from the Greek word “stereos” meaning “hard, firm and stiff,”
“-type” comes to us from “typos,” which is Greek, once again, for “model, symbol, or,
more to the point, an archetype” (122). But “typos” can also be linked to “typtein,” which
itself carries with it, Nericcio continues, “the idea of a blow, of a violent impact, of a
mark made by a blow” (122). If the stereotype's etymology tells us that it has always been
a hardwired model prone to violence (Nericcio 123), it would seem that stereotypes of the
Latina/o soldier on film are designed to endure, and by the same token deal out, those
violent blows leaving a mark upon us viewers. That continuous onslaught of Latina/o
stereotypes, like the vision of the Mexican final-attack on the Mission in John Wayne's
The Alamo (1960), threatens to overtake our position and leave this critical inquiry dead
on its tracks. And so we must be careful.
This caution, on our part, must involve an appreciation of the image's ambiguity (Alonzo
8); for certainly the stereotype plays an important role in the mechanisms of
representation and identification set in motion by film, but there are other factors to
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contend with. And so in this sense, it becomes imperative to resist the practice of solely
“spotting the stereotype, cataloguing [it and] . . . bemoaning Hollywood…” (RamírezBerg, Latino Images 4). As a different approach, perhaps we can begin to see how it is
that the Latina/o stereotype comes in many forms and to different degrees of virulence
and/or appeal. Let us consider first off, therefore, that film does in actuality allow for
different modes of stereotypical existence within the diegetic of the nation. Ramírez-Berg
juxtaposes for example, characters called to perform the stereotype, with those able take
on the more salient role of the archetype i.e., as “representatives of the dominant ideal
[who] . . . possess the full complement of dominant virtues . . . [characters who] have it
all . . .” (Latino Images 55). Taking further cue from this critic, perhaps we can suggest a
type of pecking order in traditional war-film narrative, a chain-of-command if you will,
whereby at the top we have the archetypes/protagonists “surrounded by in-group
[stereotypical] characters who physically could not possibly be mistaken for the leads . . .
” (55). Where Ramírez-Berg suggest that archetypes in mainstream representation will
usually come in the form of the protagonist couple (Latino Images 55), the twist in
traditional war-film narratives is the persistence of at least four archetype-forms; the All
American (white) boy, the All American (white) man/officer, the best friend and the
platonic love interest. Incidentally, while in dominant narrative we might be tempted to
place the female love interest firmly within the realm of the archetype, and the best friend
as a shoe-in stereotype (Ramírez-Berg, Latino Images 55), it seems to me that in
mainstream war-film narrative, these two actually straddle the border between the
archetype and the stereotype. And this is certainly to be expected if we consider that
while the love interest in wartime is often present/ed as a vague ideal of femininity with
limited screen time, the hero's best friend, vital as he is for the saving of one's skin, is
often there with the hero for the duration, till victory or death. Continuing on with our
visualization of representational hierarchy then, we have from top to bottom; archetypes,
archetype-stereotypes, ingroup stereotypes, and finally, outgroup stereotypes.
While in general-mainstream representation, “Latinas/os” routinely play outgroupstereotype characters, in dominant war-minded cinema, positions of outgroup stereotypes
are mostly reserved for the nation's enemy-proper i.e., the Nazis, the Japanese, Koreans,
the Vietcong, terrorists/insurgents, and other miscellaneous characters (cartel bosses,
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African warlords, aliens from outer space and so on). The Latina/o soldier's assignment
not surprisingly then, has usually involved joining the ranks of the ingroup-stereotypes
i.e., among those troops “marked emotionally and/or morally as unfit for leading-role
status [because, among other attributes] . . . they are weak, dumb, overly excitable, and
impulsive, or [because] they operate out of a skewed value system” (Ramírez-Berg,
Latino Images 55-56).

Figure 2: Stereotype Chain of Command.
Lest we may be tempted to call the perma-smiling and medal-winning Latina/o Private an
archetype of sorts, it would do us well to remember that unlike the true archetypes of the
picture—those vociferous All American (white) boys/men who in actuality save the
day—the “good,” albeit mute, Latino soldier gets marginal screen time, is
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inconsequential to the narrative, and is often brought-in as if solely to prove that old
maxim; calladito te ves más bonito
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dulce et docorum est, pro patria mori. Let us recall,

in this tradition, Private Ángel Obregón II from George Stevens's Giant (1956), for
example: smiling and standing there in his dress uniform at the corner of the room on
Christmas morning just before going off to war. Ángel comes back in a coffin, of course,
only to be soon forgotten, or rather, only to be remembered by viewers the likes of
Chicano poet Tino Villanueva; “the one called Angel/ Dying at war. It’s a generational
tale, so everybody / Aged once more and said what they had to say along the/ way of the
script. And then the end…” (16).
But so how shall we proceed with these “good” Latina/o characters that seem to appeal so
strongly to us as Latina/o viewers or as critics with a stake in the cultural meaning of
“Latinas/os” in America? Juan J. Alonzo for one, invoking Ella Shohat and Robert Stam,
asks us to move past the analysis of “positive” and “negative” images of Latinas/os by
privileging instead a focus on viewer acts of subversive mis-readings (Alonzo 13-14).
Alonzo's unproblematized mining of “positive” meanings from within the “negative,”
however, still does involve an investment on the progressivity of the “positive.” My
intuition is that we should not be so quick to assume that “positive depictions” of
racialized others = progressive politics. There is, in other words, much to lose, when
encountering the “good” Latina/o soldier, if we are solely to pursue a “negative” image
line-of-inquiry at the expense of engaging head-on, just as well, the dominant ideological
valances behind the “positive”; for certainly there's something happening here: a subtle
cooption when we watch amusing depictions of ourselves, “with Hollywood and the
Pentagon as set designers and dressers” (Nericcio 120).
Perhaps Nericcio's thoughts on the ubiquity of mass-media circulated images of
“Latinas/os,” as happy-go-lucky “members of the service industry sector” (as maids,
valets, shoe-shiners and gardeners), is as good a starting-point. Adopting his thoughts to
our needs then, we may say that those “familiar . . . hard-working, honorable, reliable . . .
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You look prettier with your mouth shut.
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members of the [armed] service[s]” that we encounter on film so often (34) may be read
as nothing short of a legion of “smiling automaton[s]. . . seductive hallucinations or
hallucinatory mannequins” (38); smiling hallucinations exceptionally adept at getting us
to “let our guard down . . . remaking, in the process, what we speak to others of as our
self” (Nericcio 108). “Good” Latina/o soldiers then, can be considered seductive
hallucinations in that despite their delimiting unidimensionality, they still do appeal to us
with models-of-identity for “being” in the nation. They tell us about the need for Latina/o
sacrifice, our natural fighting disposition (dexterity, boxing abilities, loyalty), our fatal
inadequacy for positions of leadership, the need to mobilize against an external enemy. In
other words, appealing-stereotypes strive to “indicate [and perpetuate] a preferred power
relation” vis-a-vis the leading (white) echelon (Ramírez-Berg, Latino Images 21), as well
as also over and against an often racialized enemy.
Essentially, it could be argued, all stereotypes do speak (i.e. appeal) to us
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in a way that

might make moot the difference between ingroup and outgroup viewers. In this sense,
Alonzo reminds us of the possibility for a particular viewing-subject to attain “pleasure . .
. at the site/sight of the subject's [own] representation, even when the representation
carries potentially negative determinations, as in the formation of stereotypes” (2). There
is, for a Latina/o, pleasure to be derived from watching the virulent Speedy Gonzales for
example, as can be attested by the masses of Latino children (myself included) who have
grown-up to harbour a special kind of fondness for the rodent. Nericcio has mordantly
noted how a number of Chicano students he has encountered have gone to the extent of
reading the mouse as a “hero… subaltern with alacrity or… as Latino social justice
advocate… [a] neo-Zapata or a proto-Zapatista, resisting the gringo domination of sly
Sylvester and pathetic Daffy Duck” (133). Speedy is in this way re-visioned as a “good
Mexican… a positive role model: fast, clever, erotically able… a leader of his people”
(133). This reading is certainly problematic to say the least, not only because it involves
looking past the systematic denigration of Mexicanicity in an American context, or even
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Nericcio invites us to consider “Latinas/o” stereotypes in popular culture as precisely “seductive
hallucinations [in the form of] . . . Hispanic mannequins parading across the silver screens of American
movie palaces” (65-66).
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past the heavy-handed construction of “the Mexican” to be consumed the world over
(Nericcio 133); but this mis-reading is ultimately problematic because it signals a type of
recapitulation. This is a battle we have lost a long time passing, to be sure, with the taking
of our daily poison: that racial logic which has structured the cartoons we have watched
as children. Those lazy, doped-up, indigenous-coded campesino mice taking siestas all
day, appear in contrast to the igualado Gonzales, that uppity and dirty-little “Mexican”
who dares outrun (¡arriba! ¡arriba!) and outsmart gringo cats and ducks—but never the
All-American Bugs Bunny. We love Speedy for this very reason, as we simultaneously
laugh and look-down upon those slow indios-campesinos who surround him. Our racist
colonial inheritance is hence then doubly complimented by the virulence of mainstream
American racial imaginary. We feel ashamed and proud, and in the process, learn to
concede to ourselves that yes, perhaps, our half-breed make-up is flawed and dirty.
Virulent depictions of the Latina/o soldier, I believe, speak to us in much the same
manner. Private Gomez from Battle Cry (1955) has much in common with the libidinous
and conniving (back-stabbing?) Speedy for example; and Private Jimenez from The Dirty
Dozen (1967) is nothing if not an incarnation of the lazy, guitar strumming mice that
populate the mis en scène of Warner Brothers’ Classics. Certainly there is always the
potential for subversive viewing practices. Where in the former film we can choose to
read a hint of defiance against an unwitting depiction of racism-in-progress, in the latter
film, we may argue, we are actually privy to a Latino's half-hearted intent to resist the
war. Now valid as these mis-readings may or may not be—and I would venture at this
point that they are—a focus on them should always be tempered with a reflection on the
dominant meanings a film is actually hardwired to produce i.e., those meanings with a
tendency to stay with us despite our attempts to read against the grain. It is in this
manner, after all, that we may begin to accept the dubious dichotomy that “bad” Latina/o
soldiers come in two modes; 1) dirty back-stabbing hoodlums like Private Gomez, or 2)
lazy guitar strumming cowards like Private Jiminez (sic). A hustle is evidently in play, as
the third and fourth modes of the “good” Latina/o soldier and the heroic boxer-type now
suddenly begin to look the more appealing. And we hence fall for the oldest trick in the
book.
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A graphic may never fully capture the ambiguity at play between texts and such
contradictory viewing experiences. In an effort to keep our sanity and coherence in
respect to the framework of this study, however, we nonetheless turn our gaze to the fluid
movement of the pendulum as an aid of visualization which may help us account, after
all, for that odd hypnotic experience of simultaneous repulsion and identification, as
when a character is able evoke in a moment the stereotype-lineage of the greaser and yet
also, a second later, suspect models-of-identity for the viewer.

Figure 3: Pendulum. Between Stereotypes and Models of Identity.
Towards the center of the pendulum's travel, is where the Latina/o soldier acquires a
more complex form of representation and in the process ceases to be a unidimensional
token of his people. This is at the risk of disappearing all-together; though absolute
absence is a different phenomenon as we will see. In any case, between those opposite
poles we have charted there is room for those who have strategically escaped our facile
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categorization thus far. At the risk of contradicting ourselves, it is not the case for
instance, that all appearances of the Latina/o soldier within mainstream representation
25

will necessarily appear as seductive automaton (auto-matón? ) mannequins. In keeping
with our broad understanding of “mainstream cinema” as that corpus comprised of
handsomely produced and distributed films with universal (white) appeal, we should be
gracious enough to concede the occurrence of surprisingly rich Latina/o soldier cameos.
Invoking Ernest Hemingway, we may approach the brief presence of these characters, as
one would approach iceberg-tips sticking out of the ocean hinting at the colossality
underneath the visible (text). Two such characters appear on Anatole Litvak's brilliant
Decision Before Dawn (1951), for instance. While this topic will be covered in more
detail below, suffice it to say for now that despite taking up the sum of one minute and
ten seconds from the full-length feature, these characters are able to stand in defiance
against the grain of “Latino” representational-formulas.

3.2 Latina/o Brownness
“Latina/o” is a powerful term that is often able to even-handedly lump together an
otherwise heterogeneous group of communities within the US nation. In this “imagined
community of the greater nation,” as Robert Burgoyne would call it (6), Latinas/os share
a common language and a common “colour”. In “real life” the Latina/o actually comes in
many “colours” and in multiple nationalities. He/she speaks such varied languages as
Spanish, Portuguese, English, Caló, Nahuatl, Chinese, Dutch, Creole, French, etc. And
yet in the dominant meta-narrative of the American nation as reflected on film, Latinas/os
are but a bunch of Spanish-speaking brown “Mexicans”; in the game of naming the
Otherness within, the imposition of the term establishes a power-relation between the
greater nation and the denigrated groups that are evoked by the naming. This is the most
prevalent mechanism at work in most of the films I have studied. Indeed, it is a rarity to
find a film that acknowledges the diversity that the term really embodies. I have deferred
to it out of necessity, as it is often the case that the specific community in question is not
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decipherable from the film's narrative. In these cases, the Latina/o character on screen
may be played by actors of Mexican American, Puerto Rican or Cuban American
extraction, and yet he/she is called to perform a vague notion of “Mexican”-inflected
Latinidad i.e., one made to stand in for the multiplicity of ethnicities. This
interchangability remains a constant across the board even where the character may be
seen as performing ethnic distinctiveness. In most cases, the Latina/o is but a no-name
actor, a body recognizable by certain traits: a moustache (optional), black hair, medium to
dark brown complexion, a certain urban/foreign manner of wielding language (when
given the opportunity), the Hispanic last name. These are the markers, vaguely speaking,
of the Latina/o soldier in mainstream American film: the thorniest of these attributes
being her/his perceived brownness, and thus, also her/his relation to the nation’s other
colorized groups.
It could be said that the spectrum of representation runs from a type of Latino-brownness
more closely associated to the indigenous (though of a foreign non-American kind), to
another type which appeals to a concept of Spanish (Mediterranean) white-brownness.
Certainly, the latter is closely linked to a kind of whiteness, but nonetheless to a type of
whiteness that is othered as exotic and is hence outside of the realm of whiteness. The
filmic representation of the Latina/o has a long trajectory dating back to the early silentera greaser film, where images of the Mexican greaser would reflect, even then, a rich
ambivalence in the form of “repulsion . . . and attraction” (Alonzo 22). I would suggest,
however, that even in these first narratives about the Latina/o, repulsion and desire are
coded in ways that equate indigenous-brownness traits with repulsion, and Spanishbrownness traits with desire. In the specific case of the mainstream war-minded film, it is
hard to miss the predominant pattern: the more indigenous-coded actors— with the
heavier the accents— will have the most marginal actions and attributes assigned to them.
Conversely, the closer the Latina/o is to his/her Spanish (White-ish) roots, the nobler
he/she will be presented. This phenomenon of representation is sanctioned, in turn, by an
industry which has always worked to cast Latina/o types along these perceived cultural
and colour-shades (Beltrán 7-8). In this sense, we must come to terms with the fact that
images of “brown” subjectivity are always already hardwired to signify a certain valance
of inferiority at least as it pertains to dominant modes of war-minded filmmaking.
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I should note that when speaking of “colours” as they pertain to particular groupings
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of

people, I mean to speak of a discourse-generated structure through which order and
hierarchy is given to the imagined community of the nation. I propose to look at colour as
a culture and time-specific tool of categorization and self-identification which pretends to
equate the vague notion of “phenotype” with “blood” (patrilineal/matrilineal ancestry),
but more importantly, with the semantic currencies of a specific group within a nation.
For example, the brownness of a person is not entirely about the perceived colour of
his/her skin. After all no one is brown even in the chromatic sense of the word. Yet the
term “people of color” is considered to be, even in mainstream North American
academia, a valid form when speaking about absolutely anyone and everyone who is not
“a person of no-color.” We certainly never say “a person of no-color,” but simply “a
person,” and rarely “a white person.” And yet “a white person” is seldom understood as a
“person of color”: as Richard Dyer has explained, “white people are just people” (White
2). Herein lies precisely the power of whiteness: in that it involves an unassuming
exercise of power channeled by way of a cultural currency which sets itself as the normal
state-of-being vis-á-vis everyone else i.e., all people of colour (Dyer, White 8). These
considerations fall in line, furthermore, with José Muñóz’s theorization of the “official
national affect” as a “cultural logic” whereby “white middle-class subjectivity” is
propped-up as the nation’s ideal “mode of being” (69). Whiteness, in this sense, is itself
built up to become “an affective code that positions itself as the law… [or] truth game . . .
[which] block[s] access . . .” (Muñóz 69). In other words, both the written laws of
institutionalized segregation and the unwritten codes of a race-centric society have
constructed in their own turns, the truth at the heart of the official US-national affect; the
rules of the truth-game stipulating that the mantle of nation is to be carried solely by the
“white” (and I would add male) subject of the nation. Dominant film narrative, in other
words, is a fixed-game whereby the All-American boy must always necessarily be the All
American (white) boy whose wielded (white) power remains unwritten, though prescient.
It is always already understood, that is, that the All-American boy who will grow up to be
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the hero of the nation’s war narratives—because that is his birthright— will undoubtedly
have to be “white.” If a film registers the story of a “brown” boy, then the story can only
be about that specific brown-experience; unlike the story of the All-American (white)
boy, his own cannot signify the essence of the nation and its story.
At this point, I would like to bring to bear Benedict Anderson’s short discussion on
modernity’s national investment on the figure of the Unknown Soldier. Anderson
describes the monument referencing such a figure as one so “saturated with ghostly
national imaginings” that it there is never a “need to specify the nationality of their
absent occupants. What else could they be but Germans, Americans, Argentinians…?”
(9-10). What Anderson does not point out on this occasion, however, is that the Unknown
Soldier is predominantly imagined as the remains of the normal everyday soldier who
fought and died for his country and that this normal-everyday soldier is unavoidably
equated, in the European/North American contexts, with whiteness. It is in this respect
that Rosalía Cornejo-Parriego points out a passage from Juan Goytisolo’s novel Paisajes
después de la batalla (1970), where the French embark on the project of uncovering the
remains of their Unknown Soldier: “with great expectation, they open the tomb of the
Unknown Soldier in Paris and the soldier turns out to be… black (horror of horrors for
the French imagined community!)” (my translation).
In American terms, it is only the All American (white) boy’s “white” corpse that is
always ready to represent the universal (white, black, brown, yellow, etc). It is solely his
“white body” which may enjoy this universal privilege; for clearly the marked
body/corpse of colour could never dream of becoming the cipher of national
transcendence. That this is the case is most beautifully illustrated by Mariscal's astute
reflection on a rather tragic scene to be found in Vietnam war-correspondent Michael
Herr's book entitled Dispatches (1977):
Attempting to determine the identity of a two-month old corpse in a U.S.
Uniform, two GIs argue . . . [But w]hatever the ethnicity of the dead man, skin
pigmentation is the primary sign to be deciphered . . . the dead “gook” may have
well been a U.S. Latino or Asian American and was most assuredly an American
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soldier of color . . . [Yet w]hoever the dead was in reality, his life and death are
forever lost in the four-letter racist epithet “gook.” (45)
If war's unidentifiable fallen-soldiers are whom the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
monuments are meant to honour, what Mariscal makes clear is that this fallen-soldier is
categorically pointed out as not the unidentifiable soldier who would otherwise be the
perfect candidate for the monument. The corpse’s recognizable skin-tone has outed him;
for it is certain that he was either a “gook” or a “spade” but definitely not the AllAmerican (white) soldier. As a result, the “coloured” soldier remains fatally identifiable,
at least in racial terms, even while remaining unknown. It would seem that this is the lot
of the “soldier-of-colour” who has died in the field i.e., once used up to be thrown into
the pile of the known-unknown soldiers. Again, it is worth repeating, herein lays the
power of the unassuming All-American (white) boy: in that the disembodied (unwritten)
nature of his own body’s non-colour or ‘non-race’—which as an almost imperceptible
but privileged cultural category— is able to contain all other “colours” but may not be
contained by an Other.
This disembodiment also means that whiteness is bound in a dialectic relationship with
all otherness; to define itself, it needs to constantly make appeals to that which it is not.
Thus blackness, the binary opposite, is often seen as that which rescues whiteness from
itself by incorporating everything that must be externalized from within white
subjectivity. This is what Toni Morrison has described, via Hegel, as the functioning of
the Master/Slave dialectic whereby in “blackness and enslavement could be found not
only the not-free but also, with the dramatic polarity created by skin color, the projection
of the not-me [which in effect came to mean] . . . a fabricated brew of darkness,
otherness, alarm, and desire that is uniquely American” (1795). The dialectic is one
which is slightly disturbed by the narrative construct of the mulatto. Though the mulatto
may be able to signify repressed white desire as well as the impossibility of whiteness to
exists as an impermeable construct, we must not forget that the construct of the mulatto –
as a derivative of mula (Spanish for mule)—is an import from Spanish-colonial discourse
which came to connote a particular reproductive restriction on the subjects who were
defined by it. In other words, the mulatto (the mule) cannot, should not, under any
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circumstances reproduce his/herself. And so the figure of the mulatto conveniently
becomes in dominant American narratives a curious aberration: a threat from within and
at the same time a threat which must be put in its place i.e., outside with blackness. So
yes, the mulatto (the white/black subject) as a cultural construct of the national
metanarrative, challenges the supremacy of whiteness somewhat. However, at this point
we may perhaps begin to concede a third and more complex way of thinking about
American “foundational” race politics.
Thinking of American racial politics in binary terms may seem only “natural” if we
consider the history (and legacy) of slavery as a national-cultural foundation. I would
suggest, on the contrary, that this kind of theorization unwittingly grants a degree of preColumbian primacy to whiteness. If the black slave and the mulatto in the dominant
metanarrative are but the first non-white subjects of the nation, then the white pilgrim
who putatively came before, as well as his progeny by extension, can still boast a
foundational claim over the domain of the land and the people therein. W.D. Grfith’s
Birth of a Nation (1915) illustrates this point most poignantly with one of its infamous
inter-titles: “The bringing of the African to America planted the first seed of disunion.”
The utterance’s evocation of the idea of disunion (of North and South) reflects an
imagining of the US nation as an originally “white” nation: its edenic origin disturbed
only by the introduction of the African Slave. This shot at white primacy, however, can
only be possible on the grounds of a conceptualized “extinction” of the nativeindigenous. The white family (North & South) becomes in this sense the mean unit of the
American story. By appealing precisely to a binary black/white national imaginary, in
Birth of Nation (1915), the white Anglo family is able to claim, unfettered, full ownership
of “the nation.” And if Others exists in this imaginary of the nation, it is always as
secondary shareholders, if not as outright deterrents to the national project of war and
nation-building. African-American soldiers (or “negro militia”) do exist in the national
imaginary as proposed by W.D. Griffith in Birth, for example. Vicious and rapacious but
at least they are there at the birth of the nation. Thus the film grants in this way, in at least
one of the possible readings, the ability of subverting the virulent racism and of claiming
at least some of the images as haunting instances of African American agency in the face
of oppressive representation. The indigenous, and Mexican Americans, for that matter,
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are nowhere to be seen and therein lies the greater offence i.e., to be denied existence at
all. Yes, it could be argued that the film is predominantly about the South i.e. a space
imagined as exuding a kind of “unspoken . . . pervasive whiteness . . .” (Hoelscher 658).
The very title of the film would attest, however, to a coy coding of North and South, in
Southern terms (Dyer, The Matter of Images 167), as a nation of Anglo-Saxon white
brotherhood. In this sense it is an exclusive white brotherhood that necessarily forgets the
Hispanic dons of the South, and everybody else for that matter (the French and the Dutch
for example) who can also be said to have had “foundational” (genocidal?) roles in the
“building” of the US nation.
Again, the omission that is most striking in W.D. Griffith’s imagining of the nation at
27

war —albeit with itself—is the omission of the indigenous; the birth of a nation here is
precisely the convenient imagining of the birth of a white/black US nation in which the
native simply does not figure, because perhaps this very presence would otherwise
challenge the fragile primacy of whiteness. Again, this is an omission all too familiar. It
would not be very controversial to say, in this sense, that the Native American is
notoriously absent from the lion’s share of war minded cinema, and even more so than
the Latina/o. Though on the other hand, perhaps we could say that the Native American is
actually present while remaining unrepresented: incorporated, that is, into the
representation of white martial subjectivity.
If in the Western film-genre, the narrative enacts a type of disappearance-in-process of
the “American Indian,” whereby whiteness comes to inherit the positionality of the
native, when it comes to mainstream war-minded cinema, whiteness is always already in
full command of that primal-warrior position of the nation. In other words, white heroes
in war-minded cinema are already quite comfortable in their position of the rightful and
righteous warriors (heirs) of their homeland. Incidentally, the (white) hero of the US
nation will only assume this role when pushed to do so by the impetus of a war narrative.
It is only then that he will have to assume the attributes of the idealized “native”; in
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If Birth can be considered the precursor for all narrative-driven cinema since 1915, the DNA of narrative
war-minded cinema is quite clearly infused by this progenitor.
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effect, it is then that he comes into his own as the “natural” warrior, the “instinctive”
hunter, and the “noble savage.”
John Wayne’s characters are an interesting case in point: for they often straddle the
border between the cowboy and the soldier. Whether at war overseas or with the Native
American at home, his characters embody that figure of the white man of the fron/tier
who has gone native. He has become, as Slotkin puts it, the white “man who knows
Indians” (480): he who has needed to incarnate the acquired knowledge of the Other in
order to effectively fulfill the manifest destiny (to win) of his people.
In Ford’s The Searchers (1956), for instance, John Wayne plays the role of a seasoned
veteran of the American Civil War named Ethan Edwards. Part soldier and part cowboy,
he is equipped with extensive knowledge of the native and his terrain. But his wisdom is
one paired with a deep hatred for its object. He is equipped hence, not only with the
motivation (hate) but furthermore with a shrewd understanding of “modern warfare” and
of the laws of the new (white) nation; all these he uses to his advantage at every turn, and
in order to effectively pursue and kill his foe. While at the closing of the film, the nephew
Martin Pawley might be the one destined to marry the (white) girl and procreate the
future members of the (white) nation, the man who made it all possible was none-other
than Wayne’s Ethan Edwards: along with all that this character stands-for. Hence where
the nephew proves to be a tad impulsive, Ethan Edwards stands, by contrast, as calm,
patient and cunning. Interestingly enough, the latter attributes are the same attributes
which the main villain, the formidable opponent Indian chief Scar, will show throughout
the film.
But “the nephew happens to be 1/8th Indian” one may point out. And in this sense, the
argument would follow, the aforementioned attributes of impulsiveness and emotionality
could in potentiality serve as anathema to the model of white subjectivity as proposed by
the uncle, and at the same time, point towards a more progressive, native-aligned
positionality. And this would certainly be the case had the nephew been coded in goodfaith as mixed-blood; for along with the paltry “1/8th Indian” designation—meaning that
he is, in effect, 7/8th white—the nephew is played by non-other than the quintessential All
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American (white) boy Jeffrey Hunter. Pawley’s questioning of his uncle’s motives and
cold-blooded methods, in this sense, becomes but an “act” complimenting his own
particular mode of white-subjectivity with attributes of moral and compassionate
aptitudes. These are attributes, incidentally, which will serve the (white) familyman quite
well in the neutralized land that is now his for the taking. The 1/8th Indianness even gifts
him with that little extra sense of entitlement to the land. But we must always do well to
remember that it is John Wayne’s Ethan Edwards, riding away into the sunset, who
remains, by contrast and for generations to come, the ideal model for subjectivity in times
of war. This is a lesson that the young Pawley will no doubt have taken to heart from his
dear uncle. And it is this lesson which will be passed down the line of his long progeny to
come.
Arguably a blatant example of this type of native-coded whiteness is found in the more
recent representation of the character simply known as “Rambo.” While in the first film
of the series the ethnicity of Stallone’s character is left in question, in the second
installment it is finally “revealed” that Rambo is actually half “Native-Indian” as well as
half-German. Hence while the initial racial ambiguity presents us with at least the
potential for subject-fluidity, the definitive account of his racial admixture, I suggest, can
be seen as mere adherence to the dominant metanarrative. The first film, in other words,
leaves it up to the viewer to decide whether to view Rambo as just another reincarnation
of the All American (white) boy, or to assume for him a richer specificity. The actor’s
name (Sylvester Stallone) after all cannot but suggest the possibility of American
otherness. To view Rambo as an Italian-American veteran for example, would not require
a big stretch of the imagination. By the same token, does “John Rambo” (or Juan
Rambo?) not sound like a made-up Hispanic-type name? And if we did choose to read
him as a Latino, would that first encounter with the small-town Sherriff not acquire a
truly subversive meaning? My intuition is as follows; drifter or no-drifter, things would
have definitely turned out differently had Rambo been a blonde, blue-eyed veteran
walking through that middle of (white) America community. In any case, the subversive
possibility is effectively foreclosed in the second installment of the series. For if Rambo
is finally pointed out as being half-German, this must also mean that he is connected “by
blood” to the upper echelons of whiteness: one linked to order, discipline, and effective
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ruthlessness. We may certainly come to read Rambo, against the grain, as an instance of
Native American performativity. The putative Native-American ancestry is most clearly a
narrative ruse: a way of linking Rambo’s uber-whiteness back to the “founding” of
(white) America—the 1/8th nativeness—and by extension to the usurped Indian-attributes
already discussed. It is not for nothing that Rambo comes out of his ordeal coded as the
ideal Reaganesque model of (white) martial subjectivity.

3.2.1

Whiteness /Brownness

Thus far we have attempted to delineate the dominant affect of whiteness in relation to
the native-indigenous in dominant film narratives. As we had seen, whiteness has
benefitted in the sense that “white” as a non skin colour is able to encompass all other
skin colours of the US nation, while at the same time, mediate who may get it into its fold
(Dyer, White 2). That whiteness is able to embody the founder-positionality of the nativeindigenous is hence not all surprising. The embodiment does not at all mean that the
white-subject will carry in good-faith the plight of the Native American. In other words,
once used up—that is incorporated in narrative terms into the realm of whiteness—the
“modern” Native American subject, when present at all, is predominantly represented as
the nation’s Other. This Othering of the native fits quite well, of course, with Dyer’s
observation that “a sense of being white, of belonging to a white race, only widely
developed in the nineteenth century . . . as part of the process of establishing U.S. identity
. . . over and against the indigenous reds and the imported blacks . . .” (White 9). It was in
these terms, after all, that other forms of non-optimal whiteness such as embodied by the
“Irish, Polish or Greek,” were given safe conduit into the compound of whiteness (Dyer,
White 9). Whiteness, in this sense, is perhaps best conceptualized as a hierarchical
coalition (Dyer, White 51) whereby the “Anglo-Saxons, Germans and Scandinavians”
have come to form the “apex” of said structure (Dyer, White 9). Obviously the Latina/o’s
place lays quite a distance from these heights of whiteness, and indeed Dyer places us
“Latins” (sic) in among the “buffer . . . category of the maybe, sometimes whites, peoples
who may be let in to whiteness under particular historical circumstance, . . . [such as t]he
Irish, Mexicans, Jews and people of mixed race . . .” (White 9).
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Dyer’s evaluation of the Latina/o’s dominant valance in representation is off its mark, I
suggest, precisely in that it seems to disallow a consideration of brownness as a major
player within his projected colour scheme. His binary model would seem to turn on the
argument that “white is virtually unthinkable except in opposition to black” (White 51).
But where this statement might begin to ring true as it pertains to white-as-hue, white-asskin could never be limited to black-as-skin as its sole defining trope. In other words, the
putative whiteness of white people is defined by the condition of not-being black, as
much as by the conditions of not-being brown and/or not-being yellow. Being the
unstable racial category that it is, whiteness necessarily requires these other colour
categories in order to appropriately demarcate its borders. Hence, though the “dark–eyed
Latin lover” might be considered as approaching whiteness (Dyer, White 51), it may also
be argued that for the most part even this Latino character-type never quite makes it
across into the realm of full white membership, and is otherwise firmly anchored to a
notion of Latino-brownness. Moreover, where Irish-Americans, and Italian-Americans to
some extent, may have of late joined the greater fold of the white-nation, this could not
and has not been the case with the Latina/o in mainstream representation. As much as
28

some Latinas/os may aspire to merge with the (white) nation, to have our guera/o

status

revalidated in the US of A, Latinas/os remain assigned to the ranks of the nation’s
“people of colour,” that is along with other brown-coded subjects: Native Americans,
South-Asian-Americans, Arab-Americans, Vietnamese-Americans, Filipino-Americans
etc.
Certainly, as subjects intersected by the brown dominant affect, there are bound to exist
undeniable shared junctures of experience. Though by the same token, each of these
ethnicities is bound to subtly different forms of dominant brown-affects. The specificity
of the Latina/o's affect, I would like to argue, lies precisely in its ambiguous connections
to both the indigenous peoples and to the white subjects of the US nation. Certainly there
is a danger in equating the native-indigenous with the Latina/o; that is in a one-for-one
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Guera/o is a Mexican term for a person with lighter skin tone. It is also often meant as a form of
appellation signifying a higher social standing vis a vis the indigenous-coded population.
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type of relation. The same danger would lie in equating Latina/os to a type of whiteness;
for in dominant modes of representation, the Latina/o is never quite white, nor
completely indigenous. It would seem, rather, that he/she is made to inhabit a whole other
racial/ethnic space all together. The dominant construct of the Latina/o, it would appear,
operates precisely via a mobilization of brownness as a stable/unstable category. It is a
type of representation which is strategically deployed according to the requirements of
narrative; this is to say that Latino people are simultaneously imagined as a
homogenously raced people, and yet at the same time, as a group which holds within its
fold, and in different types of configurations, two impure (dirty) halves of ethnicities:
Spanish (Peninsular-white) as well as Native-indigenous. Hence sometimes the Latina/o
might be represented as part of an altogether homogenous half-breed race: a race (of
wetbacks) that is rarely considered alarmingly hybrid, or, despite the affinity with the
indigenous, original to the space which he/she inhabits. Again, in a moment the Latina/o
may be equated with the North America Indian, while in the next, the same character
might be allowed an approach towards whiteness; though this is an approach that is
usually sabotaged by the narrative somehow.
Arguably where other hybrid subjectivities—such as the mulatto or the mixed AngloLatina/o types—pose an immediate threat to the concept of white purity, the impurity of
the Latino-brown people is always already a trait of our foreign half-breed race. Dyer
would have us believe that “[i]f races are conceptualized as pure… then miscegenation
threatens that purity…” (White 25). But, again, the only “race” (colour) that can ever
truly inhabit “purity” is that of “white” people; their whiteness symbolizes, after all, that
lack of blemish as emblematized by the trope of pure-light or white sheets (Dyer, White
78). The term “miscegenation,” in other words, does not seem to fit the Latina/o’s
quintessential condition. Or rather, the miscegenation of the Latina/o is one that is
predominantly imagined, a priori, as a kind of original sin. It is, in other terms, a preterit
and foreign form of miscegenation which in principle leaves intact, for the time being, the
citadel of Anglo-whiteness; for Peninsular-whiteness—stained as it is by centuries of
Semitic and Sub-Saharan slippage—has always been subjected to suspicion anyhow. It
would appear, therefore, that the Latina/o’s half-breed brown status, though potentially a
source of anxiety, does not pose by definition an imminent threat to the purity of Anglo-
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coded whiteness. The threat is there, but solely in potentiality. For if in dominant colourpolitics of representation, whiteness is built up to be the essence of goodness (or
Godness?), and blackness the essence of active evil, then brownness might well be
conceptualized as floating in limbo, as the ever “in-question,” the “not to be trusted,” the
potential stab in the back. To be brown-coded is thus to be soil(ed), muddy, dirty, and
ultimately at its most abject form, shit.
In a mainstream Hollywood film such as King Vidor’s Duel in the Sun (1946) for
example, to be Mexican American is synonymous with a type of ambiguous impurity.
The beautiful Pearl Chavez, as played by brownfaced Jennifer Jones, is adopted by the
McCanles—a wealthy rancher type family—after her cuckolded father Scott Chavez has
killed her mother in a fit of jealous rage. The father is himself coded as Peninsular-white.
Hence, naturally his character’s flaw, from the get-go, would seem to lie in having let
himself be seduced into marriage, in the first place, by a lecherous/indigenous-coded
woman. As he himself puts it while pleading for his own death by hanging: “I killed
[myself] . . . the day I gave my family's name to the woman who became my wife.”
Incidentally, it is the matriarch of the (white) house, Laura Belle McCanles, as performed
by Birth of a Nation’s Lillian Gish, who will later identify Pearl’s mother as nothing
more than a mere “squaw.” Pearl in this sense, would seem to be an amalgam of her
parents. Her very name (Pearl) indicates a desire to bring her closer to her father’s ideal
of white femininity, but alas, her indigenous-coded brownness (via the mother) turns her
name and body into the premise of a joke:
Senator: How'd they come to name you Pearl?
Pearl: I don't know, sir.
Senator: They couldn't have had much eye for color, could they? [laughter] They
might have better called you Pocahontas or Minnie-ha-ha. Ain't I right?
Pearl: I guess so.
Moreover, throughout the film there is a motif of potential redemption which is otherwise
effectively contrasted against her constant self-doubt and lack of self-control when it
comes to the sexual advances made, in turn, by the rebellious young (white) man.
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Incidentally, that young man, Lewton “Lewt” McCanles (Gregory Peck), is in a matter of
speaking, the black sheep of the Anglo family. Having dark hair and brown eyes, he
stands in contrast to his (blond and blue-eyed) righteous brother Jesse McCanles (Joseph
Cotton). Hence, while Jesse does express a kind of gentle love for Pearl, it is Lewt’s
violent and entitled overtures (rape?) which will seduce Pearl and convince her thereafter
that she is after all a girl beyond redemption, or as she puts it, “trash, trash, trash, trash,”
and/or, in other words, Lewt’s wild oats to be sewn.
In George Stevens’ Giant (1956)—another early Hollywood film preoccupied with the
Mexican American subject—we have the backdrop of a Mexican American underclass
struggling to reach (white) middle class status throughout the end of the sprawling 20th
century. The film has been billed as progressive; and in many respects it does provide a
surprisingly sympathetic view of Mexican Americans. However, as other critics have
pointed out, there is a kind of muteness to the representation of the Mexican American in
this work. There is certainly a particular flavor of paternalism: one which culminates,
naturally, with the white patriarch Jordan “Bick” Benedict Jr. (Rock Hudson) as the
undisputed hero, standing up for the oppressed brown masses, while in the process
purging himself of past thoughts and acts of bigotry. Shortly after this great feat of
heroism, however, he will nonetheless confess in a moment of placid denouement, his
ongoing disgust of the brown-other as personified by the figure of his own “inter-racial”
grandson:
You really want to know what's gotten my goat? My own grandson doesn't even
look like one of us. He really looks like a little wetback. Little "muchacho" fires
up, don't he? I'm sorry, [ironic tone] “Jordan Benedict IV.” There's times when a
man just has to be honest. You know something, Leslie? There's no use kidding.
I'm a failure. Nothing has turned out like I had planned.
While there are other factors informing Bick’s sense of failure, it does evidently come
down to his inability to find a suitable heir to his ranch estate. Not only has his son-in-law
rejected his sprawling empire—in order to start his own operation—but his own son has
rejected him also, opting instead for a life in service (as a doctor) for a Mexican
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American community. In any case, this is what Bick’s masculine sense of “honesty” will
disclose; the wetback grandson, who could potentially serve as the next great Jordan
Benedict, is most clearly a nonstarter. The presence of the brown-coded body signals for
him, the end of the line for the (white) Benedict dynasty. Interesting enough, on various
occasions Bick will rhetorically ask whether he should give back his land to the “dirty
comanches,” or to the “poor Indians.” When he says this, however, he is obviously
referring to a notion so ridiculous in the sense that the so-called “Indians” are nowhere to
be seen throughout the film; in other words, they are “of the past.” The wetbacks that
populate the present would seem to have nothing linking them to the “dirty comanches”
or to the “poor Indians” who would otherwise have a stake at ownership and mastery
over the land. Again, this disavowal is consistent with an impetus to mark the Mexican
American as a foreign other, in order to dispossess him/her of any legitimate claims to the
nation. This is always, nonetheless, a “lose-lose” situation; an avowal of a Native
American association can also be made to serve the purpose of marking the Mexican
American as a non-white Other: as when Jett Rink (James Dean) offends the young Dr.
Benedict by calling his Mexican American spouse—Juanita Guerra Benedict (Elsa
Cardenas)—“a squaw.”
There is no winning in this fixed-game; the mestizo—that is, as the 1+1+1 cosmic mixture
of indigenous, African and European blood as idealized by Vasconcelos—becomes in the
US nation but one homogenous race of encroaching brown-raced people. Thus to be
Latina/o becomes nothing more than being an immigrant or a daughter/son of an
immigrant. Immigrant in this sense is meant as a pejorative term: a wetback regardless of
the specific ethnicity (Puerto-Rican, Cuban American, Bolivian American, SalvadoranAmerican etc.). This is to say that despite the ancestral links to the land, which would be
granted via the indigenous ancestry, the Latina/o is granted no rights and is thus fixed to a
position where he/she must constantly prove his value to the adoptive nation. This is
precisely an important trope in war-minded films i.e., the affirmation of the minority
group’s patriotism. In fact, rarely do we see on film either (1) a challenge to the
affirmation of a retributory patriotism, or (2) an acknowledgement of a would-be
foundational status. Hence, even within so-called Latina/o filmmaking, it is
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predominantly taken for granted that the Latina/o must prove his worth to the adoptive
nation.
And yet again matters are much more complex than this. For even in these alternative
modes of filmmaking we see the contradictions in the ways in which HispanicAmericans, or Latina/os, have self-identified throughout the last century. This leads us to
a consideration of what we may call Latina/o sub-national affects i.e., the dominant
modes in which Latino communities have chosen to imagine themselves, be it through
alternative readings of mainstream films, or through appropriations of so-called minority
forms of film-making. It should be noted that Other forms of Latinidad—as embodied by
Asian-Latinas/os, and/or Afro-Latinas/os to a lesser extent—are for the most part absent
or simply at the periphery of the dominant construct of the Latina/o: hence the constant
need for the hyphen.
Properly speaking then, the quintessential Latina/o subject is, in this sense, primarily
imagined as the male Spanish/indigenous subject, the well rounded mestizo who is able to
embody the totality of Latino ethnicities/genders while rejecting any one in essence. The
case of the construct of the “Hispanic” is, as the term entails, a slight if not outright
attempt at an erasure of the indigenous. Be that as it may, it could be argued that as of
late, the term “Hispanic” has nearly become engulfed in today’s dominant filmic
construct of the commerciable pan-Latino. Spanish-born Antonio Banderas for example
is an actor who is tiredly labeled and packaged as a “Latino,” despite his obvious
associations with the Hispanic. As it pertains to this study, we may come ask for
example, how would today’s Latina/o viewers read Desi Arnaz’s performance as Marine
Felix Ramirez in Bataan (1943)? Would this performance be read as a portrayal of a
“Hispanic” as viewers of the film would have assigned in 1945? Or would we read him
today, as I suggest we do, as a “Latino,” and thus align him to a mestizo-centric
brownness?
As is well documented in the historical and cultural record, racial segregation in the
American Armed Forces was a legislated affair. African American soldiers were
prohibited from joining combat cadres up until 1948, and yet for the purposes of war,
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Latino soldiers had always been considered “white” and therefore eligible for the draft
and combat duty. Yet, official and non-official narratives will tell us that Latina/os have
always been treated as second-class citizens at best and social pariahs at worst. This
shared status notwithstanding, alliances and identification with blackness and/or with the
African American struggle—and indeed with other racialized groups—are only rarely
seen on film. The documentary A Class Apart (2007) will tell us, conversely, that the
Hispanic/Latino response to institutional oppression in 1954 (that is institutionalized
segregation in spite of the then recent sacrifices in the Second World War) was not to
question the very designation of whiteness by the state, but solely for recognition of a
white-identified distinctiveness. In other words, at least as far as the filmic record will
reveal, Hispanic/Latino communities had been almost too comfortable with a legal
assignation of whiteness, regardless of the cruel realities that Hispanic/Latino
communities faced on par with their African-American peers. This kind of deluded
identification is not at all surprising, for as Dyer would tell us,
[g]iven the overwhelming advantage of being white, in terms of power, privilege
and material well-being, who counts as white and who doesn’t is worth fighting
over – fighting to keep people out, to let strategic groups in, fighting to get in.
(White 52)
Yet if we are to take a recent American Census report at face value, how do we now
interpret the claim that a “growing number of Latinos in the U.S. are identifying as
Amerindians . . .” (Rivas)? Obviously this type of exploration is outside of the scope of
this study and perhaps outside of theorization at least where it pertains to the study of
representation/identification. Rather, what is important to acknowledge as painfully
evident is simply that representation and self-identification is a murky landscape; the
Latina/o on screen can be very well align with and perform a “white” conception of
subjectivity, or conversely, an indigenous inspired mythos, and yet again perhaps there
exists for him/her a third, fourth and fifth possibility through a performance of inbetweenness.
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By in-betweenness, incidentally, I mean to allude to Anzaldúa’s theorization of
Nepantlalism as described by Saldívar as “an aesthetic structure of knowledge . . .
[spousing] cultural in-betweenness” (348). It is a mode of thinking which stems from
Anzaldua's conceptualization of “Chicana consciousness as a fractured, cracked, and
braided construction” (Saldívar 351). In other words, it is a mode of thinking about
ethnic/gender consciousness as braided and constructed, and hence, as one which permits
for identitary negotiations across cultures and ethnicities, and indeed, for the very
“merg[ing of] . . . new cultural formations and ethnoracial subjectivities” (Saldívar 351).

3.2.2

Latina/o Brownness

Human “color,” as we have seen, is definitely a very complex concept to analyze in terms
of its “representation” in mainstream forms of cinema. It would be stubbornly naïve to
believe that “color” and “race” do not exist in the real world, let alone in the filmic
record. For undeniably these do exist as socio-cultural constructs with tremendous
currency of power over the ways in which a society’s social groupings and their interrelations and hierarchies are imagined and acted upon in the “real world.” In this sense,
brownness becomes on the screen a sort of quick-hand impression for the convenient and
easy recognition of filmic Others. Hence, for example, a dark complexion coupled with
the established traits of cigar-smoking, long hair, and a stoic silent demeanour, will reveal
at first sight that we are in fact in the presence of a Native American soldier. In Jesse
Hibbs’ To Hell and Back (1955), the Indian-chief/soldier figure is performed to
perfection by none other than actor Felix Noriego: “perfect” to the ridiculous point of
never appearing on screen without cigar-in-mouth. The coding-cues are not always as
obvious as this, but the underlying intent—that is to imbue bodies on screen with
particular semantic values—remains the same. In the most benign form, the brown-body
is there to be inscribed by sheer contrast as solely the body of a brown subject i.e., as
belonging to one of the racialized communities within the US nation.
Yet as suggested, skin tone could never alone be enough of an indicator for the
elucidation of brownness. Brownness, as an unstable racialization category, must
necessarily rely on the aid of other visual and oral cues in order to mark itself as
evidently present on film. Brownness, in this sense, can be said to work on the principle
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of contrasts. If from the outset, as Dyer tells us, classical American cinema employs
lighting so as to privilege the whiteness/goodness of protagonists, villains or racialized
others are conversely treated to lighting techniques which in effect accentuate
darker/deviant complexions (The Matter of Images 166). Racialized others are thus
marked as distinct from the (normal) white-protagonists; though more accurately
speaking, perhaps we may say that whiteness as “the norm” and “goodness” is able to
stand-out precisely to the degree of contrast with the distinctiveness/deviance of the
others.
In war films this tendency in lighting techniques is somewhat more ambiguous. There are
certainly films were lighting as well as other elements do work in this high-contrast
manner. And in these cases, the evident excess emerging from the Latino’s body is
somewhat in line with Muñóz’ suggestion that in accordance with the official national
affect, the Latina/o must often be made to “appear… over the top and excessive . . . [as a]
spectacle . . . of spiciness and exoticism” (69). In this sense, the Latino’s tragic inability
to conform to “protocols of . . . affective comportment . . . is tied to [a notion of] affective
excess” (69).
In this context, Muñóz has proposed an oppositional reading of the Latino’s excess as a
value-plus in the face of a “normative whiteness [that] is minimalist to the point of
emotional impoverishment” (69). Hence, whereas whiteness is normally positioned as the
sensible middle-ground, Muñóz would seem to invite an installment of brownness at the
core of a subversive national affect: that is, with an emphasis on “position[ing] whiteness
as lack,” and conversely, brown-excess as the optimal mode of being in the nation (69).
Reading a Latina/o character in this manner—as representing an optimal mode of being
an American soldier— is definitely a reading we can, and will, argue for later on in this
study. However, at this point it is worth pausing to contemplate the sheer power of the
national metanarrative (or “official” affect) over and above oppositional attempts to
control the currency of the Latino soldier’s affect. If the film presents a strong case
against the Latina/o, it is not because his/her brown body/self comes to signify an
excessive deviance and repugnance, but because these attributes are carefully placed in
stark contrast to the bodies and souls of his (white) peers. Furthermore the ability to read
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whiteness as “emotional impoverishment” is effectively thwarted in the face of the
melodramatic indulgences which the (white) protagonists are in actuality allowed when
on the battlefield.
Many films will not whole-heartedly involve themselves in the denigration of the nation’s
colour-coded soldiers. Although it may be argued that the true contrasting elements
against which whiteness is made to stand-out in these film, are to be found precisely
outside the bounds of the group (in the wilderness), in the form of the menacing
racialized masses. Still, in other films there is a particular form of low-contrast that is
employed towards the favouring of a fog-of-war aesthetic, which, I suggest, depends on
particular modes of casting, mis-en-scene, and lighting; when this type of low-contrast is
present, the majority of the actors are not chosen, as is most common, by the requisite of
an approximation to the American “ideal” i.e., blue-eyed, blond, uber-white. In fact, the
prevalent “look” among the troops is a rather ambivalent set of features: dirty-blonde to
black hair-colour, medium-light to dark complexion, and dark to light (but never uberblue) eyes. The ambivalence of these features is then further enhanced by lighting and
mis-en-scene by which mechanisms it indeed becomes difficult to read the cues of
distinct ethno-cultural subjectivity. Hence the national affect in these films would seem to
have somewhat shifted from whiteness as norm to a more uncertain location. The usual
markers of white-exceptionalism, vis-á-vis the coloured soldier’s mediocrity or deviance,
would seem to break down precisely at the site of an uniformed experience of battle. It is
an experience which, in other words, ingrains its own set of markers upon the bodies of
its subjects: five-o-clock shadows, weathered bodies (with caked-in blood and mud),
tanned-brown to black skin-tones.
A film such as Terrence Malick’s A Thin Red Line (1998), for example, can be seen as
utilizing precisely these elements of inherent ambivalence. Though Malick’s military
leaders are undeniably coded as “white,” theirs is a whiteness which is nonetheless far
from the dominant affect's prescriptions. From the top down then, Brigadier General
Quintard (John Travolta), Lieutenant Colonel Gordon Tall (Nick Nolte) and Sergeant
Keck (Woody Harrelson) all perform against the grain of dominant portrayals of white
martial subjectivity; Hence, we have, respectively, a young egotistic General solely
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preoccupied with the advancement of his own career; an aged officer who never gets past
brooding over the roles he must play at war; and an inept yet noble Sergeant who ends up
accidentally killing himself with his own grenade. The three actors (Travolta, Nolte and
Harrelson), who in their own right bring into the picture their own tenures as
quintessential All American boys/men, mount in their performances what arguably
amounts to a general failure of whiteness in the face of martial adversity. But if
whiteness, as Muñóz has suggested, may be read against the grain as a lack, the excess of
the colored-other is nowhere to be seen either. Incidentally, at the grunt level there are
changes to be registered; the bodies are no longer exclusively those of the All American
(white) boys, but rather those of all American boys finding themselves amidst the fog-ofwar. Hence in keeping with the characteristics of the fog, Malick is able to construct an
atmosphere that imbues the majority of its subjects on screen with a general palate of
racial ambiguity.

3.2.3

Complicating Latina/o Brownness

Thus far we have been speaking about brownness as a sign to be read on screen in
function of the levels of contrast to be had with the affective code of whiteness. Malick's
film served as a case in point for the possibility of a productive ambivalence to be found
in particular low-contrast representations of the American bodies at war. At this point,
however, we argue for a complication of the ways in which we may further conceptualize
“brownness.” We thus begin by acknowledging two ways in which brownness may be
made to perform: (1) brownness as mere commodity and (2) brownness as strategic
anchor for a subversive politics of representation/identification.
In order to position brownness as mere-commodity, I have taken cue from Arrizón’s
insistence that “transnational capital [and globalized] …marketing strateg[ies]
…deliberately represent . . . Latinidad as a commodity” (32-33). Hence if Latinidad-ascommodity is made manifest on film by the presence of brown-bodies performing
spectacles of spiciness and exoticism, the brownness that is inherent to these bodies is
one which owes its existence to a “marketing . . . geneology [traditionally bent on]
…downplaying heterogeneity, [and on] relegate[ing] . . . the status of a people and
culture to nothing more than a celebration of otherness” (35). An example of brownness
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as mere-commodity in war film would be a character called to perform the roles of the
quintessential Mexican type in a soldier’s uniform: the spicy, deviant and lazy (or
alternatively, noble brave but mute) member of the fighting nation.
Certainly, the two types of brownness just posited are not to be considered mutually
exclusive. After all, no matter how subversive a film may purport to be, it is always
bound to the production and distribution of images as commodity. Hence we can never
really speak of a complete absence of commodity in filmmaking, but solely of the
possibility of reading particular images as acting against the grain of dominant forms of
commodity production/distribution. The subtle difference to be made is between images
of the Latina/o as marketed commodity, and images of the Latina/o as nothing but merecommodity i.e., as spectacles of brownness. Though, it should be noted, a subject may
very well inhabit both forms of brownness simultaneously. In Born in East L.A. (1987)
for example, Navy veteran and Mexican American Rudy Valenzuela—as performed by
famed Chicano pot-head Cheech Marín—is able to cash-in precisely on his established
currency of brownness as mere-commodity in order to parody the very conditions which
have come to build such a construct. In the process, Rudy proposes nothing short of a
subversive, trans-brownness identification: not only by establishing affective links
between his Mexican American self and a Central American other, but also with Asian
and South Asian subjects.
By subversive trans-brownness identification, I mean to speak of cross-cultural alliances
which, while acknowledging the distinct affects and positionalities of brownness, also
propose new forms of merged resistance against the dominant national affect. “Color” in
this sense, can be an important element in politics of group self-identification and in
inter-group strategies of resistance and subversion. The expression “stay brown” for
example, may be acknowledged not as an appeal to an essentialist notion of race/color
identification, but rather to an anti-establishment state of mind in alliance against “the
man,” and indeed against the black/white dichotomy so prevalent in North American
culture. This type of ambiguity-laden brownness in alliance against “the man” is of a
discursively strategic nature. “The man” is non-other than “the white man,” but not
necessary a white man. This is to say that though at times a human being may be said to
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be acting in accordance to “the man,” “the man” is not necessarily a male whiteidentified human being. Rather, “the man” is more properly speaking all that which may
be understood to be acting or conspiring against the marginalized and/or racialized
groups within the nation. In other words, “the man” is the embodiment of that which has
long fought to remain unembodied: a dominant culture and attendant institutions heavily
invested on the supremacy of “whiteness” and hence on the concept of a white-coded
American exceptionalism.

3.3 Latino Presence
If in the war-minded film it is predominantly difficult to elucidate the brown-coded
character's specific ethno-cultural affiliations, this is because it is often the case that this
detail of information is seldom available as data at the diegetic or meta-filmic levels.
Indeed, a potential difficulty in this study is the elucidation of the degree to which we can
appropriate a brown-coded character as a Latina/o soldier at all. How we read generic
brown-coded bodies is evidently no simple matter. These are characters after all who may
or not be given the privilege of speaking, and whose names we may not know because
they are never enunciated by the characters who actually do matter to the story. Our first
preoccupation then is clearly whether or not this “brown” person—who does not speak
and whose name is never enunciated—falls within the scope of this study. In other words,
may we say that “yes he/she is obviously a Latina/o,” when the character quite rightly
could be interpreted as a South East Asian, or Palestinian American subject for that
matter?
Thus far we have suggested that no-name actors called to perform pan-Latinos, will
usually be coded as such by specific cultural markers. The cues, however, are not always
as clear in films where the generic-brown subject is meant to appear as there only in
potentiality i.e., as subtle mis-en-scene. The body as an extra, in this sense, appears solely
as another element of the background action or of the peripherals of the camera. Hence
rather than marking brown-otherness as synonymous with excessive distinctiveness—as
“excessively Mexican American” or “excessively Native America,” for example—
brown-otherness is subtly made to stand in for all possible varieties of brownness of the
US nation. In this vein, it can be argued that the presence of the brown body works
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towards the construction of an aura of inclusiveness at the expense of a delimiting
homogenization. Conversely, the filmic text can only determine or delimit the spectrum
of possible meanings. Hence, though the dominant narrative may endeavor to relegate the
brown subject to his/her “rightful” place as mere background and peripheral body, it also
unwittingly allows for oppositional readings whereby this subject may very well be
appreciated and appropriated not only as a full-fleshed Latina/o subject for example, but
more specifically—and depending precisely on the specific positionality of the viewer—
as Mexican American, Puerto Rican, Afro-Cuban American, Chilean Pakistani and so on.
In the face then, of an American metanarrative which typically will attempt to corral the
viewer into identifying nearly exclusively with the front-and-center (white) heroes, this
sort of oppositional reading is one that would actually allow for identification to occur
even with those characters otherwise marked as bland, treacherous and/or marginal.
Matters certainly change when the “brown” soldier’s name is finally uttered, and/or when
he/she is marked by other particular cues of ethnicity (for example by over-accented
lines). It is then that we come to know what type of “brownness” he/she has been
assigned to: that is, through a type of identification of the brown Other that serves the
purpose of turning the brown-body into a particular currency of mere-commodity i.e.,
where the cues of ethnicity are there but to play-up the dominant affect as stipulated for a
particular group within the nation. This level of representation, it should be noted, is for
the most based on the representation of stereotypes and/or essential “national-types,” in a
performative space where there is simply no room for the ambivalence of merged
subjectivity; the brown-characters in these films are carefully constructed so as to strictly
stand for one bracketed group within the nation.
On the other hand, it might be the case that some of these films might very well lend
themselves to strategic readings whereby we may concede a site of subversive crossbrownness identification. And we may allow, at least in theory, that a film may actually
be able to position a brown-subject as mere-commodity while at the same time commit to
an active promotion of subversive cross-brownness identifications. However, these cases
are bound to be rare: indeed, even in films where the brown-subject could be said to be
front-and-center. For the most part, readings of oppositional cross-brownness
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identification are likewise bound to be delimited by the dominant-narrative’s investments
on the soundness of stereotypes and types-of-brownness as structuring constructs. The
brown-soldier whose ethnicity has been outed is thus there to perform a mandated set of
affects and, in the process, to signify a static form of subjectivity that is strictly policed by
the narrative. Hence, though we may have distinct brown-subjectivities being
“performed” on screen (Native, African-American, brown-Latina/o etc), rarely are these
allowed to form, or at least suggest, merged fronts of resistance against simplistic
categorization.
This condition of containment, which clearly promotes an impoverishment of characterdepth to the point of essentialism, is a condition that is altogether not unfamiliar to the
racialized subjects of the US nation in dominant narratives. Within this nation, as already
suggested, containment strategies work precisely as policing structures which strive to
define (and thus control) otherness, while in effect favouring the affective code of
whiteness. Understandably, American metanarrative would be hardwired to delimit
representations of cross-identification between the nation's racialized subjects, precisely
because it is at the site of the merged subjectivity that policing structures break down.
This last consideration might suggest an impasse of sorts in our study. We may allow that
a particular oppositional reading of a specific instance of the metanarrative may arguably
allow for a superimposing of cross-ethnic affective links where there may be none
between the characters on screen; a particular viewer who self-identifies as Latino-brown,
for example, might also identify as being Sikh-brown and hence identify with the Sapper
Kip in The English Patient (1996), despite, that is, the policing of the character as
categorically non-Latino. However, the possibility of this type of identification
notwithstanding, we must concede that for the purposes of this study, once outed as nonLatina/o (and as having nothing to do with any sort of Latina/o-subjectivity), there is little
room for appropriating such a sealed off character as a fellow Latina/o.
But what of the character who has been called to perform the pan-Latino role? I would
suggest that matters complicate with an increasing level of presence i.e., when the
Hispanic name is finally uttered and/when the Latina/o is actually allowed to speak a few
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mangled lines. It is then that we are nudged into considering the ways in which his/her
speech, posture and demeanour (dress and deportment) are coded in relation to her/his
peers. Will these betray a disposition for ignorance, laziness or a tense readiness for
combat? Is he/she in on the jokes on parade? How would his/her speech set him apart
from the white characters and indeed from other racialized subjects? Perhaps he/she will
be coded as the smelly, deviant and maladjusted barrio-Mexican that we see in Private
Joe Gomez aka “Spanish Joe” from Battle Cry (1955). And yet more favourably-so,
he/she could be coded as a happy-go-luckly jitter-bug kid from Los Angeles, as is the
case with Private Felix Ramirez as played by Desi Arnaz in Bataan (1943), or
alternatively, as the noble jock as performed by Ricardo Montalbán in Battleground
(1949).
The latter examples bring us to the consideration of characters that have come to play, as
we will see in our next chapter, ever more prominent roles within the narratives. In many
of the war films here studied, the narrative economy centers the story on the hardships
and adventures of one platoon. The platoon in these cases must reflect in a microcosm the
“cross-section of America.” Thus though the story may seem to be overpopulated with
the unassuming Anglo-Saxon soldier (of different social class), there is room but for one
Latina/o character, one African-American, and so on. The evident tokenism of this
inclusion requires that the Latina/o in question be not of regional or class identifiable
traits. Thus regardless of the ethnic background of the actor in question, in the dominant
reading of a film, the Latina/o character is understood for all intents and purposes as
simply the platoon’s the pan-Latino. Only in a few cases, in other words, is the systemic
homogenization of ethnicity challenged or made explicit within the narrative itself.

3.4 Latina/o Martial Affect
Anglo-Saxon actors have always had the privilege of playing Latin types. This is clearly
offensive when the character in question is played as nothing short of a caricature of
stereotyped Latinidad. This in fact is a kind of representation that dates back to the
beginning of American cinema: where the dirty, sweaty and foul villains (of the Western
frontier) were predominantly the domain of Anglo-Saxon actors in brown-face.
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In other instances, the use of brown-face is not meant to be offensive at all. Marlon
Brando’s brown-faced portrayal of Mexican Revolution icon Emiliano Zapata in Viva
Zapata (1952) for example, is meant to be a sympathetic performance of the leader’s
persona. Similarly, Charlton Heston's brown-faced upper-class Mexican Ramón Miguel
Vargas in Orson Welles' Touch of Evil (1958) is a character full of dignity and narrative
centrality. Though, as scholars have pointed out, this privileging of Anglo-Saxon actors
in these films—where it would have made sense to employ actors who would viscerally
identify with the performed ethnicity—is consistent with the industry’s distrust in nonmainstream (non-white) actors' capabilities of carrying the weight of a full-fledged
villain, let alone of the protagonist in a feature-film.
This dismal situation has changed somewhat over the years, as Hispanic/Latina/o
performers are arguably now allowed to play “themselves.” On the other hand, however,
a more subtle analysis would reveal the persistence of a sort of subtle interchange-abilitiy
that is widespread as well as multi-directional in mainstream filmmaking. Mexican
American actors, for example, are routinely called to portray Bolivian-American or
Cuban American characters, and conversely, Puerto Rican actors are likewise called to
portray Mexican American or Cuban-American characters and so on. So why would it
matter if a Cuban-American character is performed by an Italian American actor? What
harm is there in a Peruvian-American actor performing the role of a Mexican American
character, or vice versa?
The ethnicity of an actor, I will argue, only matters in instance: when the currency of a
Star is put into play. It is, after all, neither here nor there if, for example, an unknown
Italian-American actor is called to perform the role of a Mexican American soldier. If the
actor has been able to convince us of an effective embodiment of the character, then for
all intents and purposes the character will signify a sort of Mexican American essence.
The case of the non-Latina/o Star performing the role of a Latina/o is somewhat different.
In the performance of Latina/o characters by Hollywood giants such as Marlon Brando,
and Charles Heston, for example, particular film tenures are mobilized towards the
staging of brown-coded Latino protagonism, if not outright Latino heroism. These casting
practices are consistent with the coding of leadership as a domain of whiteness; the
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leading (white) man in brown-face being preferable, even where a script would otherwise
scream for the casting of Latino-identified actors in those roles. The universality of the
leading (white) man allows precisely for this kind of freedom across the ethnic divide
(white vs. all others). Somewhat different, incidentally, is the case of Al Pacino’s
performance as Cuban-American Tony Montana in Brian de Palma’s Scarface (1983),
which I would suggest, is dependent on the actor’s currency as the nation’s racialized
gangster, as established in his performance of Michael Corleone in Francis Ford
Coppola’s The Godfather (1973). Interestingly, a similar allowance is conversely granted
to Cuban-American actor Andy Garcia in his performance as the Italian-American
Vincent Mancini in The Godfather III (1990).
Pacino and Garcia are both actors who have been able to break out in many instances
from the strict mould which otherwise entraps the majority of type-casted ItalianAmerican or Latino-identified performers. Across films these two actors have been able
to convincingly portray characters of various ethnicities, including that of the elusive
“non-ethnic” leading (white) man. In this vein then, there are other actors who have been
able to break out at certain points from the Latina/o mould that are still, nonetheless,
bound to portray ethnic otherness; Anthony Quinn or Jennifer Lopez, for example, have
been predominantly limited to the portrayal of racialized others such as Greeks, Italians,
Filipinos, Arabs.
It should be noted that the majority of Latina/o-identified actors do not even share this
level of cross-ethnic allowance. If, as we have suggested, a particular Latina/o Star
presents a value that is carried over from film to film, the Mexicanicity of Edward James
Olmos would for example seem to operate as a value-plus quality that is unavoidably
carried by him from film to film. Hence, the fact that a particular film may not make
explicit reference to his ethnicity does not mean that the film does not place any stock in
suggesting the character’s ethnicity. In Ramón Menendez’ Stand and Deliver (1988) for
instance, Olmos plays a character that is based on the experiences of a real-life BolivianAmerican. The character’s specific ethnicity, however, is never hinted-at in the film and,
in the absence of this vital information, the weight of Olmos’ established reputation as
the Mexican American leading man effectively imbues the character with an
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overwhelming aura of Mexicanicity. Similarly, and despite being of Peruvian-German
descent, an actor such as Benjamin Brat also carries a similar though more subdued
“Mexican” value-plus that is closer to the status of the pan-Latino. Hence, though he is at
first associated with a Chicano character in Taylor Hackford’s Blood in Blood Out
(1992), he has also aptly performed as a Puerto Rican subject, just as well as the generic
Latino and/or Italian American. Jimmy Smits, for his part, as an actor of Cuban and
Surinamese descent, has likewise been able to cash-in precisely on his status of hybridLatino in order to effectively portray the gamut of Latino ethnicities. Though again he is
predominately cast as the “Mexican”/Pan-Latino type, he has also been able to just as
easily carry Puerto Rican, Cuban American, and/or Mexican American valences across
films and television.
Certainly the fact that all of these actors have been cast again and again as “Mexican”
characters is consistent with the dominant Latino affect which, in turn, endeavours to
homogenize all forms of Latino subjectivity to a vague notion of Mexicanicity: for as the
saying goes, “they’re all Mexican anyways.” It is quite another thing if the narrative
actually does focus on the story of a Mexican American. But there is certainly more at
stake than mere ethnic identification. More properly speaking, the task at hand is to
elucidate the extent to which a character’s ethnic specificity is developed at all in war
film narrative. Dominant Latina/o martial affect, will usually delimit performances of
Latina/o soldering to the one-dimensional one-size-fits-all Pan-Latina/o “Mexican”
soldier. Hence, while the Latina/o soldier may embody one of many possible soldiertypes (the grunt, the specialist, the pilot, the officer, the Latina), at the end of the day the
character is there to serve the solitary purpose of representing a seemingly homogenous
category of a people.
In this sense, the Latina/o Star’s known ethnicity may become an important element in
oppositional readings of a character’s significance. Mexican American actor Anthony
Quinn for example, has played a Filipino Captain in Back to Bataan (1945), a Greek
Colonel in The Guns of Navarone (1961), and a French Lieutenant Colonel in Lost
Command (1966); and yet I will argue that despite the narrative investments on the
delineation of the characters’ non-Latino ethnicities, there is always the possibility of
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appropriating these representations as precisely performances of Latino/Mexican
American martial subjectivities. In the same vein, Edward James Olmos’ role as Admiral
William Adama in television’s Battlestar Galactica, though defined by the fictional
“Tauron” ethnicity which is assigned to him in the film, must also be read as informed by
Olmos’ established currency as the Mexican American leading man. While the narrative
may be staged in science-fictional terms, and this may deter us from appropriating
Admiral Adama, the cost of not doing so would be too high; it would mean forfeiting the
highest ranking Latina/o soldier to be ever committed to celluloid. It would also mean
forfeiting a character that has been able to attain a depth that is unusual for the Latina/o
soldier in mainstream representation.
As already alluded, my argument is that the Star—as an actor who has reached some
form of screen notoriety or recognisability—brings into each film a particular semantic
currency (or reputation) previously established in other films and which is thereafter reenacted or played-upon by each subsequent film. We had already brought up this
possibility when speaking on the white-coded currencies that Travolta, Nolte and
Harrelson each brought into Malick's The Thin Red Line (1998). In the film, we argued,
their distinct but intersecting reputations of leading (white) men of the US nation are
played-upon and in the process re-deployed, albeit towards a staging of the failure of
white martial subjectivity in and of itself. Incidentally, this is a kind of play-upon
American (white) martial subjectivity which is not by 1998 anything out of the ordinary.
Indeed, a number of Vietnam War films, as for example Stanley Kubric's Full Metal
Jacket (1987), had already made a point of explicitly contesting the dominant cultural
legacy of the American (white) martial subject as personified most perfectly by the figure
of John Wayne: the cultural currency of John Wayne being a kind of legacy which
operates as the overbearing model for the official martial affect informing American warminded film to this day. In this sense it can be argued that the invocation—and
sometimes, contestation—of “John Wayne” is indeed a widespread trope in American
war films regardless of the war or conflict depicted. He is invoked explicitly in narratives
of battles against the Viet Cong as easily as in narratives of conflicts against aliens from
outer space; for the latter, see Jonathan Liebesman's recent Battle Los Angeles (2011).
But a Second World War film such as The Thin Red Line is surprising then, not simply
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because it contests white martial subjectivity, but because it carries out this operation
precisely on the sacred site of the “the good War.” In this sense, the affective code of
American (white) martial subjectivity is here challenged at the root i.e., on the Second
World War stomping-grounds of those righteous characters as personified most
memorably by John Wayne.
There are, to be sure, other leading (white) men who stand out as having particularly
important currencies in war-minded cinema. Audie Murphy, Spencer Tracy, Cary Grant,
and Lee Marvin, to name a few, have all in their own ways established particular martial
affects. If Murphy stands out as the young and courageous soldier, Tracy is that
benevolent yet weathered Sergeant. Cary Grant stands out as the witty officer/gentleman,
while Marvin is that no-nonsense Sergeant who’s only object is to get his men to their job
and get out alive. These affects notwithstanding, it would seem that John Wayne is able
to embody all of these qualities; he has Murphy’s vitality, Tracy’s common sense,
Grant’s sophistication, and Marvin’s no-nonsense attitude. However more than this, John
Wayne’s martial roles are also imbued with that extra value-plus that comes from also
being that most memorable of Western-genre heroes. Hence, it could be said that he
brings into war-narratives, his monumental status as the nation’s primordial gunslinger
“dealing” with the savages at the frontier.
Certainly, if John Wayne embodies the model for white martial subjectivity that must be
contended with (through modes of contestation and/or invocation), this model is one that
the Latina/o may rarely inhabit or even mimic. Thus a film such as Phillip Noyce's Clear
and Present Danger (1994) may actually allow Latino Special Forces Operatives to
“play” the roles of the enterprising, brave and righteous subjects of the nation, so long,
that is, as in the end the real (white) heroes—performed in this film by Harrison Ford and
William Dafoe—get to home-in on their internal John Wayne’s towards the purpose of
saving the Latino soldiers from certain death and, in the process, eliminate the villains
i.e., “actually get the job done.” Again, the particular currencies that Ford and Dafoe
themselves bring into this film are considerable. Ford’s established status as the All
American (white) bad boy, as cemented in his performances in Star Wars Episode IV a
New Hope (1977) and in Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost Ark (1986), for example, is
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bound to be a factor in the way in which viewers read the subsequent performance as the
daring CIA Analyst Jack Ryan in this film. As for Dafoe, we had already seen him as the
sublime Sergeant Elias: the skilled killing-machine/compassionate-leader in Oliver
Stone’s Platoon (1986). In this sense, the rescue scene in Clear of the Latino soldiers in
the South American jungle, as led by CIA operative John Clark (Dafoe), must also be
informed by that memorable scene in Platoon of Sergeant Elias vertiginously running
through the Vietnam jungle. In this sense, and in their own rights then, both (white) Stars
bring-in their respective tenures as leading (white) heroes who, by nature of representing
the best and brightest of the nation, are thrust into handling the multitude of racialized
enemies/friendlies elsewhere.
Alternatively, Latina/o-identified actors can also bring in their own currencies, or affects,
to each subsequent film and in the same manner as described above, though perhaps more
marginally so. Hence, as a Latino leading man—indeed a Hollywood Star in his own
right—Benjamin Bratt arguably enjoys the privilege of being cast in roles that are
outstanding in terms of the usual limits of permissibility for a Latina/o character
development. Yet even a Star of his stature would seem to be limited to a subtle kind of
type-casting that is in turn consistent with the roles predominantly assigned to Latinoidentified actors in dominant narratives of the nation. In fact, if we take a look at Bratt's
filmography for feature films and television, we would find that he has predominantly
been called to perform roles of police officers, detectives, and soldiers. Let us recall, for
example, that Bratt’s first title-role was precisely as the vato loco turned Marine/policedetective in the cult film Blood in Blood out, and that his most “mainstream” title-role to
this day remains his performance as an FBI agent along-side Sandra Bullock in Donald
Petrie’s Miss Congeniality (2000). Desi Arnaz, Anthony Quinn, Ricardo Montalbán,
Andy Garcia, Edward James Olmos, Lou Diamond Phillips, Benjamin Bratt, and Jimmy
Smits, all have in common the fact that they have been able to attain—in their own ways
and with distinct measures of success—that esteemed label of the Leading-Latino man.
All of them, at one point or another have performed the role of police officers as well of
the American soldier. Tellingly the same cannot be said of Latina leading women. With
the exception of Jessica Alba and Michelle Rodriguez, who have embodied police
detectives—and the latter can even boast one performance in war film—no other Latina
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leading woman can be said to have carried similar performances across a body of films.
But so the question remains to be asked: what characteristics do these leading actors, and
more specifically the martial subjects that they perform, share in common?
Before we move on to this line of questioning, however, we must problematize a bit
further. We must be aware, for instance, that if only select Latina/o actors may be able to
boast having attained the “leading” label, a still larger group of Latino Stars are able to
attain a recognizable status across films as representatives of the everyday Latino-man.
Though quite more limited in terms of the character-types which they may perform, these
actors are nonetheless still able to escape the truly essentializing roles of the background
or peripheral brown-body (the body as an extra). It is within this group where we find
performers, such as Jacob Vargas or Michael Peña, who stand out as contemporary actors
called to play again and again the bit part of the Latino soldier on film. Evidently then,
the challenge before us is to conceptualize the valances of Latina/o martial affect(s) in
relation to particular performances of leading and of everyday Latina/o characters.
I would suggest that the distinctive attribute of the characters as performed by Latina/o
leading men/women, is the general goodwill with which they are treated. In other words,
the performance of martial subjects by these leading actors, at least as it pertains to films
where the actor’s currency has already been established, will rarely be an outright
derogative or belittling representation. Indeed, insofar as Lou Diamond Phillips may be
considered a Latino leading man
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at all by the release-date of Courage Under Fire

(1996), we may say that his is the closest we have come to a performance of a
“negative”-coded martial subject by an actor of this stature. And even here, Phillips’
performance of the mutinous Sergeant would seem to be otherwise countered by the
character’s complex development which culminates with a type of redemption (dramatic
suicide) that is usually only accorded to a (white) protagonist; let us recall, for example,
Commander Paul Eddington Jr (Kirk Douglas) going off on an unauthorized suicide
mission in Otto Preminger’s In Harms Way (1965). While the film narrative in question
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His appeal as the prime Latino actor as established in La Bamba (1989) is arguably on the decline by the
mid-1990s
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does not excuse this type of character from fault, it does at least attempt to make us
understand (and perhaps identify with?) his specific positionality. The considerable
screen time that is accorded to the flawed character then, quite clearly serves to highlight
the character’s psychology and thus his possible motivations justifying the actions taken.
On the other hand, even if the narrative is ready to be rather gracious with the characters
as performed by Latina/o leading men/women, it also does reveal a desire to constraint
the valances which these characters may signify. In this respect, the Latina/o leading
woman/man does in a sense share the narrative binds of the less fortunate everyday
Latina/o characters. We have, for example, already spoken of the imperative to signify a
pan-Latina/o mode of dirty Mexicanicity. But what binds leading and everyday Latina/o
characters, in war film, is perhaps the quick association with the sport of boxing. And
even Michelle Rodriguez, following her breakout role as an aspiring boxer in Karyn
Kasuma’s Girlfight (2000) is usually already coded in this manner. If we had to define
the dominant sub-affect for the Latina/o boxer then, we could perhaps start by pointing
out that the boxer is both an athlete and a fighter. He/she must in principle adhere to a
disciplined regime of exercise and focus. A boxer is tough and passionate as well: as
he/she must have the stamina and will power to give or receive a prolonged beating, for
example. But there is also a tendency in him/her towards excitability, hot-headedness,
bruteness; and because the sport is also associated with low-income sectors of society, it
also means that, at least in mainstream modes of representation, it is typically practiced
by characters with low literacy and a general lack of sophistication. Of course these are
all desirable qualities to have as far as non-commissioned members are involved. Infantry
grunts for example, do not require much in the way of education and/or “class,” but must
on the other hand, possess the ability to get down on the dirt (remember the conflation of
“Mexican” with dirt?) and roll with the punches, so to speak, of battle. Indeed the
characters as performed by Latino leading men are sometimes at odds with these
qualities, precisely in that these actors are on occasion called to perform the roles of
officers (or of subjects in leadership positions). And generally as officers go, they must in
contrast to the grunt, be portrayed as (gentle)men of honour.
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Everyday Latina/o soldiers, and the actors who perform them, do not suffer from this
inherent inadequacy—of having to lead while in a sense lacking the pedigree for
leadership—and in a sense are freer to inhabit subtlety different, though more marginal,
modes of existence. In other words, in assuming their proper place in the hierarchy of the
armed forces, these characters benefit from an abundance of narrative possibilities. The
Latina/o infantry grunt can be the lazy type and/or the coward, as is, for example, Private
Jiminez (Pedro “Trini” Lopez) in Robert Aldrich’s The Dirty Dozen (1967). He/she can
be the joker as is Private Juan Cortez (Jacob Vargas) in Sam Mendes’ Jarhead (2005),
and yet perhaps the brave and quiet type as is Private Pedro (Victor Millan) in Raoul
Walsh’s Battle Cry (1955). Having said this, there are other types of Latina/o soldiers
who will, from time to time, surprise us with their cameos on various types of films. Not
solely do we have infantry grunts then, or even just infantry officers, but specialists of
one kind or another i.e., snipers, intelligence, signals, jump masters, demolitions, medics,
translators, sailors, fighter pilots, nurses, and doctors. In some films, we may even come
across the figure of the soldier beyond the uniform. By this I mean to speak of those
images of Latinas/os who are seen outside of the realm of the warfront and even outside
of the interstices of the training camp. This then includes troops who are back in the
homeland proper, with their parents, partners and friends, anxiously waiting for
deployment, or just back from overseas. We may also come across veterans who have
done their time, but are nonetheless still living with the scars of past battles, and yet
others who want nothing but to forget and move-on. And all these are to be found in
mainstream Hollywood as in documentary and minority modes of filmmaking; though
more surprisingly-so in the former.
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Chapter 4

4

Absence, Ambiguity and Erasure

This brief chapter will initiate the discussion of the films in terms of three related spaces
of Latina/o under-representation in American war cinema i.e., the spaces of 1) absence,
2) ambiguity, and 3) erasure. I define the “absence of the Latina/o” as happening in films
espousing a white concept of the nation, a black/white concept of the nation, or in films
sporting a multi-ethnic platoon minus any Latina/o soldiers. Spaces of ambiguity occur
where it becomes difficult to elucidate the brown-coded character's specific ethnocultural affiliations: where this detail of information is simply unavailable as data at the
diegetic or meta-filmic levels. These are characters, after all, who may or not be given the
privilege of speaking, whose names we may not know because they are never enunciated
by the characters who actually do matter to the story. Spaces of erasure, finally, as a
particular form of ambiguous absence/presence, occurs in films where, though the
“original” story would call for a Latina/o soldier in the leading role, the filmic rendition
churns out yet another story of the quintessential All American (white) soldier. What
follows in this chapter is thus a discussion of these three spaces/sites of underrepresentation in function of a number of key films from the imagined war epic.

4.1

A Brief Note on the Latina’s Absence

At the meta-filmic level of representation, absence operates in the manner in which
Latinas/os have tended to be excluded from war-minded film narratives of the US nation.
Whereas the Latino soldier can arguably be said to exist in the dominant imaginary of the
nation at war, even if absent from many a war film, the almost complete absence in the
filmic record of the Latina points most convincingly to a kind of systematic erasure.
Howard Zieff’s Private Benjamin (1980), for instance, imagines the basic training of a
group of female recruits of varied ethnic flavours; it thus generously includes a rich and
clueless (white) Jewish girl played by Goldie Hawn, the thuggish Italian American
Private Gianelli, and an uncredited African American. The film even gives a few seconds
of attention to a dashing Latino officer: Lieutenant Gomez (identified as belonging to an
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elite group of paratroopers). And yet for all of the diversity it is willing to show, the
Latina is conspicuously missing in action in this film as in so many others.
Latinas are certainly sometimes there as figures of mothers and girlfriends, but very
seldom as soldiers, nurses30 or mechanics, let alone homefront factory workers. For
instance, where (once again) the All American girl Goldie Hawn may embody the spirit
of Rosie the Riveter in Jonathan Demme’s Swing Shift (1984), Rosita is nowhere to be
seen in this film or indeed in the lion’s share of feature films dealing with the homefront
as main subject-matter. My intention, though, is not to devalue the domestic experiences
of wartime Latinas as mothers, wives and girlfriends, but rather to point out the dominant
affect’s prescription. It becomes clear that though the white (and sometimes black)
working class women are represented as predominantly “active” during wartime, at least
as it pertains to the efforts at the homefront, the Latina does not figure at all as serving
her nation even in an arguably tangential mode.
Recent developments around the Latina soldier roles as performed by Michelle
Rodriguez or Jenette Goldstein notwithstanding, there are to be sure a few exceptional
cases where the Latina is seen or at least implicitly linked to an active participation at, or
around, war. In Marilyn Mulford’s documentary Chicano Park (1989), for example, artist
Yolanda López–while describing one of her famous Virgen de Guadalupe paintings—
speaks of her mother as having “worked at the Naval Training Center for 30 years, as a
seamstress sitting behind her industrial sewing machine. . . .” If this seems but a subtle
hint in passing of the hard-working Latina sewing away her life amidst military uniforms
of those to fight in the fields of the Second World War, Korea or Vietnam, it is also one
of the few filmic acknowledgements to wit of her participation in these conflicts. The
filmic record would try to tell us that the Latina simply has not been there. This
representational “lack” of Latina participation is of course at odds with oral histories and
official documents which would otherwise point towards a general ubiquity of the Latina
at all levels of US martial history from the time of the Second World War and onwards.
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Though contradictory enough there is one female Lieutenant Barbara Duran (Navy Registered Nurse)
performed by Dina Merrill in Blake Edwards' submarine film Operation Petticoat (1959).
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And this is precisely why we may speak of a systematic erasure of the Latina at the metafilmic level.
The Latino’s absence is never as pronounced at the meta-filmic level to the point of
systemic erasure. Hence, though greatly under-represented and often explicitly absent in
narratives, or in particular sub-genres, he is nonetheless somewhat present, for better or
for worse, in the majority of the spaces as opened up by the imagined war epic of the US
nation. The Latino soldier, in this sense, can usually be read as potentially present even
when explicitly absent in a particular film.

4.2 Absence
In terms of generic absence, I would argue that one would be hard-pressed to find
explicitly-Latino soldiers in particular war film sub-genres such Second World War
submarine film, the Nazi infiltration film, the vigilante-return to Vietnam formulas, and
even the so-called New Hollywood Vietnam conflict films. All of these sub-genres, I
would clarify, are hardwired to imagine the colour palate of the nation in particular ways;
while some imagine a strictly white nation with shades of grey, others would seem to at
least allow a degree of black-coded tokenism, while others still, allow, or at least suggest,
the presence of generic brown-coded bodies in amongst the American troops. Rather than
argue for the particularities of sub-genre erasure, however—an argument that would
require a much more exhaustive and independent analysis—in the following text I will
solely discuss some of the key films where the phenomena of Latino absence, in their
various modes, occur most markedly.

4.2.1

White Nation/s

There are many films which embark on a journey where soldiers of colour need not
apply. In films which portray a US-British alliance, for instance, the select Americans
that get to represent the US nation must represent the best of the best that this nation has
to offer. At the meta-filmic level, this is reflected in the casting itself: whether it is, for
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instance, Clint Eastwood

31

in Brian G. Hutton’s Where Eagles Dare (1968) or James

Garner and Steve McQueen in John Sturges’ The Great Escape (1968). That the best of
the best is in many cases associated with a type of American whiteness goes almost with
saying; at the end of the day, the absence of the Latino soldier or of the soldier of colour
in general, is rationalized away behind the façade of the story’s “narrative requirements.”
Where eagles dare (1968), to begin this discussion, involves an MI6 (British Military
Intelligence) ploy to weed out Nazi informants. The ploy, incidentally, is embedded
within a plot involving infiltration into a Nazi-held Alpine castle: a space, that is, marked
by uber-whiteness. Clint Eastwood plays the role of Lieutenant Schaffer, a (white)
American Special Ops officer who is brought into the British-led mission for a reason
that at first escapes him. MI6 officer Major Smith, played by British actor Richard
Burton, is the group leader who cunningly begins to identify and eliminate the traitors
while simultaneously carrying out the mission against the Gestapo and the S.S. stationed
at the castle. Needless to say, Schaffer, as the intelligent no-nonsense American
Lieutenant, proves to be quite adept at rising to the challenge of the situation he has
gotten himself into.
At every turn, the (normative white) British-American alliance between Schaffer and
Smith is reinforced through their ability to coordinate their exploits and hence effectively
kill the bad guys i.e., the (uber-white) Nazis and their allied traitors. Obviously, at the
end of the mission Smith and Schaffer will be the only two men standing: a status
reflecting, in turn, their rightful places at the apex of the American/European (white)
affective order.
The Great Escape, to cite a similar example, features three (white) Americans flyboys in
among the British POWs imprisoned in a specialized Luftwaffe prison. Hendley “The
Scrounger” (James Garner) plays a no nonsense husky (white) American type. As a
former boy-scout, he is by nature a resourceful and charismatic scrounger whose essential
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This is a Clint Eastwood whose tough (white) American frontier persona had already cemented in Sergio
Leone’s The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966).
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procurement skills make the mass escape possible. Hilts “The Cooler King” (Steve
McQueen), on the other hand, is an athletic, blond, blue-eyed All American rebel: a
former motorcycle-loving college kid who has already made seventeen escape-attempts at
the start of the film. Finally, the third American pilot, who plays a much more minor role,
is a fast speaking urbanite named “Goff.” It should be noted that though the latter’s last
name marks him as belonging to the affective code of whiteness, his off-white features
(dark hair, darker complexion, and fast speech) do mark him as somewhat inferior; and
this is naturally reflected in the diminished screen time.
Richard Attenborough’s A Bridge Too Far (1977), in turn, takes a multi-force macro
level of representation. The main focus is on the British, American and Polish generals
involved in Operation Market Garden: an ultimately failed operation aimed at
penetrating into German territory across the Rhine. Again, two of the three individuals
representing the American nation in this film are two (blond and blue-eyed) unassuming
officers; Major Cook (Robert Redford) and Brigadier General Gavin (Ryan O'Neal).
Granted minimal screen time, the third American officer, Colonel Stout (Elliot Gould), is
an older and boisterous cigar-smoking Slovenian-American officer; though coded as
white, he does by contrast present off-white characteristics such fast speech and darker
hair. And while the film does allow for the representation of American Otherness, this is
limited to short cameos by Polish American troops under the command of (Polish)
General Sosabowski (Gene Hackman).
Moving on to films that begin to allow a tad more colour in their narratives, we may
speak of films where though the Latino and/or other soldiers of colour are still nowhere
to be seen, there are by contrast a number of troops (or perhaps but one individual) of
distinct classes and (off-white) ethnic origin. Delmer Daves’ Destination Toyko (1943) is
a case in point. As a Second World War submarine film, its setting is the clean and
civilized space of the ship’s interior, where the various types of men of the nation coexist in harmony. The submarine is populated by clean-shaven (white) sailors in cramped
though well-lit interiors. Indeed, as the hatch closes towards the beginning of the
narrative, the troops of this US nation are effectively sealed off from the Otherness of the
outside.
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The sole “foreign” presence within the submarine is the Greek-American Tin Can (Dane
Clark), who is only slightly marked by “colour”; he is, after-all, treated to the same
lighting as his peers and his dress and deportment are never marked as distinct. For all
intents and purposes, therefore, he is well dressed, clean-shaven, and apart from a few
tense scenes of emotional excess, he is also allowed to perform a posture/poise otherwise
marked as normative. His distinctiveness then is one which seems to stem more from
linguistic/cultural particularities of his persona. He is seen at various points preemptively on the defence:
-Do you know the best bunch of fishermen in the world are the Greeks, my
people?
-You’re a Greek?
-Aha. Greek-American!
-What’s your name?
-Leos DeopoulisGurfelis Jr. And that “Jr” is pure American. D’yousee?
-But seeing how you’re up on a destroyer, we’ll gonna settle for Tin Can. Okay?
[Motions to shake hands]
-Okay! Just so long as nobody around here calls me: “hey, Greek.” I’m sensitive!
-Hahaha
Hence, while the true contrasting elements against which whiteness defines itself are to
be found outside of the submarine (e.g., the dark ocean, the Japanese patrols, night-time
Tokyo Bay, the dark Japanese ships with their shadowy figures pursuing the sailors to the
end), Tin Can’s presence within the submarine is nonetheless one which, as a sort of low
contrast off-white shade of grey, effectively accentuates the white-normativity of the
other men.
By the same token, by solely representing the one specific (off-white) ethnic flavor, films
of this kind attempt to give the impression that American plurality is a peaceful affair.
The presence of the slightly racialized Greek-American sailor Tin Can in the submarine
comes to represent the progressive “acceptance” of Otherness within the nation.
Obviously, his Otherness is not represented as particularly threatening to the (white)
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nation. Indeed, the name change to the more “accessible” Tin Can marks the (white)
benevolent “acceptance” and appropriation of the off-white seaman.
To compare and contrast with a similar film, we may say that while George Waggner’s
Operation Pacific (1951) is also a submarine film presenting but one off-white character,
the sailor in question is given even less lines or action within the narrative. The civilized
(white) spaces of this submarine—commanded by none other than John Wayne’s jovial
yet tough Lieutenant Commander Duke Gifford—does, nonetheless, allow Radioman
Mosconi (Louis Masconi) to come off as calm and collected: as solely one of the guys
who gets the job done and just happens to have a “foreign” last name. Incidentally, there
is in this film another character that is only at first potentially off-white. Italian American
actor Paul Picerni, who in contrast to his white-identifiable peers might have, at first
look, been associated with a type of Mediterranean type of Otherness, performs the role
of a sailor whose membership to white normativity is eventually outed by the very
vocalization of his character’s name (Jonesy). Again, the white-normativity of the ship is
reinforced most effectively by the elements that lay outside of its enclosures; the dark
ocean, the shadowy Japanese figures, and the infantilized Hawaiians easily swindled by
the American boys.

4.2.2

Multi-ethnic platoon sans Latinas/os

Alternatively there is a wide body of films which have made a point of imagining the
nation through the prism of the black/white dichotomy of American racial politics, or
alternatively, as multi-coloured and multi-ethnic but with the pronounced absence of the
Latino.
To consider an example of the former form, we can perhaps take a look at Joseph
Pevney’s Torpedo Run (1958): yet another Second World War submarine film about a
covert foray into Tokyo bay with the ultimate objective to shoot down enemy submarines
and ships in retaliation for the attack on Pearl Harbor. The drama revolves around the
Captain’s particularly difficult moral/emotional dilemma; he must intercept the ship
which led the attack on Pearl Harbor but in so doing risk killing his wife and children
who are, coincidentally, aboard a shielding prisoner boat. Again, the interior of the
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submarine is marked by a prevalent whiteness with the exception of one individual.
However, before speaking of this character, it should be noted that interestingly enough,
Italian American actor Paul Picerni here again plays a sailor—an officer no less—who is
only at first marked as potentially off-white. Though, soon enough, his Anglo name
(Lieutenant Burt Fisher) is but once more revealed and thus also his membership to the
white normativity of the submarine. The ship, therefore, might have then been marked by
a prevalent whiteness, had it not been for the subtle presence of an African American
sailor; this sailor “of colour,” in turn, is presented as but a body in the background, with a
surprisingly relaxed posture and nothing to tell except the he was there, present in a
submarine during wartime. The brown-coded Latino is, again, nowhere to be seen.
There are many films that, along these lines, present the Mediterranean Other coupled
with the silent serving of black bodies. James Landis’ Airborne (1962) is an interesting
case point: as aside from the presence of many a black body, there is also an off-white
character that is surprisingly given quite a prominent role in the narrative. Airborne
focuses on the training ordeals as experienced by a group of paratrooper recruits in the
auspices of North Carolina training base Fort Bragg. The three main characters are the
All American (white) farm-boy Private Eddie “Country” Slocum (Bobby Diamond),
(white) tough-guy Private “Rocky” Laymon (Robert Christian), and Bronx-native Private
“Mouse” Talliaferro (Mikel Angel). Though not marked as overtly Italian American—as
he does not sport a heavy “Italian” accent, for instance—Talliaferro’s last name and his
32

street-smart, jazzy

and lascivious persona do mark him as Other among the black and

white troops of this imagined micro-section of the US nation. This Otherness is
represented as good-hearted although flawed in various ways. In contrast to the other
(white) soldiers, for instance, he states that he has joined the Airborne Regiment because
he had been drafted (he has not, like the rest of them, volunteered) and happened to hear
that the paratroopers acquire higher pay on account of having to jump out of aircrafts.
Marked as the group’s charismatic “eight-ball” (troublesome soldier), Talliaferro is,
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Talliaferro is called out on one occasion for over-using the word “cat,” for instance. He also repeatedly
employs the word “man” and represented as an adept ballroom dancer.
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furthermore, also repeatedly mocked by the particularly belligerent Private Laymon; the
latter goes as far as calling the former “yellow” (a coward) and “Spaghetti face” i.e., a
pejorative term referencing the Italian American background.
The other last names that are enunciated throughout the film (White, Barnowski, Erski,
Gordblitz) are ones linked to the white soldiers within the group. While there are, to be
sure, a number of silent bodies that are marked with blackness, these are addressed
directly and/or given the chance to speak but on solely one occasion. This brief allowance
occurs upon the arrival of the bus to Fort Bragg, where the recruits are stunned by the
level of physical activity that occurs before their eyes. Incidentally, it is precisely
Talliaferro who initiates the exchange in question: one that culminates with the
(uncredited) African American soldier “messing up” the hair of the All American (white)
farm-boy Private “Country” Slocum:
- [Talliaferro] Man, they sure have them cats on the move!
- [Laymon] Hear what they were saying, Country? If I die in the old drop zone,
wrap me up and send me home.
- [Barnowski] How ‘bout that Country?
- [Country] Sure a lot of kidding round here. Don’t they?
- [African American] Boy, you better get back to that farm! [Messes Slocum hair
and everyone erupts in laughter]
Again, though a subversive type of defiance is made evident in this scene, it is also sadly
(or predictably) the only salient participation by any African American soldier in the
narrative as a whole; and, it should be noted, the defiant action is itself obscured by
Laymon’s head. Quite evidently, the rest of the black-identifiable soldiers appear in the
film as solely as bodies filling a quota, lending statistical authenticity, and only on
occasion echoing the expressions and postures of those characters that are actually given
the chance to speak up and be counted.
The racial imaginary in this film, in other words, is one marked by a motion towards
“acceptance” of the black body as well as the protagonism of the Italian American
soldier. Certainly this is a type of “acceptance” is not rare in the imagined war epic. Ted
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Post’s Go Tell the Spartans
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(1978), for instance, very clearly pushes forward in this

respect. In the film, Major Asa Barker (Burt Lancaster) is an experienced but jaded
(white) officer dealing with a small group of (mostly white) American advisors as well as
with a contingent of South Vietnamese army infantrymen. Though the men representing
the US nation in this case are not particularly represented as the best of the best, the racial
imaginary does still follow the aforementioned order i.e., white with a side of black and
Mediterranean. Blond, blue-eyed and steadfast, Captain Alfred “Al” Olivetti (Mark
Singer) is, despite the Italian American last name, marked as the bright and young
(normative-white) officer. Corporal Stephen Courcey (Craig Wasson) is a (white) college
graduate draftee specialized in demolitions. Lieutenant Raymond Hamilton (Joe Unger)
is a fresh and overzealous officer, while Sergeant “Oleo” Oleonowski (Jonathan
34

Goldsmith ) is the experienced but burnt out soldier. Corporal Ackley (John Megna) is a
pimpled and nerdy medic. And Corporal Abraham Lincoln (Dennis Howard) is an
insubordinate (yet perhaps the wiser) amapola addict. The Otherness within the US
nation is here limited then to one small uncredited cameo by a soldier called out as
“Napolitano,” as well as to the more prominent Signalman “Toffee” Toffer (Hilly Hicks).
The latter, an African American orderly, is presented as an especially jovial and
borderline insubordinate presence in Major Barker’s office. The jaded Major, for his part,
would seem to enjoy Toffee’s irreverence and only playfully corrects him when the latter
bursts into the office with a relaxed and highly informal “hey, Sir.”
It is worth mentioning that though Go Tell’s “advisors” are represented as noble and well
intentioned (albeit in over their heads), it is the South Vietnamese soldiers (from the
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ARVN ) who are portrayed as the seasoned and committed fighters of the film. This is
reflected in the very conditioning of the bodies itself. While the Americans are portrayed
as somewhat physically fit, Sergeant Nguyen AKA “Cowboy” (Evan C. Kim), for
instance, presents a physiognomy and practical (albeit cold-blooded) attitude that
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prefigures the muscled heroic (white) war figures of the 1980s. A polyglot and mean
fighting machine, Cowboy has obviously benefited from years of foreign aid and training.
And though marked as psychopathic in many respects, he is also ultimately proven right
in his intuitions and methods. Indeed, it would have meant compromising their idealistic
and naïve postures, but had the Americans heeded Cowboy’s advice, they would have
certainly survived their ordeal.
To now cite another film with a familiar yet distinct colour-palette, we now turn our
attention to Ray Kellogg’s The Green Berets (1968). Though no Italian American
presence can be detected in this film, there is one African American soldier within its
Vietnam War narrative, who, again in contrast to the silent yet relaxed sailor from
Torpedo, the quota-filling bodies from Airborne and/or the token presence of Toffee in
Go Tell, is finally granted a type of protagonism that is highly unusual. The film,
incidentally, involves a “stand-your-ground” plot mixed in with an outing to abduct a
person of interest. Not surprisingly, the group representing the US nation in this Vietnam
war adventure is composed by the best of the best that this nation has to offer; and this
“natural selection” of sorts is emphasized, at the meta-filmic level, by the casting of
(white) leading actors who by 1968 would have been no strangers to film narratives of
the Second World War. We’re talking mainly of John Wayne playing the role of
Commanding Officer Colonel Mike Kirby, David Janssen as the seasoned journalist
David Beckword, and Aldo Ray as the tough enforcer Sergeant Muldoon. Surrounding
these main characters, it should be noted, there are a number of (white) American troops
with (white-coded) names such as Jamison, Provo, MacDaniel, Coleman, Kowalski,
Griffin, Watson, Parks, Collier, Moore, Sachs, Thomas, Parkinson, White and Olsen.
Being the platoon’s only medic, (African American) Sergeant “Doc” McGee (Raymond
St. Jacques) is indeed represented as an integral part of this inner (white) circle even if he
is himself marked by blackness. However, where each of the (white) characters has
particular strengths and weaknesses (there is the over-thinker, the city wise guy, the
tough motivator, the gifted killer etc.), none seem to come out as educated, gentle and
noble as the African American “Doc.” This representation is consistent, of course, with a
type of tokenism whereby as the sole representative of the African American community
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in the film, the Sergeant must be made to stand out as “one of the good ones,” as a kind
of exception to the rule of black unruliness/defiance i.e., a performance very much in
tune with the “safe negro” characterizations that Sidney Poitier had been called on to
carry out in many of his films.
Outside of this inner circle of the nation, there are a number of supporting combatants of
colour: mainly composed by the allied South Vietnamese Army troops and a Vietnamese
boy nicknamed “Hamshunk” (the de facto sidekick to John Wayne’s character). It should
be noted that among this inner and outer (colour-coded) circles of support, it is solely
Captain Nim (George Takei), a South Vietnamese Special Ops officer, who, like Cowboy
from Go Tell, is Othered as pathologically ruthless.
There are too many films to count which subscribe to the white/black and Mediterranean
racial imaginary of the US nation thus explored. Michael Bay’s Pearl Harbor (2001) for
instance, features but one heroic Italian American pilot named Anthony Fusco (Greg
Zola) as well as one courageous African American Petty Officer Doris Miller (Cuba
Gooding Jr.). Jonathan Mostow’s U571 (2000), in the same manner, features one
particularly insubordinate and callous
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Italian American Seaman named Anthony

Mazzola (Erik Palladino) and one African American Steward
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named Eddie Carson

(Terrence “T.C.” Carson). Again, these are films where the Latino would not seem to
exist at all. The bodies which at first we may wish to appropriate as belonging to fellow
Latino are whisked away by the narrative’s need to obviate ethnic origins i.e., Anglo,
Italian American, African American, but certainly not Hispanic/Latino.

4.3 Ambiguity
To move on to sites where the Latino begins to appear, we may start with films that
employ a macro-level of representation (of mass troop movements). This is a type of
representation which does not place much importance on identifying individual names—
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He is reprimanded at one point by his superior Lieutenant Andrew Tyler (Matthew McConaughey) for
attempting to steal a ring from a dead German soldier.
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Stewards are in charge of the preparation of meals and other services of comfort for the sailors in a
submarine.
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an operation which would give away cues of ethnicity—while on the other hand, it does
favour a “dirty” aesthetic—faces soiled and weathered to the point that whiteness
becomes unstable, for example—making unreadable, in turn, the usual “visual” markers
of ethnicity. A white Anglo/British perspective is certainly the dominant feature of these
narratives. But nonetheless there is a certain level of ambivalence which allows the
Latina/o soldier, at least in one of the conceivable readings of the film, the possibility of
being there as part and parcel of the greater American story. In Ken Annakin’s Battle of
the Bulge (1965), for example, the enemy is marked by uber-whiteness (blond, bluedeyed Nazis abound), while the Americans, in contrast, are cast with more ambiguous offwhite features. Evidently, a film announcing (by way of inter-title) that “places, names
and characters, have been generalized . . . ” is not bound to place much importance in the
naming of the individual ground troops. Hence, where the main focus is on the officers
and select NCOs (non-commissioned officers) who make and enforce former’s strategy,
the ground (white and off-white) troops are rather limited to move about nameless, as
chess pieces fulfilling the vision of the higher-ups. There are certainly no Latinos to be
found among the decision makers or decision enforcers in this film. But who could say,
with any measure of conviction, that there are no Latinos whatsoever among the
countless bodies and groupings of soldiers that are portrayed in this massive game-board?
Similarly, there are other films where the camera and audio-track will actually allow a
momentary focus on particular minor (colour-coded) characters whose ethnic identities
are never revealed. And it is these characters, I would argue, that may very well be
identified as Latinos-in-potentiality. Otto Preminger’s In Harm’s Way (1968), for
instance, features one such character—a soldier who dies a particularly memorable death
by fire—in the guts of one of the ships as commanded by Captain Rockwell “Rock”
Torrey (John Wayne). Lewis Milestone’s Halls of Montezuma (1950), again a film
favouring a “dirty” aesthetic (tanned, muddy faces and five a clock shadows), focuses on
a small group of soldiers with predominantly white-coded names such as Whitney,
Slattery, Coffman, Jones, Zelenko, Conroy, Anderson, Johnson, Duncanon, Jones,
McCreavy, Pascowitz and Davis. Despite the absence of Hispanic names, however, there
are a number of brown-coded bodies to be observed. While two of these bodies are
allowed to actually speak in the narrative, one of them is eventually appropriated back
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into white-normativity on account of the revelation of his white-coded last name. This
character first appears on screen as a soldier who, on account of losing his own squad in
the heat of the battle, joins up with another group and promptly introduces himself as a
former boxer from Los Angeles. Interestingly enough, there is no flashback sequence for
him as he describes the way in which he was recruited into the war: though this is
certainly a perk that the other main characters are able to enjoy. Thus nameless up to that
moment, the passionate brown-coded boxer explains that an officer saw him fight on one
occasion and convinced thereafter that he would be able to teach boxing to the troops and
get-in all the fighting/boxing he could take; gripping that he has not boxed since he
joined-up, the tough and brave soldier is immediately accepted and esteemed by the
group. In any case, the soldier’s name is soon enough revealed to be Private Pigeon Lane
(Jack Palance): a revelation that effectively forecloses on the potentiality for Latino
agency.
In turn, the second brown-coded speaking character appears on screen as a jovial and
subservient Marine. Sporting a “Spanish” accent, the uncredited character approaches the
Lieutenant concerning the whereabouts of an elderly prisoner and in the process receives
somewhat of an insult from the war correspondent Dickerman (Jack Webb):
-Lieutenant Anderson? …You got a nip38 to go?
-Yeah, he's in there: first one on the left.
-Yes, sir!
-[Dickermann] Texas?
-[With a big smile as if identifying with the correspondent] Yes! How did you
know?
-How could I miss?
-[With great joy] My uncle's got a big business in El Paso.
-Yeah well, that explains it. [The Latino responds with sudden indignation and
approaches the prisoner]
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“Nip” is a derogatory term meant to reference an individual of Japanese descent.
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-I come for the old nip. Come on old sport. I gonna [sic] take you to a nice quiet.
Hey, come on pops. I ain’t got all day.
Dickerman’s bigoted attitude towards the “accented” and brown-coded soldier would
seem to commence at the sound of the latter’s first words. In 1950, (white) audiences
might well have identified with the correspondent’s reaction, that is, in the face of a
“Mexican” Marine who “can barely speak” English, and who putatively got in to the
Corps solely on account of his uncle’s influences. Though many spectators may still
choose to read the scene in this manner, I would argue that the marginal character is
nonetheless able to maintain a great amount of dignity; throughout his performance, he
comes across as a proud and caring individual. Indeed, following the interaction with
Dickerman, as the frightened elderly Japanese man runs towards another prisoner who
then knocks him out cold, the Texas-native is portrayed as picking up (and leaving with)
the old man in a tender and almost maternal/paternal fashion.
Consequently, a number of similar appearances can also be observed in Ken Annakin’s
The Longest Day (1962). Again, this is a type of representation that is quite rare. In this
film, it is dependent on the macro-structured narrative, where a recurring theme is the
very no-nameness
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of the great number of soldiers who take part in war. The Longest in

particular, is constructed as a narrative focusing on the view from up-top. Such a view is
evident, for instance, in the wide-scope of characters that move in out of the narrative
(Nazis, Americans, British, Canadian, French and Irish), but more literally so, in the
various experimental “birds-eye” helicopter camera-sequences to be found in this film.
Indeed, some of the sequences resemble the visions to be found in strategy video-games:
where moving across and sweeping up and down the terrain, the camera shows, for
instance, the minute bodies of French Commandoes masterfully overtaking the streets of
Ouistreham over and against the German troops in fortified positions. Incidentally, this
view from up-top also means a privileging of the (white) hero’s story as can be attested
by the centrality of name-wielding characters as performed by (white-coded) stars such as
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John Wayne, Jeffrey Hunter, Richard Burton, Richard Beymer, Sean Connery, Robert
Mitchum, and Robert Ryan.
As already suggested, there is a legion of white and brown bodies moving about in this
narrative. And three of these characters are actually allowed to speak. There is a (browncoded) young, short and stocky cook (Tony Mordente) who wields a fast urban speech.
There is an Italian-American Paratrooper, Private Martinni (Sal Mineo), whose ethnicity
40

is at every turn made explicit . And finally, the most interesting brown-coded character
is none other than young Paul Anka’s no-name US Army Ranger. Indeed, at twenty years
old, the teen-throb songwriter/interpreter of Put Your Head on my Shoulders appears in a
number of sequences where he stands at many points at the very center of his peers. He
has a fair number of lines and is portrayed as the squad’s sweet but tough short-little guy.
He enjoys then, a certain level of protagonism and yet his particular brown-ethnicity is
never even hinted at; though he is definitely coded as a brown-subject of the nation by his
phenotype, height and lack of sophistication, he nonetheless sports a “normal” nonidentifiable “accent” throughout the film. Quite clearly then, when compared to a
character such as Private Martini, Anka’s Ranger may very well be said to signify a blank
slate upon which viewers are able to read-in and appropriate distinct brown-coded
positionalities and thus mark the character as a fellow Italian-American, Latino, NativeAmerican, Arab-American, etc. In this sense, it is fascinating to consider that Paul Anka,
himself of Lebanese-Canadian extraction, gets to play the role of the quintessential smallbut-mighty American soldier: a figure that is otherwise associated with the prototype of
41

the All American (white) boy Audie Murphy .
The first time Anka’s character appears on screen is at nighttime along with a number of
Army Rangers waiting aboard troop carrying amphibious vehicles for their orders to
storm the beach. The group of Rangers looks up so as to view American bombers
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Murphy’s own “real life” experiences as the most decorated US soldier during the Second World War.
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signaling overhead to them; and it is at this point that Anka’s character, who is front and
center in the frame, asks his peers about the significance of the light beaming four times:
-What’s that?
-You dummkopf. That' a “V” for victory sign; three dots and a dash. [Humming
Bethoven's 5th symphony]
-[Another fellow soldier with a distinctive “Italian” accent] Hey, ain't you never
heard Beethoven's Fifth Symphony?
It should be noted that where a less confident character might have taken offence, or at
least responded, to the two previous comments, Anka’s unfazed character keeps his eyes
on the lights as if thinking; what’s the big deal with the lights anyhow?
Anka’s second appearance, in turn, occurs upon the arrival of his troop carrying boat in
the vicinity of the cliffs at Pointe de Hoc. His character attempts to get a view of the cliffs
beyond the ledge of the boat but proves to be too short for the task. Thus his peers lift
him up so as to allow the little guy to get a glimpse of the objective. The following group
discussion then ensues:
-[Anka] You mean to tell me that's all we gotta climb? They're not as high as the
ones we've been practicing on.
-They wasn't shooting at us then.
-I don't know why the Air Force or Navy can't do this job.
-The big guns are buried in bunkers behind the cliff. They can't even see them
from the air. That's why we got to knock them out, or they'll murder our guys on
the beach.
-[Anka] Yeah, well, if you ask me, three grandmothers with brooms could sweep
us off of there like flies off of a sugar-cane.
As can be observed, Anka’s tough little-guy comes off as especially esteemed by his
peers and indeed as the very glue that holds the group together. While in the chaos of the
attack it is not clear who among his peers survives along with him, the battle sequence
does highlight his particular form of mighty toughness; he climbs the cliff easily killing
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the German defenders on his way, and upon reaching the top, he singlehandedly takes out
a gun turret with a well thrown grenade so as to proceed to kill a fair number of retreating
enemies. No one is there is to observe his heroic actions, but this does not seem to phase
him either. Coming up to a group of resting (and less heroic?) soldiers a bit later on, he is
again confronted with a dry rhetorical question; “What the hell are you wearing a life
preserver for?” The defiant Latino-in-potentiality very matter-of-factly responds, “can't
swim!”
Another surprising film in many respects, but especially so in the sense that one would
not expect to meet a single soldier of colour in its midst, is Anatole Litvak’s war film
masterpiece Decision Before Dawn (1951). There are in this film, to be sure, three
speaking colour-coded soldier to be catalogued for our archaeological practice. The story
takes place during the closing phases of the Second World War and focuses specifically
on the efforts of “G2SSS” (an American intelligence gathering unit) in finding out the
42

location of a German Panzer group . To this end, the (white) leading echelon of G2SSS
tasks two German POWs and one American officer with going behind German lines so as
to gather the required information. Again, in a film which dissects the concepts of
treason, agency and power-relations in and around white-coded characters and spaces, no
one would expect to come across any soldiers of colour. The narrative need or
“motivation” to have these types of bodies present is simply not there; for it is after all, in
essence, a white-coded story involving (white) POWs and a (white) intelligence officer
moving about the (white-coded) spaces of Nazi Germany.
The first colour-coded soldier that is encountered appears towards the beginning of the
film. The main American character/narrator of the film, Lieutenant Dick Rennick
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(Richard Basehart ), is looking for directions to help him reach the headquarters of his
newly assigned unit, G2SSS. It would seem then that he happens to solicit the help of the
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first soldier that he encounters and that this soldier just happens to be an (uncredited)
African American troop:
-Hey, I’m supposed to report to a town called Marmountier. Do you know where
that is?
-Stay right on this road, sir, till you get to a town called Saverne. Before you get
into the town, take the first walk on your left. You can’t miss it.
-Okay, thanks.
Tellingly, following the unremarkable but helpful response to a straightforward question,
the African American soldier will simply continue on his way. And herein lays the beauty
of the scene: in the avoidance of a caricature of the African American soldier. There are
no “funny” accents here nor subservient smiles or dance numbers with references to
chicken and/or watermelon. The first soldier to walk-by just happens to be this African
American soldier, who, like the rest of the soldiers in this late part of the war, is jaded,
tired and solely wishes the war to be over so he can go home.
The second and third sightings of the colour-coded soldier occur on the bomber aircraft
aboard which the main characters are flown towards their jump coordinates (where their
mission will commence). Lieutenant Rennick and POW Sergeant Rudolf “Tiger” Barth
(Hans Christian Blech) have already made their jumps. POW Corporal Karl “Happy”
Maurer (Oskar Werner), having been assigned a different jump coordinate, must wait for
the proper signal from the aircrew. Hence, as he waits for the signal, his train of thought
is interrupted by a non-descript (non-“accented”) jovial voice we soon find out belongs to
the Latino-coded jumpmaster aboard the aircraft.
-Well bud, how does it feel to be going home?
-Home? Ha… Fine I hope.
-Well if you’re hungry, amigo [friend] here will give you a sandwich.
-No, thank you.
-Well, hasta luego, muchachos [see you soon, boys]. I’ll let you know a few
minutes before we approach.
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This character is marked as Latino, I would suggest, not only by his off-white
characteristics (dark hair, heavy eye-brows) but also evidently by his use of Spanish lingo
and the confident yet bubbly personality. In this sense, he is very much reminiscent of
Desi Arnaz’s Private Felix Ramirez in Tay Garnett’s Bataan (1943): the go-getter Latino
soldier par excellence, as we will see in the next chapter.
The second Latino-coded character, the putative sandwich-making amigo, presents a
more restrained and defiant presence. Interestingly, this defiance only springs into
defensiveness as Happy unintentionally questions his membership to the (white) US
nation:
-Are you an American?
-Why? Don’t I look like one?
-I’m sorry. I didn’t mean that way.
-You didn’t, ah? Well I just hope before this [war] is over, I get a crack at a
couple of square-heads like you.
-You hate us, don’t you?
-Call it anything you’d like. I haven’t yet felt sorry when I seen a string of 100
pounders leave that bomb rack. Here’s some coffee.
-Thank you.
-[First Latino-coded character comes back from the cockpit] Pilot wants you to
know you may be a mile or two off the pin-point. Come on. Stand by. Target!
[Happy jumps off]
Similar in briefness to the sequence with the African American soldier, this one minute
and ten second sequence, as dedicated to the speaking Latino-coded soldier, presents as
powerful an appearance of the Latino soldier as can be found in the filmic record. Indeed,
these characters, I have suggested in the introduction, appear as iceberg tips denoting a
type of complexity underneath the narrative. We may never know the defiant Latino’s
first and last name, or what part of the US he hails from, or what particular ethnic
composition (Mexican American, Puerto Rican or Cuban American?) he is made of. And
yet there is a kind of satisfaction in facing such an ambiguous (unknowable) Latino
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character. What remains as evidently knowable is that we have before us a colour-coded
American proudly fighting on behalf of the US nation: despite, that is, the nation’s efforts
to relegate brown-Others to the margins of the national imaginary. This defiant (browncoded) American, in other words, will not stand to be placed in these margins, and
specifically not so by an (uber-white) German POW—who by all accounts is now the
real Other of the nation (at war) anyhow.
The first Latino-coded Latino soldier is also in his own way quite unique: especially in
the sense that he does not seem to be overly subservient to anybody. In fact, while
flaunting his Spanish lingo, the charismatic soldier would seem to be very much in
charge of his own domain (the body of the aircraft) as can be attested by his status as
jumpmaster i.e., a figure who gets to tell his fellow soldiers when and where to jump.

4.3.1

What’s in a name?

I have at various points in this chapter emphasized the names that are heard in among the
troops of the US nation. At this moment, I would hope it would not be too daring a
statement to declare that whether they reference Anglo, French or Eastern European sites
of origin, white-coded names dominate the imagined war epic of the US nation. Offwhite-coded names (such as Italian and Greek) are also sounded off though certainly to a
lesser extent. Brown-coded (Hispanic or otherwise) names, in turn, are somewhat harder
to come-by. I have also spoken of Latinos-in-potentiality that are soon enough
appropriated into the bosom of white normativity solely by the revelation of their whitecoded names. And I have referenced, finally, a number of ambiguous speaking-characters
whose names we may never know and whose ethnic compositions we may thus proceed
to appropriate for the Latino.
Yet in other films it may very well be the case that the Latino’s last name might be
uttered (“Rodriguez!”) but once or twice. It is even quite possible that we may never
know who the uttered name belongs to: as it is often the case that the fog of war aesthetic
will have him/her lost amidst the group. Arguably, in these cases it is refreshing to hear
the Hispanic name uttered without embodiment. Though undeniably this kind of
representation rewards its (white) main characters with a narrative centrality, it is
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nonetheless a kind of representation that neither denigrates nor exalts the Latina/o and yet
speaks of his ubiquity at war. This type of enunciation sometimes originates from the
mouth of a superior going through a routine roll-call, or ordering a prompt attack on a
position. The name may also be called by the mail-NCO distributing the letters of the
day.
Jesse Hibbs’s To Hell and Back (1955), for instance, features one such mail-NCO as he
calls out the names of the platoon; “Casano, Kovak, Johnson, Bradon, Murphy, Klasky,
Brandon, Gomez.” The soldiers that are called out are thus represented on screen as
happily responding one after the other, but at the moment that “Gomez” is called, the
camera pans away from the group, and all that is left of the Latino is a faceless “here!”
left dangling in the soundtrack. In exactly the same manner, a roll-call of an American
platoon moving through Egypt also evokes a disembodied “Garcia” in Henry Koster’s D
Day Sixth of June (1956). And in John Guillermin’s Bridge at Remagen (1969), a number
of American troops are scattered in the battlefield at nighttime solely awaiting for a
German counter attack, when the Lieutenant asks for a sound off and the following names
are thus heard: “Jenkins, Hawks, Montano, Holstein, Julian, Dahmer, Engall, Gephardt,
Mannix.” Even as the sole representative of the Latino community in the film as a whole,
(Private or Corporal?) “Montano” can only aspire to be but a voice in the darkness: the
ghost of a character that never survived the night, perhaps.
Then there are soldiers who sport particularly ambiguous names which then open up in
turn to the potential of various ethnic coordinates, such as Italian, Portuguese and
Hispanic. Terrence Malick’s The Thin Red Line (1998), for instance, imagines not only a
number of brown-coded bodies—Latinos in potentiality—but also a number of
particularly complex speaking-Others. Private Tella is, in this sense, presented as a
soldier who is originally from the Bronx. No more references or cues are there to read
into, as he is just one of the guys, but of course the Bronx in the imagined war epic is
typically associated with the Italian American soldier. On the other hand, the last name is
not as definitive; it could very well work, I would argue, as both an Italian and/or
Hispanic appellation. And to add a meta-textual layer of complexity, it could also be
pointed out that Tella is actually brought to life by none other than Puerto Rican actor,
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and Bronx-native, Kirk Acevedo. There is certainly much to win in an appropriation of
this character: it may very well be one of the few performances of the Puerto Rican
soldier in mainstream war cinema. That the soldier acts in an “unaccented” manner—he
does not have say “mama mia” or “ay Dios mio”—does not diminish the performance but
rather humanizes the character to the point of making his death particularly poignant to
his peers.
Then there is Corporal Mendes, the magician/comedian, who is credited as “Sergeant
John Prinze Mendes” in Michael Curtiz’s This is the Army (1943). The film in question is
a Second World War musical comedy that focuses on the efforts of a (white) father-andson
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team in putting together a variety show for (and by) the troops. The father, Jerry

Jones (George Murphy), had already put together a similar show during the First World
War by casting the talent among the artistically endowed soldiers from the various
branches of the services. Therefore, this new show is in a sense an amalgamation of the
old timer veterans and the new blood of the currently serving members. While the main
characters are white-coded, there is in this film a definite presence of the African
45

American soldier . But the presence of the Latino is not as definitive. During the old
timers’ number, for instance, there is one “Rollano” who is called out in the fake roll-call
and the only other Latino-in-potentiality who appears in this narrative is the already
alluded-to Corporal Mendes.
At the start of his number, the jovial Mendes sits down to smoke and read the newspaper
despite the relayed order that an inspection will soon take place. At this point, the
inspecting officer walks by and the following interaction takes place:
-Corporal Mendes, why aren’t you formed up for inspection? Attention! [Mendes
stands up] Corporal, you’re smoking… [Mendes nods] Get rid of that cigarette!
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[The cigarette suddenly disappears] Look at that floor! I’ve never seen such as
mess. Pick up those papers on the double. I’ll have you doing KP [kitchen duty]
for the duration [of the war] for this, Mendes. There won’t be enough potatoes in
the whole state of Idaho to keep you busy! [Mendes begins to crumple the
newspapers together] You’re out of uniform! Where is your cap? [The
newspapers magically turn into a cap] Put it on! [Puts it on] Correctly! One inch
over the right eye. Where’s your tie!? [Mendes looks down and off screen and
then at the officer’s tie] Where is your tie! [The officer feels a tug on his own tie
and Mendes suddenly has a tie on his neck as well] Look at that blouse! The
buttons are gone again. Mendes, how many times do I have to tell you, you can’t
give those things away like fraternity pins? Now you get some buttons on there
quick. [The buttons suddenly appear startling the officer] Button up! [Jacket
buttons up] I said button! Mendes, you are impossible. The day you become a
soldier, I’ll be pushing up daisies. [A flower suddenly appears in the hands of the
officer. And Mendes starts to play with white, red and blue handkerchiefs. In the
process he drops one of the handkerchiefs on the floor] Will you pick that thing
up? Mendes, you are impossible! Any resembles between you and a soldier is
purely, propaganda! You're a disgrace to the Army, you and all uncommissioned
officers. Well, I have a good mind to take away your stripes back. Mendes! How
on earth can you command the respect and attention of another soldier?! [Mendes
suddenly unfurrows an American flag thus forcing the officer to shut up and
solute].
“Mendes” is, again, yet another ambiguous name in the sense that it hints at both Latino
and Portuguese ethnic origins. No other ethnic cues are afforded in this narrative for
Corporal Mendes. His “accent,” for instance, is never heard. He simply does not speak
but rather expresses himself through the comedic magic tricks frustrating his superior. In
the absence of any other defining traits, then, Mendes becomes fair game for a Latino
type of appropriation. And there is certainly much to win by such an operation: in the
sense that this unique Latino soldier comes across as a defiant underdog figure, one who
gets to prove wrong his (white) superior’s assumptions about his dress and deportment
and his ability to command respect from his subordinates. Again, the uniqueness of his
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character lies in that this is finally a Latino that can actually get away with a delicious
type of insubordination, ultimately reversing the power relations between him and the
officer in turn.

4.4 Erasure
A final type of ambiguous presence is that which occurs in films where an explicit
erasure—as empirically manifest at the level of production— may be documented. This
type of erasure can be observed where an originally “Latino” story winds-up being
translated, or incorporated, by the filmic process into the narrative of the All American
(white) boy/man. The gold standard for this kind of blatant erasure can be observed in
Phil Karlson’s From Hell to Eternity (1960): where the story of the “real-life” East Los
Angeles Chicano Guy Gabaldon is converted in the film into the story of the
quintessential All American (white) boy as performed, in this particular case, by Jeffrey
Hunter. Luckily, I would argue, the finding of an explicit sort of erasure itself points to
the very absence of the effaced Latino. The remarked absence, in other words, involves a
form of ambiguous presence, in the sense that an oppositional reading of these films, a
reading against the grain of their hardwired representations, may actually carry out a
reappropriation of an All American (white) hero back into the fold of Latinidad.

4.4.1

Guy “Gabi” Gabaldon

To start off the discussion, it may be said that Hell to Eternity is a film which fails to
portray Guy Gabaldon as a Mexican American boy/man by representing him as an
abandoned orphan from the outset of the film. As the Japanese-American gym teacher
Kaz Une soon finds out (upon a visit to the young man’s house), Guy’s father is long
dead and his mother is fatally sick at the hospital:
-Where is your mother?
-In the hospital.
-How long she been there?
-I took her there last week.
-And your father?
-I, I got no father. He’s dead.
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-You’re living here all alone
-I can take of myself. I do alright.
-Come on. You come with me. You can’t go on living this way: roaming around
loose, stealing your food. It’s no good, Guy. Now go pack up some clothes.
You’ll bunk up with George for a few days.
-I’m not taking anything from anybody.
-You won’t be taking anything from my family that they don’t wanna give you.
Now come on. Pack some clothes.
Guy, or “Gaby,” as he is called throughout the remainder of the film by his fellow
Marines, is by all accounts a poor (white) boy who must by necessity be taken in by a
model Japanese family. Contradicting this melodramatic introduction to the character,
however, the “real” Guy Gabaldon himself tells us, in Jay Rubin’s documentary entitled
East LA Marine (2009), that rather than being adopted by a Japanese family, in reality he
solely “started hanging around them, and coming to their home, and you know back then,
if you didn’t come home for a few days, no one worried, It’s not like today. Today your
boy don’t come [sic] home at night and, boy you call the cops to go look for them. So
little by little I learnt their customs, and some of their language, street language, but I,
and uh, that’s how I lived with the Japanese.” Furthermore, there is no indication either
that Guy’s parents actually died at a young age. Again, as the documentary makes clear,
the Gabaldon family actually lived and grew together in size around the Boyle Heights
(East Los Angeles, California) community. As Guy is careful to emphasize in the
documentary, his father was actually a hard worker who provided for the family despite
having no stable employment during the harsh years of the Great Depression.
Of course, that the real Gabaldon was able to single-handedly capture, and by the same
token rescue, thousands of Imperial soldiers and civilians by utilizing the limited
knowledge of the Japanese language he possessed, is a story so original and inspiring that
the studio could not pass over. In the process of adaptation from “real life” to feature
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film, however, as the documentary’s narrator
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states, markers of ethnicity were

conveniently dropped in favor of the “6’1 . . . poster boy Caucasian” actor Jeffrey Hunter
in the leading role. Needless to say, the semblance of the real-life (brown) 5’3 ¾ Chicano
is nowhere to be seen in the feature film. Indeed, in the whole film there is not one single
Latino-coded character to be found: not even one in potentiality. And the sole oblique
reference to Mexicanicity remains the brief moment when Guy Gabaldon stands in front
of a restaurant marquee in Honolulu.
As the narrator makes clear, the mis/casting of the leading character in Hell was in part
due to the fact that “the producer and the studio decided that in 1960 there weren’t any
stars of Hispanic descent to carry a full length feature movie.” This argument does not
hold much water, however. The producers could have employed the age-old tactic of
casting an Anglo actor in brown-face a la Charles Heston in A Touch of Evil (1958), or
alternatively, an actor closer to home such as Sal Mineo, who had already played a
Mexican American soldier in Giant (1956), for instance, or New Mexico born Valentin
de Vargas, who had already shown his acting chops in Orson Welles’ A Touch of Evil
(1958) as “Pancho,” or, even perhaps New York native Perry Lopez, who by 1960
already had an impressive number of starting roles in television and feature films
including those as Private Joe Gomez aka “Spanish Joe” in Raoul Walsh’s Battle Cry
(1955), and Seaman Rodriguez in John Ford’s Mister Roberts (1955).
Ultimately, the problematic issue for the studio of the day would seem to have stemmed,
rather, from the fact that Gabaldon’s story is one of uncommon courage and initiative,
defiance, and humanity: traits, that is, which the Mexican American soldier could not be
associated with in mainstream representation, and especially not so in the 1960s. This is
why, we can assume, his ethnicity is conveniently white-washed to the point that his
Mexican American parents are killed off (off screen), and his apellido (last name)
Gabaldon, or Gabaldón, is omitted almost completely in favour of the ethnically-neutral
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The voice belongs to Puerto Rican actor Freddie Prinze Jr.
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term of endearment “Gabi.” Though nicknames47 are not by any means uncommon in war
films, last names are usually emphasized over and above these and/or first names. That
Gabaldon is dropped for “Gabi” must thus at least stand out as somewhat suspect and
certainly in line with the erasure of the other markers of Mexican American ethnicity.
If, on the other hand, we may speak of a reading against the grain, perhaps we could
argue that particular viewers may come to re-appropriate Jeffrey Hunter’s performance as
indeed a memorable instance of Mexican American protagonism in the greater imagined
war epic. The welcoming of Guy Gabaldon, a Chicano from Boyle Heights, by a
Japanese-American family would certainly attain a different meaning, signaling at a kind
strategic alliance between the two “minority” groups that were particularly signaled out
as Other during the course of the Second World War. And some scenes in particular
would stand out for their exploration of racism and prejudice against both Mexican
Americans and the Japanese in 1940s America.
When Guy takes his Japanese American sister-in-law out for lunch, for instance, he finds
that the restaurant patrons and staff are glued to the radio airwaves spewing out, in turn,
the latest information on the day’s horrific event i.e., the Japanese attack on the Pearl
Harbor. Still clueless to the magnitude of the event, Gabaldon attempts to call the staff
over to his vehicle and unwittingly catches the attention of Johnny, an irate (white)
patron, who immediately proceeds to question the former’s loyalty to the nation:
-Hey, Jap-lover, how does it feel to be out with the enemy?
-[Guy] Are you talking to us?
-[Johnny’s friend] Come on now, leave ‘em alone!
-[Johnny] What do you mean leave ‘em alone. The broad’s a Jap! [To Guy] Hey,
punk! What are you doing out with a Jap broad?
-[Guy] Oh well, now, just a minute! [Gets out of car despite the protest of Ester]
-[Ester] No no no, Guy please! Let’s just go someplace else!
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“Spanish Joe” from Battle Cry (1955) reflects an instance where the nickname carries out an opposite
operation; it over-emphasizes, along with the other markers of behavior and skin tone and perspiration, the
“Spanishness” of the Latino soldier.
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-[Johnny’s friend] Now, Johnny, just knock it off, will you? Wait a minute,
Johnny. Wait a minute!
-[Ester] Oh, please! [Crying]
In the fight which ensues, Guy will initially win the upper hand until he is pulled away by
Johnny’s friend and the cook. Johnny momentarily takes advantage of this sudden
immobilization, but soon enough Guy breaks free and is represented as ultimately the
victor standing over the former’s knocked down body. It is at this point, however, that
Johnny’s benevolent friend is able to get through the indignant Guy so as to finally let
him-in on the very (valid?) reason behind the Johnny’s outburst:
-[Johnny’s friend] Break it, gentlemen! Break it, come on. Take it easy, will you?
[To Guy] Take it easy!
-What do you mean take it easy? Did you hear what he said?
-[Johnny’s friend] What did you expect after what happened?
-That’s what I mean: that bum making cracks at a girl for no reason!
-[Johnny’s friend] Wait a minute! Listen to this, will you? [Referencing his car
radio system]
-[Radio] At least two thousand Americans have been killed by Japan’s sneak
attack. The great fear of the moment is that more Jap bombers may be even now
on their way.
-[Johnny’s friend] If you got any sense, get that girl off the street and out of sight
right now!
Guy Gabaldon indeed heeds the advice of the benevolent character by storming off the
scene and effectively ending the sequence in question.
Now re-read, or re-appropriated, as a representation of the defiant Mexican American
subject, the restaurant sequence captures new tones of meaning. It effectively serves up, I
would argue, an overt slice of white bigotry against Japanese and Mexican Americans.
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Johnny, calling Guy a “Jap-lover” and “punk ,” suddenly stands out as a privileged
white man calling out a member of a group he considers to be inferior. One would
imagine the benevolent (white) friend and the cook immobilizing the Mexican American
just a tad longer and perhaps even aiding and abetting the bigoted Johnny. Conversely,
that the Mexican American subject finally gets to fight and actually win against the racist
patrons and staff of a (white-coded) restaurant would certainly be a refreshing antidote to
that painful scene from George Stevens’ Giant (1956), where a paternalistic Jordan
“Bick” Benedict (Rock Hudson) fights—and loses!—on behalf of the defenceless
Mexican Americans who are refused service in a (white coded) restaurant.
Furthermore, the threat of violence towards the Mexican American young man and
indeed the veiled threat towards the Japanese American woman, the “Jap broad,” would
also recall the acts of (white) service men and taxi drivers during the infamous Zoot Suit
riots: when spurred by wartime hysteria, (white) soldiers stationed in Los Angeles
roamed the streets of the East side so as to viciously assault men and women of colour.
The warning of the benevolent (white) friend—to get “that girl off the street”—therefore,
signals at the very palpable tension and virulence endemic to the public spaces of Los
Angeles. The street is represented, in all possible readings of the film, as an unsafe space
for the ethnic Other. Indeed, the next part of the story cannot but occur in the Japanese
American domestic space: where family and friends listen-in on the President’s
declaration of war against the Japanese Empire.
Following the president’s declaration, incidentally, the young Japanese American men,
George Une and Freddie, are convinced that the right thing to do is join the American
war effort. Guy, however, is not as passionate:
-[Guy] Are you guys crazy?
-[Freddie] What do you mean “crazy”? Didn’t you hear the president?
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“Punk,” I would argue, often carries with it a racial connotation; the full understanding of the phrase
being “hey, (Mexican or black) punk”.
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-Well sure I heard him. So what? Enlisting in the Army is nuts. We’d be fighting
our own kinda people!
-[George] They are not our kinda of people. Who knows, they [the Japs] may be
coming right here to L.A. next, sneaking up on us just like at Pearl Harbor.
-[Guy sarcastically] Come on!
-[George] Hey Freddy, where’s the closest place to join up?
-[Freddie] Fort McArthur, I think. Let’s get going before the war is
over…Coming with us Guy?
-[Guy smiling] You don’t think I’m gonna let you go out there by yourselves, do
you? Never passed up a good fight yet…
Again, the young Japanese American men would seem to be quite ready to prove their
membership to the US nation to the point of not only re-deploying the Othering language
of the war-state over and against their fellow Japanese country-men and women, but also
to the point of putting their own livelihood and future killing skills in detriment to their
ancestral land. The Mexican American Guy, conversely, proves to be more cautious
about joining the (white) president’s plan to enter into war with a people quite clearly as
racialized as his own.
Tellingly, Guy’s reservation regarding the joining up onto the (white) nation’s project is
certainly justified soon thereafter with the revelation that the Army would certainly not
accept Japanese Americans into their ranks:
-[Kaz] You’re wasting your time! . . . I was there yesterday. I tried to enlist and
they laughed at me. You’d think we’re spies or something! They don’t want any
of us. They might accept Guy, but not you two.
-[Guy] Well, if they don’t want my brothers, then the hell with them.
Again, coming from the mouth of a Mexican American subject, Guy’s empathetic
statement recovers a truly subversive tenor. “They” is suddenly indicative of the (white)
racializing state which, at the beginning stages of the war, would deny entry into the
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combat services to the racialized subjects of the nation . Guy’s defiant tone against the
(white) man indeed does not let up throughout the film. From equating the Japanese
“internment camps” with “concentration camps,” to wondering out loud why German and
Italian Americans are not in effect receiving the same maltreatment, Guy is in the first act
quite opposed to the (white) handling of his racialized peers.
In any case, soon enough his Japanese American brothers are allowed to join the Army as
part of the Japanese American 442nd Infantry Regiment. And Guy himself finally joins
the war as well despite his reservations. Having joined the Marines, Guy “Gabi”
Gabaldon does continue with his defiant posturing. He comes across, at first, as a trouble
maker who does not care for the discipline-forming exercises of rifle drill and shows a
particular gusto in challenging/embarrassing the training Sergeant in a bout of Jujutsu.
Eventually, however, Gabi does come through as the most able men’s man of the platoon:
to the point of becoming himself the de facto leader on an unforgettable night of
debauchery in Honolulu.
Sergeant Bill Hazen (David Janssen) and Corporal Pete Lewis (Vic Damone) will
certainly never forget this their last great night of their lives: where Gabi singlehandedly
swindles a taxi driver out of “three quartz of good whiskey” and procures the female
company of two Hawaiian “dames.” Gabi is himself represented as taking on and
winning over none other than Sheila “Iron Petticoat” Lincoln (Patricia Owens), i.e., the
prude (white) journalist who is presented as the impossible tease and buzz kill for any
soldier/Marine embarking on his last night of fun before his potential demise.
Again, the active demeanour of Guy Gabaldon in this film is a trait that is only rarely
attributed to a Mexican American character. These traits are usually reserved for the
(white) heroes of the imagined war epic. But so our oppositional reading leads us to
consider this performance precisely as it presents itself; we thus have a Mexican
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The “real” Guy Gabaldon does go on to state in Rubin’s documentary that though all of his brothers were
admitted into the Navy as submarine personnel, he was himself denied entry on account of his perforated
eardrum, and was also nearly excluded from joining the (exclusively white) Marines, but was ultimately
allowed in because of his rare ability to speak Japanese slang.
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American Private who is by his own initiative able to reverse the relations of power vis-ávis his (white coded) superiors. Of course, this celebration must be tempered with the
realization that the propping of the Mexican American soldier occurs, in this case, by way
of the objectification of the female body and Othering of the “gullible” island taxi driver.
Consequently, besides a brief moment of initial shock, Gabi’s initiative does not ever let
up in the battlefield. He charges a hill on his own, for instance, so as to thereafter use his
Japanese skills to compromise the security of a pill box (a bunker). Thereafter, he even
goes on to make his officer care properly for the newly acquired prisoners:
-Captain, this people have been hold up for 3 days without any food or water.
-Ricco, feed them first, alright? Gaby, what was that shooting in there?
The initiative, however, is also represented as channeling a dark force at one point;
indeed, following the death of his two best friends, Gabi goes on a cold-blooded killing
spree.
But soon, following an intervention by his All American (white) commanding officer,
Gabi is able to see the suffering the Japanese people on the island. And so he continues to
use his language skills towards the noble cause of convincing Japanese soldiers and
civilians to surrender. This initiative/vocation leads him to go on excursions in search of
prisoners holed up in caves. And thus the climax of the film must inevitably have him
come face to face with a Japanese General: General Matsui (Sessue Hayakawa). In this
great last encounter, which moves from a cave to the outdoor spaces of the Japanese
frontlines, the great con-man Gabi is again able to reverse the initial relations of power
tying him to the commanding General:
-[General Matsui] You see soldier, you believe you have captured me. It is not so.
Even with that gun in your hand, you are the captured. It’s over . . . But because
you have great courage [that] I admire, I’ll let you live. . . . [Two soldiers storm
into the room] Tell them to face the wall with their hand behind their back and I
won’t shoot ‘em. Tell them! [General speaks in Japanese and then proceeds to
address Gabi]
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-Soldier . . . [Gabi shoot the guards dead]
-I understood that double crossing speech. Now these men died without any
reason. I didn’t want to kill them. You killed them. You and your code of war
killed them! You want to go to your army? Alright, I’ll let you go. But I’m gonna
go with you to keep you honest. And you’re gonna tell those people that the war
in this island is over. Now let’s move! [Dramatic music ensues and the next
sequence represents the General and Gabi in front of the latter’s formed-up
troops] Let me give it to you straight. Saipan is secured. You know what that
means? Lost. General please take a look at your army, will you? They’re sick,
wounded, starving. Civilians, women and children throwing themselves into the
sea. Is this your code of honor? Is this what you mean by honor? Well, what’s the
reason for all this? Throw away human lives without any purpose? Is that what
you wanna do is destroy them? They wanna live just as much as I do. Look I was
raised by Japanese. [Responding to the surprise look of the general] Yeah. And
that’s the only love I ever knew. And I want to go back to it. Just like them do.
Now I know the decision is up to you. But if you tell them to lay down their arms
and surrender, I promise you nothing will happen to them. Just give them a
chance to go back when it’s all over with. It’s your move general.
-[The general convinces his troops to lay down their arms via an impassioned
speech in Japanese and thereafter addresses Gabi] This was not a pretty sight to
see.
-Neither was Pearl Harbor.
The interaction with the general ends in the only possible way Hollywood could have
imagined it; the general commits Seppuku (ritual suicide by disembowelment) while his
defeated troops are essentially handed over into Gabaldon’s hands.
Gabi then walks the tired and wounded Imperial soldiers back into American lines and to
the absolute astonishment of his (white) American peers.
-[Private Polaski] Pied piper of Saipan!
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-[Commanding officer] I asked for some prisoners . . . He brings in the whole
damn island!
The presence of the Latino/Mexican American that I argue occurs in this film is again
one which happens in an oppositional type of reading against the grain. Where the
(white) character’s heroic actions would amount to nothing but yet another exhibit A of
American (white) exceptionalism, the Chicano soldier’s presence is here perhaps a stone
in the shoe of Uncle Sam. It is no longer a white male/soldier proving that there is
“goodness” at the heart of the nation, but rather a Chicano acting against the “better”
(racist/bigoted) judgement of his (white) peers. It is, finally, the defiant Mexican
American soldier/hero, and not the benevolent All American (white) boy, that gets to
exhibit here such a complex arc of experience: a young “punk” from East Los Angeles
acting out against the (white) order and in the defence of his racialized peers; a savvy
trouble-rouser in uniform; a cold-blooded killer; and finally, the passionate humanitarian
with a great love for the ethnic Other.

4.4.2

Chief Miller/Gonzales

Specific-film erasure does not always appear as obvious and/or ill-intentioned as it
presents itself in Gabaldon’s case. Indeed, I would suggest that it often operates behind
the curtains, in an almost imperceptible manner, and that the limited number of specificfilm erasures that I was able to dig up, in this work, represents but the tip of the iceberg in
terms of the wholesale and constant appropriation of Latino stories by the (white)
national imaginary. The omission of Hispanic last names, for instance, continues to occur
as much in 1960 as in 2010. Paul Greenglass’ Green Zone (2010) is a case in point. The
film takes place in a post-invasion Iraq. Chief Miller (Matt Damon) is here tasked with
the hunting down of WMDs (weapons of mass destruction) but discovers, instead, the
government conspiracy that has led to the war itself. The story is of course based on the
“real-life” experience of Chief Warrant Officer Monty Gonzales
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(Rose). The omission

of “Gonzales,” in favor of “Miller,” therefore, would seem to hint at a type of erasure of
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Incidentally, Gonzales himself is credited as technical advisor for the film and even appears onscreen in
this function throughout the “making-of” extra-feature on the DVD.
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the Latino soldier that is somewhat reminiscent of Gabaldon’s erasure fifty years earlier.
Thus here, again, the story is concerning an uncommon form of initiative, defiance, valor
and humanity: traits, as already suggested, rarely afforded to Latina/o soldiers.
In this case, however, the employment itself of poster boy Caucasian heartthrob Matt
Damon in the role of “Monty Gonzales” need not alarm us as much. As Monty Gonzales
himself suggests in the following Twitter exchange, the ex-soldier does not in actuality
identify himself as a Latino.

Evidently, the erasure that I argue occurs in this particular case is not one concerning the
preexistence of a “real-life” Latino-identified soldier. There is, conversely, something to
be said for the filmic process whereby a “real-life” soldier’s identitary complexity
translates over into universal whiteness. A foreclosure on a type of ambiguous
representation occurs: one where a Hispanic last name may, without contradiction,
coexist with the performance of (white) heroic subjectivity. Indeed, had the character
kept his last name, the narrative would have felt compelled to explain away its ethnic
flavor; a leading (white) hero having a Hispanic last name might prove to be a tad bit too
confusing for a mainstream audience. It would have meant having to explain to the
viewer that yes, indeed, there could be such a thing as a white-identifying soldier, a war
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hero—played by a poster-boy Caucasian heartthrob—who might just happen to have
been raised by Latino parents.
The erasure of the Hispanic name, the preference for Miller over Gonzales, effectively
forecloses the possibility of a Latino viewer identifying at all with such a character as a
fellow Latino. On the other hand, the knowledge that Matt Damon’s character is based on
the real-experiences of a “Chief Warrant Officer Gonzales,” does by the same token
allow us to at least entertain precisely this type of alternative reading of the film. Chief
Miller/Gonzales becomes in potentiality a rare type of Latino soldier indeed. Not only
does Chief Miller/Gonzales go over and above the call of duty, but his inner sense of
ethics and honour lead him to consistently question the blind orders that he receives from
his superiors. During the Intelligence briefing scene, for instance, he is, after all, the only
soldier who is able to press the upper echelon in relation to what he has observed as the
recent consistency of faulty Intelligence:
-[Miller/Gonzalez] I had a couple of questions about the Intel [intelligence] for
tomorrow. Uh, we sure this is accurate?
-[Briefer] It’s solid. Good to go.
-[M/G] Ah, what’s the source?
-It’s a, eh, human source Intelligence, but, uh, uh, it’s solid: current, as of 0400
[hours].
-[M/G] Was it the same source we’ve been using? Every site we’ve hit up on the
way here, we rolled a donut. [Stunned glares from the briefing officers]
-[Another briefing officer] Chief, what about we do this? Let’s talk off line. Give
us a list of the places that you’ve went, the grids, and we’ll make sure that you
had the right information, and that you went to the right places.
-Captain, the issue isn’t the grids, sir. The issue is that there’s nothing there.
-[Sargeant Major] Stand down chief! We need to move on here! [The briefers are
clearly annoyed]
-[A two star general interrupts] Wait, hold on a sec. Let’s see what the Chief has
to say.
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-Okay sir, I’ll give you an example. We roll into a site . . . last week. 101st took
casualties securing it for us. We got in there and found it was a toilet factory. I’m
saying there’s a disconnect between what’s in these [Inteligence] packets and
what we are seeing on the ground. There’s a problem with the intelligence, sir.

4.4.3

Private John Winger/Cheech

Ivan Reitman’s Stripes (1981) tells the story of yet another defiant soldier whose Latinity
is conveniently done away with by way of erasure. John Winger (Bill Murray) is a
(white) disaffected cab-driver who, towards the beginning of the film, is down on his
luck. He quits his job, defaults on his car payments (and thus loses his adored muscle
car), and to top it all off, his girlfriend abandons him. He thus convinces his best friend,
Russell Ziskey (Harold Ramis), to join the military as a way of getting in shape,
acquiring freer access to sex, and traveling the world. The film thus takes us across
various spaces such as the training grounds of the homefront and the testing jungles of
Colombia, preceding that is, the accidental but eventually successful mission behind the
51

iron curtain . The film is a comedy of errors with a strong dose of bawdy humour. As
such it is a film which straddles the border between war film parody and recruiting ad.
The two (white) best-friends—one of them whimsical and charismatic, the other the
intellectual and dorky even keel—join the army and are at first clearly out of their
element; though they do attempt, and to a certain point succeed, to carve out a space for
themselves as the narrative advances. There is the usual make-up of characters, except
here they’re more ragged (in keeping with the urban comedies of the 1980s); there is the
city wise-guy (Murray), his best friend the brainer (who also happens to be JewishAmerican), the fat funny guy (John Candy), the psycho, the old Sergeant, the farmer boy,
the moronic white guy, the stoner, two African Americans, and a Latino named Private
Barrios (with two paltry lines throughout the film).
Everything in the narrative, in other words, would seem to be in order in relation to the
generic standards of white-coded protaganism in the imagined war epic. Our
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archaeological practice, taking into account an extra-filmic element, quickly reveals,
however, that we have yet another instance of filmic erasure. The distinctiveness of this
particular case lies in that there is no longer a connection whatsoever with any “real life”
experience of martial life. The erasure occurs, rather, at the level of an original creative
idea
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which eventually developed into something else. As the producer/director states, in

the DVD’s extra featurette, the script was originally written as a “Cheech and Chong”
vehicle but because of “pressures” the parts were re-written for Bill Murray and cowriter/actor Harold Ramis. It is, indeed, not hard at all to imagine Cheech playing the
leading role in this film. The bizarre elements such as the rifle-drill incorporating popmusic and the high tech armoured vehicle posing as an RV (recreation vehicle) are very
much in line with Cheech’s ouvre. In fact, the role of the eccentric goof-ball would have
been as exquisite in the hands of Marin, if not more so, if we consider the fact that Marin
had already cemented a defiant ethnic-underdog persona since the release of Lou Adler’s
Up in Smoke (1978). Again, the erasure that occurs in this case is not indicative of an
“evil” Hollywood studio system bent on robbing Mexican Americans of leading roles in
war-related film. The reason why Mexican American Cheech Marin and his Canadian
partner-in-crime Chong did not get casted would seem to have stemmed from a typical
breakdown in studio negotiations. As director Ivan Reitman explains in the featurette,
Cheech and Chong’s managers initially responded favourably to the pitch; “this is a very
funny script. I’m sure they’ll [Cheech and Chong] like to do it.” As co-writer and
producer Daniel Goldberg explains, however, the managers soon revealed that they
“basically wanted only Ivan [and not me] if they, we, did the script. So it wasn’t going to
happen. So I said, ‘we’ll make it into Bill and Harold… We’ll make it [the script]
suitable for you guys’.” In any case, and regardless of whom was to blame for the
negotiation breakdown, at the end of the day, the Mexican American defiant-hero is once
again erased from the narrative in favour of the universal (white) American protagonist.
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Director Ivan Reitman describes the moment of initial conceptualization as follows; “I think I was
shaving . . . getting ready to go to the premiere of Meatballs [1979] and I thought . . . ummm . . . Cheech
and Chong join the army. That would be a pretty good idea. Pitched it to Paramount [Studios] the day of
the Meatballs premiere. I said, ‘Cheech and Chong join the army.’ They said, ‘fine green light,’ haha.”
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Perhaps once more, however, we may come to entertain an alternative reading of the
film: whereby knowledge of the original intention may colour, and indeed improve,
Murray’s performance with the flavor of the Mexican American Cheech Marin. Cheech’s
protagonism, in contrast to Murray’s, is one necessarily intertwined with the legacy of
Mexican comedians such as
“Mario Moreno ‘Cantinflas’ and German Valdez ‘Tin Tan’ (among others) [who
in the 1940s] surfaced as the prime exponents of a uniquely flavored style of
Mexican parody and satire [involving the] . . . subversive (and pleasurable) play
with language [as well as a persistent] . . . critique of power in its institutional and
propertied forms . . .” (Fregoso 249-250).
Indeed, what Cheech brings to the table, as Fregoso points out, is precisely a form of
“syncretism” melding together not only these comedians’ subversive legacies but also the
legacy of subversive appropriation, by Chicanas/os spectators, of these same comedians
from the Mexican Golden Age cinema. And Tin Tan is, I would argue, especially
instructive for the purposes of this alternative film reading: representing as he does, an
“US-Mexico border character-type . . . [f]orgrounding questions of bilingualism . . .
biculturalism within the context of class . . . the increasingly unsettling issue of
‘Mexican’ identity . . . [and the very] treatment of US treatment of Chicanos . . .”
(Fregoso 250).
This alternative reading of the film thus leads us to read into the film a hybrid form of
Cheech/Winger performance, and by extension, the persistence of a subversive tone
throughout the narrative that would otherwise be absent, or at least toned down, in
Murray’s performance alone. Winger (Murray) certainly does by himself employ
subversive playful language that in effect carries out somewhat of a critique of martial
power. This critique, however, winds up but incorporated by the same power it attempts
to lampoon, on account, that is, of the character’s positionality (as a white male). On the
other hand, the Cheech/Winger hybrid again and again poses a consistent and powerful
challenge throughout the narrative. The opening scene, for instance, has Cheech/Winger
pick up a particularly mean-spirited (white) woman in his taxi.
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In the presence of the hybrid character we have proposed, the woman’s behavior would
certainly acquire racist undertones, while simultaneously, Cheech/Winger’s bombastic
reaction reaches subversive proportions:
-[Woman] I’ve never gone this way before.
-Well, I’m sure there is a lot ways I have gone that you haven’t.
-What is your name? John Ringer? What kind of a name is Ringer?
-WINger! I’m adopted. I’ve spent most of my life in institutions.
-It doesn’t surprise me. You look like a typical low life character to me.
-Actually, I’m a photographer. I took this job ‘cause I love people. There’s
nothing I enjoy people like yourself, getting to know you, and then taking a few
action photos of you while I drive. [Turns head around to snap some photos]
-Will you stop, and drive, and watch the road? Turn around! Turn around and stop
with the pictures! [The cab swerves around a curb]
-Thank you so much.
-Aren’t you going too fast?
-Ah, it’s not the speed so much as I just wish I hadn’t drunk all that cough syrup
this morning.
-Oh my . . . We’re gonna be killed!
- . . . Not killed! [Covers his eyes and pretends to cry. Cars are honking on
account of his erratic driving]
-You, you, should have your license taken away. I . . . am going to write your
name and see that it’s given to proper authorities. G-E-R. You are a bum! A bum!
And that’s all you’ll ever be! A bum!
-Well, that hurts, Ma’am. And I don’t think I want to take your abuse. And I know
I don’t want to take you or your luggage to the airport. How about that, uh?
[Brakes his car spontaneously causing bottleneck traffic in the middle of a bridge.
Gets out of the car and leaves the flustered woman in the car]
Stripes’s Cheech/Winger will be further discussed later on in this work. For now, it will
suffice to point at a few examples where Cheech comes through loud and strong over and
above Murray’s Winger. The smart ass comment directed at Uncle Sam, to give an
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example, would be the more brilliant coming from the mouth of the defiant
Cheech/Winger:
-[Recruiting officer to Cheech/Winger] Okay, now if you would just give Uncle
Sam your Handcock here.
-[Cheech/Winger while singing his life away] Sammy, get well soon.
The statement would speak of an intertextual Mexican American disrespect/
disassociation with the war-crazed (white) uncle: a type of disassociation which links it to
films such as Luis Valdez’s Zoot Suit (1981), for instance, where el tío Sam is also
represented with a similar degree of estrangement.
Cheech/Winger certainly goes on to challenge the training Sergeant’s authority right from
the first night: “I’m gonna go out on a limb here. I’m gonna volunteer my leadership in
this platoon. An army without a leader is like a foot without a big toe and Sergeant Hulka
isn’t always gonna be there to be that big toe for us. I think we owe a big round of
applause to our new bestest buddy and big toe, Sergeant Hulka.” And even while on
training, Cheech/Winger will continue to express his defiant attitude despite the training
Sergeant’s attempt to correct him into shape; “Sergeant, I think it's a bad idea to march
today. You know, this is the cold and flu season.” Indeed throughout the training
montage (training, reveille, running), Cheech/Winger’s smart-ass comments lead to ever
more penalties for himself and his fellow soldiers in the form of push-ups and kitchen
duty. This attitude must inevitably lead to a “man to man” conflict between himself and
the Sergeant, whereby the latter is able to teach (beat up) the former into submission:
-I'm getting the idea, Winger, that you don't like me.
-Maybe I just don't know you well enough yet, sarge.
-What do you say let's cut out the bullshit between you and me?
-Oh, let's.
-I think you're a punk. I've been in this Army . . . years. I've seen your kind come
and go. You think you know something about everything. Don't you? Let me tell
you something, mister. You don't know a damn thing about soldiering.
-Oh, it's real tough stuff: especially that “marching-in-a-straight-line” business.
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-I ain't talking about that crap! I'm talking about something important. Like
discipline and duty and honour and courage. You ain't got none of it.
-Those words mean so much to a man who scrubs garbage cans. Look, if you
don't want me in your army, kick me out, but get off my back.
-Maybe you'd like to take a swing at me.
-I'd like to take a big swing at you, sarge.
-Well, go ahead and give it your best shot.
-I don't think I wanna go to the stockade.
-I'll take my hat off. There we are, Winger. Ain't no more drill sergeant. It's just
you and me, kid: man-to-man. So go ahead, give it your best shot. Swing at me.
Gutless. [Sergeant socks him in the stomach and Cheech/Winger falls to the
ground] Punk. I'm willing to forget about this little incident. And I want you to
think real hard about it. And maybe someday you'll understand what the hell I'm
talking about.
What this scene reveals, I suggest, is the common understanding and attitude in the
imagined war epic towards the defiant Latino soldier. Imagined in many instances as the
“gutless [know-it-all Mexican] punk” who when push comes to shove, reveals to be
fatally lacking in “discipline and duty and honor and courage.” The looming threat of the
“stockade” (military prison) and the very nature of the encounter, on the contrary, point,
yet again as in other films seen in this chapter, to a history of violence involving (white)
service-men and Mexican American youth; this is, after all, a type of interaction that is
imagined across a number of films such as Luis Valdez Zoot Suit (1981), Edward James
Olmos’ American Me (1992), Steven Spielberg’s 1941 (1979), and Brian de Palma’s The
Black Dahlia (2006), among others.
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5

Normative Spaces

By normative spaces, I mean to reference those sites that are typically prefigured as part
of the imagined war epic of the US nation. Though the focus is always on the (white)
heroes, the homefront is typically imagined as a melting-pot whereby the distinct
members of the nation come together for the common war effort. The emphasis is on
showing that indeed all mothers and fathers and sweethearts suffer the same
pain/sacrifice in seeing their boys go off to war. The boys, in turn, must bond together,
despite their differences, so as to endure the hardships of basic training and, eventually,
war. Again, the narrative, in these normative spaces, will tend to place the (white) heroes
at its center of focus. In the auspices of the training areas then, the (white) leadership
proceeds to whip the boys into a tight-knit group of men, into the lean mean fighting
machine of the nation. Doing so typically involves the application of physical and
psychological stress on the troops so as to be able to identify the weak-links (weaklings?)
from the natural followers, the (white) natural leaders and everything in between. Once
identified, the weak-links are disciplined and policed and the natural (white) leaders are
53

nurtured and groomed . The natural followers simply complete their training in a
satisfactory manner. In any case, by the time they reach the warfront, the weak-links have
shaped up (or shipped-out), the natural followers are primed (and pumped) to apply their
training, and the natural leaders/heroes, despite their apprehensions and existential angsts,
are ready to lead—act on initiative—should the occasion require it to be so. Once in
action, the (white) leadership will coordinate the strategy which the newly arrived group
will implement. A series of tests will present themselves. Along the way, a number of
soldiers will lose their lives. Replacements will be brought in into replace them. Though a
number of close friends, or (white) mentors, may die at various points of the story, the
(white) hero will almost always survive until the end; if he dies at all, it is bound to be as
the last man left standing. Throughout a prolonged engagement with the enemy, the
soldiers may be allowed moments of respite from the fighting. They may simply get the
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It should be noted, however, that in that they are able to point out faults and inconsistencies on the part of
the leadership which commands them, some natural leaders will at first come across as weak-links.
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the night-off, a weekend of “leave” in Rome or a week in Honolulu. On some occasions,
the soldier may get to go back to the homefront for a few days just as well. The trip back
to the homefront may occur on other grounds, however. Many an injured soldier gets to
go home if the severity of the injury requires it; and the dead soldier most certainly does
too, in a manner of speaking. And if the tour of duty or, better yet, the war itself, is over,
then the troops will have a parade awaiting them in their respective hometowns.
What follows is an analysis of the Latino soldier as imagined through his passage across
these normative space/s of the warring nation. Truth be told, there is little to see. Though
sometimes identified as the weak-link, the Latino soldier is most often represented as the
natural follower. Only on occasion, that is, does he stand out from the background with a
positive profile; only on occasion, does he appear as part of the trading-cadre and/or as a
natural leader.

5.1 At the Homefront
What is home for the Latina/o? The normative spaces of the imagined war epic would not
bother to entertain this question. Yes, a film adhering to normative spatial prescriptions
might go as far as evoking a character’s regional flavour: pointing out, for example, that
Private Ramirez and Private Rodriguez come from California, and that Private Alvarez
hails from Laredo. But to actually “show” those spaces, I would argue, would mean a
departure from the normativity we have thus far described. Our analysis thus brings us to
first consider those homefront spaces where the Latino first joins his fellow recruits, i.e.,
at the training area.
Clint Eastwood’s Heartbreak Ridge (1986), for instance, focuses on the efforts of a
decorated
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“old-timer,” Gunnery Sergeant Tom “Gunny” Highway (Clint Eastwood), to

transform a group of recruits into a sharp reconnaissance Marine platoon, so as to
eventually lead them on a rescue mission to Grenada. The platoon is indeed a rag-tag
group of individuals. There are a number of white soldiers along with an Italian
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The Korea and Vietnam veteran is represented as having won the Congressional Medal of Honor i.e., the
highest honour in the land.
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American named Fragetti (Vincent Irizarry) and an amusing hybrid pop/rocker African
American soldier named Corporal “Stich” Jones (Mario Van Peebles). Though the
sergeant faces at first some resistance from this rough group of young men, none of these
soldiers will prove to be as unwilling to train as the mustached Latino soldier Private
Aponte (Ramón Franco). Aponte is, at first look, a slacker who tries to avoid training at
all costs. He does this, for instance, by pretending not to speak English when first
meeting the sergeant:
-No habla. No espik Inglish [sic].
- . . . [Well] I don't wanna get my head blown off in some foreign land ‘cause you
don't habla . . . that's 6 o’clock in the morning for all you people that don't habla.
...
And as the Sergeant soon finds out, Aponte also attempts to get out of training by
unjustifiably frequenting the base medical clinic every morning, and ultimately, by going
AWOL (absent without leave). It is at this point, however, that the sergeant springs into
action by dropping in on the absent soldier at his trailer home: only to discover that the
soldier has two young children and a spouse, and had actually been moonlighting so as to
“provide” for his growing family. The understanding sergeant gives Aponte a break, of
course. From then on, the Latino soldier is no longer a problem in the narrative.
There are certainly other Latino soldiers who will pose a greater problem for their
instructor and their fellow soldiers. The nature of the “problem” does vary, however. The
Marine, Private William T. Santiago (Michael DeLorenzo), in Rob Reiner’s A Few Good
Men (1992), for instance, is labelled as a “substandard Marine” by the commanding
officer of his training base, for what the latter considers a general lack of physical
stamina and moral/martial determination. Though in the next chapter we will go on to
further explore the complex representation of Private William T. Santiago, for now
perhaps we can glean from the officer’s suggestion that some (Latino) soldiers are simply
weak in these respects. Incidentally, there seems to be somewhat of an incipient motif of
the “Latino soldier who is not able to climb a rope”; as can be attested by at least two
films, Robert Aldrich’s The Dirty Dozen (1967) and Ivan Reitman’s Stripes (1981),
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where the Latino must be “encouraged” to do so by their respective instructors. Where in
55

the latter, the Latino’s failure to perform this task is not explored , in the former, Private
56

Jiminez’s

(Trini Lopez) inability to climb the rope is ultimately linked to his lack of

physical stamina and/or determination (or perhaps cowardice?):
-[Major Reisman] Pull with your arms, hold with your legs! Pull with your arms,
hold with your legs! Come on, Jiminez. Move it! When the time comes, you’ve
got exactly thirty-four seconds to clear that distance!
-I really can’t make it, Major.
-Oh, come on, Jiminez. Move it. Don’t stop now!
-I can’t! I can’t!
-Come on, Jiminez. Move!
-I really can’t. Can’t make it, Major! I can’t make it! [A fellow soldier gives us a
mocking smile while the others look-on in disbelief] I can’t make it!
-Jiminez! You come back down that rope, you’re going straight back to prison!
-I can’t! I can’t! Really, I can’t!
-Sergeant, give me that weapon. Take a spin on that rope. [Cocks weapon while
the sergeant holds the rope steady]
-I can’t make it. I can’t make it. I can’t. I really can’t make it, Major. I can’t! [The
major aims and shoots the rope off from underneath Jiminez’s feet. And Jiminez
climbs up in what appears to be fast-forward motion]
-[On of the men] Boy, look at him go now!
-[On top of the tower while doing the sign of the cross] Gracias a Dios. [Thanks
to be God]
-[Major Reisman] So, you couldn’t make it, uh? Ok, Posey, let’s see that Apache
know-how. Rethread that pulley….
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The main character of the film, Winger (Bill Murray), convinces the sergeant to show the group how to
climb the rope himself before demanding the soldiers to do so. The relieved Latino, Private Hector (Antone
Pagan), comes down the rope. As the sergeant himself begins his ascent, a stray artillery round demolishes
the tower, thus postponing the activity indefinitely.
56
The proper spelling of this last name is “Jimenez” rather than the credited “Jiminez”.
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Private Aponte, Private Santiago, Private Hector and Private Jiminez are represented as
individuals who mean to do well in the context of their training but simply fail to achieve
the standard in some respects. Aponte, as we have seen, soon shapes up when given a
second chance by the (paternal-white) sergeant. And to be fair, Private Hector’s only
problem, and the only time he really stands out in the narrative, is while facing the rope
climbing activity. Private Santiago and Private Jiminez are more clearly the weak-links in
their respective groups. That their position is abject in the eyes of their peers is evident in
the way in which these lethargic Latinos often seem to appear as ostracised, or perhaps
self-removed, from the main group of men. In the Dirty Dozen, when not being laughed
at by his peers, Jiminez is seen off by himself playing sad tunes in his guitar. Santiago,
for his part, is likewise portrayed as sitting alone for a meal while his fellow Marines sit
together on the adjoining table. The inherent abjectivity of these Latino soldiers, finally,
and as we will see in the next chapter, is evidenced most convincingly by the very
expediency by which their respective narratives chose to be rid of them.
As hinted by the initial antagonistic disposition of Private Aponte towards his sergeant,
the other kind of problematic Latino is the (defiant) street-smart Mexican punk. Certainly,
in the previous chapter on erasure, we had in fact already alluded to a few characters,
which when read against the grain of representation, can also be said to embody this type
of defiant punk. I spoke, for instance, of the defiant Guy “Gabi” Gabaldon from Hell to
Eternity, and Cheech/Winger from Stripes. These Chicanos, if we again allow such a
reading, certainly demonstrated a knack for getting under the skin of their superiors. They
showed special talent at pointing out the inconsistencies with their sergeants’ posturing
and ineffective training. Though perhaps not appreciated at first impression, the
perseverance, charm and cunning of these soldiers ultimately endears them to their fellow
men and assigned superiors. These characters, furthermore, indeed go on to become the
war heroes and leaders of their respective narratives. Certainly the same cannot be said,
with the same conviction, of the other (defiant) Mexican punks to be found in the
normative spaces of the imagined war epic. Certainly at the homefront, there are only two
other Mexican punks that I can think of. The sniper Sergeant Domingo Chavez (Raymond
Cruz) in Phillip Noyce’s Clear and Present Danger (1994) is introduced, in this manner,
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as seasoned and dedicated soldier with a defiant flair. In the training exercise sequence ,
the observing Sergeant Major fails to identify the sniper’s location. Chavez is portrayed
as easily moving forward, on his belly, ever close to the observer, while systematically
taking his shots at the center of the set-up target; the Sergeant Major can only resort to
exclaim “that shit!” and “damn!” as is each proceeding shot begins to form a grouping on
the figure eight. The exercise is effectively ended with the fourth shot on target: the
wrapping from a “McDonalds quarter pounder with cheese” being the only sign to be
found on the field of the elusive sniper’s presence. When asked to reveal his position,
consequently, the sniper gets up from the ground so as to reveal that he was indeed only a
few meters away from the observer. Hence having demonstrated his superior sniper
(stalking and evasion) skills, Chavez faces an impressed leadership and proceeds to
express his sense of pride and cockiness (i.e., his internal Mexican punk):
-[Sergeant Major] Alright, you won this one. Come on out. [Chavez gets up]
Soldier how did you get that close to me?!
-Sniper! Approached the instructor, by being a sneaky bastard, Sergeant Major!
-[Captain Ramirez] You know the fine for littering in the state of California,
Chavez?
-Yes, sir! [Smiles]
Once back at the training base facilities, Chavez is asked by Captain Ramirez (Benjamin
Bratt) and former CIA agent/mercenary Mr. Clark (Willem Dafoe) to be a part of a
special mission. Though taking a moment to defiantly question the position/role of the
(white) civilian in the room, the shrewd sniper will nonetheless happily accept the
mission:
-[Clark] I saw you on the sniper course; you looked good. Just about finished
here, aren’t you, Sergeant?
-[Chavez] Yes, sir.
-[Clark] Looking forward to taking some leave with that young wife and kids?
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The specific setting is Fort Hunter Liggett, California.
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-[Chavez] Don’t have any young wife and kids, sir.
-[Clark] What do you have? I mean, you don’t call anybody with great frequency,
don’t write many letters, [and] don’t receive them. [Chavez glances over with
distrust]
-[Chavez] Who are you, sir, if you don’t mind my asking?
-[Ramirez] Mr. Clark and I are putting together a special mission. The group
commander wants my team to be a part of it. You’d be gone a couple of months.
Maybe six, after which, if you’re not dead, you’d have your choice of assignments
in Special Ops. [Chavez smiles and marching band music commences]
As is apparent from these back-to-back sequences, Chavez most perfectly fits the bill of
the dominant Latino-brown affect as discussed in chapter three. Literally called a “shit”
by the (black) sergeant major, this Mexican, even by his own admission, is a “sneaky
bastard” who has, in essence, been able to become one with the (brown) foliage around
him. The “sneaky” quality is certainly in line with the way in which the Latino/Mexican
is typically imagined in mainstream representation; as the morally questionable
(criminal?) punk, the always potential stab in-the-back—as we have already suggested in
chapter three. This punk has more than proven his loyalties, however. That this Latino
has given up everything to become part and parcel of the elite warrior class of this nation
is clear enough by his lack of social ties to the civilian world; this highly trained killing
machine lives but for the training he has received, and for the opportunity to utilize his
skills in battle. His cunning sneakiness has been fully incorporated in favour of the
Airborne command and, ultimately, in favour of the US nation. This incorporation,
however, does not necessarily translate into Chavez being the undisputed hero/leader of
the narrative. Sergeant Chavez, and Captain Ramirez
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for that matter, are both

overshadowed in these respects by the (white) CIA director, Jack Ryan (Harrison Ford),
and Mr. Clark. Incidentally, Sergeant Domingo Chavez does go on to have a brilliant
career, so to speak, as commander of “Team Two” within the “Rainbow Six” structure in
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Though the captain definitely has a role to play in the normative spaces as furnished by the narrative
here, he also does deserve, along with those other Latinos called to serve in leadership positions, a longer
interrogation than we are able to provide for in this dissertation.
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Tom Clancy’s series of novels. And in the video-game (first-person shooter) franchise,
Major Domingo “D” Chavez actually gets to take over from Mr. Clark, now also the
59

former’s father-in-law, as the director of the multinational counter-terrorism task unit .
Coming back to the homefront spaces in Clear and Present Danger, we can only say that
Sergeant Chavez proves to be a good (Mexican) grunt; a little bit on the punkish side, but
very much ready to follow through on any order, and to deploy, when need be, any kind
of damage/carnage on behalf of the nation.
However, to find the quintessential (Mexican) punk as a Latino soldier (in the spaces of
the homefront), one would have to go to Raoul Walsh's Battle Cry (1955) and precisely
to the character of Private Joseph “Spanish Joe” Gomez as performed by Mexican
American actor Perry Lopez. Lopez appears here along-side Felix Noriego, who for his
part, once again reprises the role of the “Indian” soldier though in a slightly more
nuanced manner than in Jesse Hibbs’ To Hell and Back (1955). Hence, where Noriego
appears as Private Crazy Horse—a quiet, noble and somewhat dim-witted Navajo
Phonetalker— Lopez plays the darker and thus most opportunist and “sneaky” soldier
among the group. Indeed, throughout the film he is shown time and time again as
cheating and stealing his way through the war and often repeating the same mischievous
line when caught in the act (“are you accusing of something dishonest?”).
When introduced in the narrative, Gomez appears as one of the many recruits aboard the
train en route to the training Marine Corps Base, in San Diego, California. The Latino is
playing dice and obviously swindling the other players out of their money. When
confronted by one of the players, Gomez will pretend to make amends by extending his
hand for a handshake. But this is a trick. The “sneaky” Latino takes advantage of the
(white) recruit’s trust, by socking him in the stomach and again on the back.
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The images are taken, respectively, from the Rainbow Six wiki (rainbowsixwikia.com) and from the
video-game review-site giantbomb.com. See bibliography under “Domingo Chavez” for the former, and
“Overview” for the latter.
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Looking on at the actions of the (Mexican) punk, is the All American intellectual (white)
boy of the film, Private Marion “Sister Mary” Hotchkiss (John Lupton). Marion will have
certainly learnt his lesson by the time “Spanish Joe” attempts to steal from him as well. In
fact, in the violent exchange which occurs between them, the (white) soldier will come
out victorious, not only by physically defeating the Latino, but also by revealing him to
be nothing but an ignorant and cowardly punk. The calm, cool and collected Marion will
even reveal the point to which Private Gomez's brown presence stands out at the level of
bodily functions by nature of the latter’s pungency of odour (and excessive
perspiration?). The sequence in questions commences with Gomez’s attempt to distract
Marion so as to steal a bottle of cologne or shampoo sitting on the table:
-[Gomez] I wonder who’s stuck with guard duty tonight. I think I see your name
up there. [Gomez grabs the bottle while Marion looks to his right]
-[Marion] Put it back, Joseph.
-I was just gonna borrow it.
-Now, last time you borrowed something, I never saw it again.
-Hey, [are] you accusing me of something dishonest?
-Umm umm [negative]. Just put it back, please. [Gomez puts the bottle back and
proceeds to sit beside Marion. Marion continues to read his book]
-You think you’re so smart ‘cause you read all the time. I ain’t liked you since
boot camp! [Violently taps on Marion’s shoulder and on the book. He then
proceeds to grab Marion by the shirt-collar] I’ve got a notion to loosen you from a
few teeth, Sister Mary. Meh! [Lets him go and walks away. Marion takes off his
reading glasses and walks over to face his oppressor]. Now wait a minute. I was
only fooling with you. Gee! [Gomez extends his hand as if asking for a
handshake. Marion looks down at the hand and proceeds to punch Gomez so as to
knock him down to the floor]
-[Gomez getting up from the floor] What you gonna do that for?
-I saw what happened to one fellow who tried to shake your hand. [Marion walks
back to his table quite composed. He puts his glasses back on and keeps reading]
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-[Gomez walks back to sit by Marion again] That was a lucky punch. You know
that, ah? You’re the only guy alive that could do that to old “Spanish Joe” and
live to tell about it. [Changing to a less belligerent tone] What you reading?
-Plato.
-You mean they wrote a whole big book about Mickey mouse’s dog? [Marion
looks over and decides not to humor the question] You know something? I like
you, Mary. You stick with me and I get you over the rough spots. What you think
of old “Spanish Joe” now, eh?
-I think you’re the most obnoxious person I have ever met.
-What’s that obnoxious?
-You stink.
-That’s because I was eating garlic. Hey, kid. You got guts. You and me is gonna
be buddy buddy [Gomez once again extends his hand and Marion shakes it. Both
men smile]
Ultimately, Gomez’s “sneakiness” translates into any a very insignificant type of defiance
towards the leadership: limited to making noises while in formation on the recruit’s first
day of training.
On the other hand, Gomez “sneakiness” does begin to echo the cunning of Guy “Gabi”
Gabaldon: if we remember the latter’s ability to get the “dames” and “booze” for his
buddies in Honolulu. Gomez, for his part, attempts to come through for his group by
convincing his (white) “babe” to bring out her girlfriends for a night out in San Diego.
However, unbeknownst to both men until this point, Gomez’s girlfriend, Rae (Anne
Francis), had been romantically involved with both Gomez and Marion. While the
relation with Marion had stayed platonic, the way in which Rae and Gomez kiss-to-sayhello betrays a more advanced level of intimacy. Thus, in the scene that ensues, Marion
will confront Rae only to leave the bar in tears. Private Andy Hookens (Aldo Ray), the
All American (white) country boy in the film, leaves after Marion whilst pushing Rae out
of the way. And Gomez himself follows the men while also nearly pushing Rae. The
sequence ends with the humiliated Rae approaching the bar, while outside the men are
seen consoling the emotionally distraught Marion.
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As opposed to Guy “Gabi” Gabaldon’s ability to provide an unforgettable night of
“booze” and “dames,” Gomez’s attempt to impress his fellow Marines has resulted in
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failure . Thus, the men are sent overseas for further training in New Zealand and then on
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to their first battles, while Gomez has shown not a single quality deserving of respect .
“Respect” and “acceptance” are certainly two different things. As suggested by Marion’s
handshake, as well other scenes in which Gomez is pretty much in on the conversation,
perhaps we can posit that Gomez, while certainly not beloved by his fellow men, has
certainly grown on them; they have accepted, in other words, his presence amongst them.
The (Mexican) punk, I would argue, on account of his natural state of defiance and
energetic spiciness, should be a natural fit in the combat arms. The “sneaky” and
naturally belligerent Mexican should be able to excel in the art of war. The imagined war
epic, however, mostly refuses to give us this defiant-yet-heroic soldier. Readings against
the grain notwithstanding, in the normative spaces of the homefront, this type of
character is simply, by definition, non-representable. At the warfront, as we will now see,
this phenomenon is very much carried over. There are many instances in which the
Latino soldier is too marginal to count, as there are Latino soldiers who are somewhat
part of the group. And then there are a few who begin to instill a measure of love and
respect in their fellow men: the level of defiance that these soldiers are allowed to
perform being very much policed.

5.2

Warfront

“Spanish Joe” stands-out as an obvious example of a brownness performed as merecommodity. While his specific ethnicity is never revealed, he is there to perform the role
of the quintessential Mexican greaser type in Marine clothes. He is hence spicy in so far
as he is deviant, amoral and opportunistic. This “home-grown” Mexican blowhard is
clearly “acting-out” as an igualado, i.e., someone who dares to act as if he were an equal
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His nonchalant attitude towards the revelation of a relationship between his “babe” and Marion,
furthermore, adds to the probability that Rae is not in reality his legitimate girlfriend but rather a wartime
fling, at best, or a prostitute, at worst; for how else, the logic goes, would a beautiful (white) girl be
“necking” with a Mexican punk.
61
He certainly continues to steal and cheat in self-interest.
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to his peers. In this sense, he can be said to be performing not so much an excess, but
rather a sort of over-compensating mimicry which in effect betrays a lack (of morals,
bravery, honour, and intelligence). His spiciness is markedly absent in the heat of battle,
and it is in this way shown for what it is: nothing but “a front” informed by machoinfantile posturing. In the warring spaces of the warfront, “Spanish Joe” will certainly
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appear small. He is limited to two lines , for instance. Whether standing by on the
amphibious vehicle taking the troops to the beaches of Saipan, or busily operating the
radio once the group has established its command post, Gomez is often relegated to the
peripherals of the screen/action, while the real heroes of the film go about performing the
“real” tasks of this war.
There is perhaps one redeeming action that “Spanish Joe” is allowed. Following the death
of his friend, Private Marion “Sister Mary” Hotchkiss, the Mexican punk is represented
as standing by holding the latter’s hand one last time: enacting, in the process, perhaps
the most sincere handshake of his life. Thus, while the narrator of the film eulogizes the
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tragic loss , Gomez is allowed to express a great measure of affection for his fellow
soldier: “Our casualties were light. But on a remote coral island [Tarawa], we left behind
the kid who might have written the great American war novel.”
Following the climactic battle on Saipan, it is clear that though Gomez has not survived
the war particularly intact (he has lost his hearing) either; he is certainly still up for some
more cheating as stealing:
-[Sergeant Mac] Joe? How are you?
-[Gomez] Hi, Mac. [Mac motions to his wrist] I can’t hear you, Mac. I’m a very
sick boy.
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The first line occurs in the middle of an extended march through the jungles of Guadalcanal; “[b]oy, I can
sure go for a glass of beer”. Tellingly, Crazy Horse will respond with a succinct “shut up”. The second line
occurs later on during a moment of rest. Crazy Horse warns the group that if “[w]e hit that road again, I’m
dropping out”. Gomez thus agrees with the Navajo phonetalker and passes the question on to Marion; “That
makes two of us. How about you, boy?” Marion simply responds, “I don’t know. I honestly don’t know”.
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It is a very surprising move by Walsh to have the All American (white) brainer-boy killed-off (and off
screen, no less). Nonetheless, there are three other All American (white) heroes that are allowed to survive
the war in this film; the quintessential All American boy, the old timer, the country boy.
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-The watch! The watch! The watch! [Motions to lift the sheet]
-What are you accusing of something dishonest?
-Yeah. [Lifts sheet revealing a stash of goods] What are you gonna do? Open up a
hawk shop when you get home?
-Ha, how did that get there?
This is the last we will see of Gomez in the film. The last word is given to three (white)
heroes of the film. The now leg-less country boy, hence, is allowed to voice a tone of
pessimism at having realized the great sacrifice that his fellow men have carried:
“They’re giving ‘Spanish Joe’ a new ear-drums? They’re gonna put new life into Pedro
and High Pockets?” The pessimism must by necessity be resolved in the narrative. And
this certainly occurs as soon as he is informed (via a letter from his wife), that he has, in
fact, a new-born to live for. Not surprisingly, the next sequence thus has him limp his
way to the bosom of his new (white) family in the New Zealand country-side.
The pure All American (white) boy, for his part, goes back home to his new bride, while
at the same time, the old timer sergeant announces he must go on to the task of informing
“Pedro’s mother, Jean Huxley, Marion’s family” about the deaths of their respective
loved ones in battle.

5.2.1

The Peripheral War Hero

The invocation of the fallen Private Pedro by two of the (white) heroes should give us
pause. As we will see in the next chapter, the quiet Private Pedro (Victor Millan) had
already distinguished himself among the troops by having won the Silver Star. And for
all his efforts he is given very little narrative attention: only one paltry line throughout the
whole film. Upon a second or perhaps third screening, however, we come to realize that
Private Pedro had, after all, been there in the thick of the battle. His performance in this
respect, if we care to observe it, far exceeds that of Gomez’s. Indeed, as the battalion’s
top Corpsman (medical specialist), Private Pedro comes across as intensely dedicated to
his fellow men.
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Re-screening further back, we come to realize that Private Pedro had not only been part
and parcel of the battles, but had been there all along at the margins of the training spaces
at the homefront and New Zealand.
That the putatively most beloved Latino soldier in this story does not get much screen
attention/affection, and that, muted by death, this heroic soldier is not even allowed to
survive to tell his story, as the blowhard “Spanish Joe” will undoubtedly go on to do,
surely adds insult to injury, in narrative terms. This is hardly surprising, however; for
marginality would seem to be the preferred mode of representation for the Latino soldier
in both the normative spaces of the homefront and the warfront.

5.2.2

The Despondent Latino Soldier

Oliver Stone’s Platoon (1986) paints a grunt’s picture of Vietnam. As Stone explains
through the director’s commentary/voice-over feature on the DVD, the warring nation he
imagines is fractured into two; one group is “tougher” and “into boozing and country
music… [and] did not approve of marihuana,” while the other group, conversely,
dedicates its free time to mellowing out through drug usage and the listening of countercultural music (Jefferson Airplane’s “White Rabbit,” for instance). Certainly, there are a
number of characters that fall outside of these classifications. One of these characters is
none other than a nearly mute Latino soldier. I say nearly mute because, one-upping
Private Pedro, this soldier is actually allowed two paltry lines in the whole film. Again
through his commentary, Oliver Stone himself rationalizes the Latino’s “quiet” presence
in this respect; “There’s guys like Rodriguez; very quiet Spanish guy. [He u]sed to write
home a lot, [and] keep to himself and close to Jesus.”
In any case, the scene where Stone actually stops-by to listen to Rodriguez, would seem
to be enacted but to highlight the outsiderness of another character. The All American
(white) officer, Lieutenant Wolfe (Mark Moses), is represented as attempting to make
small conversation—to build a rapport as officers are bound to do—with Private
Rodriguez (Chris Castillejo). As with the other characters, however, the clueless
lieutenant utterly fails in this endeavor and ends up unwittingly mocking the former’s
faith paraphernalia:
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-Hey, Rodriguez. It’s quite a shrine you’ve got there.
-[Pronounced pause] Thank you, sir.
-You, uh, need anything?
-No, sir.
The beauty of the scene lies in that, though the Latino does not vocalize any kind of
defiant or punkish response, his facial expression and the reserved poise do express a
form of dignified reproach; the lieutenant, perhaps sensing yet another rejection, has no
other option but to go on and make another attempt at rapport-building with the poker
players at the end of the barracks.
Again going back to another screening of the film, we come to realize that Private
Rodriguez had also been there all along; blurred on many occasions by the panning of the
camera, like Private Pedro, his body (and soul?) had simply been relegated to the margins
of the story: whether getting his feet checked by the trusty “Doc” (Paul Sanchez), holding
a sandbag open for the protagonist Private Chris Taylor (Charlie Sheen), pensively
looking into the darkness while on an ambush mission, getting pushed around
(“Rodriguez, Junior, let’s go!”) by the cowardly Sergeant O’Neill (John C. McGinley), or
happily departing from Vietnam on the second-to-last departing chopper of the film.
Stone’s Rodriguez does not particularly care to show neither Private Pedro’s noble/quiet
eagerness nor Gomez’s “sneaky” boisterousness. While lacking either of these polar
markers of the dominant Latino affect, however, his despondency does link him somehow
to the weakling characters we have spoken as the training spaces of the homefront; I
speak, for instance, of Private Santiago from A Few Good Men and Private Jiminez from
The Dirty Dozen. However, where these characters are marked as problematic in terms of
their inability to shape up and become the proper fighting men of the nation, Rodriguez
does not in any way stand out as particularly inefficient or lacking in the martialmasculine sense. He comes across, rather, as a soldier who has learnt to keep his head
down, so to speak, so as put his time-in, and make it out of Vietnam alive.
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5.2.3

Clueless and Ignored

Tellingly, both Santiago and Jiminez are quickly made to pay the price for their refusing
to play wholeheartedly by the rules of the game. Oliver Stone’s despondent Latino soldier
avoids their fate, perhaps because he was not particularly inefficient, or perhaps because
the narrative itself refuses to play by the rules of war film genre in many other ways. In
any case, I can think of at least one other film, Samuel Fuller’s Fixed Bayonets (1951),
where the despondent and inefficient Latino gets to survive his war. The film similarly
features an outnumbered group of American soldiers facing off against an Asian-coded
enemy; this time around the setting is snowy South Korea. The division (of fifteen
thousand men) finds itself forced to retreat from an area but must do so by leaving a
platoon strength number of soldiers (“[f]orty-eight of our toughest, most experienced
combat men”) in order to give the ongoing impression to the enemy that the whole
division has not pulled out. The livelihood of the whole division is thus dependent on the
chosen few to remain behind. The remaining troops compose then the multi-ethnic
platoon that the narrative will focus on; hence along with Corporal Denno (Richard
Basehart), the All American (white) boy/man of the film, and the other WASPs soldiers
(Rock, Wolowicz, Gibs, Lonergan, Vogl, Fitz, Lemchek, Belvedere, Harvey, and
Wheeler), there is a Greek American Private Mainotes (Tony Kent), a “Cherokee Indian”
from Oklahoma identified as Private Jonesy (Pat Hogan), a heavily “accented” Italian
American named Private Borcellino (Don Orlando), and finally, the most marginal, a
Latino soldier introduced as Private Ramirez (Paul Richards). That Ramirez is indeed the
most marginal soldier of the platoon is established right from his first appearance. During
a patrol, that is, even the buffoon-type character, Private Borcellino, is able to dismiss the
former for his lack of situational awareness:
-[Borcellino speaking at loud during patrol] What I don't understand is why we're
on a patrol. I know the enemy is here. I don't need any proof. I ain't from
Missouri.
-[Ramirez] You're from Missouri?
-Ah, Ramirez, you don't know what's going on half the time. And right now, I
don't know what's going on all the time. Hey, Denno.
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-[Denno] Huh?
-The sarge likes you. Fix-it it up [sic] for us to go back to the pass and help the
platoon throw up the roadblock, huh?
At this moment, the patrol halts to observe and evaluate its position, and Ramirez, as the
point-man, moves slightly ahead from the group so as to cover the twelve o’clock
position. Hence, even though Ramirez does make an attempt to be in on the conversation
that ensues about the very objective of their mission, he is effectively shut out, not only
by his positioning (off screen), but also by the impatience/indifference of his peers:
-[Sergeant Rock] We got to use our heads and make these [communist] Reds
think the regiment’s behind us . . . Whatever happens, we don’t want them to find
out we’re just a small rearguard holding a delay in action
-[Borcellino] Rearguard? That’s us?!
-Yup.
-What is this rearguard!?
-[Denno] The object of the rearguard is to check enemy pursuit and harassment,
and thus allow the main-body to retire unmolested. [Everybody looks at each
other surprised by the textbook definition just provided. The following shot is of
Ramirez turning his head around so as to ask a question]
-[Ramirez] Hey, what did he say?
[Mainotes answers with a tone of annoyance] He said REARGUARD!
Certainly, the off screen presence of Ramirez occurs most markedly during a set of
“bonding” sequences where the squad sits together to eat and chat; to rubs their frozebitten feet together; and later on still to sleep. These sequences go by, along with a good
portion of the night, before the Sergeant decides to send someone to relieve the Latino at
the OP (observation post), i.e. where Ramirez has been by himself all that time.
Nonetheless, even while physically present on screen, Ramirez would not seem to be
fully connected to (or valued by) his own squad. Often appearing quiet and off to the
side, only on a few occasions does Ramirez venture to speak.
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When he does so, most tellingly, he will usually find nothing but indifference or worse
still, a rebuke. When Private Belvediere and Private Whitey provide the squad with a
moment of lightness through their improvised ice-bowling, for instance, the suddenly
happy Ramirez attempts, but ultimately fails, to establish a connection with the bowlers:
“Let's see you roll a ‘Brooklyn’ [style strike] . . . don't forget to let go of the ball.” In
another scene, the well-meaning Ramirez will offer his coffee to the medic only to be
chastised by the sergeant for doing so;
-[Sergeant] Hey Doc, you need any hot water over there?
-[Medic] Yeah. I wanna shave away some hair near this wound.
-[Ramirez] Here, take mine, Doc.
-[Sergeant swatting Ramirez’s arm] Not with the coffee!
That Ramirez is simply not that interesting is certainly verified by the narrative itself,
when towards the end, the various members of the squad get a chance to express their
interior thoughts (through voice-over); Denno, for instance, ruminates on his ability to
lead the squad (“have I got what it takes?”), Walowiz dreams about opening a bowling
alley with Whitey, Jonesey plans to “build me a big swimming pool and fill it with hot
water…,” and Wheeler the medic imagines his future career in medicine (“‘Dr. Wheeler;’
That don't sound bad. ‘Dr. John Wheeler, Surgeon.’ Yeah. I kinda like the sound of
that”). While all of these characters express a yearning or preoccupation with the future,
the last three characters to speak their mind, Ramirez among them, are conversely
involved in thoughts that are marked as short-sighted if not also small-minded.
-[Ramirez] How can I get that extra pair of dry socks out of here? If he likes
coffee, maybe I can make a deal.
-[Borcellino] If that guy's thinking of getting his hands on my socks, he's crazy!
-[Belvedere] I wonder what he's gonna do when he finds out I'm wearing his dry
socks.
In the end, whatever we are to make of Ramirez’s mental faculties and his tendency to
remain quiet and at the margins of the group, it is clear that he still manages to remain a
caring, and almost motherly, individual. This is evidenced on a number occasions, as
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when he offers to let the medic take his coffee, for instance, or when covering an injured
soldier with his own blankets, or better yet, at the closing of the film, where, under the
cover of darkness, the despondent Latino, with tears on his eyes, is portrayed as carrying
a fellow soldier on his back across a river

5.2.4

Eager but Ignored

Then there are Latino soldiers who do appear slightly more ready and able to get into the
action. In Jesse Hibbs’ To Hell and Back (1955), one such Latino is introduced to the
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hero of the story, Audie Murphy , about mid-way through the film as one of three
replacements brought into to replace the recent loses:
-[Crouching while under fire] We're your replacements. I'm Thompson. This is
Saunders.
-I'm Sanchez.
-[Murphy] Find yourself some cover and I'll be right with you.
Tellingly, following this first encounter, one of the troops loses his nerve, runs into
incoming fire and dies. While this is going on, Sanchez is portrayed as standing behind a
wall in a rigid pose as if ready to move at any moment’s notice. This tense waiting for an
opportunity to act is echoed and vocalized later on when a night patrol is being put
together. When one of his fellow replacements volunteers for the job, Sanchez does so as
well, only to be rejected by Murphy:
-I'll go, Sarge!
-[Sanchez] Me too!
-[Murphy] We don't need you!
-[Sanchez] What's eating him? He was friendly enough this morning . . .
-[Johnson] He doesn't want you for friends. . . .
On this particular mission, on which Sanchez is not welcomed, Sergeant Murphy will
inevitably lead his chosen men on an attack of a disabled enemy tank. Under the cover
fire of his soldiers, the hero snakes through the ruts left by the tank, effectively engages it
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The role is performed by Audie Murphy himself i.e., the “real” war hero on which the film is based.
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with an RPG (rocket propelled grenade), and thereafter returns victorious to the unit
lines. Thus the next day during breakfast, Murphy’s elated commanding officer will
declare his intent to recommend Murphy not only for a medal, but also for a field
commission (so as to have him join the officer ranks). Again, throughout this morning
scene, right-of-screen by the wall, Sanchez stands in his familiar ready-to-do or ready-tosay anything posture. The extent of his participation at this juncture, however, is limited
to referencing an approaching squadron of Allied planes: “Looks what's coming!”
From Tunisia to Naples, Sanchez will survive battle after battle with no lines or
distinctive actions to speak of. In Rome finally, in a moment of respite from the fighting,
while the men gather around a newspaper expounding the good fortunes of the Allied
campaign, Sanchez appears again, with his hands on his hips, once more off-center
amidst the group, and limited to yet another short comment;
-[Johnson] Man, they're doing alright!
-[Sanchez] No kidding!
Once in Southern France, the Indian Chief gets wounded and sent home, Johnson gets
promoted to sergeant, the Italian American Valentino to corporal, and Murphy to
company commander. And among these shifts in the narrative, the film simply loses track
of Sanchez. Although, as we will see (on the next chapter’s section on death, killing and
medals), he does finally appear in the closing sequence of the film.

5.2.5

But where is the love?

We may well being to ask if there are after all characters who, in the normative spaces of
the warfront, are able to enjoy the level of love and respect that is afforded to Private
Pedro, in addition to the narrative attention that is, in turn, awarded to the “sneaky”
Private Gomez. There is, we might propose, Private Felix Ramirez (Desi Arnaz): the
energetic and earnest “jitter-bug kid” from California who appears in Tay Garnett’s
Bataan (1943). This young man is certainly given a moment in the spotlight when he is
able to fix-up the radio and catch a signal, for instance. He is allowed to express an
overwhelming joy at hearing his beloved American music on the airwaves; “Solid! . . .
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That's Tommy Dorsey!” But while his pre-war experience with auto-repair does allow
him to aid in the repair of a badly needed aircraft, in the greater scheme of the narrative, I
would argue, Ramirez is but a minor character to be easily disposed quite early on in the
film. And so if Private Felix Ramirez does not quite fill our quota of respect and
attention, we may ask again, could any Latino soldier fit the bill under the restrictive
binds of the normative spaces of the imagined war epic? To answer this question, in
short, perhaps it could be said that yes there are indeed but two Latino soldiers who more
or less have been able to command ever more respect and attention from their peers and
from the narrative itself—and all of this, yes, within the bounds of the normative. Let us
carry out then, in the remaining pages of this chapter, a more detailed (nuanced)
discussion of these rare Latinos.

5.2.5.1

Private Johnny Roderigues (sic)

William A. Wellman’s Battleground (1949) features one very prominent Latino soldier in
its narrative. Private Johnny Roderigues (sic) is a Latino from California as performed by
none other than Mexican American actor Ricardo Montalbán. The character, as
somewhat of a departure from the norm, is represented here as a soldier who is especially
jovial, innocent, energetic, sporty and spiritual. Indeed, in the pressing and dire state that
the Airborne paratroopers of Bastogne find themselves (they are surrounded by the
enemy), Roderigues provides many a moment of lightness, as for example, when
expressing elation at seeing snow for the first time in his life. Despite the indifference of
his depressed/jaded peers, this jolly Latino feels such joy that he cannot help but to share
his sentiment with Private “Pop” Stazak, let out a number of Mexican gritos (yelps) and
throw himself down a snowy hill, and all of this while also managing to berate Private
Abner for his lack of discipline:
-Look, Pops! It’s snowing! It’s snowing! Aaayyyeee! Aaayyyeee! I never saw
snow up close before. It’s beautiful!
-You didn’t by chance hear that it’s kinda cold and a little on the wet side. Did
you?
-Man, it’s really coming down!
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-Well, close the window, Johnny. And fix that whole in the roof. [“Pop” Goes
back to his sleeping]
-Hey, Abner. Abner!
-Uh? Uh?
-You ought to know better than to take off your boots in a foxhole. You might
want to start running fast.
-Can’t sleep with wet boots on.
-Well, just better wear your galoshes until they dry out.
-I ain’t got no “galoshes”
[Roderigues shakes his head and leaves the immediate area while smiling and
rubbing his hands with anticipation. Upon finding the little hill, he proceeds to
throw himself down while yelping out yet another Mexican scream]
Finally, another scene where his uplifting spirit is made evident, is where he is
represented as cheering up his patrol peers with his improvised mock/mimed baseball
role-playing: “Now, the count is three and two. Man at first and third. Two outs. This is
the one that counts . . . Didn’t you see the right fielder making that shoestring catch?
You’re out.” Roderigues is indeed quite beloved and respected by his brothers at arms.
And his death, as we will see in the next chapter, is especially poignant for this very same
reason; his (white) peers, and the All American (white) boy of the picture especially,
have by this point grown fond of him.

5.2.5.2

Private Jesus “Soose” Alvarez

Lewis Seiler’s Guadalcanal Diary (1943) features the other prominent Latino we have so
enthusiastically evoked. Like Ramirez from Bataan and Sanchez from To Hell and Back,
Private Jesus “Soose” Alvarez (Anthony Quinn) also demonstrates an eagerness to take
action in battle. While waiting on ship for landing day, for instance, Alvarez is the only
soldier to overtly express a desire to get going: “Hey, Sergeant, you know yet what we’re
up to? . . . I’m getting tired of this standing around business.” Where Ramirez is not
given much room to act, and Sanchez is flat-out rejected, however, “Soose” finds a very
responsive and nurturing audience. In the quoted scene, for example, the sergeant
responds with a gentle albeit friendly non-personalized rebuke: “[t]he way you guys
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looked at Onslow beach, you can stand plenty of practice. Just don’t forget. One of these
days you’re gonna run up against the real thing.” “Soose,” furthermore, is certainly given
plenty of room to perform, to get into the action, so to speak. This is most perfectly
demonstrated when, having just returned from a routine patrol, the Latino soldier eagerly
volunteers, and is admitted, for yet another mission, and a more dangerous one at that:
-Captain Cross? Can I go with you? I know the woods pretty good. Like my hand.
-Sure, I’ll be glad to have you, Alvarez.
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-Well, thank you, sir .
This “admittance” of the Latino soldier surely starts to hint at a type of affection and
respect. Indeed, from his appearance, it is obvious that this Latino is very much beloved
by his fellow Marines; for he appears affectionately lounging with his peers on the deck
of the destroyer transporting them, in turn, to the beaches of Guadalcanal. Incidentally,
through his unsolicited (albeit well received) comment, it is apparent that this Latino,
unlike the innocent Felix Ramirez or the wondrous Roderigues, has a mischievous (Don
Juan?) streak to his personality:
-If I was back in Laredo, I’d go see my Conchita. Maybe Lolita.
-Well, make up your mind!
-Alright, Conchita! And Lolita.
But it is not, arguably, the empty boisterousness of “Spanish Joe” that we are witnessing.
This daydreaming Latino does not search for immediate validation from his peers; he
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does not need to jockey for attention, to brag, as “Spanish Joe” would go on to do ,
about the beauty and attentiveness of his “babe.”
Whereas “Spanish Joe” is by and large ignored in his efforts to impress, the Marines in
Guadalcanal Diary do seem to hang on to every word their soldado has to say. This is
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An interesting note in terms of the unique type of casting for this film is that the chosen Latino (Anthony
Quinn) is actually permitted to be, if not taller, certainly as tall as the other protagonists.
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“Wait till you see this number. She’s as good as she looks.”
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proven much later on when, during the reading of the latest-arrived letters, one of
Alvarez’s peers inquires as to which one of his girlfriends has written him on this
occasion:
-[Alvarez enwrapped in the reading (at loud) of his letter] Querido Jesus, tengo tu
retrato cerca de . . . [Dear Jesus, I have your photo-portrait close to my . . .]
-Conchita or Lolita?
-Eh? Oh. Margarita [Smiles]
-Oh! [Smiles]
Again, that Alvarez reads/enjoys the letter to/by himself in Spanish, and that his fellow
soldier is the one to express interest in the origin of the letter, allows us to further
distance this Latino from the boisterous “Spanish Joe.”
Incidentally, the interest and respect that this one (white) soldier expresses, is echoed by
the considerable amount of narrative attention/importance that is granted to the Latino in
this film. Indeed, the Laredo-native is one of six soldiers introduced in the narrative via
the “diary” of the war correspondent narrating the story (the one taking place before our
eyes).
And while still on ship, it is his harmonica-playing that provides the locus of a delightful
moment of lightness (and gender-role playing, incidentally): allowing, in effect, the other
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soldiers to unwind and dance with each other before their first battle .
The narrative attention to this character is certainly sustained throughout the film. His
comments/questions never go unheeded as would seem to occur with those other lessfortunate Latinos: such as Private Ramirez from Fixed Bayonets and/or Private Sanchez
from To Hell and Back. Indeed, as hinted by the letter scene, this Latino is routinely
approached by other soldiers who are interested in what he has to say/think. Just prior to
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The sprit de corps facilitator role, as performed by Anthony Quinn, will be echoed years later by none
other than Francesco Quinn (the former’s son) in Oliver Stone’s Platoon. Conversely, however, “Rah”
(Francesco Quinn) is not meant to signify a Latino presence; as Stone informs us, via the DVD director’s
commentary, Rah is but a (white) “country-boy from South Carolina”.
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the landing, to give another example, “Soose” is one of three soldiers that the sergeant
approaches so affectionately ask them how they are doing. And once the battalion has
established its base of operation at an abandoned village/airstrip, Alvarez is certainly
portrayed as prominently in on the celebratory acquisition of goods and the overall
enjoyment of free-time; he is prominently positioned among the group of soldiers whilst
sitting listening to a radio transmission of a Yankees baseball game, for instance, or
whilst engaged in a jolly conversation at breakfast. In fact, the narrative would seem to
respect “Soose” so much so that it permits him to survive brush after brush with death:
the disastrous ambush of his patrol; a bombing attack; countless other patrols to smoke
out Japanese soldiers hidden in caves; and ever more intense shelling and bombing
attacks.
This continuous re-appearance (perseverance) hints to a type of protagonism, cunning,
and luck which, in the normative spaces of the warfront, are bound to be quite rarely
attributed to the Latino; these traits/qualities, as suggested in chapter three, are primarily
the prerogative of the (white) hero of the imagined war epic. But in the film, these
qualities are certainly suggested to be embodied by the Alvarez at various points. His
cunning is revealed, for instance, in the scene where the Padre walks upon the soldiers
gawking at a cross-dressing soldier performing, in turn, a sensual dance to the tune of
Aloha Hawaii. Upon being discovered, the dancer panics but Alvarez promptly absolves
the former from embarrassment by changing his tune to an Irish jig. Consequently, the
Padre is able to join the Marines in their merriment and the fun dissolves into black.
But perhaps the most evident muestra (demonstration) of this Latino’s cunning, and
incidentally, of his special brand of luck and protagonism, occurs throughout the doomed
patrol-cum-ambush. The patrol’s mission, on this occasion, is to travel by boat along the
coastline and to approach the location of a group of enemy soldiers who have signaled
their intention to surrender. Before reaching the beachhead, however, the patrol is
confronted by an unsubmerged enemy submarine. Alvarez is the first to point out the
presence of the submarine and thereafter to ingratiate himself with his fellow men with a
tone of bravado; “Hey Captain, look! [Submarine begins to fire at the boats] . . . Well,
boys, it’s been a great life. If you want my opinion, it’s a little too soon.”
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In the nick of time, however, the submarine is blown out of the water by an effectively
placed Allied artillery barrage. The relief does not last very long, however. Upon landing
on the beach, and as the majority of men “dig in,” a smaller contingent advances into the
woods only to meet enemy fire; it is suddenly evident then that the patrol has walked into
an ambush. As the contingent retreats back to the beachhead, the officers find that one
man has been left behind. Incidentally, the Marine to be sent back into the woods so as
look for this missing soldier is none other than Private “Soose” Alvarez:
-[A wounded soldier being cared-for by Alvarez] Captain, what happened to
Lieutenant Thurman?
-[Captain Cross] I don’t know. “Soose!” Go ahead and see if you can find him.
-Ay, Ay, sir!
The sequence that proceeds then has the Latino soldier move into the woods with
surprising agility and cunning. His quick pace and stealthy maneuvers, perhaps
prefiguring the equally stealthy “sneaky bastard” from A Clear and Present Danger,
allow him to avoid the enemy fire around him. Having reached the woods, he is careful to
stay low and to utilize the foliage as cover as he moves along. Soon enough he finds the
lieutenant’s lifeless body and manages to kill two enemy soldiers (with their own
bayonets) who walk upon his position. As he comes back to the beachhead, in pretty
much the same manner he had left, he informs the captain of the situation while wasting
no time in returning fire and simultaneously expressing his outrage in his heritage
68

language: “I found Lieutenant Thurman dead, sir. Japoneses de…! ” As they are
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“pinned down ” to the beachhead, the men must bear out the night while inevitably
suffering loss after loss. By morning there are only three men left alive: “Soose,” Captain
Cross and another (white) officer. The captain’s final command is thus to “make a run for
palms.” Tragically, the attempt is thwarted by unforgiving enemy fire. As the Japanese
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The rest of sentence gets drowned out by the noise of his returning fire. But I would venture to say that
the full sentence would be something along the lines of “Japoneses de la chingada” (Japanese assholes) or
perhaps the more peninsular-sounding “Japoneses de mierda” (shitty Japanese).
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This is to say that concentrated enemy fire prohibits the group’s retreat by foot along the shore or by sea
(the boat has left).
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continue to shoot in his direction, therefore, the astute Alvarez is able to survive the
whole ordeal only by dropping his weapon and removing any excess clothing so as to
promptly dive away into the sea. When he has swum a distance away from the beach, he
looks back only to be faced with the horror of the Japanese busily bayonetting his fellow
Marines. The next scene, finally, places the Latino soldier (and long distance swimmer,
apparently) back at the battalion’s base of operation; the expressions on the men around
him reveal that he has, in fact, already informed them of the unfortunate set of events.
Arguably, though the patrol-sequences do appear as a type of narrative “aside,” they still
nonetheless compose a fragment of the film which happens to privilege the Latino soldier
over and above any other character. Once back at battalion, the narrative will naturally
shift its focus back onto other figures. We can argue then that the normative spaces of the
warfront have been gracious enough, in this film, to lend the Latino a momentary
spotlight. Conversely, however, we could also argue that the narrative gets rid of its
proverbial spotlight altogether and that the focus from then on is dissipated equally
among the main characters: Alvarez being among them.
In any case, particularly during a subsequent shelling/bombing attack, it starts to become
evident that the “failed patrol” episode has greatly affected Alvarez (see chapter 6). Or
rather, it could also be said, that this failure only came to accentuate what would become
his tragic flaw. This flaw is presented as a form of passion, I would argue: as “Soose” had
already been in some way or another associated with passion and energy through his
music-playing, for instance, his over all jovial presence, and/or his eagerness to be part of
the patrols so as to help out his fellow Marines. In any case, the failed patrol, it would
seem, had the effect of converting this passion for life/action into a passion for revenge
that grows along with a determination to kill. As the battalion, now bent on revenge,
makes its way back to the site of the infamous ambush, the (white) Padre perhaps does
attempt to return “Soose” (Jesus?) back to the lightness and joviality of before:
-[Alvarez] Those bayonets, I saw them. I saw them!
-[Padre] “Soose,” they [the fallen soldiers] never knew it.
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Alas, this Latino soldier is bent on giving but hell to the enemy: his passionate
stubbornness being, as we will see in chapter six, the ultimate cause of his downfall.

5.3 Who Gets to Live to Tell the Story?
Private “Soose” Alvarez is surely the Latino soldier who has gone the furthest in the
attainment of narrative importance/attention and respect within the bounds of the
normative spaces of the warfront. He has achieved this all the while also displaying a
measure of joviality and dynamism, which of both Roderigues and Felix Ramirez had
also displayed, but adding to this a dose of luck, cunning and roughness around the
edges, that are more appropriately the privy of the (Mexican) punk a la “Spanish Joe.”
Nonetheless, for all his luck, the defiant-and-yet beloved Latino soldier will ultimately
find death in the battle-field. As “Soose” dies at the end of the film, it is clear that he has
had no part in the writing of his own story. Certainly, it may be argued that the “diary” is
70

to be written, or could only have been written, by the (white) voice of the narrative . In
concrete terms, in terms of the particular story we have sat down to watch, this is true
enough. But herein, precisely, lays the tragedy of the Jesus’ death; in that it effectively
forecloses on the voicing of his own counter-story. In this respect, he is no different than
most of the Latinos we have “seen” at the warfront. While looking back at our fallen
Latino soldiers, we may also come to realize that those who have been permitted to
survive so as to be able tell their story—Gomez from Battle Cry! Rodriguez from Platoon
and Ramirez from Fixed Bayonets—were perhaps never the most “outstanding” of our
men. Conversely, perhaps they have come across as less than “outstanding” precisely
because they have not been allowed to “tell” the war-story on their own terms. And what
type of stories could these Latino soldiers possibly tell?
If they are to continue with their normative character-arcs, the “quiet” Rodriguez and the
despondent Ramirez will certainly keep their marginal/depressing experiences to
themselves, while the deceitful “Spanish Joe,” conversely, will inevitably have to weave
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The character, credited simply as “war-correspondent,” is performed/voiced by (white) actor Reed
Hadley.
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a web of hero-fantasy much bigger than the war itself. This discussion might rightly lead
to a questioning of what war-stories at all have any Latinas/os been able to voice in the
filmic record. And to this endeavor, precisely, we push forward in the next chapter.

6

Other Spaces

6.1 Old Veteranos
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (1998) closes with an elderly American man,
known to us as James Francis Ryan, who in “our present time” (the late 1990s) stands in
front of the graves of his fellow brothers in arms who could not likewise survive the
Second World War. By this point in the film, the audience knows that a significant
number of soldiers’ lives were spent in the mission to save this one man. This indeed is
what lends to this film its distinctive bitter-sweet and nostalgic finale. It is the dying
words of Captain Miller (Tom Hanks)—“James, earn this . . . earn it”—that haunt the old
veteran and it is to this effect that he questions his wife on whether or not he has “led a
good life,” whether or not, after all, he has been “a good man.” The spectator is certainly
bound to be sympathetic towards this old man. Perhaps he did not go on to “cure some
disease or invent a longer-lasting light bulb,” as Captain Miller had sardonically joked,
but the dignity of his white covered hair, his careful walk aided by his loving son and
wife, and the very examination of his own past/present at this moment, point to the
certainly that he has, after all, lived a life worth living.
This scene can only hint at the great deal of sacrifice that was incurred by the young men
of that great generation. Like the field of tombstones, the surviving veteran becomes a
cipher for the unmentionable number of lives lost. What this scene suggests, in this sense,
is that the story of the fallen soldiers is one necessarily mediated by the perspective of the
one that remains behind; this story is never truly their story, but rather, the story of the
survivor who “remembers.” Conceivably this grants a powerful form of agency to the
speaking veteran: the ability, constructed as a haunting mandate, to shape the story of the
dead and, by extension, the story of the nation’s warring past. In this sense, it becomes
imperative to consider who after all is permitted to survive and, thereafter, under what
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circumstances is he/she allowed to voice the story of his/her comrades, of his/her
generation.
During the mission, Captain Miller had griped that he would not on his own account have
traded “ten Ryan’s for one Vecchio or one Caparzo.” While all of the characters in this
film, including the evoked Italians Americans, are doomed to live-on solely in the
memory of the survivor, it is peculiar that the captain would voice this particular
sentiment suggesting, in turn, a frustration around the tragic loss of these exceptional
“ethnic” men vis-á-vis the need to rescue the one (white) Private Ryan. The Italian
Americans are thus integrated into the dialogue of the main characters as especially tragic
footnotes in the greater war story. Certainly the second-hand inclusion is praise-worthy
when compared, for example, to the general lack of Latina/o presence in this film. It is an
inclusion, furthermore, that speaks to the service and sacrifice which a particular ethnic
community may have endured during this conflict. Nonetheless, this scene also illustrates
a pattern in the imagined war epic which must be noted: that the privilege of surviving
the war to thereafter “tell the story” is predominantly bestowed upon the All American
(white) boy/man of the US nation.
As discussed in chapter two, the figure of the “veteran from older wars or past battles”
functions as precisely one of the manifestations of the generational-motif that is prevalent
in the greater imagined war epic. As such, these characters consistently stand as walking
reminders to younger soldiers of the need to take part in the nation’s war of the day. They
function as hardened soldiers, parents or uncles, speaking from experience and
showcasing acts and demeanors that bridge the present to the past. Examples of this type
of representation abound and can be seen in films such as, for example, Delmer Dave’s
Destination Tokyo (1943), John Houston’s The Red Badge of Courage (1951), Dick
Powell’s The Hunters (1958), Samuel Fuller’s The Big Red One (1980), and Mel
Gibson’s We Were Soldiers (2002).
Less commonly, these characters function as cautionary agents whose task it is to warn
the younger generations about the disastrous effects of giving oneself to the nation’s
wars. In any case, whether taking on pro or anti-war postures, both types of veteran
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characters are often framed in terms of their status as role models, storytellers and ciphers
of the past, within the community in which they socialize. A great example of the former
type can be found in Oliver Stone’s Born on the Fourth of July (1989) through the main
character Ron Kovic who, as a (white) Vietnam War veteran, eventually overcomes the
loss of his lower limbs, depression and alcoholism, in order to rise to the highest ranks of
the anti-war movement71.

6.1.1

Mano

If, as already suggested, in mainstream representation the figure of the “old veteran” is
most usually represented by the All American (white) boy/man, the Latina/o old veteran is
nearly nowhere to be seen. A film such as Taylor Hackford’s Blood in Blood out (1992)
for example, in so far as it can be considered a mainstream production, is a case in point.
In this film, the only positive male role-model that the three Chicano siblings, Miklo,
Paco, and Cruz, have available to them in their East L.A. barrio is the latter’s father: a
middle-aged veterano named Mano. Miklo’s Anglo father, conversely, is a vicious
exploiter of Mexican workers. And Paco’s father is missing from the picture altogether:
though Paco’s stepfather is none other than Mano72.
Mano the mechanic owns his own auto shop in the barrio. His profession, therefore, links
him to a lineage stretching back to Private Ramírez from Bataan (1943), who as we have
seen, was a mechanic’s apprentice before the outbreak of the Second World War.
Furthermore, it is clear that Mano, as a physically fit (with bulging biceps) middle aged
veterano and auto-shop owner, is indeed on his way to leading an exemplary life in the
same vein as the old Private Ryan. He is, in this sense, becoming the old-veteran who
survives to sing the virtues of “the service.” This transformation can be clearly seen in the
particular scene where Mano confronts Paco on his lack of motivation and support of the
family:
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Though Kovic is not an aged veteran in the film, the link between the past and the present is effectively
established through the employment of the late-1980s and early-1990s heartthrob Tom Cruise.
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Miklo’s mother is an aging erotic dancer and her sister is none other than Paco and Cruz’s mother. The
latter is represented as the responsible and hard-working sister even if she’s obviously made some mistakes
with Paco’s father before settling down with Mano.
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-[Mano] When are you gonna pay your share?
-[Paco mock-boxing with his half-brother Juanito] Chale! I’m on the K-mart
“pay as you can” plan, eh. [Cruz and Juanito laugh until their father’s glare quiets
them down]
-[Mano] Have you done anything about the Corps? I talked to the recruiter,
Bently. He’s waiting for you!
-[Paco] Take orders from a jarhead like you? Forget it! I ain’t with that party!
You may be my step-father, but you ain’t my commanding officer. [Smiling and
looking off to the side in a nonchalant posture]
-[Mano approaches him and shoves him into a more attentive position] You eat
and sleep in my house and as long as you do, don’t you talk to me like that!
¡Tenga respeto! [Have some respect!] [Pokes him with his finger clearly taking a
military-like disciplining posture] ¿Entiendes? [Do you understand?]
-[Paco, subdued] Sí… [Yes…]
Immediately following this verbal sparring, Mano orders his younger son Juanito to go
home and do his homework. What this brief scene suggests are a number of things:
firstly, that the work ethic learnt in “the service” is the perfect solution for the social
problems (broken families, loose mothers, irresponsible fathers, lazy and rebellious
children) plaguing the Chicano community of the barrio; secondly, that the veteran sees
entering the army as a very viable way for a young Chicano (with no clear direction in
life) to succeed in the world; and thirdly, that this veteran feels a responsibility as a stepfather to act as a defacto recruiting agent within his family. If we consider that the first
part of the film takes place in 1972, we may infer that middle-aged Mano could have
himself served in Korea73 or perhaps even in the beginning phases of the Vietnam
conflict74. It is interesting, in this respect, that the Vietnam War is never mentioned at all,
let alone in terms of the real threat to life that entering the service at this time would have
meant. In any case, for Mano to actively pursue Paco’s entrance into the army, involves
his acceptance of the risks involved. That he is cognizant of these risks is perhaps
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suggested by the fact that he does not attempt to get his real son enlisted. Of course,
whether Mano was knowledgeable or not of the risks, the logic of the film suggests that
the big difference between Paco and Cruz is that the latter, as a talented and hard-working
individual, has obviously already reaped the benefits, via the father, of a martial type of
discipline and enterprising attitude. Indeed, when seen from this perspective, the
similarities between Paco and Mano start to become evident. In the scene we have
recalled, not only are the two actors—Benjamin Bratt and Victor Mohica—anatomically
similar in terms of height and the dark-brown complexion, but both of them are also
wearing clothing through which they are able to showcase their strong biceps and, by
extension, their potential for physically explosive action. These physical qualities as well
as the flair for confrontation (which they both showcase in this scene), link both these
characters to the dominant martial affect of the boxing-Latina/o75. Ultimately then, what
Mano perhaps sees in Paco is nothing but a younger self. Looking back on his own
experience, he may feel, and indeed know, that the best avenue to channel the energy of a
young troublesome Chicano is “the service” because, in fact, “the service” worked for
him.

6.1.2

Doughboy Steve Valenzuela

In Luis Valdez’ La Bamba (1987), we have yet another pair of half-brothers: Richie
Valenzuela/Valens (Lou Diamond Phillips) and Joe Morales (Essai Morales). Though
Joe’s wife-beating father is only obliquely mentioned in the film76—and we may thus
assume that he is yet another Mexican father who has abandoned his family—Richie’s
recently diseased father is subtlety pointed out as having served in the army and perhaps
even during the First World War. This information is not conveyed in dialogue but rather
through a ceramic plate featuring the bust of doughboy Private Steve Valenzuela, the US
flag and the American eagle.
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Paco, as we have previously seen, has been a prized fighter prior to a wrist injury that stopped his boxing
career in its tracks.
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In the opening sequence, Connie (Richie and Bob’s mother) is seen describing to a group of women the
way in which she finished a deteriorating relationship with a man: “‘Don't you touch me,’ I says. ‘I'm tired
of being hit by men, already.’ So, I punched him. His feet went up, and when he hit the floor, I thought he
was dead. I says to him, ‘Sweetheart, if you don't like it, you can lam it.’ So he lammed it”.
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In the particular scene in question, Bob drunkenly stumbles into Richie’s room, lies down
beside him and notices the commemorative ceramic plate sitting prominently on the
bedside table. When he picks up the object, the following conversation ensues:
-[Bob] Where did you get this picture of Steve from?
-[Richie] My mom gave it to me after the funeral.
-[Bob] Man, I wish I could have been there… but hell, he was your dad, not mine,
anyway… [getting settled in bed]
-[Richie] Listen. Don’t forget to turn off the lights. Okay? Good night.
….
-[Bob] A kid your age NEEDS an authority figure around. Believe me, I know…
Though Steve Valenzuela is only briefly seen—for the siblings go on to speak of other
things—he clearly remains present in the memories of both characters as evident at this
point of filial closeness. In keeping with the archaeological practice that I have proposed,
furthermore, this found object (the plate) comes to stand in as precisely the fragmented
remains of the Chicano soldier of the First World War. The object itself, in this respect,
becomes a cipher for the Chicano experience of the warring past.

The object and the fractured conversation consist of nearly all the information that is
given about the existence of Steve, and yet we may infer from this brief encounter the
same logic that we have thus derived in respect to Blood in Blood out: that it is Richie
who has inherited, through the father, the martial work ethic required to achieve his
dreams of stardom, while Joe, the offspring of a lesser Chicano, is one doomed by virtue
of this deficit to be overshadowed by his younger brother at every turn. Indeed, part of
the family drama in La Bamba involves Richie encroaching on Bob’s rightful place, on
account of being the eldest son, as the family’s head of household.
That the family has fallen apart since Steve’s recent death is made evident by a couple of
markers. Mainly, the family has lost its middle class status by virtue of loosing ownership
of their own house:
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Richie: Why didn't you come home after you got out?
Bob: We haven't had a home since Steve died.
Towards the beginning of the film, it is clear that having gone through a stint in jail, Bob
now has his own plans to get the family out of the precarious situation in which it finds
itself; he becomes involved, that is, in the illicit drug trade as a border smuggler. Again,
as is the case with Paco from Blood in Blood out, his potential for criminality and his
sheer physicality are overtly emphasized: the sleeveless shirt, again, showcasing the
bulging biceps and the darker complexion (in contrast to the limber and fair-toned
brother). One can imagine, in this respect, the same power struggles as seen between
Paco and Mano as having existed between Bob and his own veteran stepfather. Indeed,
the longing that is evident in the question regarding the origin of the commemorative
plate, followed by the statement that Steve was not, in any case, his real “dad,” is
reminiscent of Paco’s tormented identification with Mano. As illustrated by his last
statement in this scene (“A kid your age NEEDS an authority figure around. Believe me,
I know”), we may perhaps understand that Steve’s martial interference, authoritative as it
may have been, was ultimately unable to make an impression on the young Bob. This
again, brings us back to the inability of Mano to likewise make an impression on Paco;
though Paco, as we have seen, actually turned out all right on account of his forced stint
in “the service.”

6.1.3

Guadalupe Rodolfo “Rudy” Robles

In some respects, Mano finds a resonance in the figure of “Rudy” from Cheech Marin’s
Born in East L.A. (1987). Like Mano, Rudy (Marin) is not only the hardworking owner of
his own auto-shop in the barrio, but he has likewise served time in the military. As a
result, Rudy possesses that extra martial ethos, work ethic and leadership that is required
to capture a piece of the American dream, that is, in essence, to become his own boss.
The martial ethos is demonstrated as a type of compassionate heroism, for example, in
the scene where he literally steps in to save the poor women who cannot afford to pay the
hiked up pollero prices. The work ethic, in turn, is not only manifested in the acquirement
of the auto-shop back in the barrio, but also in the comical montage of odd jobs he takeson in order to raise the money needed to get back to his country of origin (the US). His
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leadership, finally, is also well demonstrated, as when he leads a norteño music trio into
performing a culturally hybrid music set which, in the long run, yields more profits on the
street:
-[Rudy] You see, the thing is that there is [sic] a million guys out there and they
all got guitars, you know… So the thing is you gotta do something different. You
know, cosas diferentes [different things].
-[Norteño 1] Oh sí, diferente…[Oh yeah, different….]
-[Rudy] So if we put rock with this kind of music… [Dream-sequence of the
group performing their rendition of Jimmy Hendrix’s Purple Haze]
Certainly, Rudy’s characterization functions in many ways against the grain of the
stereotypical representation we have thus far seen of the old Latino/Chicano veteran.
Hence, though of dark-complexion, he does not sport the muscular and tall physicality as
showcased by Mano. Rudy is rather of average height, slightly pudgy (from beer-drinking
perhaps) and wears running shoes, jeans and a Dodgers baseball cap. Rudy’s personality,
moreover, is not as at all regimented by the typical martial demeanor of a veterano such
as Mano; despite possessing the attributes of martial ethos, ethic and leadership, the
former nonetheless comes across as a laid-back guitar playing “dude from L.A.”
Unlike Mano, furthermore, Rudy would not seem to place any measure of faith in what
“the service” can do for a young man. Indeed, the only reason that we know of his time in
the army, is that this bit of information is prodded out of him by an inquisitive Dolores
(his Salvadoran love-interest as performed by Kamala Lopez). The revealing film
segment starts off with Rudy once again performing in the streets of Tijuana along with
his norteño band. Upon observing an approaching elderly German couple, he leads his
trio into a German rendition of Gigliola Cinquetti’s Italian song Rosamunda. Following
the performance, therefore, the ecstatic German man handsomely compensates each band
member before leaving. Dolores happens to witness the whole scene and excitedly
approaches Rudy, spontaneously offering to buy him a beer, we presume, in order to
explore her growing interest in him. Once sitting down at an open air restaurant, the
following the conversation ensues:
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-[Dolores] So?
-[Rudy] So, what?
-[Dolores] So how come YOU know how to speak German?
-[Rudy] Because I used to live in Germany. [Holding the beer with both hands,
very matter-of-factly] For six years, I was stationed there.
-[Dolores] In the ARMY?
-[Rudy takes a gulp, and responds as if slightly obligated to do so] In the army.
[With a touch of irony] Being ALL that I could be. Except, all they let me be was
a mechanic. So, I was in the army as a mechanic for four years. Then I stayed in a
couple of extra years. . . .
While having been in the army is evidently not for Rudy a source of great satisfaction, it
has nonetheless left him with a number of obvious advantages. As already suggested, he
has learnt to speak German (but funny enough he has never learnt his heritage language
of Spanish); he has learnt the trade that has served well in the civilian world of the barrio
and; most importantly, it has left him ingrained with the ethos, work ethic, and leadership
required to succeed in the attainment of the American Dream. Of course, this “success”
has revealed itself to Rudy as somewhat tainted by the glass ceiling preventing his ilk
(brown-coded “Mexican” soldiers) from advancing past the mechanic trade. The
pronouncement that he had not, in effect, been permitted to be all that he could be,
becomes a mocking warning, or a requiem, for all of those Latina/o characters who have
perhaps wanted more than to serve at the lowest rungs as grunts or mechanics.
The ending of the film has Rudy once again showcasing his leadership skills by
commanding a great mass of immigrants across the US-Mexico border. The scene,
accompanied by Neil Diamond’s patriotic song America, evokes at first a glorious call to
“charge.” Rudy lifts his arms up in the air and leads the advance by initiating a communal
war cry against the two consternated border patrol officers in the area; and the effect of
the soundtrack’s repeating verse (“They come to America”) certainly adds to the martialcelebratory flavour of the attack. Evidently, Rudy’s “leadership potential,” as
demonstrated most effectively in this last sequence, had been ultimately wasted in the
army. In keeping with the strictures of the “assimilation narrative,” as outlined by Charles
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Ramírez-Berg, Rudy could only achieve a Latino-specified type of success by ultimately
going “home to the . . . old ethnic neighborhood . . . [and] remain[ing] content in the
knowledge that [he had] . . . gained morality, a prize far greater than fame or fortune”
(Bordertown 32). Hence, even if the army did not permit him to be all that he could have
been, Rudy has nonetheless also walked away with the valuable skills and experience
thereafter required towards the usual ends of owning and managing an auto-shop in the
barrio.
Had Rudy’s story ended there, in any case, it would have been but another re-enactment
of the tame assimilation narrative of the sort we have seen in this section. But Rudy’s
martial assimilation story is but the preface to the defining story of his life i.e. the one
presented on film. In this true odyssey, he is exiled from the very nation he had “fought”
for in foreign lands: a nation which now bequeaths onto him the distinctive label of the
unwanted. Now sharing the positionality of the“unwanted” migrant at the borderland
(Tijuana) of the nation, Rudy comes to transcend the assimilated and self-contented
veterano stereotype, precisely by ultimately contesting the dominance of the established
powers haunting the greater community/ies of racialized/illegitimized others.
This transcendence can best be argued for in that last scene of the great “charge.” It is
important to note that the menacing approach we had described (of the brown immigrantmasses), changes in tone almost as soon as it commences. At its core, it is suddenly a
dignified advance of a people interlocking arms and holding their heads high. Rather than
evoking a field commander, therefore, Rudy now more clearly evokes a cheerful social
activist walking in tune to the words left ringing in our ears:
Everywhere around the world
They're coming to America
Every time that flag's unfurled
They're coming to America
Got a dream to take them there
They're coming to America
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Got a dream they've come to share
They're coming to America
They're coming to America
They're coming to America
They're coming to America
They're coming to America
Today, today, today, today, today

6.1.4

Paco Sánchez

In Gregory Nava’s Mi Familia (1995), Paco (Edward James Olmos) is yet another old
veterano played against the grain of the dominant mode thus far observed. Like Rudy, for
instance, it is clear that in the present, the pony-tailed Paco has not kept up with his
physical form or at least he simply does not care to showcase his bulging biceps; he does
not wear the mandated sleeveless shirt but rather none-descript semi-formal guayabera
shirts. Unlike Rudy, moreover, Paco is not represented as necessarily doomed to take on
the mechanic trade; he is portrayed, rather, as having been part of a non-disclosed outfit
of the Navy. When seen in uniform as a young man (performed by Benito Martinez) in
the late 1950s, furthermore, the insignia on his arm (an eagle perched over three stripes)
reveals that he had, at such a time, already ascended to the rank of Petty Officer First
Class. This means that Paco, in contrast to the old veteranos thus discussed, had already
reached an unprecedented level of recognition in terms of his leadership potential as well
as the mastery of the skills and abilities required to hold the rank.
In a sense, Paco is a character more akin to the veteran who has survived “to tell the
story” as discussed in the opening part of this section. Represented as the “writer” who
takes down the history he was witnessed—and has been a part of—he certainly also has
much in common with the various (white) soldiers who have been likewise cast as the
narrators in particular war “histories. 77” This surviving soldier/narrator, however, does
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An example of this type of narrative technique can be observed in Lewis Seiler’s Guadalcanal Diary
(1943), for instance, where it is precisely the voice of the “war correspondent” (Reed Hadley) who, as a
figure from the present, frames the experiences of the young men in the warring past of the nation.
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not care to tell his own war story at this particular juncture, but rather the story of his
Mexican American family. Indeed, that this is the family’s story as solely Paco
remembers it, is made abundantly clear from the first78 to the last79 lines of the film. Of
all the members in the family, Paco is hence privileged in the manner in which he may
routinely pass judgment on the (“crazy. . . . pretty. . . . bossy. . . . full of macho bullshit. .
. . bad attitude. . . . loner. . . . angry. . . .”) Others at the extra-diegetic register, or in the
way in which he is likewise able to spell out precisely what characters feel or think at
particular moments of the narrative. An example of the latter occurs, for instance, when
he is able to look into look into the soul of his recently released-from-jail brother in order
to note that “[w]hen Jimmy saw his son, something happened inside him, something
powerful that he didn't understand.” His voice, in sum, oscillating between reason and
compassion, possesses the ability to stand back, observe and preside over the other
characters including his own younger self. By this mechanism, Paco thus seems to place
himself at the center of the narrative, not only as the structuring voice, but also as the
normative-self amidst the Mexican American exoticized others.
Indeed, if we are to take Paco’s re-telling at face-value, it appears as if the family itself
has granted him this distinguished position. For a better part of the film, in this sense, he
stands as the family’s ideal form of masculine accomplishment. Indeed, the patriarch,
José Sánchez, communicates the pride of having a son in “the service” on two very
pointed occasions. The first occurs during the wedding of the first-born daughter, Irene
Sánchez (Maria Canals-Barrera), at the very moment in which the father attempts the
customary toast. Nearly fumbling the act, the soft-spoken father salvages the performance
by asking each immediate family member to come to the main table so as to be
recognized by the rest of the attending guests. It is when calling on Paco then, that the
father, perhaps unwittingly, communicates the special pride vested on this particular son:
This is my wife Maria. ¡Ella es la mamá! [She’s the mother!]And . . . and . . . and
this is my other daughter, Toni. Yeah? And . . . Paco! Paco! He's in the Navy!
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“Whenever I see the bridges that connect Los Angeles with East Los Angeles, I remember my family. I
remember my father and my mother, my brothers . . . Chucho, little Jimmy, and Memo, the lawyer.”
79
“I remember mi familia.”
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Come on over here. And . . . and . . . and, ah, and Guillermo . . . And Jimmy, Ven,
hijo [come here son]. Jimmy! And . . . and my son Chucho! No te hagas rogar
[Don’t make us beg]. The greatest riches a man can have in his life . . . ¡Salud!
¡Salud a todos! [Cheers! Cheers to all!]
As can be observed, the declaratory statement “He’s in the Navy!” is only paralleled in
tone with the affirmation that Maria is in fact the spouse/mother of the household. In this
sense, Paco is marked as exceptional not only among his siblings, but even among the
rest of the community. The statement “He’s in the Navy” is indeed a truncated one; its
full meaning is closer to a type of prideful taunt i.e., my son is in the Navy. What does
YOUR son do? Surely, all of the other siblings do not warrant as joyous a declaration.
Indeed, upon calling Chucho, the black sheep80 of the family, to the table, the “no te
hagas rogar” goes as far as indicate a certain disdain towards this character’s “bad
attitude.” What is made abundantly clear in this scene is that while Paco is made to stand
as the ideal example of “the good son,” Chucho is most evidently the bad apple. This
contrast is furthermore predicated on a Navy/gang dichotomy whereby “the Navy” comes
to stand for the “good and honorable” variety of work a young man may choose to take
on, and the gang, in turn, for the “bad and dishonourable” way of life plaguing the youth
of the barrio.
Later on in the narrative, this very contrast is made the more explicit in the heated
exchange which occurs when José confronts Chuco about his particular line of work:
-[José] Where do you get this money? . . . Selling mota[weed]? . . . The police
called here tonight. ¡La policía! I didn't raise my children to be sinverguenzas
delincuentes! [shameless criminals!]. When I think of all the years I struggled
without complaining, like, like when I came here by walking all the way from
Michoacán, and what your mother went through to bring you back when you
were a baby so you'd grow up to be a man with respect! Don't you have any
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Paco at one point describes his younger brother as follows: “he did grow up into something special, but
not quite what my father had imagined; Chucho was one of the baddest Pachuco on the whole East side”.
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pride? Look at your sister Irene and your brother Paco . . . [with emphasis] in the
Navy! . . . Pero tú [But you] selling marijuana like some hoodlum!¿No tienes
consciencia? ¿No tienes dignidad? [Have you no conscience? Have you no
dignity?]
-[Chucho] Fuck la dignidad! . . . This, [gesticulates with a roll of bills] this is all
they respect in this country, not la dignidad! And it don't matter how you get it,
as long as you get it. I don't want to be like no “Mexican!” [Exasperated] No uh!
If you think for one minute I want to spend all fucking day pulling up weeds and
mowing lawns, you got another thing coming. ¡A la chingada con eso! [To hell
with that!] I don't want to be like Irene. I don't want to be like Paco. Most of all,
I don't want to be like you! [Father slaps him in the face]
If the first part of the father’s admonition lists the sacrifices that the parents have had to
endure in their struggle to raise the children, the second part highlights the father’s
(gendered) expectations in terms of marriage81 and occupation. Though employed in a
different manner, the phrase “[he’s] in the Navy!” appears again as no longer a prideful
proclamation made to the community, but an intimate reproach made across a
generational divide. Chucho’s eloquent response, in turn, hints at his attempt to transcend
the barriers (class and racism) usually delimiting “Mexican” young men from truly
attaining success in the “mainstream” sense of the word; i.e., money and status. Being a
“Mexican”—whether of the farming, gardening, or martial variety—is clearly a nonstarter for Chucho perhaps because this would require of him a capitulation of some kind:
that is, accepting his assigned “place,” the limited form of success, as demanded by the
strictures of the assimilation narrative from the “Mexican” other.
Curiously enough, it must be noted, actor Esai Morales had already played this type of
non-conforming character in La Bamba i.e., through his performance as Richie Valens’
half-brother Bob. Thus again we have a pair of brothers compared against each other on
the basis of their work ethic and their sense of moral obligation to society. The main
difference in Mi Familia is that Chucho’s status as the “bad apple” of the family is
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complicated by the loving nostalgia invested in his messianic82 character arc, as well as
by the framing of his untimely demise as a heavy-handed operation, orchestrated, in turn,
by a racializing (white) police force. Thus, despite the narrator’s attempt83 to delimit the
meaning of Chucho’s subversion against the assimilation imperative, it could be argued
that the film is also quite sympathetic to this character’s attempt to transcend the barriers
usually imposed on defiant “Mexican” young men.
Another important difference to consider is that Mi Familia’s “good” brother does not
ultimately achieve, as Richie Valens could be said to have achieved, any grand level of
success: and this despite his service to the nation. Indeed, though perhaps still the
family’s voice of reason, Paco Sánchez, the retired veteran and pony-tailed aspiring
writer, no longer represents the family’s ideal of male agency. In the late 1970s, as
supposed to the late 1950s, Paco is now considered by his parents as somewhat lacking in
the sense that he no longer makes any real money and remains a childless bachelor: [José
to María]: “Y Paco, still unmarried, wants to be a writer. A writer . . . Who's going to pay
you to do that?”
Though one would imagine that Paco in effect must receive a pension from the Navy, the
parents’ preoccupation, in this sense, would arguably stem from a shared view that a
healthy and able man must “work” in order to effectively fulfill gender expectations. In
any case, it would seem that “the service” itself is no longer the family’s ideal model of
male agency: for while it might have provided the young man with a good and
honourable lifestyle, it certainly does no favours for the retired (workless and childless)
bachelor that is left at the end. In this vein, the family’s new ideal model is now clearly
inspired by the efforts of the youngest son Memo:
-[José] Memo, he's, he's still in law school, eh?
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Not only have José and María Sánchez named their son “Chucho”(i.e., a diminutive form of Jesús); not
only is Chucho’s near death experience as a baby likewise connected to a body of water; but Chucho, like
his biblical namesake, also dies at a young age at the hands of the establishment.
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his father side of the argument at the diegetic register; “To my father, there was dignity in work. He crossed
the bridges every morning to work to support his family. My father felt that he was right to throw Chucho
out of the house, but deep down in his heart, he didn't feel so right”.
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-[María] Yes. He's going to be an abogado [lawyer]. Come on. Come on. Maybe
HE will do well.
Of course, Memo-the-lawyer eventually moves out of the barrio. His subsequent
engagement to a blond blue-eyed lawyer, his name-change from Memo to an anglicized
Bill, and the public disavowal of his parents’ oral history, ironically embody, in the
economy of the narrative, the requisites for transcendence of the class and race barriers
previously bogging the young men of the family. Memo/Bill is in this sense a reminder
that, as laid out by the strictures of the assimilation narrative, leaving the barrio (for
good) to find success elsewhere takes a toll on the uppity “Mexican” wishing to do so.
Memo, in this sense, is called to forsake the values of his community—to leave, that is,
his “Mexican” soul behind. The family is definitely ecstatic that Memo is a lawyer, and
that he has thus joined the egalitarian and progressive upper middle class. This is why, in
effect, Memo has become not only the new model of ideal male agency, but also the
recipient of the family’s aspirations in terms of the viability of a future Sánchez progeny.
Certainly, as suggested, Memo has not walked away unscathed. He may have become the
ideal model and the key to the “future,” but he has also evidently lost something along
the way; in the process, has forfeited the ability to speak for la familia. The old veterano,
conversely, may have forfeited the mantle of the ideal model, but has nonetheless
retained the ability/privilege to speak for this entitiy. The main distinction is that though
Paco he has dared to attempt success in the “mainstream” sense of the word, he has
ultimately returned to his proper “place” in the barrio. He indeed shares this character arc
with most of the veterans we have thus seen in this section. On the other hand, Paco’s
“place” in the barrio is not as strictly defined; he does not pursue, for instance, the tired
American dream of owning his own business, as likewise he has not bothered to
procreate or recruit, at least on screen, the future “Mexican” soldiers of the nation. All
that this veterano seems to care about is the re-telling of his family’s story.

6.1.5

Pedro Santana

In Edward J. Olmos’ American Me (1995), Olmos plays yet another disaffected son
who’s leadership potential is ultimate “wasted” in the context of gang life. In this
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particular film, however, it is left as somewhat ambiguous terms just who the real father
might be. As the opening sequence reveals, Montoya Santana’s mother, Esperanza
Santana (Vira Montes), has been raped by a group of (white) sailors—in 1943 on the eve
of the Zoot suit riots—while her disgruntled fiancé and future husband, Pedro Santana
(Sal Lopez), had simultaneously been beaten by these sailors and, in effect, made to
helplessly witness the “defilement” of his lover. In this sense, Pedro is thus doomed to
consider his alleged son (Montoya Santana) as a constant reminder of his impotence
against the racializing (white) establishment, as evidenced by his own admission at the
grave of a recently deceased Esperanza:
-[Montoya] Whatever I did to you or to mama, to make you hate me, I'm sorry.
-[Pedro] Your mother was a beautiful woman. She made me feel proud. She was
nineteen years old. Raped . . . by sailors. After it happened, we never talked about
it. Then we got married and we tried to forget. When you were born, I tried to
love you. But every time I looked at you, I wondered who your real father was. I
wondered which sailor's blood you carried inside of you.
As can be observed in this scene, it is only upon reaching advanced adulthood that
Montoya is made privy to the possibility that his Chicano father is conceivably not his
“real” father at all. His failure to achieve an ideal model of male agency, in the economy
of the film, is not however linked to a failure to be the “good” brother who has gone into
“the service.” In this film, the “sailor” does not figure as even a remotely positive model
of identity for young Chicanos, but rather as the sheer embodiment of a legacy: of statesponsored exploitation of the brown-coded subjects from East Los Angeles.
If in Mi Familia this legacy is avoided via a convenient diegetic time-jump (from 1931 to
1958), in American Me, in turn, this legacy is confronted, dissected and offered up as
precisely the main sociological factor informing the systemic failure of young Chicano
men. In Mi Familia this pre-existing sociological factor, while certainly suggested in
Chucho’s characterization, is ultimately glossed over by the celebration of the family’s
success stories i.e., those pertaining to the sons who became, respectively, a sailor and a
lawyer. In American Me, most tellingly, these professions are effectively linked to the
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racializing institutions bogging the potential “success” of young Chicano men. Certainly,
the fact that the rapist/potential-father is (or was) a (white) sailor, marks this occupation,
from the get-go, as a non-starter for the young Chicano.
On the other hand, Montoya the gang leader does, on his own terms, come to great
heights of power and in effect becomes the respected commanding officer of his quasimartial corps: up to the moment, that is, just prior to his “forced retirement84.”
Throughout the film then, it is his extra-diegetic voice that speaks from the authoritative
site of the present. It is a voice thus recognized as that of the old veterano turned
storyteller who tells of his life in “the service” (of the gang) as a type of cautionary tale.
In this sense, while American Me does not seem to offer any positive models for Chicano
male agency, it certainly points to both the armed forces and gang life, as flawed and
predatory avenues.

6.1.6

Michael W. Rodriguez, Eduardo Garza, Juan Farias et al

In Laura Varela’s documentary, As long as I remember: American Veteranos (2009),
three Vietnam veterans speak about their experiences as young men in their late teens;
their going off to war; and life after military combat service. All three veterans in
question are, incidentally, Chicanos from the San Antonio area who have also gone on to
pursue artistic manners in which to express their experiences. All three are hence aging
(i.e., in their 50s at the time of the film’s release in 2009) veterano storytellers in their
own right with distinctive approaches as to the ways in which they relate their past and
present life situations.
Michael W. Rodriguez enlisted as a rifleman with the Marine Corps in 1965, served a
tour in Vietnam and stayed in the Navy “another couple of years” until 1970. After his
five years of service, he went on to civilian life while also continually struggling with
PTSD. As he suggests in the film, at some point he began to accept the diagnosis (of
PTSD) and to find relief in the writing of war stories inspired in turn on the memories of
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his combat tour. Rodriguez in this sense, seems to be motivated by a desire to express the
enduring relevance of yesterday’s war: “When some folks, and especially civilians, say,
‘well Vietnam was 37 years ago,’ a lot of us think to ourselves—we don’t say it anymore
like we used to, picking fights when we were younger—but a lot of us are still thinking,
‘no it wasn’t, it was last night’.”
The relevance is projected by his meditated act of remembrance (i.e., his writing), which,
by extension, makes the viewers and readers of the present aware of his fallen colleagues,
fellow Americans, who in the past have acted honourably in the battlefields of Vietnam.
When speaking fondly of a fallen (white) medic, for instance, he states
I’m sure Doc Gallagher was scared to death. Everytime [still of a smiling medic]
one of us got hit in a firefight, he had to get up from behind cover and rush to a
wounded Marine. And he did it every day until he was killed. Those guys, truly
heroic, man. I mean scared to death ‘cause you know that the little people are out
there. You know that the beast lurks if not in this tree line, then the next tree line.
And you still have to do the job. Those are the guys I want to remember. Those
are the guys I want you to know about.
As we have suggested, the role of the “writer who remembers his brothers-at-arms” is
quite rarely one appointed to the Latino soldier on film. That we finally have a Latino,
indeed a Chicano soldier, “immortalizing” his (white) fallen colleague, the brave medic
“Doc” Gallagher, is therefore quite the reversal: for, as we have pointed out in the
introduction to this section, it is often only the All American (white) boy/man who is
allowed to survive so as to tell the story of the brave and sacrificing racialized Others.
Rodriguez remembers, furthermore, not only the All American (white) soldier. Giving
credit where it is due, he also fondly remembers his fellow Chicano Marines. For
instance, while reading an excerpt from his short story Party on the Mountain, he paints
for us a scene that is perhaps the most beautiful filmic depiction of Chicano convivencia
(coexistence) in Vietnam:
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One vato [dude] passed the word to some dude whom passed it to somebody else.
The battalion's Chicanos were going to have a party, down in the saddle that
separated Hotel Company from Echo Company's hooches [improvised sleeping
spaces]. One of us brought his guitar and canned tamales, another his tortillas-ina-can (Rosarita by the way; I have not found them since) sent to him by his
mother, and someone else brought the hot sauce and refried beans. We swapped
lies and war stories about chicks and cars and bars and growing up in SanAnto
[San Antonio], SanJo [San José], East Los [East Los Angeles], El Paso, Fresno,
Santa Fe and wherever else we came from. Even some cholo from Kansas City
made an appearance. We spoke of pumping gas and cotton fields and orange
groves where most of us had worked at one time or another. To be Chicano and
Marine was as good as it got: the best of every world. Sometime later I was
manning a hole just outside of the perimeter. About two in the morning, 0200, I
heard it, soft at first, and then clear and low. Off in the distance, I swear I could
hear the mournful tune of some guitarra in some faraway valley playing “Ojos
Verdes” [“Green Eyes”]. My face felt grimy and flinty as I wiped my hand across
it. I wished for a cigarette, knowing that was impossible. Ghosts, I thought. That's
all. Camaradas, es el aire; nada mas. It's just the wind, homeboy. Don' mean
nothing. Still . . . off in the distance . . . I strained to listen; it sounded like
Sandoval. . . .
An interesting point around this figure of the writer is that his struggle to be accepted as
such is somewhat captured by the film. The camera registers Rodriguez’s first visit to a
university writing workshop. Indeed, at a very telling moment, Rodriguez’s text “The
Prisoner,” is critiqued by the group of young (white) writers:
[A young (white) bearded student] I wanted for the prisoner to speak a little
English, um, so that he could become more of a character: because right now he’s
really not a character. He’s just something that they’re delivering. That really
takes away from the drama of the piece. It’s almost like they’re taking in this box
or something . . . [Another male student] I don’t think real life always necessarily
means good stories, you know. It doesn’t. Just because something really happened
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or “I went to the store the other day,” if I wrote that as a story, doesn’t necessarily
work in terms of dramatic tension and everything. I think. But I like what’s here. I
think. [Another voice in the room: “Yeah”] I think maybe just a little more, if we
see the prisoner a bit more as a person, or if they’re forced to deal with his
humanity . . . maybe that’s going to push things a little.
Tellingly, the students do not look directly at Rodriguez as they carry out their critiques;
Rodriguez is off to the side of the group, taking in the criticism with a stern, if somewhat
annoyed, expression, as if thinking, perhaps, that these “kids” have watched one too
many war films and could thus never understand the realities of warfare, where the
“dramatic tensions” do not proceed from a neat and ordered creative mind, and where
prisoners indeed need to be stripped of their humanity so as to avoid, for oneself, the
immediate psychological trauma of delivering other human beings to certain harm. In any
case, Rodriguez does not seem to take their criticism to heart. He agrees, after all, with
his spouse’s observation that “[t]hey are totally not your audience”: himself adding that
indeed “[the student who made the last comment is] not going to go to the book store
looking for some light reading and say, ‘oh, I think I’ll read this book’. She’s not going to
do that, so.” Of course, where in the writing workshop Rodriguez is somewhat belittled,
he is finally able to enjoy a measure of recognition as a writer when he is invited by
Texas State University to speak following an exhibit of his work alongside the work of
another author/veteran. Though visibly uneasy with the attention, and perhaps also
uneasy beside the more relaxed (white) veteran/author, he does finally find an audience
appreciative of his work.
In comparison with the other storytellers we have seen thus far, Rodriguez is most similar
to Mi Familia’s Paco Sánchez. Like Paco, he has not, in any tangible way, acquired a
piece of the American dream; he does not own his own business and is not necessarily
portrayed as a community leader on account of his service to the nation. He is, after all, a
self-fashioned writer who has chosen to struggle against the grain of mainstream writing
so as to tell a Chicano story. The types of stories that Paco and Rodriguez tell are quite
distinct, however. Unlike Paco, Rodriguez is a storyteller who is willing (and is given the
opportunity) to tell the war story of his fellow brothers at arms: Chicano and/or
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otherwise. Finally, unlike Paco, Rodriguez’s posture towards the armed forces comes
across as a conflicted one. After viewing a recruiting television commercial dubbed in
Spanish85, for instance, he declares:
I hate the war. I hate the idea of any war. The only people that hate war more
than the guys who fight it are the families that wait, and neither, you know, and
that’s almost everybody, now . . . fewer men are being killed, but thousands more
are being wounded. They’re losing an arm, both arms. They’re losing their face.
They’re losing parts of their face. And those that aren’t, are under fire, literally,
twenty-four hours a day. We’re gonna see severe PTSD for years to come . . .
God, this one [Iraq war] is such a mess. You know, even in Vietnam in the rear
areas there was some expectation of reasonable safety, never a hundred percent.
But in this one, nowhere where an American is, is [he/she] safe: reasonably or
otherwise. [sigh] It’s killing too many of us.
Judging from this fragment, it would seem that Rodriguez is in a way similar to Rudy
Robles from Born in East L.A.: in the sense that, in “talking” back to a recruiting
commercial, he is acting as an anti-recruiting force within the narrative. This seemingly
anti-martial statement, however, is complicated later on by a statement which betrays a
type of nostalgia for the military of the past, a military he putatively served in: “[Today] I
see a military that’s become arrogant and foolish and thinking they can win wars on the
cheap. And you can’t. You can’t do it with technology. You can’t do it with magic
mirrors. What you finally do, is you do it with grunts in the ground.” While it is true that
Rodriguez is a far cry from the Latino veteran who, like Mano from Blood in Blood out,
acts as a de facto recruiting agent of the barrio, what this passage reveals is that
Rodriguez remains, nonetheless, committed to the idea of the nation “winning” wars as
well as to the Second World War golden standard of achieving the win with ever more
“grunts” or boots on the ground. There is certainly no indication that he wishes these
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“grunts” to be Chicanos or Latinos, but the statement does point to an underlying faith in
the practice of war.
The other two veteranos in the film are in a number of ways quite distinct from
Rodriguez. For instance, they both present themselves as unambiguously anti-war and
anti-military. Furthermore, they do not identify themselves as storytellers in the same
manner as Rodriguez has done so. But while they might not attempt to expose the details
of the memories ingrained in their minds, they have arguably found other powerful ways
in which to communicate the incommunicable aspects of war and memory.
Eduardo Garza tells us that he joined the Army in 1968, served a tour in Vietnam and
released shortly thereafter in 1971. His “job” in Vietnam as he describes it in the film
“was to cruise the rivers and, you know, search and destroy.” When compared to the
other storytellers, it could be said that Eduardo Garza reminds us, in his physique, of
Mano from Blood in Blood out; despite his age, he is still a slim and fit-looking
individual. In other respects, though, this veterano is quite distinct. He is involved in the
community but not necessarily as a role model; he personifies, rather, the figure of the
poet who laughs at the margins. He is present, in other words, when needed to recite a
poem or to dress up as la muerte (death). He is, evidently, a peace-loving veterano who is
“mostly happy that I’m alive”: a veterano who tries his best at preventing other Chicanos
to join the armed forces.
Though the film itself does not showcase Garza’s poetry, it does, however, give some
insight as to types of stories Garza prefers to tell. Garza the storyteller indeed has
something to say in terms of the mediation of traumatic memories of war: “I’m learning
to feel that pain, I know it’s temporary, it’s going to pass. It’s like everything else. It’ll
come through and do it’s little, and I just, you know, whoa, whoa, and I mediate and pray
and I write. If it’s something that I can write down, I’ll write it down. And then it passes
and I’m on to something else.”
As he explains, he has also recently—“what was it three years ago?”—found another
manner by which to mediate the memories of his tour in Vietnam: by coordinating, that
is, a “círculo de hombres [circle of men] . . . a brotherhood of pain, brotherhood of war, a
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brotherhood of knowledge of what it is to see people dying.” The proceedings of the
circle is, in essence, a celebration that begins with a Native American drum and flute
session and an invocation of gratitude: “Creator, we ask you to bless us this evening.
Bless all out brothers, bless all our Veterans. Bless all those gathered here in this circle in
this humble village, this place called barrio [neighbourhood], West Side, Hueso86, all
those things we call.” Surprisingly, however, the circle sequence is effectively closed to
the eyes and ears of the viewer so as to disallow the knowing of the stories that are told
there. Evidently, the circle represents an intimate space of veterano storytellers, and one
that is only briefly observed, as it is not meant to be a penetrable space for the viewer but
rather for solely those Chicano and “American Indian” warriors who have gained
admittance. Their stories are, after all, not meant to go out into the world so as to compete
with all the other stories of war. Rather, they are stories that are part and parcel of the
healing process for the veteranos. As Garza explains, “[t]his is what I think the circle is
about, is toda la raza [all our people], you know, camaradas [friends], getting together
and helping the person that needs the help.” As the creator of the circle, Garza is
evidently not only a storyteller, but also a facilitator for other Chicano and Native
American veteran storytellers of his community. As viewers of the film, we need not
listen-in on those stories; it suffices to know, as the film suggests, that those stories are
indeed being told.
Juan Farias, for his part, joined the army in 1969, served overseas as a Pathfinder (i.e., as
a paratrooping infantryman) and released from service in 1974. Of all three Chicanos,
Farias is the most hermetic. Introduced as a “visual artist,” Farias is indeed represented as
working on a number of canvases with paint, brushes, wet paper, his hands and his nails.
We will shortly analyze his plastic art practice in relation to his veiled retelling of war
and trauma, but first it is important to note that, in his own right and perhaps unwittingly,
Farias comes across as powerful a spoken-word storyteller as the other veteranos in the
film. In the recounting of his initial martial experience, for instance, Farias does
something that is truly remarkable in its rarity; he speaks about his father’s own tour of
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Word play on “West Side”. Hueso is Spanish for “bone”.
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duty having been a factor in his decision to join the Army: “I was conditioned for that
kind of destiny, I guess. My dad was in the Navy during World War II. He was supposed
to win the war by himself. At least that’s what I thought, you know. And he turned out to
be . . . he was a cook in a boat. But he’s still my hero, you know.”
Certainly in “real life,” generations of Mexican Americans, and indeed Latinos, have
fought overseas; parents and their children and whole sets of brothers and sisters have
served in the various wars of the US nation. And yet this phenomenon is only rarely
touched on in the imagined war epic, let alone in the storytelling practices of Latinos on
film. It is in this respect that Farias’ comment, coupled with the reproduction of his
father’s wartime photo in dress uniform, extends the range of his storytelling from his
immediate experience of Vietnam back into that of his father’s experience of the Second
World War. His storytelling, in this sense, stretches back to the interior of a warship from
the 1940s all the way to the present of the documentary in 2009.
But Farias also stands out as a unique storyteller not only for the scenes that he recounts
but also for that which he refuses to re-tell in words. Tellingly, Farias himself describes
and simultaneously demonstrates his plastic storytelling practice as a way of dealing with
the hardships of life; he endeavors to convert these, that is, into expressive scratches and
smears of paint on the canvas:
I assess about what’s going on in my life. And sometimes it really bothers me,
especially when she’s [my wife] had a tough day [on account of her medical
condition]. And, uh, the thing is that’s the way for me. I always say that I need to
find something positive in everything. Even though it’s like kind of bad. It’s
reality. It slaps you in the face. [Working on the canvas] What do you want? And
it’s my way of getting away from it. At the same time, who knows? Maybe I’ll
sell this painting. Y le saco feria [I can get some money for it]. I mean what do
you want me to do? Maybe I feel so much that if I do sell this painting at least I’ll
have that gratification. I can pay my bills. Take her out to eat. Que se ponga el [let
her put on her] red dress on and let’s go dancing. You know? … I call it rasguños
de la vida [scratches of life]. Y el jale es que le digo, “rasguños de la vida” [and
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the thing is that I call it “scratches of life” because] in order for me to go ahead
and put my energy as far as what I’m feeling, I usually do this. [Scratches the
canvas with his nails leaving marks upon the fresh blue paint] You see?
It is hence not so much that this Chicano refuses to remember Vietnam, but rather that he
has refused to reproduce the memory of this period of his life in words. Though he does
not verbally elaborate on his Vietnam War experiences, therefore, Farias does on the
other hand seem to transfer his war storytelling abilities onto the ambiguity of his plastic
art.
This transfer of storytelling energy is attested most tellingly in the sequence where he
goes on to passionately explain his posture towards the memorializing efforts of his
Chicano Veteran peers while simultaneously working on his latest canvas:
There is like about fifty wars going on at any one time in the world. Imagine all
the kids, and all the mommies, and suffering, and killing and over and over and
over and over again. There’s something gone crazy, you know. That’s the reason
I’m not real big into “Vietnam” and the idea of how “great” everything was. No it
wasn’t great, you know? It sucked, man! . . . In a way I was violated, you know. I
was violated by the idea of power. I was just some eighteen year old punk ass
Chicano who came from the West Side. My dad told me to stay in the service for
twenty years. You know? And I don’t want to ever lie to myself about how reality
is about.
There are, to be sure, many other storytellers featured in Varela’s film. There is poet
Diana Montejo whose testimony/poetry is left ringing in our ears: “I protested that war;
that war that tore everybody apart. A lot of my friends came back shell-shocked. Some of
them committed suicide . . . Social booby-traps, smolders, living graves will hold you.
Soldier, please come home.” And also featured in the poetry reading sequence is
author/professor Norma Cantú:
My brother was the thirteen of the twenty-six who fell from Laredo. And when he
died in 1968, our neighbor’s son, about three blocks away, they took the flag from
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our home to take it to their home; and it was that kind of impact on the barrio…
[Reading poem] I don’t know what to say. “Right” I mumble, as I hug him [my
brother]. I hug him goodbye. And papi doesn’t understand. I’m not to blame,
neither is he nor mami. No one is to blame. But he wants to blame someone,
everyone. . . .

6.1.7

The “real” Guy Gabaldon

Steven Jay Rubin’s documentary East L.A. Marine: The Untold Story of Guy Gabaldon
(2008) focuses on the life of one veterano with a spectacular story of heroism to tell. As
discussed in the chapter four, Gabaldon’s “true” story had already served as the blueprint
for a 1960 Hollywood war film entitled Hell to Eternity with the all American (white)
boy Jeffrey Hunter in the leading role of the Mexican American war hero. Hence, finally
there is a film that gives us the “real” Gabaldon, or rather, Guy as an old veterano who
remembers how things were in the past. Of course it is not only him who speaks.
Gabaldon’s story is reconstructed by a number of voices placed over various types of
footage (archive battle footage, network programming, local news, a feature film, and
interviews with historians and friends produced specifically for the film). The narrator,
for instance, as performed by none other than Hollywood star Freddie Prinze Jr., gives
structure to the film by moving the “plot” along, providing historical contexts, as well as
editorializing the comments made by the other characters. Speaking about the American
war heroes who have had movies made about them, for example, Prinze Jr. places
Gabaldon on par with Sergeant Alvin York as played by Gary Cooper, and Audie
Murphy i.e., “the first, and perhaps the only superstar the military has ever produced.”
Despite the power invested in the narrator’s voice, however, Guy Gabaldon himself, the
old veterano, does come through as principal a character with as powerful a voice in this
film. Gabaldon constantly gives cue, for instance, to the developing parts of his story by
contextualizing historical events:
Pearl Harbor day, we were all at Lane and Lyle’s house. There was Johny Ito,
George Une, Ken Hanapusa, Dane Lao and myself. Sunday mornings . . .
somebody would have a Model A (automobile) or something, and we would go to
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Japanese town, which was just over the bridge maybe three miles from the house,
to get some sushi . . . We were sitting there Sunday morning and we hear, wham!
This Pearl Harbor thing . . . and we couldn’t understand. And over and over “the
Japs.” It wasn’t “the Japanese,” it was “the ‘Japs’ bombed Pearl Harbor.” . . . and
I said, “My God, what’s gonna happen?”
With cinematic detail he describes the visceral experience of landing on the beachhead of
Saipan:
We landed 8:45 in the morning of June 15th, 1944. [On r]ed beach 1, 2 and 3.
There was a place called Sugar Dock… that divided the 4th and the second . . . It
was hot and heavy and furious and, like they show in the movies, bullets hitting
the sand all around you. I turned around and saw an alligator (amphibian troop
carrying vehicle) blow up. The Japanese had a mounted gun up in the hill
overlooking the landing beach. Several of the alligators were blown up right out
of the beach. I saw one blow and I saw a body of Marine who had been just hit . .
. I had the M1 Grand that was issued to me and Jesus, it was heavy: 9 pounds, I
weighed 126 pounds at the time. . . .
As if aware of his status as a character of his own narrative, furthermore, he comments on
the ways in which others have read his own defiant actions in the past:
On D + 1 [the day after D day], I took off and I went into Japanese territory and I
came back with a couple of prisoners, and my commanding officer Colonel John
Swabe, he was a Captain back then, Captain John Swabe, one hell of a nice guy,
he says, uh, “don’t you ever do that again.” He says, “this is the Marine Corps,
and this is, there will be team work. You’re not a prima donna. You’re not gonna
work on your own.” I said “yes, sir, very good sir” and that night I filled my
pockets with ammunition and I went back into Japanese territory. So I returned to
American lines with a whole mess of Japanese prisoners. And he says, “well,
what the hell, let the little kid go, let the little jerk go, he’s getting results.” So I
went on my own.
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And as a somewhat forgotten Second World War hero, he speaks about his experiences
back in Saipan with gusto and beaming confidence:
I was not an interpreter; I want to emphasize that. I’ve been written up as an
interpreter, I’ve been called an interpreter, but my MOS [military trade] was a
scout and observer in the uh, regimental intelligence. However, I’ve been asked
many times, if my ability to speak Japanese, was the reason why I took them
[1500 plus prisoners], and I say no, it was cojones [balls]. I went in there to kill or
to take prisoners. Maybe that sounds conceited to say cojones, but that’s what it
was. If you didn’t have the cojones to do that, you never be able to do it. No one
would.
On the other hand, Gabaldon does not limit himself to singing his own praises.
Throughout the film, he is also careful to reference “all those who died on the islands and
in Europe,” with humility and respect. He becomes in this sense, a cipher for all of those
soldiers who simply did not make it.
Conceptualized as the protagonist of his own filmic narrative, therefore, Gabaldon can be
said to be perhaps the only Latino soldier who has ever been allowed to “lead a good
life,” and reach old age in order to thereafter tell his own war story: in the same manner,
that is, in which the old-man Private Ryan is allowed to do so in Steven Spielberg’s film.
Certainly the various voices in the documentary vouch for the outstanding life Gabaldon
has led. His own sons Yosh and Tony Gabaldon demonstrate a strong admiration for their
father, as do the other characters such as his childhood friends, historians, fellow
veterans, and his commanding officer from his stint in Saipan.
But while the old Gabaldon indeed weaves a story that is verified at every turn by the
other talking heads, there are a number of contradictions or inconsistencies that are as
much a part of his narrative. It remains then the responsibility/privilege of the viewer to
read him as he/she will; whether read as an American of Spanish descent, a direct
descendant from a noble clan of conquistadors, a 6’ 7”All American boy or a brown 5’
3” Mexican American punk, a Chicano raised by loving Mexican American parents from
Boyle Heights or an orphan raised by a model Japanese American family, a soldier,
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saviour or killer, a failed politician, and/or a successful businessman, Gabaldon the old
veterano comes through as more complex a character than we have seen in this work. The
contradictions are part of who he is, as much as what his viewers need him to be. The
contradictions, furthermore, are also part of and parcel of the complexity of his “real
life.”
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6.2 On Dying, Killing and Winning Medals
There is in filmic representation, I believe, a strong affinity between the acts of dying,
killing and the attainment of medals. This affinity is tied, furthermore, to the interrelated
concepts of human mortality and the immortality of the nation. “Dying” for one’s country
is constructed as the highest “price” any one flesh and bones soldier may well have to pay
while in service of the nation; but a death in battle implies itself a form of immortality.
Posthumous medals act as precisely material goods hinting at this type of immortality.
What follows then is a discussion around the concepts of death, killing, and the
attainment of medals, along with an exploration of the Latina/o soldier’s activity within
this paradigm.

6.2.1

On Death

At the juncture of death, the fallen soldier joins the ranks of an elite group that is usually
imagined as a group of men (i.e. with rarely a women present): a legion of inspiring
ghosts representing the most noble, brave and beautiful (eternal) young men of the
nation. The nobility, bravery and beauty of these troops are associated with the ways in
which they are able to meet their deaths. At war, that is, death is best met by
demonstrating a sense of duty and courage in the face of discouraging odds. These are
attributes by which the fallen heroes of the nation are constructed after all. It is noble to
die, in other words, if by the action carried out along the way, others may live. This selfsacrificing nobility itself speaks of a type of internal beauty which in film is traditionally
complimented with the casting of “beautiful” (blonde, blue-eyed87) young men in these
heroic yet tragic roles; this is a type of “beauty” that is exalted by the choreography of
their brave (and attractive) bodies reaching the ecstasy of a traumatic death at war.
Though this type of optimal death at war is a selective (mostly white) affair, a number of
optimal deaths in a film have the effect of painting all of the other deaths of fellow
combatants with the brush of the exceptional. The quality of death that the Other soldiers
may “enjoy” then varies according to narrative importance.
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Later on in the war epic, this aesthetic has expanded somewhat so as to include dying heroic characters of
other colours (though mostly to emphasize the black/white nation).
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The Latino soldier is indeed offered various options (for dying) with various degrees of
dignity and importance88. There are, to be sure, a myriad of ways to find death in combat
and each, I would argue, come hardwired with specific configurations of meaning. The
death of a Latino soldier can thus be represented as a fleeting and unimportant moment in
battle (the battle must go on). Along these lines, it may come via a random luck of the
draw, as is bound to occur during the course of a shelling attack, for instance, when
suddenly facing sniper fire or an ambush, or when experiencing a weapon malfunction in
a decisive moment. Similarly, death may occur by way of human error, which itself can
be linked to a lack of training, incompetence, over-confidence and/or insubordination.
Though these types of death in combat highlights the unpredictability of death itself, the
characters that carry out this type of dying, it should be noted, are most usually quite
dispensable in the greater scheme of the narrative. The Latinos opting for this way out are
not bound to be, in other words, the main characters of any particular film. There are,
finally, deaths that happen off screen: as in the arrival at the homefront of a
letter/telegram or a coffin, or when a character remembers (or imagines) the event and
somehow replays it (through his/her spoken-word) for the benefit of the audience. In
these cases, death functions as a narrative cipher within the greater story. Occurring in a
place or time away from the action of the film, that is, this type of death produces a tangle
of meaning which the characters on screen are invited to mediate and resolve: effecting,
in this manner, perhaps the very direction of the story. Death which occurs on screen
does not pose as evocative a cipher. It more clearly points to itself as just another
building block of the war-story-in-process.

6.2.1.1

Unimportant Deaths

As seen in the previous chapter, Jesse Hibbs’ To Hell and Back (1955) showcases at least
two Latino soldiers within its narrative. While one of them is never actually presented on
screen (his name “Gomez” is solely mentioned at one point), the other character is
allowed a certain level of presence, including a small number of inconsequential lines.
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It should be noted, however, that no matter how flawed or unimportant (to the film) particular soldiers
may have been while alive, their deaths are often captured so as to maximize pathos: a pathos that is
usually emphasized through the use of a punctured musical score, dramatic lighting effects, etc.
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Having said that, the character in question is not as important to the story so as to show
the way in which he dies. In fact, we only know he has died because at the end of the
film, during the pan across the superimposed ghost-soldier figures (the fallen comrades),
“Sanchez” (Art Aragon) most certainly appears there along with the celebratory music, as
if standing in review for the decorated and surviving (white) hero. Cue the credits!
Samuel Fuller’s The Big Red One (1980) is certainly a war film masterpiece in its own
right. The narrative focuses on the ordeals of a group of five American soldiers (one
Sergeant and four Privates under his command) who miraculously survive together as a
unit for the duration of the Second World War. Their journey thus takes them physically
intact across the African and European campaigns: although the same cannot be said of
the various “replacements” that are continuously attached to them only to find death at
some juncture of the narrative. For this very reason, the group begins to be known around
the troops as the “Sergeant and his four horsemen89” whereby an assignment to this
tightly knit unit ultimately means a prompt death in combat; indeed, as one of the
horsemen explains, “replacements come [and die] so often that there is no interest in
learning their names.” The ethnic composition of the unit is certainly not all white in this
film; along with the (white) “Sergeant” (Lee Marvin) and the three (white) soldiers—
Private Griff (Mark Hamill), Private Zab (Robert Carradine) and Private Johnson (Kelly
Ward)—there is one Italian American soldier, Private Vinci I (Bobby DiCicco90), who,
though marked as Other at various points, is very much part and parcel of the fearsome
four. Hence, though the rest of the film is, for the most part, a white/Mediterranean affair,
one of the many “wet-nose” replacements that this group must deal with is none other
than a mustached Latino simply identified as Carlos (uncredited). In the very brief Sicily
battle scene in which Carlos appears, he is sent out by the Sergeant around the corner of a
building in order to smoke out any potential snipers; “Come on, Carlos, you’re up. Let’s
go, come on!”
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This is a reference, no doubt, to the four horsemen of the Apocalypse i.e., the creatures assigned to
unleash, by divine right, the tribulations (death, war, famine, pestilence) of the end of days upon humanity.
90
Incidentally, this Italian American actor, as we will see, had already performed the role of a Mexican
American Zoot Suiter in Steven Spielberg’s 1941 (1979).
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Of course, Private Zab had already by this point explained, via voice over, what in
essence involved smoking out a sniper; “You know how you smoke out a sniper? Send a
guy out in the open and see if he gets shot. They thought that one [strategy] up at West
Point.” And again, though the Sergeant had previously sent out one of his own horsemen
to similarly smoke out a potential sniper in the preceding corner, it is the replacement
Carlos who gets to the bad luck of the draw and finds, in this way, a prompt and
unemphatic death by sniper. The squad simply pulls him off to the side and keeps on
moving forward.

6.2.1.2

Silly/Random Deaths

Tay Garnett’s Bataan (1943), as already discussed in the previous chapter, features one
Latino soldier, Private Felix Ramirez (Desi Arnaz), within its genre-setting narrative. In
terms of his death, it could be said that as supposed to the other soldiers of the nation/film
who get to die in the heat of combat, this California-native gets to die a pretty silly, albeit
poignant, death. He succumbs, that is, to malaria just before attempting to get out of his
death bed and earnestly reassuring his superior of his ability to continue the fight: “I'm
solid, Sarge.” Jonathan Liebesman’s Battle Los Angeles (2011), by the same token, also
features a silly and random death as occurring to (Afro-Latino) Reconnaissance Lance
Corporal M. Guerrero (Neil Brown Jr.); he is hit by a projectile in the face, survives the
ordeal (solely losing his eyesight), but ultimately dies when the air evacuation helicopter
is shot out of the sky upon take off. Another silly Latino death can be observed in Robert
Aldrich’s The Dirty Dozen (1968). The film focuses on a group of American condemned
soldiers given the redeeming (but also extremely dangerous) task of eliminating a number
of high ranking Nazi officers lodged in a particular chateau behind enemy lines. The
mission requires much preparation on behalf of the ragtag group of American soldiers.
And when all is said and done, not many of them will make it through alive. The Latino
soldier here again, however, gets to die far from the heat of the battle. Indeed, Private
Pedro “Mayonnaise” Jiminez (sic), as performed by Mexican American musician/actor
Trini Lopez, is the only soldier who dies before the mission has even had a chance to get
started. Having parachuted out of an aircraft, the men await at the rendezvous-point for
the three outstanding members of the group. Upon the arrival of Private Joseph
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Wladislaw (Charles Bronson) and Private Robert Jefferson (Jim Brown), the
commanding officer Major Reisman (Lee Marvin) proceeds to question their tardiness
and in the process is informed of the ultimate resting place of Private Pedro Jiminez:
-Where the hell have you been? We’re six minutes late.
-[Wladislaw] We’ve been looking for Jiminez.
-[Reisman] And?
-[Wladislaw] We found him hung up on an apple tree.
-[Jefferson] His neck is broken.
-[Reisman] You mean he’s dead?
-[Brown] That’s exactly what I mean.
-[Reisman] Alright, Franko. Now you know why we’re all check out on the rope,
uh? Gibrand, number 8. Gilbrand, did you hear me?! . . . Let’s go.
Again, as occurred following the death of “Carlos” in The Beg Red One, the group here
does not spend much time worrying about the death of the Latino. If anything, the scene
would seem to solely exist so as to fulfill the Sergeant’s premonition/foreshadowing
about Jiminez’s eventual inability to make it the starting point of the mission:
-[Franko] I thought you said that Mayonnaise was the only one supposed to get on
top of the Chateau.
-[Reisman] Well suppose Jiminez dies before we GET to the Chateau!

6.2.1.3

Heroic/Tragic Deaths

Not surprisingly, there are very few representations of heroic Latino deaths. The jolly
jock Private Johnny Roderigues (sic), as performed by Mexican American actor Ricardo
Montalbán in William Wellman’s Battleground (1949), for instance, dies while on patrol.
He is shot in the back by the enemy as his small group attempts to get back to friendly
lines. At this juncture, instead of holding his peers back, Roderigues convinces them to
go on without him so as to eventually get some reinforcements and come back for him in
his improvised hiding spot. Evidently, Roderigues and his peers had not counted on the
shelling barrage that would be brought down on the area by their own forces. In the end,
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it is not the wound or the shelling that ultimately gets Roderigues, but rather his delayed
rescue. The death is somewhat heroic in the sense that in having convinced his peers to
leave him behind, Roderigues in effect has saved their lives; for the enemy had been right
on their heels. It is also tragic in the sense that his death is one that reverberates in the
psyches of his (white) peers and most profoundly in his patrol partner: the main character
of the film, the All American (white) Private Holley (Val Johnson). And again in Battle
Los Angeles, Second Lieutenant William Martinez (Ramon Rodriguez) similarly informs
his Sergeant, upon being fatally injured, to go on without him so as to carry on with what
amounts to a suicide attack. Sergeant Michael Nantz (Aaron Eckhart), the John Waynetype character of the film, will initially not accept the Lieutenant’s request but soon
accepts nonetheless:
-I am not leaving!
-Get them [the troops and civilians under his care] out.
-No, I’m not leaving you.
-Get them out of here! . . . I have a bag of C4 [explosives] on the bus. Give this to
my wife . . . [The lieutenant gives him a handwritten letter. The Sergeant
promptly leaves. And the lieutenant grabs the explosives and gets on the radio to
give his last hoorah] This is Lieutenant Martinez, Echo Company, Second
Battalion, Fifth Marines. Hoorah! [Detonates and blows up the advancing aliens]
-[The Sergeant rises from ashes and exclaims to his troops while on the run]
Move to live, Marines!
But Battle Los Angeles gives us even more Latino moribund heroics. This is no soldier at
all, however, but one civilian Joe Rincon (Michael Peña) who, along with his young son
Hector Rincon (Bryce Cass), had acquired the trusty protection of the Marines. The
untrained citizen Rincon will surprisingly prove to be quite useful; in one occasion he
pulls one of them out of incoming fire and eventually picks up a weapon. He is fatally
shot in the attempt, however, and dies shortly thereafter, but not before ensuring that his
son is left in good hands (“Sergeant, sergeant . . . you promise to save my son?”). The
Sergeant again acquiesces to the request and promptly walks over to console the young
Rincon and, in effect, to pre-recruit him for the Marine Corps:
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-Your father was a brave man, Hector . . . Hector, I'm sorry. It’s okay to cry. He
loved you very much . . . I need you to be brave for me. I need you to be my little
Marine . . . Marines don't quit. Do you believe that? Say it for me.
-Marines don't quit.
-I'm gonna get you out of here. I promise. [Hugs the kid]
In Phillip Noyce’s Clear and Present Danger (1994), to give one final example, is a film
where Latino soldiers die with particularly tragic poignancy; the location of a Latino
Special Ops platoon is essentially handed over to the enemy (a Colombian cartel liason),
by none other than the American National Security Advisor, in cahoots, that is, with the
president of the United States:
-[Advisor] I think it’s time the whole thing [operation code-named Reciprocity]
went away.
-[President] If that’s what you think . . .
-I think so.
-Then it should go away. It never happened.
-Yes, sir.
The battle is essentially represented91 as a betrayal of the nation’s great (Latino) fighting
men. As the satellite communication lines have been cut from Washington, the Latino
commanding officer, Captain Ramirez (Benjamin Bratt), is unable to secure air support
and a number of his men are thus portrayed as succumbing to death amid the attack:
“Variable, this is knife, over . . . I am not receiving but I said we are under heavy attack.
We need air support, over. Variable, this is knife, over. Switch! [Fellow troop switches
frequency] Variable, this is knife . . . Where the hell are you?”
When the (white) American heroes of the film, CIA director Jack Ryan (Harrison Ford)
and mercenary John Clark (Williem Dafoe) arrive at the scene of the attack, they are
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The battle/ambush, incidentally, is spliced with the burial at the homefront of an African American
veteran of Korea and Vietnam who, in the film, had ultimately come to hold the office of the director of the
CIA i.e., Admiral James Greer (James Earl Jones).
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confronted by sniper Sergeant Domingo Chavez (Raymond Cruz), the only Latino soldier
able to avoid death/capture by the enemy. Not surprisingly, the honorable-to-a-fault Jack
Ryan takes full responsibility for the lack of support and thereafter proceeds to help bury
the last dead Latino soldier while mustering to ask Chavez about the other fallen soldiers:
-And the others?
-I buried them.

6.2.2

Musings on death

While all three veteranos in Laura Varela’s As Long I Remember speak of a form of guilt
at having survived particular battles or the whole war in Vietnam in general, the only
other Latino soldier that I could think of who has mused about his own death is
Guadalcanal Diary’s Private Jesus “Soose” Alvarez. During a shelling/bombing barrage
he and his fellow Marines sit helpless in their bunker: in fear, that is, that a shell or bomb
may suddenly end their existence. Hence, while the All American (white) boy of the
picture, Private Johnny “Chicken” Anderson (Richard Jaeckel), cries silently in the
corner, others attempt to make small talk and yet another, older fellow, manages to
express the angst that is in air: “Sure make you feel kinda naked; nothing between you
and kingdom-come except a bunch of coconut-logs.” “Soose,” for his part, will respond in
a way which voices his growing frustration and anger with the situation; “It isn’t so much
dying . . . it’s having to sit here and take it!”
Of course, this scene must remind us of another one from Fixed Bayonets, where the
soldiers are made to express their interior monologues via voice-over. In that particular
instance, it was another character, and not the Latino, who was allowed to express
existential angst. While the majority of the (white) soldiers proved to be forward-thinking
in their minds, the short sighted Ramirez could only think of how to get his hands on a
pair of socks belonging to Private Borcellino. In Guadalcanal, as we have seen, the
Latino is conversely allowed a measure of existential musing that comes close to heroic
bravado; by this point of the game, he is no longer afraid of facing death, as long as death
itself remains something that could be faced with a certain measure of agency (with a
taking of arms). While it is true that the (white) Padre as well as the sergeant both show a
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restrained form of calmness amidst the shelling/bombing, Alvarez’s behavior, I would
argue, is not marked as the opposite of this. Though perhaps inflected by his Latino
“feistiness,” Alvarez’s reaction would seem to be the logical outcome of pent up
frustrations with the enemy (see chapter five). Incidentally, the desire to “take arms”
against the enemy, a desire born, in turn, from the consideration of one’s own death and
the death of fellow soldiers, neatly takes us into the next portion of this chapter.

6.2.3

On Killing

The enemy’s death is usually represented somewhat differently to that of the Americans
or allies. Traditionally, he/she dies easily and promptly so as to delimit a consideration of
their dimming humanities. This can be seen in the way in which, most often than not, the
enemy is an interchangeable mass of grimacing faces and charging bodies. Incidentally,
the killing of these “foreign bodies” is the other side of the equation. Closely related to
the concept of an optimal death at war, is the idea that it must be worth it. In other words,
the sacrifice of giving one’s life is especially rewarding if such an act causes a significant
loss of life for the enemy; by killing more of the enemy, the logic goes, a soldier is in
effect saving the lives of fellow fighting men by eliminating their would-be killers. When
on the threshold of death, however, the killing of the enemy is not always possible; the
efficacy or surprise-effect of an enemy attack, for instance, might prevent any action
whatsoever from the part of the American soldiers. It is important to note, conversely,
that the “cold blooded” killing of fellow soldiers/citizens—that is when American
soldiers are not given a “fair” chance to fight back—works in many instances as precisely
the motivating factor behind the subsequent uninhibited killing of the enemy by the
surviving American forces. Dying for one’s nation is noble, but killing the enemy is as
important in respect to the victory imperative of the imagined war epic: as Franklin
Schaffner’s General Patton (George C. Scott) explains to his troops before battle, “I want
you to remember that no bastard ever won a war by dying for his country. He won it by
making the other poor, dumb bastard die for his country” (Patton, 1970). In any case, the
motivations for killing the enemy are always already pre-established early on in many a
war film. While individual rationalizations do certainly differ (some soldiers purportedly
kill for nation, some so as to stand-by their fellow soldiers, and others solely to survive),
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it is most usually understood, in the imagined war epic, that the “good guys” (the
Americans and allied forces) are justified to take any means necessary to eliminate the
enemy and, in the process, save the nation.
If for American soldiers their quality of death is important, the killing of the enemy
would seem to work through a quantitative requirement; it is tantamount to kill as many
of the enemy as possible so as to maintain the sense of American martial superiority. The
killing must be carried out so as to highlight the efficacy of the American while also
capturing the psychological toll of such actions; the optimal killer does not kill for
pleasure nor revenge, but as though bound by duty sanctioned by church and state, or
alternatively, so as to defend himself and his band of brothers. Some soldiers are gifted in
the art of killing as if by legacy of their (white) rural upbringing or their partial Native
American (as in “warrior”) ancestry. Others truly struggle to find their inner killers while
others only face difficulties with the taking of their first kills; their hesitation usually
represented as the result of a particular type of religious upbringing or plain cowardice.
There are, conversely, fresh soldiers who are absolutely tickled with the prospect of
killing their first enemy, as there are hardened soldiers for whom killing has become
second nature, as if somewhat of a necessary task to be done and repeated day in day out.
Killing, finally, can be as sterile as picking off dark figures in the distance or it could be
as gruesome as the most visceral close quarter combat. Or alternatively, killing can also
be but a haunting memory in the dreamscape of aging veterans.
We have already spoken of Latino soldiers who do not get a chance to even fire their
weapons, because, in essence, they die in silly pre-combat related acts: like parachuting
or succumbing to malaria. Alternatively, there are a number of Latina/o soldiers who do
get to shoot their weapons and do so with some level of success i.e., enemy kills. In
chapter four, we saw a number of cases where readings against the grain of representation
allowed us to posit the presence of Latino defiant characters. Some of these, incidentally,
actually prove to be quite adept at killing in their respective narratives. I am speaking, for
instance, of Miller/Gonzales killing Iraqis in Greenzone, Winger/Cheech killing Russians
in Stripes, Guy “Gabi” Gabaldon killing the Japanese in Hell to Eternity, and Paul Anka’s
character, in The Longest Day, killing Nazis.
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When it comes to characters that are hardwired to stand as Latina/o soldiers, there are
also some among them who do come across as great killers. In Battle Los Angeles, for
instance, there is a Latina who is particularly adept at killing aliens: and certainly more
adept than her male-Latino counterparts in the film. Indeed, Air Force Intel Tech
Sergeant Elena Santos (Michelle Rodriguez) would seem to be a natural killer and thus a
true asset to the team. But then again, her lack of muscles (martial-masculinity) does
catch up to her. As her equipment gets caught on the rubble, muscle-head Corporal Nick
Stravrou (Gino Anthony Pesi) must help her to get loose, and while Santos herself
certainly survives the close-call, the outstanding killing machine Stravrou does not.
Likewise, in Lewis Seiler’s Guadalcanal Diary (1943), Jesus “Soose” Alvarez (Anthony
Quinn) is also portrayed as an especially efficient killer: that is until his fatal cocky
mistake. As his battalion advances through the fields, head to head against the advancing
enemy troops and fortified positions, “Soose” is portrayed as effectively taking the first
kill of the attack: a sniper positioned to take out a number of soldiers who had passed by
without having noticed him. That this kill is inspired by the death of his colleagues is
certainly backed up by his own statement while standing over the corpse: “That’s one for
Captain Cross.”
However, it will be on the final attack where “Soose” will show the greatest talent/thirst
for killing. As the whole battalion is again on the attack against fortified enemy positions,
“Soose” is represented as a force on his own. He manages to overcome an enemy
machine gun position by sheer surprise, it would seem. He kills the four soldiers stationed
there with quickly dispatched rounds from his rifle, without so much stopping for one
minute before continuing with his advance. As he moves forward, a Japanese soldier
sneaks up behind him with a dagger. But again, “Soose” is able to expertly slap the
dagger away in the nick of time. Then, as the enemy attempts to run away, “Soose”
instinctively picks up the dagger so as to throw it and have it land on the soldier’s back
while simultaneously exclaiming, “Hey Jap! You forgot something!” And it is precisely
at this juncture that this Latino meets his death: for as he gets up and keeps advancing,
and as his last phrase continues to amuse him (“hahaha, hahaha, ‘he forgot something.’
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Hahaha. Funny . . .”), another hidden Japanese foe will get the better of him this time
around.
All of the Latino soldiers thus mentioned, with the exception of Guy “Gabi” Gabaldon,
do not think twice (or are simply not given the opportunity to do so) before or after the
killing of their enemy. But again with the exception of “Gabi,” and Alvarez in some
92

respect , all of these characters are portrayed as killing in a normative non-psychotic
manner. Gabaldon’s posture towards killing, as we have already touched on, is portrayed
as quite fluid in Hell to Eternity. As they remind him of his adoptive family back in Los
Angeles, “Gabi” is, at first contact with the enemy, quite reticent to kill. However, on
account of having his two best friends killed in battle, he does go through a griefpossessed cold-blooded killing spree. But finally, a few reminders of his affective links to
the Japanese American family eventually convinces him to stop his killing spree and
thereafter dedicate himself to the saving of Japanese lives. Certainly, in the documentary
based on his experience, neither the “real” Gabaldon nor the other talking heads of the
film make any reference at all to the crazed killing spree as portrayed in Hell to Eternity.
The reticence to kill the Japanese at first contact is, on the other hand, explained by
Gabaldon’s commanding officer in the same manner as in the film:
When we landed and he saw his first dead and wounded Japanese people, and
they were really in a bad shape, some of them terrible and some of them not so
bad . . . But it really bothered him. [Footage of Japanese corpses floating on the
beachhead] It was like his own brother had been killed or wounded and it took a
couple days before he got over that. I mean it was very noticeable.
Not surprisingly, the old veterano would not seem to agree with his old commanding
officer’s assessment. It was not that he was seeing the faces and likeness of his family in
the dead enemy around him, but rather,
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it was; “what am I doing here? I should be back in L.A. in the bowling alley.” We
had a lot of beautiful Russian gals we used to play around with at the marina
bowling alley. And I said; “what the hell am I doing here?” Hurley was digging
his foxhole and the bullets were flying, and hot and heavy, and he says “dig-in!”
And I says . . . I didn’t say a word. I just looked at him and he says, “damn it!” he
says . . . He grabbed me and pulled me down into his foxhole.
The old storyteller indeed does not mince words about his killing and his killing frame of
mind while in Saipan:
One time, towards the end of the campaign [. . .] I had thirteen sabres from the
guys I had killed . . . I came from a few days in the jungle and my sabres is [sic]
gone. Boy, was I pissed off . . . I’m in the river and both of us are naked and I see
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there’s Virgil Strong. I said “Hey, Virgin ” I says [. . .] “You know someone
stole my sabres” I says. “And let me tell you something . . . there’s gonna be a
dead son of a bitch tonight. ‘Cause I’m gonna kill him.” And he knew I was
killing every day. And I said, “I’m gonna kill him”. And low and behold, my
sabres came back.
As he suggests very matter of factly, that even in his efforts to capture, and thus save,
Japanese soldiers and civilians, killing was still simply part of the job94:
I conned them into surrender. I had them take their clothes off and, because
otherwise you don’t know if they had grenades or anything hidden in their
clothes, and then I’d sit with them all night. And sometimes I had to kill a guy
who’d start running. And I’d sit with them all night and when the sun come up,
I’d say “alright, let’s go. We’ll march back into American lines.”
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Gabaldon is poking fun of the Sergeant’s name.
This professional posture towards killing is echoed, incidentally, by Eduardo Garza in As Long as I
Remember: American Veteranos: “[P]art of our job was to cruise the rivers, and, you know, ‘search and
destroy’ [the enemy]. That was my job.”
94
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Certainly, the old veterano does express some level of remorse in one occasion. Or
rather, he solely shows a particular form of remorse in function of one unfortunate killing
method that he employed at one point:
I had the M1 Grand that was issued to me and Jesus, it was heavy; nine pounds. I
weighed 126 pounds at the time. And, uh, everybody fell in love with the
carabineer. Everyone wanted a carabineer ‘cause it looked so nice and small and
neat. And I see this dead Marine, blonde-head kid. He must have been eighteen
and hair cut real short. And an inch hole in his head . . . I see this Marine there
and the carabineer next to him. So I threw my M1 away and I grabbed the
carabineer: big mistake. One of the worst weapons ever made. I killed, everybody
I killed died hard. I put shots through a guy, put holes in them, and they kept
coming at me. . . .
By contrast, there are, elsewhere, Latinos who will show some level of reticence/regret
towards killing. There is a brief moment in Clint Eastwood’s Heartbreak Ridge, for
instance, where Private Aponte, having achieved his first kill (of a cigar-smoking
communist Cuban), does the sign of the cross while exclaiming; “Jesus, please forgive
me.” And years after their own kills, the veteranos in Laura Varela’s As Long as I
Remember are similarly, though perhaps more poignantly, conflicted with the concept of
having killed on behalf of the nation. While working once again on his canvas, for
instance, Juan Farias most eloquently points to the dehumanizing effect of the infantry
trade; “Just think about it, you’re getting paid to kill somebody. You know? Think about
that. You’re killing somebody. You’re actually killing somebody.” Farias, for his part,
initially joined the Army so as to “stop communist aggression” and, it stands to reason, so
as to kill the enemy of the nation. But a change of heart, he explains, occurred after a
particularly brutal shelling-barrage: “[a]fter that I was never really the same. I know I
wasn’t the same and I felt guilty about being alive. I felt real strange. And, uh, I took a
good look at what was going on, you know, with my superiors, and I felt that, uh, there
was a lot of senseless killing and a lot of people died for nothing.”
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It would seem then that Farias’ formative experience—a defiant type of “looking
around”—came to affect his ongoing posture towards killing, the war and its participants:
Once I started going to the veterans’ reunions. They’re all like, you know, gung
ho about it. And they’re real buddy-buddies and I understand. Some of them were
in combat together. You know, it’s like some people that believe in some religion,
[and] some other people believe in that other religion, just ‘cause they’re
different. You know? You need to give them that respect. That’s what I’ve done,
you know? But they also have to give me that respect too for what I believe in.
[Working on his canvas] You know? . . . Nothing can replace the fifty-six, fiftyeight thousand lives that went. That’s what I’m talking about. You know, and then
on top of that, you know, the enemy’s side, the Vietnamese. Look at all the
suffering they went through. You know?
Some of the sentiments that Farias expresses are certainly mirrored in another telling
scene, from the brilliant documentary, which takes us into the heart of a veteran support
center, where a PTSD group therapy session is in session. The ethnic composition of the
Vietnam War veterans in the room is as follows: three Latinos, one African American
and one (white) Anglo. During the session, the conversation veers towards the topic of
killing when one of the Latino veterans also describes, as Farias did, the change of heart
that he had endured; “I think when we got there, we had this big idea that we were
defending our country and then after, like you survive a week or two, then you’re just
covering everybody [with bullets] and just fighting for each other.” The African
American then frankly speaks about the remorse around the killing that he carried out, at
which point the same Latino responds with a disarming quip before proceeding to delve
into his own sad change of heart towards an acceptance of his own kills:
-[African American veteran] . . . The blood is on my hands, when you snap
somebody up in a damn poncho. I can never wash my hands enough.
-I washed my hands with Jack Daniels just a little bit and drank the rest for thirty
years.
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-[Everybody laughs and somebody in the room exclaims] I think that’s called
spilling it.
-It’ll work one way or another, right? . . . In my English class, one like gung ho
young kid. He stood and said “how many people did you kill?” [African
American gives an “mmm” of acknowledgement] You don’t wanna use that word.
Everything that my mom had taught me about “thou shall not kill” and all that
stuff, man, I was, I was, I had broken what I was taught. And it just made me sick.
And the guys that had been there for a while, they just laughed and said, “aw,
you’ll get used to it.” I thought to myself, “no way in hell.” And the sad part about
it . . . I did.
The demolishing confession then gets a supportive response from another Latino veteran
who, in turn, stuns the room into a moment of silence and effectively ends the sequence:
“that was the shield, the, you know, the protection that you put to yourself to survive
while you were over there.”

6.2.4

The Absent Latina/o Body

Having considered the spaces where the Latina/o soldier dies or kills (or remembers
killing), this discussion now brings us to consider those Latinos who, though killed in
action, do so conveniently off screen. These are Latino soldiers, that is, who gain
narrative significance precisely through a preterit act of dying; a feat allowing them to
remain present even if expressly absent in the “present” of the story. Paradoxically, the
signification of their deaths, as already suggested, is itself enriched/complicated by the
very nature of their enigmatic evocation. It is evidently known that these Latino soldiers
died, but the act itself, whether they died a good respectable/important death, killing the
enemy and saving friendlies along the way perhaps, can never truly be attested by the eye
of camera. They thus remain, ultimately, ciphers to be wrestled with/against by the
characters and viewers of each film.

6.2.4.1

The half-breed that got away

The narrative of Orson Welles’ Touch of Evil (1958) hinges on the crooked actions of
(white) police Captain Hank Quinlan (Orson Welles) in his attempts to frame a Mexican
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American young man, Manelo Sanchez (Victor Millan), for a crime the former is
convinced the latter has carried out. In a conversation with his police partner, Sergeant
Pete Menzies (Joseph Calleia), and while drinking to the near completion of his latest
framing job, Quinlan unwittingly reveals to the viewer that has indeed maintained a habit,
throughout his career, of fabricating evidence so as to always get his man, and that this
habit is inextricably linked to one particular half-breed (i.e., a Mexican American) soldier
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who has died overseas during the course of the First World War :
- My job's over, Pete. You ought to be workin' on [closing the case on] Sanchez . .
. Dynamite's no way to kill. Did I ever tell you the smart way to kill, Pete?
- Sure. Strangling.
- Mm. Clean. Silent.
-You told me all that.
- That's how my wife died.
- Finish that coffee.
- I don't usually talk about my wife.
- Never when you're sober.
- She was strangled, Pete.
- I know, I know.
-Binding cord. She was workin' up at the packin' plant. The killer had it right to
hand. Smart. You don't leave fingerprints on a piece of string.
- Bartender, what do I owe you?
- That half-breed done it, of course. We all knew that, but I was just a rookie cop.
- La cuenta.
- [Bartender] Four seventy-five.
- I followed him around . . . After him, eatin' my heart out tryin' to catch him.
- But I never did. [Cash Register Rings] Then in some mud hole in Belgium the
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Nericcio discusses this scene in great detail and in the process hints at the presence of this “half-breed”
Latino soldier in the midst of the First World War: Hank Quinlan “acts because of acts in the past
committed by an unnamed racially impure, racially heterogeneous ‘half-breed,’ the man who [allegedly]
strangled [his] … wife…” (61) i.e., a character that would have otherwise died by Quinlan hands had it not
been for the fact that “World War I intervenes” at this very juncture of his past (71).
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good Lord done the job for me, in 1917. Pete, that was the last killer that ever
got out of my hands. . . .
Evidently, “mud-hole” and Belgium of 1917 is synonymous with the battle of
Passchendaele AKA the Third Battle of Ypres (Duffy). Quite subtly then, Welles has
placed a Mexican American (murderer?), as a soldier who has carried out the ultimate
sacrifice on behalf of the nation, in the very trench war spaces of the First World War.
This is by itself already an extremely rare appearance; for the other film which only hints
at Latino or Mexican American presence in the First World War, is the already alluded-to
La Bamba. But Welles goes even further by converting this fallen soldier into the
defining figment of Quinlan’s psychological make-up. Part of the richness behind the
narrative of A Touch of Evil, I would argue, lies precisely in the ambiguity vested on the
values of truth and justice. It is, in other words, impossible to know whether the Mexican
American soldier had been after all been guilty of the murder, or if the young (and
already prejudiced) Quinlan solely designed him to be so as to rationalize his loss.
Perhaps the young Mexican American man had solely been his wife’s lover and the real
killer had simply evaded the cuckolded police officer’s deductions and suspicions.
Perhaps the Mexican American young man joined the Army out of grief following his
loss of his lover, or conversely, perhaps the young man had been the murderer all along
and thus joined the war so as to avoid Quinlan’s ongoing investigation. Divine
intervention in wartime, it seemed to Quinlan, verified his belief in the soldier’s
culpability, but it also, incidentally, frustrated the fulfillment, on his own terms, of his
revenge. In the end, regardless of the truth in relation to the Mexican American’s
motivating factor behind his (military) service, the fact remains that his death at war,
came to shape Quinlan’s very own sense of self-worth and life mission i.e., to send to the
“electric chair” by any means necessary all of the half-breed killers on his watch, so as to
make up for the one that got away. The Mexican American fallen soldier stands out as
then as the engine behind Quinlan’s passion and eventual tragic downfall. A fallen
soldier, a murderer, a lover, without him, Quinlan’s unmoveable convictions and actions
would lose their internal logic and the narrative would, as a result, fall flat.
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6.2.4.2

Private First Class William T. Santiago

Rob Reiner’s A Few Good Men (1992) focuses on the efforts of three (white) Navy
lawyers in their attempts to defend two Marines (one African American and one whiteAnglo) from the imputed court martial charges of murder. The strategy which ultimately
results in the dismissal of the charges is ultimately but a deflection of culpability; the
leading, young and maverick (white) defence lawyer Lieutenant Daniel Kaffee (Tom
Cruise) ultimately nudges the Marines’ base commanding officer, (white) Colonel
Nathan R. Jessup (Jack Nicholson), into admitting to have ordered the disciplinary action
which, in turn, had led to the accidental homicide of the troop under his command. The
narrative hence hinges on the absent body of a soldier: a Latino soldier, that is, who lost
his life while in the service of the nation. All that is known about Private First Class
William T. Santiago (Micheal DeLorenzo96) is what remains behind i.e., his personal
affects and a number of letters requesting a transfer out of his training base in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. It would appear then, that the reading of the letter effectively
brings him to life in some respects. We see a number of scenes where is having a hard
time in training—from being the last one to form up at dusk, to falling off the obstacle
course ropes—and hear his voice plea for an end to his troubles:
Dear Sir, My name is PFC William T. Santiago. I am a Marine stationed at
Marine Barracks, Rifle Security Company Windward, Second Platoon, Bravo. I
am writing to inform you of my problems with my unit here in Cuba and to ask
for your help. I've fallen out on runs before for several reasons such as feeling
dizzy or nauseated, but on May 18th, I'd fallen back about 20 or 30 yards going
down a rocky, unstable hill. My sergeant grabbed me and pushed me down the
hill . . . [T]he last thing I remember is hitting the deck. I was brought to the
hospital where I was told I just had heat. I ask you to help me. Please sir. I just
need to be transferred out of RSC. Sincerely. PFC William T. Santiago. U.S.
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The Bronx-native Puerto Rican/Italian actor gained notoriety as the Nuyorican police detective, Eddie
Torres, in Kevin Arkadie and Dick Wolf’s television dramatic series New York Undercover.
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Marine Corps. P.S. In exchange for my transfer off the base, I'm willing to
provide. . . .
At this point, the Latino’s dialogue is cut off and it is thus revealed that the letter had
actually been read along by none other than the base commanding officer who, upon
completing his reading of the intercepted letter (“willing to provide you with information
about an illegal fenceline shooting that occurred the night of August 2nd”), proceeds to
establish the manner in which to deal with the troublesome soldier:
Who the fuck is PFC William T. Santiago? …[A]pparently he's not very happy
down here at Shangri-La, because he's written letters to everyone but Santa Claus
asking for a transfer. And now he's telling tales about a fenceline shooting . . . I'm
thinking that your suggestion of transferring Santiago, while expeditious, and
certainly painless, might not be, in a manner of speaking, the American way.
Santiago stays where he is. We're gonna train the lad. . . .
The questioning of who in “the fuck” is/was PFC Santiago is certainly a question that
remains for the most part unanswered in the film. Though only momentarily observed
and heard via the agency of the commanding officer, however, the PFC’s marked
absence/death remains behind as precisely the catalyst/cipher driving the story, the
dramas overwhelming its characters, and the greater philosophical/moral dilemmas facing
the nation.
It is undeniable that the following iconic exchange between the star Navy lawyer and the
jaded military commander has certainly reverberated in popular culture ever since the
release of the film;
-[Colonel Nathan R. Jessup] You want answers?
-[Lieutenant Daniel Kaffee] I think I’m entitled.
-You want answers?
-I want the truth!
-You can’t handle the truth!
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The often quoted exchange makes reference to the thinly veiled hypocrisy in an advanced
capitalist democratic system whereby the social contract between the citizenship/media
and the military/defence-complex requires the latter to sometimes carry out undemocratic
(and immoral?) actions in foreign lands, and the former to curfew its active questioning
of these actions. Indeed, Colonel Nathan R. Jessup himself explains this type of civil
hypocrisy most perfectly by describing the nation as an idyllic peaceful space surrounded
and defended by “walls” and men effectively keeping the enemy and chaos at bay:
You don’t want the truth because deep down, in places you don't talk about at
parties, you want me on that wall. You need me on that wall! We use words like
honour, code, loyalty. We use these words as the backbone of a life spent
defending something. You use them as a punchline! I haven't neither the time or
the inclination to explain myself to a man who rises and sleeps under the blanket
of the very freedom that I provide and then questions the manner in which I
provide it! I would rather you just said, “thank you,” and went on your way,
Otherwise, I’d suggest you pick up a weapon and stand a post. Either way, I don't
give a damn, what you think you are entitled to!
Clearly, a complex debate on the moral price of American “freedom” and privilege is
taking place here, and precisely over the absent body of the Latino soldier. Santiago’s
threat of denouncing the “fenceline” shooting97 marks the young private a potential traitor
to the warrior code of ethics, as much as his lack of physical stamina marks him as
inferior in masculine/martial terms. These are negative traits which may not be tolerated
amidst the warrior class of the nation and so, again appealing to the warrior code, the
soldier in question must be brutally corrected and forced to toe the line over and above
the civilian/democratic ideals of the greater nation. Herein lays the main moral dilemma
of the narrative: on the level of authority and moral lee-way vested, by a democratic
society, on the men charged with toeing the line at the outskirts of civilization. Had it
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A fenceline shooting occurs when a shot is fired over the line diving two established territories as
controlled by distinct nations. In the context of the film, the fenceline shooting indicates a clear violation of
Cuban sovereignty by American forces.
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been not for the efforts of the (white) enterprising lawyer, this toeing of the line would
have required of the Latino soldier the ultimate sacrifice of going away ever more
silently, so as to not make any fuzz, and allow the real warriors of the nation to continue
to stand their posts.
This quiet “standing down” so as the let the real warriors of the nation carry on, is
incidentally mirrored at the paratextual level by the ranking of actor Micheal DeLorenzo
in the final credits. The actor, in essence embodying the narrative engine of the film (PFC
William T. Santiago), is not actually listed on the first round of cast credits but rather on
under the “Featuring” category. He thus appears listed as the twenty-eighth actor
underneath performers with even less screen time and lesser narrative importance such as
M.P., Guard #2, and Agent #1.

6.2.4.3

Private Alfredo (from Maravilla, East Los Angeles,
California)

In Ray Rubin’s East LA Marine (2009), in the included “A Day in the Life of Guy
Gabaldon” featurette, that is, the old veterano storyteller recalls a fellow Chicano who
died in the battlefield right before his eyes:
And one day I saw three young Marines. All Marines were 18, 19 years at the
time, and so I joined them, and says “what the hell are you guys doing here? This
is my area.” Well one of them was a Chicano like me. I got his name, Alfredo. I
says; “where are you from?” He says; “Los Angeles, Maravilla, the barrio
Maravilla.” And I says, “well, I’m from a rival barrio Boyle Heights” and he says
“okay lets fight.” [Crowd laughs] Well anyway, he pulled out his little bible and
said, “Ay te wacho” [I’ll be looking out for you]. And I’ve latched on to that
saying ever since, ‘Ay te wacho carnal [I’ll be looking out for you, brother]. And
he jumped over the edge and ran towards the bunker and the three of us that
remained looked over at the side of the bunker and saw the Japanese blowing his
head off. Pieces of his head were flying and he had reached down for a grenade,
pulled the pin, held the spoon, when he went down his arm blew off. He didn’t
feel anything. Naturally he was dead. And who knows about Alfredo? No one. He
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gave his life for you and me and for many many more Chicanos who are never
recognized. I owe my life to Alfredo and I will always remember him, especially
on this day, memorial day.
That Alfredo did not actually make the cut on the final documentary is not surprising; for
this is, after all, Gabaldon’s story. However, the question as to who will, after all,
remember “Alfredo” from Maravilla is now, thanks to Guy Gabaldon, not as a definitive
as “no one.” Perhaps we may never see a representation of his heroic/tragic death, but
Alfredo will always remain, at least in the margins of the “extras” on the DVD, a
powerful cipher for Chicano sacrifice/agency during the Pacific campaign of the Second
World War.

6.2.4.4

Mario Galindo and Patricia Vazquez

Oren Moverman’s The Messenger (2009) focuses on the trials of two (white) soldiers
tasked with the homefront duty of notifying the spouses and parents of fallen soldiers
about their loved ones’ recent deaths in Iraq. Not surprisingly there are two fallen
Latina/o soldiers who are in this way present in the narrative even while their bodies are
markedly absent from the screen. The first absent Latino thus appears when Staff
Sergeant Will Montgomery (Ben Foster) and Captain Tony Stone (Woody Harrelson)
show up to a house in search of Marla Cohen (Halley Feiffer) i.e., the young (blond,
blued eyed) spouse of Mario Galindo. Obviously, Marla’s father, who answers the door,
had not known that her daughter had married the Latino soldier: for he promptly demands
to know if she had indeed “married that little grease-ball.” Once notified of her loss,
Marla begins to cry, and it is at this point that the father changes his attitude and begins to
console her daughter.
Later on, the main characters show up to an apartment building in search of Mr. Angel
Vazquez: the father of another fallen soldier. Interestingly, Captain Tony Stone must
speak via an interpreter as the older man does not speak English:
-Are you Angel Vazquez?
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-¿Es usted Angel Vazquez?
-Do you speak English?
-¿Habla inglés?
-No…
-Mr. Vazquez, the Secretary of the Army has asked me to extend his regret…
-…me ha pedido que expresara su… [has asked me to express his…]
-Your daughter, Patricia, was killed in a helicopter
-…fue matada en un choque de helicóptero
-crash this morning at 7 am our time…
-Se habrán equivocado. Yo hablé con ella anoche. [You must be mistaken. I
spoke with her yesterday night.]
-And he advises further information…
-¡Yo hablé con ella anoche! [I spoke with her yesterday!]
-…cuanta más información sea disponible, Señor [as much information as
becomes available, sir]
-The Secretary of the Army extends his deepest sympathy for you…
-…su simpatía…
- …and your tragic loss.
-…en esta trágica pérdida.
-¿Están seguros que no están equivocados? [Are you sure you’re not mistaken?]
[Father begins to cry inconsolably]
-Positive identification has been made . . .
-Hemos hecho una positiva identificación de su hija Patricia, señor. [We have
made a positive identification of your daughter Patricia, sir.]
- [sopbbing] No puede ser . . . [It cannot be]
-[Interpreter to Stone] He says it can’t be . . .
-We’re very sorry, sir.
-Lo lamentamos mucho, señor.
-Ustedes se equivocaron . . . [sobbing still with incomprehensible words]
-[Translator] Disculpa, señor, pero no es una equivocación [Sorry, sir, but it
is not a mistake]
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Though not part of the main storyline of the film, the sequences thus reviewed do hint at
the ubiquity of Latina/o sacrifice at war. Additionally, while Galindo’s absent body
signals at the tragic foreclosure of a Latino-Anglo union as well as to a bigoted type of
resistance to this type of union, the absent body of Vazquez signals not only at the great
number immigrants who search in the service for a path to citizenship, but also finally at
very agency of Latinas at war.

6.2.4.5

Angel Obregon Jr.

On Christmas day, a Mexican American young man, Angel Obregon Jr., is brought by his
parents and grandfather to pay a visit to the Benedict’s, the (white) land owners of the
Reata ranch, where his family has worked and lived all of his life. During this visit, the
uniformed young man remains smiling, proud and speechless (in the film as a whole he is
allowed to say but “thank you” twice) as his grandfather announces that “we came so you
could see Angel. He’s the first soldier from Reata.” The whole (white) family and their
friends are in the main living space, while the Mexican American family is off to the side
as if waiting for some kind of validation from the (white) family.
To be fair, it may be conceded that this validation does come right away in the form of
holydays greetings, a compliment, and a gift from Leslie Benedict (Elizabeth Taylor), the
lady of the house:
-Well, isn’t he a fine looking soldier? Now wait a minute. [Goes towards the
Christmas tree and returns with a gift] Merry Christmas, Angel
-Thank you.
-Today the wish of all of us is that the war ends quickly and that you Angel,
returns safely to Reata and to all those that love you very much . . . Come on now
and open it. [He discovers, to his delight, a wrist watch in the gift box]
Conversely, the gentleman of the house, Jordan “Bick” Benedict Jr. (Rock Hudson),
cannot even muster to saunter over to shake Angel’s hand at this point. He is far too
preoccupied with other matters, it would seem: such as the recent announcement of his
daughter’s eloped wedding.
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Tellingly, Angel is portrayed thereafter as patiently waiting to speak to Bick in the next
sequence; where one by one, Bick’s son and son-in-law are portrayed as rejecting the
landowner’s offer to bequeath on to them his ranch. At this point, it would seem that the
young Mexican American might indeed propose to preside over Bick’s estate on his
return from the war. But as the irate Bick vents his frustrations (“keeping it [the ranch]
together all my life . . . That mesquite dust wind! Keeping it big! And for whom?”), he is
also quite blind to the young men standing there before him. The tone of Bick’s rant
effectively forecloses the possibility for conversation and the Mexican American is
portrayed negatively leaving in disappointment.
Bick’s validation of the young Mexican American young man will come sometime later:
upon the return, that is, of Angel’s dead body to Reata. The return of the body, it should
be noted, is here portrayed with pointed poignancy—the train leaves behind a coffin
thereafter pulled along the tracks by silent service men.
Shaken by the loss, Bick and Leslie prepare, in the next scene, to attend the burial
ceremony. While Leslie reminisces about the first time she held Angel as a baby, Bick
opens the flag cabinet so as to retrieve, as we find out in the next sequence, his very own
Texas lone-star flag. During the ceremony, the accompanying service men present the
family with the American flag which had drapped the coffin. And following this gesture,
Bick walks over to the family so as to pay his own respects and hand over his flag to the
grief-stricken grandfather. The American national anthem is then sung by a choir of
Mexican American children and the next scene soon comes along anoucning the birth of
the first Benedict half-breed98 baby.
Again, the body of the Mexican American soldier only briefly stood here as a cipher.
Angel Obregon Jr. remains an essentially unknowable presence: the fittest man in and
around Reata to take over Bick’s estate; a tragic loss for the Mexican American family; a
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Bick’s son had by this point already married a Mexican American nurse named Juana Guerra (Elsa
Cardenas).
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war hero; a fallen soldier; a token body hinting at the greater Mexican American sacrifice
during the course of the Second World War.

6.2.4.6

Henry Hank Reyna

At the end of Luis Valdez’ Zoot Suit (1981), Henry Hank Reyna (Daniel Valdez) is
finally released from jail. It is a celebratory “happy ending” and yet a climactic moment
that nonetheless refuses to provide a definitive narrative closure. Indeed, this refusal to
provide a definitive full-hearted “happy ending” is explained by the mythical Pachuco
himself: “Simón, ese [Yeah, dude]. And that's the perfect way to end of this play . . .
happy ending y todo [and all] . . . But life ain't that way, Hank.” A number of characters
are consequently given the chance, by the Pachuco, to provide their alternate versions of
whatever happened to Reyna after his release from jail. In this sense, the (white)
journalist, for example, explains that “Reyna went back to prison in 1947 for robbery and
assault with a deadly weapon. While incarcerated, he killed another inmate and he wasn't
released until 1955, when he got into hard drugs. He died of the trauma of his life in
1972.” Miss Bloomfield, the defence team activist, for her part states that “Reyna married
Della in 1948 [, and that t]hey still live in Los Angeles . . . have five kids, three of them
now going to the university, speaking Pachuco slang and calling themselves ‘Chicanos’.”
For the purposes of our study, however, the most interesting alternate ending is the one
provided by Hank’s little brother, Rudy Reyna (Tony Plana). In this particular scene,
Rudy Reyna is decked out in army dress uniform, standing at attention beside the dance
floor holding a giant switch blade, with medals on his chest, and a sailor behind him
standing at ease with a real rifle at arms: “Henry Reyna went to Korea in 1950. He was
shipped across in a destroyer and defended the 38th Parallel until he was killed at Inchon
in 1952, being posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor.” Following his
short statement, Rudy salutes while the camera zooms out and the dancers keep dancing
around him and a mariachi scream is heard.
Again, Henry Hank Reyna himself hints at the cipher left behind long after the curtains
have fallen. His question, posed to the mythical Pachuco (“Chale [Damn], we won, didn’t
we?”), is left to be answered, ultimately, by the audience/viewers sitting comfortably in
their seats. That even after enduring outrageous discrimination, incarceration and abuse,
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the young Chicano should decide to jump full-heartedly into the nation’s next war, is
perhaps the most complex cipher in and around the representation of the absent Latino
soldier. That the defiant and “bitter young Pachuco gang-leader from Thirty-Eighth
Street99” went on to attain the greatest honour in the land (the Congressional Medal of
Honor) is certainly something that cannot be said of any other Latino soldier in filmic
representation: though, as we will see, a few of them have been particularly deserving.

6.2.5

Medals and Ribbons

Though awarded by the state, medals are, for all intents and purposes, objects of private
ownership to be worn by the individual in the public domains of the nation or to be
displayed in the private/domestic spaces—the living room walls—of the homefront.
Though they are typically imagined as the nation’s tokens of appreciation for having
gone beyond the call of duty, there are indeed different types of medals to be awarded.
While there are medals/ribbons simply marking the participation of a soldier in particular
arenas of conflict, there are medals which act as markers of distinction whereby a
particular action, or sequence of actions, is recognized as having had a dramatic impact
on the outcome of a battle or on the very livelihood of fellow soldiers. Medals hence hint
at the national gratitude for the actions/sacrifices that the individual soldier carries out in
the name of the collective good. They are also signifiers of experience, bravery and a
dash of good luck: the understanding being that medals are difficult to attain and
especially so if the awarded soldier has been able to survive the ordeal.
Medals are, in this sense, worn by the veteran who gets to survive and be present on
occasions of commemoration, or by the currently serving soldier when decked out in
his/her dress-uniform for reason or another i.e., when the soldiers are off for the evening,
on R&R or on parade, for example. In John Gray’s An American Story (1994), to mention
an interesting case, Mexican American Private Juan “Johnny Dynamite” Medina (David
Labiosa), wears his Bronze Cross for a job interview in the (white-coded) insurance
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This is how the mythical Pachuco describes the way is which Henry Hank Reyna is known to the police
of East Los Angeles towards the beginning of the film.
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industry. While some of these soldiers wear them with laborious showmanship when on
the look-out for the companionship of the opposite sex, others, perhaps the most heroic,
appear with them more dignified and introspective. Two scenes in Raoul Walsh’s Battle
Cry! (1955), for instance, are very illustrative in this respect, as it concerns the Latino
soldier. In the first scene, Private Joseph “Spanish Joe” Gomez, an untested soldier,
decides to venture into a bar, while on leave, with a chest-full of ribbons recently
purchased for the occasion. His sergeant, who is hanging out with the All American
(white) boy of the picture, thus confronts him and unequivocally orders him to take the
ribbons off:
-Gomez! Come here.
-What’s going on, Mac?
-Where did you get those ribbons?
-From the Navy store.
-Well, take them off before the show-patrol locks you up!
[Gomez begins to take off the ribbons but as the locals make a star-struck
comment, the spirited Latino cannot help but weave a story of fantastic heroism]
-Strike me! Look at the medals on the bloke. He must have been everywhere. Uh,
Marine?
-This boy’s been around, buddy. See this one here? Silver Star. [I] won it for
gallantry on Guadalcanal. I’ll never forget that day as long as I live. Me and my
boys were on this patrol. See? Over the Kokumbona river near Tassafaronga
point. And what happens? I get lost from the rest of the men. So I come to this
clearing. See? It’s blazing hot; 120 in the shade. Sweat gushing off of me when all
of the sudden, boom! Everything hit the fan! The roof fell in! They must have
thought I was a general or something. Japs popped out from everywhere!
Tatatatataa! [Motions the shooting of a machinegun] I peer over to my left and
what do you think I see?
-What was it?
-What was it? A Jap machinegun looking right down my throat. That’s what it
was! . . . So I look for a fast exit. But they’re in the back of me; three japs with
automatic rifles . . . And to top it off, a Jap sniper sat on a tree-top. [It] makes me
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shudder to think of it . . . So I talk to myself, I says “Joe, a hundred broads from
Chicago to St. Louis would be grieving this day. There was nothing for me to do
but to lower my head and . . . charge!
-Well, out with it!
-What happened?
-What happened? I got killed! Hahahaha
In this scene, the story of heroism is indeed so fantastic that it falls in on itself. The
Latino soldier would seem to be quite aware of his excess as can be attested by the way in
which he approaches the punch-line and rebels in the way in which all of the service men
in the bar erupt into laughter, even as the sergeant and All American (white) boy look on
with disapproving amusement.
The understanding of Gomez as a defiant storyteller certainly entails but a reading against
the grain of representation; Gomez, in the end, is hardwired to be written off as nothing
but a boisterous clown. This hardwired perspective is further advanced by the stark
contrast made, on another night about town, between Gomez, the self-aggrandizing
Latino, and the humble, but certainly heroic, Private Pedro100 (Victor Millan).
In his brief scene, Private Pedro walks-over, beer in hand, to sit down at a table with the
All American (white) brainer boy Private Dan “Danny” Forrester (Tab Hunter). Pedro’s
walk is a dignified limping with traces of a pain held-in-check. As he sits down, the
pensive Latino proceeds to quietly drink his beer until Private Forrester acknowledges
him and thereafter proceeds to congratulate him on his medal: “Oh Pedro. Incidentally,
congratulations on your Silver Star.” Pedro’s sole response, as somewhat of an
afterthought, is to humbly accept Forrester compliment with a sincere and succinct,
“Gracias, my story-writing friend.” And this one line is the full extent of Pedro’s vocal
participation in the whole film. And having thanked his (white) friend and, in effect,
having stroked the incipient writer’s ego, the Latino promptly returns to his pensive (sad
but noble) countenance.

100

Private Pedro’s last name is never enunciated as it is neither credited at the end of the film.
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Again, interestingly enough, Millan’s cameo is bookended by shots of the boisterous
Private Gomez attempting, but ultimately failing, to impress his female company with the
medal/s on his chest.
Whatever it is that Private Pedro did to deserve his Silver Star, it must certainly have
involved a great feat of “gallantry” in the face of the enemy. We will never know,
however, whether his actions involved extraordinary killing feats or simply the saving of
his peers by any other means. The film does not care to tell this story. What remains clear
is that Private Pedro does not brag about his experience and would rather drink his beer in
silence: as “real” heroes/warriors, honouring their fallen comrades, are bound to do.
Incidentally, the Silver Star had been the medal that Gomez had previously cited in his
own fantastic story of “gallantry.” The argument is quite clear. There are two varieties of
Latino soldiers: the “no-good” (dirty/sweaty) scheming punk, and, on the other hand, the
noble, sacrificing but quiet hero. The medals, not surprisingly, is for the taking solely for
the latter.
The reticence to award medals to boisterous Latinos is certainly echoed in the story of the
“real” Guy Gabaldon. Indeed, as the narrator in East L.A. Marine explains, Gabaldon was
(and continues to be) short-changed in this respect: “Guy was nominated for the
Congressional Medal of Honor by his commanding officer [in 1944] but he never
received the medal. That recommendation was down-graded to a Silver Star, and later,
only when the movie [Hell to Eternity] came out in 1960, was he awarded the Marine
Corps’ highest decoration: the Navy Cross.”
The documentary then is itself presented as a vehicle meant to drive the campaign to
finally get this defiant veterano the highest honor in the land: the Congressional Medal of
Honor. This activist tone is attested not only by various talking heads in the film, but also
by the postcard accompanying the DVD, which, in effect, asks the viewer to sign and
send-off, to “The Secretary of the Navy,” the request that he/she “award a World War II
veteran and hero, Guy Gabaldon, the Congressional Medal of Honor.”
The reasons behind the neglect are explained in different ways by the talking heads. His
past commanding officer, Colonel John Swabe, for instance, blames the delay and
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ultimate withholding, of the medal he himself recommended for Guy, on an unfortunate
lack of bureaucratic follow-through; he and his adjutant, he explains, were whisked away
from Saipan and the paper work would seem to have simply fallen through the cracks.
For historian Daniel A. Martinez, in turn, “there is certainly something to be said for
diplomacy . . . He was in a rough outfit and a lot Marines were not diplomatic . . . but I
think it hurt him in the long run. . . . I was always amazed that he was not promoted and
the fact that the medal indeed was delayed and it did not come. It just appears that
perhaps his outspokenness could have hurt this.”
This “outspokenness” as posited by Martinez, is certainly in line with Gabaldon’s defiant
demeanor: a demeanor that is abundantly evident, I would suggest, in the passages thus
far attributed to him in this chapter. Conversely, however, might we not concede that
Gabaldon’s attitude was/is somehow connected to the prejudice he might have faced
while in the service? Pete Limon, another talking head introduced in the film as a Pearl
Harbor survivor and fellow veterano, would certainly agree with thus assessment. Limon
suggests in this sense that the real culprit was nothing more but institutional prejudice:
During the war, the Marine Corps wouldn’t give the “Mexican American kid” the
medal. The Army and the Navy would. But the Marine Corps was very very, uh,
well they just didn’t believe in it. And when a guy like Guy did so much, they
weren’t about to give him that honor. Because I know that, uh, before the war you
couldn’t get into the Marine Corps if you were Mexican, just about never. After
the war of course they were taking everybody.
It remains to be said that the bid for Guy’s medal was/is quite unique in the sense that it
involves a soldier who actually cared about the saving of the enemy. More importantly,
his actions involved turning the concept of war on its head: in taking a break, as much as
possible, from all the mindless killing and dying. The young Chicano, as we have seen,
was certainly no stranger to killing, but as Gabaldon’s friend, Jim Kirby, explains in the
documentary, the old veterano “was most proud of the lives he saved. So his medal
would not be because of the enemy count that he killed, but of the enemy, and conversely
also our own Marines and GIs that did not die because of what he did in going out into
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the jungles of Saipan.” Tragically, still without his Congressional Medal of Honor,
Gabaldon passed away in the same year of the documentary’s release. Hence doomed to
remain “eclipsed by history101,” as the historian Martinez puts it, the veterano must rest in
wait for the American President of the day to make his/her amends.

6.2.6

Chale, we won. Didn’t we?

When medals are awarded posthumously, incidentally, there is certainly an added
connotation of sacrifice/sadness. These are, after all, the more solemn tokens of
appreciation which, in film, are usually granted to the next of kin (a spouse or parent)
who will then go on to cherish them, in the heart of the domestic space, along with the
American flag draping the coffin and the picture of the soldier in dress uniform.
Norma Cantú, in As Long as I Remember, for instance, paints one such interior space
through her reading of a poem dedicated, in turn, to the memory of her brother: “And
when the Purple Heart and the other medals come with Tino’s things/ he [father] has
them framed/ Hangs them next to the faded photo of an army-uniformed/ seventeen year
old/ dreamy-eyed/ [pan over medals and dissolve over photo of brother in dress uniform
pic] thin-lipped/ brown-face/ wearing pride like a badge.”
Evidently, the medals adorning the walls of the home have become a placeholder for the
live person (son/brother) who was once there. They are, in effect, medals in lieu of life:
badges of pride signifying the family’s personal sacrifice in the name of the greater
nation. The father who frames and hangs the medals on the wall would certainly seem to
spouse such a statement. But the voice of the little girl describing her father’s
memorializing efforts brings with it a type of questioning expressing, in turn, a sense of
loss over and above any possible sentiment of “pride” or “sacrifice” in the context of the
greater nation.
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The full quote reads as follows: “I think he has been eclipsed by history. And it so often happens. You
look at Japanese Americans that served. Many of them deserved the Medal of Honor, and the president
made that right. Twenty Medals of Honor were given and one of them in particular to Senator Inouye”.
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The questioning of the very importance/significance of medals is echoed in various films,
and brought to its limit by veterano Juan Farias; in As Long as I Remember, he has long
gone to the extent of sending his medals back the government. Certainly, elsewhere this
questioning appears with more subtlety. In American Story, for instance, Private Juan
“Johnny Dynamite” Medina faces constant disbelief that a Bronze Cross could be
awarded at all to a Mexican American (“They really give YOU the Bronze Star, son?”).
The great honour, furthermore, does not improve his chances of accessing the middle
class (white-coded) job he so desires. In fact, his Bronze Cross earns him little more than
sarcastic disrespect: “You’re the kid they gave the Bronze Star to, uh? . . . So, I’m getting
my gas pumped by a ‘genuine’ hero. I like that.” Naturally, Medina’s initial optimism is
tempered quite rapidly by the force of the ongoing reality of his small town in Tennessee.
He will not, likely, continue to wear his medals in public.
Chale, we won, didn’t we? The question remains to be answered long after the curtain has
fallen. Private Juan Medina, Private Pedro, Private Guy Gabaldon, Tino, and Henry
Reyna, have clearly won their respective medals not only on their own behalf, but also on
behalf of their respective branch of service, the US nation, their ethnic groupings
(Mexican Americans/Latinas/os), and, ultimately, their barrios and extended families. But
what did Henry “Hank” Reyna, the medal-winning “Pachuco gang-leader from ThirtyEighth Street,” really win in that alternate Korean ending? What did the “seventeen year
old dreamy-eyed” Tino win other than a set of medals destined for a wall in San Antonio?
As for the medal-winning veteranos who survived, what else have they ultimately
gained? Respect, Rights, and access to the middle class, are perhaps all acceptable
responses to this type of questioning. As suggested earlier, and the examples above
notwithstanding, reel veteranos, and their immediate offspring, even if marginally so, are
actually offered these perks. Though the same cannot be said of the mass of Latinas/os
for whom these reel veteranos have arguably also fought for: the norm being a general
lack of respect and abuse in representation.
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7

Conclusions

The text before you echoes, perhaps, the incompleteness of any archaeological dig. In this
sense, this work is bound to stand out as a successful advance in the greater mission to
understand or at least observe the filmic Latina/o soldier in his/her element.

7.1 Status Report
To recapitulate, it could be said that chapters two and three formed the theoretical
framework needed to analyze an object of study involving two fields which had never
been systematically combined: American war film and Latina/o representation. Chapter
two highlights the importance of war film as a source of alternative Latina/o storytelling
(or hi/storytelling) and to thereafter establish the concept of the “imagined war epic” as a
new way of understanding war film genre. Finally, so as to tackle the scattered though
numerable appearances of the Latina/o soldier in this proposed imagined epic of the
warring nation, I went on to describe an archaeological practice that would consider, as a
structuring matrix, the spaces that are activated in the imaginary of the warring nation.
The third chapter, in turn, set out to provide the image of the pendulum as a way of
visualizing the complex phenomena of mis/identification that occurs around the
representation of characters called to perform the role of the walking Latino stereotype:
be it that of the quiet/noble medal-winning Mexican or of the dirty Mexican punk
varieties. The same chapter went on to provide working definitions around the figure of
the Latina/o through a discussion and problematization of concepts such as race, ethnicity
and colour in the context of American cinema. Finally, the chapter closed with a
consideration of corporeal reading practices (i.e., how brown-coded bodies may or may
not be read on screen and indeed appropriated as Latino bodies), followed by a discussion
of the dominant Latina/o martial affect. The dominant Latina/o martial affect, again, is
what I have described as the predominant ways in which the imagined war epic would
seem to imagine the Latina/o soldier in contrast to its (white) characters: as adept grunts,
perhaps, but certainly not of the naturally leading type.
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Chapter four finally dove right into the filmic analysis by focusing on the center of the
theoretical pendulum: elaborating, that is, on the absence, ambiguity and erasure of the
Latina/o soldier in a number of films of note. I touched on the systemic absence of the
Latina in the imagined war epic as well as on the absence of the Latino across war film
sub-genres and in particular films propounding either a white conception of the nation or,
alternatively, the multi-cultural melting pot albeit with the Latino markedly missing in
action. Ambiguity was then discussed in the context of characters that hint at the presence
of the Latino soldier without ever verifying if this is case. In the films in question,
Hispanic names and other markers of ethnicity may be missing all together and yet a
dirty-soldier aesthetic may actually permit Latino soldiers to exist, at least in theory, as
bodies populating the background of the nation’s war story. Then there are brown-coded
characters that, despite not exhibiting any “obvious” markers of ethnicity, as we saw, are
indeed allowed to speak in their respective narratives and enjoy a measure of
protagonism. These characters may be nameless or possess names which cannot be
unilaterally assigned a Hispanic origin, and yet, I proposed, it may be possible (and
important) to appropriate them as Latinos. This chapter then closed with a focus on the
documented instances of filmic erasure: where an originally Latino story, when brought
to the screen, is translated into yet another episode of the leading All American (white)
boy/man at war.
Chapter five took a look at the normative spaces of the war epic so as to re/discover the
Latina/o soldier to be observed there. The chapter defined normative spaces as not only
the typically imagined settings of the war epic (the homefront/warfront) but also as
spaces clearly dominated by white protagonists. The Latino’s journey, in the films in
question, is one which usually commences on the training grounds of the nation. There
the Latina/o is shown to be a good follower at best and inefficient at worst. At the
warfront, I traced the war experiences of a number of Latino soldiers so as to point out
the presence of various character-types that get to enjoy different levels of narrative
attention (screen-time) and respect/love from their fellow soldiers. There is the peripheral
Latino hero who, despite being putatively admired by his fellow soldiers, gets very little
screen-time and two paltry lines. While there is the despondent/quiet soldier that does
what he is told (nothing more and nothing less), there is also the clueless and simple-
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minded Latino who is given nothing but hard-times by his peers. There is also the eager
soldier who, despite his desire to get into the action, is still nonetheless relegated to the
margins of the story. And finally, there are soldiers who begin to acquire a more central
profile in their respective war stories. The chapter, therefore, closes with a reflection on
the Latino characters that are permitted to survive the normative spaces of the warfront
i.e., those given the opportunity to return to the homefront so as to go on to tell their war
stories.
In chapter six, entitled “other spaces,” I chose to pursue two particular archaeological
fields of study: that of the veterana/o and another which forms at the juncture between
the Latina/o soldier, death, killing and the attainment of medals. The first part of the
chapter thus focused on the limited number of veteranas/os who have been allowed exist
in the filmic record. While some of these characters were seen to act as nothing but de
facto recruiting agents of the barrio, some others, as storytellers, begin to describe their
experiences in the service with a grain of criticism, if not with outright defiance. The
second part of the chapter, in turn, went on to analyze the ways in which the Latina/o
soldier has been called on to die and kill for the nation. Along with the idea of death in
battle, there was a consideration of films where a Latino’s absent corpse comes to
represent a cipher for the characters at the homefront. Finally, this chapter closed with an
analysis of the Latino’s affair with the attainment of medals and ribbons. Raoul Walsh’s
Battle Cry! (1955) provided a clear contrast between the quiet, noble and sacrificing
Latino soldier who is deserving of medals and the sneaky and boisterous Latino who is
simply not worthy of such honours. The boisterousness was linked to the defiance of the
“real” Guy Gabaldon i.e., a character who, despite his unheard of courage and humanity
during the battle of Saipan, was ultimately denied the Congressional Medal of Honor
during his life-time. The chapter, finally, went on to analyze a number of characters that
put into question the very meaning of “winning” medals and ribbons.

7.2 Reel Chapters to Follow
This is, in essence, the work that has been carried out in this dissertation. In a nut-shell, a
theoretical framework was developed and a number of artifacts were re/discovered which
painted for us some of the ways in which the Latina/o soldier has been imagined in the
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imagined war epic of the US nation. As already suggested, to evoke all I that I had
envisioned, in the context of my archaeological practice, I would have had to speak about
a number of additional spaces/grounds of study. Certainly, in some respects, I have
already hinted at some of the issues and films which would come to shape the discussion
of these outstanding fields of study. Hence for instance, a whole chapter would be
necessary to analyze the spaces where the internal homefronts/warfronts of the nation are
in evidence. The focus would be on those films which have endeavored to portray the
additional struggles/borders that the Latina/o must or could navigate over and above
those of the regular (white) soldiers. On an obvious level, there is the racism that
Latinas/os must face from within the martial institutions they have joined. But there are
also issues of prejudice, class and citizenship which affect the Latino soldier, or the
potential Latino soldier, at the homefront. And just what the “homefront” might entail is
something altogether put into question in these films; for the homefront is here revealed
as a fractured/unstable entity in and of itself, where lines of difference are drawn and
mediated by the subjects of the nation/s at war. This fractured nature of the warring
nation is perhaps best elucidated on film by the mythical Pachuco in Luis Valdez’s Zoot
Suit (1981). Indeed, such character at one point comes to challenge Henry Hank Reyna’s
desire to join the war: “Muy [Very] Popeye the sailor-man, now . . . Muy patriotic, ah?
The Japs have sowed up the Pacific. Rommel is kicking ass in Egypt, but the mayor of
L.A. has declared an all-out war on Chicanos, on you. Te curas? [You understand?] . . .
Forget the war overseas, carnal [brother]. Your war is on the homefront.” Some of the
other key films for this chapter would be Irving Pichel’s A Medal for Benny (1945),
Miguel M. Delgado’s Un día con el diablo (1945), Steven Spielberg’s 1941 (1979),
Haskell Wexler’s Latino (1985), Taylor Hackford’s Blood in Blood Out (1992), Phillip
Noyce’s Clear and Present Danger (1994), Edward James Olmos’ Walkout (2006), Jay
Rubin’s East L.A. Marine: The Untold Story of Guy Gabaldon (2006), Robert Redford’s
Lions for Lambs (2007), Neil Burger’s The Lucky Ones (2009), Laura Varela’s As Long
as I Remember: American Veteranos (2009), John J. Valadez’ The Longoria Affair
(2010), Cimarrones’ documentary Yo soy el Army: America’s New Military Caste (2011)
and Beto Gómez’s Salvando al Soldado Pérez (2011).
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Similarly, another chapter is needed to analyze the representation of characters whose
very presence puts into question not only the meaning of the “nation” but also the
meaning of what the “Latina/o soldier” is or can be. These are Latino characters then, that
I would consider minorities in the context of the dominant Latino affect. The veterano
storyteller, as already covered in chapter six, is but one type of minority in this respect.
Other types that would be covered in the missing chapter, therefore, would be Latina
soldiers, Afro-Latinos, Latino specialists (medics, pilots etc.), and Latinos in positions of
leadership (officers and/or high-ranking non-commissioned members). Some of films for
this chapter would be Edward Dmytryk’s Back to Bataan (1945), Blake Edwards’
Operation Petticoat (1959), James Cameron’s Aliens (1986), A Clear and Present
Danger, David O. Russell’s Three Kings (1999), Starship Troopers (1997), Albert and
Allen Hughes’ Dead Presidents (1995), John Dahl’s The Great Raid (2005), Spike Lee’s
Miracle at St. Anna (2008), and Jonathan Liebesman’s Battle Los Angeles (2011).

7.3 Consolidation
This work potentially comes across as a catalogue of the various Latina/o soldiers to be
found in the filmic record. And in a sense, this archaeological practice does amount to
that. I would hope however, that it also stands out as a form of new historiography, as a
way to remember and/or re-imagine those soldiers that are typically left at the footnotes
of the historical record or, rather, at the periphery of the imagined historical record.
As we have seen, whether appearing as the vile or despondent character beyond
redemption (a la “Spanish Joe” et al), the docile and sacrificing Latino and/or the
passionate and “sneaky” grunt, many of the characters that have been unearthed in this
study may be labeled and interpreted as nothing more than stereotypical depictions of
ourselves. Alternatively, as we have seen, alternative-reading practices may actually
allow for a defence of these very same characters. We could say of “Spanish Joe,” for
instance, that if he is represented as a sweaty, smelly and dishonest soldier, this is
because the (white) narrator of the story has chosen to construct him as such. Along these
lines, perhaps we can be brave enough to propose the imagining of composite characters
that better suit the need to tell our filmic stories in our own terms. We may imagine
Private Joe “Spanish Joe” Gomez back at the homefront as being similar in character to
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Hank Henry Reyna; a defiant Pachuco gang leader from East Los Angeles who decided
to do his part by joining the war. At the warfront, we could imagine him as being closer
to Private Jesus “Soose” Alvarez in character—a jovial, passionate and beloved Marine—
or alternatively, as exhibiting an even more belligerent presence, echoing, in turn, the
defiant Chicano par excellence, Guy Gabaldon. The quiet and noble medal-winning
Private Pedro could similarly be imagined as none other than the similarly quiet and
noble Private Angel Obregon Jr. from Reata. In the recasting of their composite story,
perhaps the soldier need not die, but rather, return in one piece so as to take over the
estate of Bick Benedict II. In the same vein, we could imagine a character like Oliver
Stone’s quiet Rodriguez taking off on that second to last chopper so as to become a
storyteller in his own right and very much alike the novelist Rodriguez or the painter
Farias who appear in Laura Varela’s documentary. And alternatively, the quiet Rodriguez
could go on to become much like Varela’s Garza—a retired Veteran councilor, a lovingfather of a young girl, a poet calmly but passionately speaking to young Chicanos in
college campuses:
Well, I think one of the most devastating things about being in a war, is realizing
that we shouldn’t be there. A young man, a Chicanito, very energetic, very turned
on about everything … Uh and I tried to talk to him about not going into the
military. And I said, “man, you don’t need to do that. Our war as Chicanos, as
world citizens even, is right here in the United States. And I wouldn’t say, maybe
I shouldn’t say Don’t go, but I would say think seven-hundred times before you
sign that paper and raise your hand to pledge your allegiance to a war. Life is
difficult, no matter whether you’re in a war zone or not. Life is gonna be difficult
and once you realize that, you can kick back and be at peace with the difficulties
that arise day-to-day. You don’t have to go into the military to experience
difficulties”.
The reimagining of our own war stories in this manner is crucial; for with very few
exceptions, film has on the whole neglected to showcase a fuller array of Latina/o soldier
experiences as reflected in oral histories, literature or even television. In this respect, it is
certainly difficult to find reel Latina/o soldiers breaking out of the molds I have laid out.
So long as they are bound by the strictures of the imagined war epic, in other words, the
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characters in question remain mired by the hardwired valances of stereotypical
representation; to be rescued only by the alternative reading practices thus described.

Perhaps film will one day take a closer and fairer look at the Latina/o soldier. A feature
film based on Charley Trujillo’s Vietnam War novel Dogs from Illusion (1994), for
instance, is likely never to be produced, however. This is, after all, a complex work
focusing on the experience of three Chicano soldiers during their stint in Vietnam. Ese,
Machete and Chuco, in this sense, stand out as war heroes who also perform, or at least
stand-by the performance of, stomach turning acts. Despite all this, you get to understand
these young vatos, their motivations, their desires and fears. And this is because their
internal struggles are always front-and-center: their thoughts of home, of their uncertain
place within the nation, and of their coming to terms with the killing of those with whom
they may have much in common. The novel, furthermore, bursts with instances reflecting
complex relations between all racialized soldiers and the leading (white) echelon,
between Latinos and the other racialized troops (African and Native American subjects),
between Chicanos and Puerto Ricans, and indeed between Chicanos of distinct class and
regionality. Ambiguity is at every turn of the page. And when all is said and done, the
ending is most tellingly a demolishing beginning. In brief, the richly developed characters
are a strong appeal for a more comprehensive war-film aesthetic: one through which the
Latino/Chicano (but not the Latina/Chicana) may finally come to be seen as more than
mere footnote to the nation’s war story. And yet, as suggested, it is doubtful that we will
ever see a narrative of this caliber on film. Indeed, precisely facing this harsh reality,
Trujillo himself discloses:
I have been trying to make the Dogs film for the past twelve years, but thus far, to
no avail. I have met with some Hollywood people, but they never got back to
me (This includes Moctezuma Esparza). I have the screenplay, and I am adamant
about directing the flick. If need be, I will try and raise the money myself. My
latest lead is a possible meeting with Sean Penn in a month or two . . . As you
know, all they [Mexican American producers such as Esparza and Edward James
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Olmos
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] want are stories about patriots and heroes. If need be, I can do it

guerilla style for about $150,000.00. I shot a practice trailer a while back.
There is, therefore, some “progress” to look forward to. However, while the production
of a film based on Trujillo’s novel would be an exciting and a welcomed “development,”
we should always do well to remember that this would not mean a change to the story of
the Latina/o soldier; for this story to change, in essence, there must be a change in the
very ways in which the Latina/o is imagined vis-á-vis the warring nation, or, indeed, a
change in the way in which the warring nation is imagined in the first place. In my
opinion, there has not been much “progress.” In 1945, A Medal for Benny already gave as
a complex and attentive portrayal of the Mexican American soldier, albeit an absent one;
but the story is still ultimately the sad and true (or sadly true) story of Latino sacrifice in
the battlefield. In any case, true progress, or change, can perhaps be tracked in solely a
small number of films. Paul Verhoeven’s Starship Troopers (1997), for instance, is a
brilliant farce of the “future” warring-nation where, though Hispanic names abound,
race/ethnicity, and even gender, are no longer stable constructs. By the same token,
though George Lucas’ Star Wars: Episode III – Revenge of the Sith (2005) provides more
of the same tired racial imaginary, it does allow for a refreshing portrayal of Latino
agency. In respect to this film, Gabriel S. Estrada (Nahuatl) has noted that
Perhaps Latino actor Jimmy Smit’s role is Lucas’ belated recognition of the large
political roles that . . . “mixed-blooded” peoples play in Latin America and the
USA. Even so, limited Latino casting typifies Star Wars. Only Puerto
Rican/Surinamese Smits momentarily speaks in prequel scenes as Senator Bail
Organa. While he is a leading moral critic of the evil Emperor, he is also the only
supporting character to never physically defend himself, even when shot at. His
weak, effeminate Latino presence symbolizes the rare Star Wars fusion of
African, European, and Indian bloodlines. . . . (77)
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The production company of Edward James Olmos, incidentally, has two war-minded projects up its
sleeve; the first one is Mettle and it involves “a Latino soldier from the Vietnam War, who when captured
by the Vietcong undergoes various medical experiments that grant him superpowers,” and the second, also
about Vietnam, focuses on the “real life” story of Roy Benavidez: “a story of pure heroics as Benevidez
jumped out of a helicopter to help save his fellow soldiers in a firefight . . .” (Cerny).
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While I would agree that the sole presence of this character/actor in the film
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is too

little too late, I would conversely argue that the statesman’s defiance against the Emperor
is perhaps a greater a glory than a show of martial disposition. A Latino who fights with
words and ideas rather than with the sword is indeed a very original conceit in
mainstream representation. And herein lays the value of such a vision: in that it permits
the mainstream imagining of Latinas/os as the political masters of their own porvenir
(future). It is such representations which opened to the door, perhaps, to the national
imaginary as presented in the television series finale
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of Aaron Sorkin’s The West Wing

(2006): where a Senator Mathew Vicente “Matt” Santos (Jimmy Smits), a Texas
Democrat and ex-Air Force pilot, is inaugurated as the forty-fourth President of the
United States. Of course, it is interesting to note that in the parallel universe of the series,
the first non-white president is not an African American Harvard-trained lawyer but
rather a Mexican American veteran of the Gulf War. It would thus seem that no matter
how high he/she flies, the filmic Latina/o is doomed to live by the strictures of the
dominant Latino affect: whereby that martial profile is shown to be, time and time again,
the key to Latino “success.” God Bless America!
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Incidentally, a reading against the grain may actually allow for other Latino characters to exist at the
very origin of the series; hence, where “R2D2, C3PO and Chewbacca are Anglicized names that indicate a
system of racial purity in contrast to the mixed race realities that openly typify Latinos,” Estrada (Nahuatl)
subversively re-imagines the potential presence of “Arturito, Cipitrio,and Chuy Baca” within the narrative
(76-77).
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The title of the final episode is entitled “Tomorrow.” The sixth (and final) season of the series had
chronicled both the last days of the sitting president’s term as well as the election trials of both the
Republican and Democrat candidates for the next term.
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